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ABSTRACT
The central theme of this thesis is the integration of indigenous thought and
practice with science and technology. Philosophy of science provides the valid
framework for critically evaluating the methods by which the process of
integration can be realised since it is concerned with the analysis of explanatory
frameworks and the identification of interfaces between science and other cultural
activities. Philosophy of science also provides a spectrum of views of the nature
of science, from the narrow to the broad. It is the broad view of science that is
adopted in this thesis rather than the narrow and exclusivist view of science. A
broad view of science allows an interdisciplinary approach to the problem.
Anthropological, historical, as well as policy aspects of the theme have been
discussed.
The results of the fieldwork in Ghana have been used to illustrate the proposition
that integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and technology
is not only possible but feasible and even inevitable.

The discussion of the

results of the fieldwork on indigenous thought and practice at Walewale indicates
that the explanatory frameworks of science and indigenous thought are
functionally similar, because they both attempt to "save the phenomena". They
differ in their contents: the natural categories which characterise scientific
explanatory frameworks are very different from the cosmological categories of
indigenous thought, although the interface between technology and indigenous
practice is broader.
The research institutes show a range of levels of integration from very low, in
the

sophisticated science and

technology-based

Onchocerciasis

Control

Programme, to the very high level, at the Plant and Herbal Medicine Research
Centre at Mampong-Akwapim.

There is an awareness of and a desire for

integration in the universities but there is no deliberate policy to further the
process. Moderate efforts are made at the school level to promote integration
but powerful motivating forces are still lacking.
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The underlying causes of stagnation in the development of science and technology
arise from problems of low morale, poor communication and lack of funds in all
the educational and research institutes. A case is argued for a transformational
development rather than a transferential one. An appropriate science policy is
therefore one which will alter the role of the research and educational institutions
from the present transferential to a transformational or integrating one. It is
argued that as integrating institutions they may experience fewer problems than
in their present transferential and stagnant state.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 CORE PROBLEM
This thesis aims to contribute towards the formulation of an appropriate science
policy for Ghana. It focuses on a core problem: the extent to which it may prove
possible to integrate relevant indigenous Ghanaian thought and practice with
modern science and technology. The task of determining the extent to which
such an integration is possible and feasible requires an investigation which must
consider a basic conceptual problem at the outset: the similarities and differences
between the relevant indigenous thought and practice and modern science and
technology.
12 INDIGENOUS THOUGHT AND MODERN SCIENCE: THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVES
In seeking a theoretical perspective, we may look for assistance from two
disciplines which have addressed the problem: anthropology and philosophy of
science. We must first define the relationship between indigenous thought and
modern science.
1.2.1 Anthropological A pproach
Three major approaches may be distinguished: Evolutionary, Functional and
Structuralist.
Evolutionaiy Approach
Victorian anthropology provided an influential model which has a bearing on our
problem; modifications of it and alternative approaches have emerged in the
succeeding period. Sir Edward Tylor 1832-1917 was a leading proponent of this
model. Evolutionary models regard societies as developing through a sequence

of set stages. All societies are engaged in the same basic endeavour: to explain
nature in order to control and master the environment. They have differed in
the degree of success they have achieved, and could be placed in an order of
sequence accordingly. Victorian anthropologists were inclined to compare these
stages to analogous ones in the cognitive development of a contemporary
European, from baby to adulthood. The mental universe of the most primitive
contemporary peoples could then, for example, correspond to the baby and
childhood stage (animistic thinking, i.e. attributing life and feelings to inanimate
objects); the great non-European civilizations to his adolescence; and his maturity
to the Victorian European stage. The problem with this Victorian frame of mind
is, if European society had successfully gone through all these stages, culminating
in its present state, why had not other societies achieved comparable progress?
The answer provided was that on the whole, it was not due to differing genetic
or racial endowment of certain mental characteristics, but to favourable or
unfavourable environmental constraints on understanding and mastering of
nature, described by Skorupsky as "blocks to falsifiability" (Skorupski, 1976).
Such a view was cogently criticised by Karl Popper in his Poverty of Historicism.
where he pointed out that there was no evidence that all societies would undergo
development in a universally applicable unilinear evolutionary sequence. Comte’s
philosophy prescribed a sequential development from religious and metaphysical
thought to positive science, and Marxian philosophy that from a feudal, and
subsequently capitalistic, economy to communistic economies and societies. A
specific mode of framework of thought was associated with each stage. History
is essentially unpredictable, and theories (whether Comtean, Tylorian or Marxist)
which claim to provide a universal pattern for all societies are based on a
philosophical error. Popper tried to show that the "direction" or "tendencies"
which historians discern in the succession of events called, history, are not laws
but, if anything, "trends" (Popper, K.R, Poverty of Historicism 1957, p. 120). He
adds that "History is characterised by its interest in actual, singular or specific
events rather than in laws and generalizations" (Ibid., p. 143).
The policy implications of evolutionism for developing countries are that their
goals ought to be to bring their societies as rapidly as possible to the most
9

advanced stage of the evolutionary sequence, discarding indigenous thought and
practice which represent a primitive level in the process of intellectual
development.

But this raises some problems.

Can a process which took a

thousand years for a European culture be attained within a couple of generations
by those stuck at a much earlier stage (arguments often offered during the
imperial and colonial phase)? Can a society skip the various stages or will it
have to trace out the sequence in the set order?
Evolutionism has positive aspects, though. It makes the point that progress is
possible and it can be achieved by the improvement of ideas and techniques.
Neo-Evolutionism or Neo-Tylorism
The neo-evolutionists are what Skorupski (1976) calls the intellectualists. They
are interested in the ideas that people use to make intellectual sense of their
world. Such ideas are labelled religious. Intellectualists make a contrast of
traditional and modern forms of religion. They believe that a traditional culture
is "insulated from the explosion of scientific knowledge" (Ibid., p.l). From the
intellectualist point of view, the explanatory framework of traditional culture is
"cosmology whose basic explanatory category is agency: its pantheon of gods and
spirits, whose actions have consequences in the perceptible world, can be invoked
to explain why this rather than that event occurred; and it affords a means by
which men, through influencing the will of the gods, can themselves hope to
influence the course of events" (Ibid., p.2). All religious beliefs by definition have
a cosmological explanatory framework but modern religion has relinquished the
aspects of its explanatory framework which deal with explanation and control of
nature to science. A difference between traditional and modern culture is that
the former is responsive to experience to explain and control the natural
environment while the latter self-consciously uses an experimental approach for
the same purpose.
In his delineation of the Intellectualist Programme, Skorupski identifies four
stages in cosmological explanations which are evoked by certain problems:
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(1). "Why do people in traditional cultures perform magical and religious acts?"
Tylor and Frazer believed that traditional societies had ends in view, such as
tending crops, hunting game, ameliorating the psychological or spiritual condition
of people and so on. They believed that magical words would accomplish these
ends. In other words, magic could control certain things in the society.
(2).

"Why are these beliefs, which inform magical and religious behaviour,

accepted?" The explanation is that everybody in the traditional society is brought
up on such beliefs and they are passed down from generation to generation.
(3). "Why do people go on believing the religious and magical doctrines which
give point to their rite?" Tylor gives four answers to this question: (i) "Magicoreligious rites are often combined with techniques, such as planting seed which
effectively bring about the desired results." (ii) Rites may be combined with
actions which bring about events such as nature-cycles, which would have
occurred in any case,

(iii) A detectable failure is ascribed to an improper

performance of the rite, (iv) The traditional thinker does not suppose that results
are completely determined by the rite. Skorupski calls these four answers "blocks
to falsifiability", by which a magico-religious action or idea is protected from
being falsified. The answer to the question under discussion is that people go on
believing magical doctrines because they are protected by the presence of "blocks
to falsifiability" in their modes of thinking.
(4). "How do people come to adopt magico-religious beliefs in the first place?"
Tylor and Frazer answer that it was because of the need to understand and
control the natural environment.
The intellectualist view that traditional cultures are "closed" has been questioned
very effectively and Robin Horton has accepted a considerable modification of
his own earlier view (see below). Any notion of absolute "blocks to falsifiability"
is also implausible because traditional healers, for example, are aware of their
limitations and admit failure when an action does not yield the expected results.
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The intellectualist assertion that the ideas which indigenous people use to make
sense of their world is religious needs questioning. It assumes that any ideas
that are not scientific must be religious. While it is true that part of indigenous
explanatory framework is cosmological, it does not follow that it is religious.
Religion seems to have the connotation of not only cosmology, but also faith in
a deity, worship of such a deity, rituals and a prescribed way of life. Indigenous
people may make sense of their world without these aspects of religion.
Cosmological explanations can therefore be separated from what the
intellectualists lump together as religious.
Robin Horton assumes that agency is also used in scientific explanations. In his
example of the kinetic theory of gases, the visible properties of contraction and
expansion of gases when they are cooled or heated respectively are explained
through the agency of the velocity of atoms or molecules. Therefore, agency,
be it invisible atoms or spirits, is present in the ideas of both modern and
indigenous cultures to make sense of their worlds. This seems to be a similarity
between indigenous thought and modern thought which could form the basis for
integration of the two systems of thought.
The contemporary developing countries are characterised by the coexistence of
the two cultures which the intellectualists try to portray. Modern culture appears
in the form of science and technology, either existing in isolation or interacting
with the indigenous culture which it is in the process of replacing, suppressing or
deactivating.

The policy implication of this state of affairs is the need to

integrate these two cultures. Even though the intellectualists have played down
the similarities between indigenous and modern cultures, it is very likely that
many similarities exist between them. Such similarities could be the focal point
for the integration of the two. As neo-evolutionists, intellectualists, by implication
will believe in development from a low level of culture, to a higher one. The
thesis here is that the mechanism of such development is by integration.
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Functional Approach
Functionalism has often been seen as a break with evolutionism. It used to be
thought that there was a distinct school known as functionalism which was
concerned with a study of inter-relationships in a system or a whole. Its best
known representatives were Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown and its heyday was
between the first world war and 1942 (the year Malinowski died).

They

presented separate versions of functionalism; what may be called Malinowskian
functionalism and Radcliffe-Brownian functionalism. Malinowskian functionalism
was related to individual biological/psychological needs. An example is the use
of witchcraft to explain misfortune or illness. Radcliffe-Brown’s functionalism,
on the other hand, is related to social cohesion. The role of taboos in a culture
is an example of this version of functionalism. By implication, there is little
interest in the historical aspect of the development of cultures or indigenous
thinking and practice. The focus is on how they function within a socio-cultural
whole. Given a particular way of thinking, characteristic of such a society, one
must ask the same question: what function does it serve? Given the prevalence
of indigenous modes of thinking about nature in a particular society, we should
investigate the specific ways in which they function for that society.
Malinowski accounted for magical practices among the Trobriands of the coral
islands he studied by concluding that they served the function of allaying anxiety
by giving the practitioners the comforting illusion that by performing them they
were obtaining control over those elements of a situation which were beyond
their technical control through "rational" means.
From this view primitive and advanced ways of thinking and behaving are not
to be distinguished in terms of their rational/irrational character, but rather to
be understood as functional (and perhaps dysfunctional) within a given context.
Functionalism alerted, for example, colonial administrators to the fact that, paying
for a bride in cattle did not mean that people in tribal society sold their
daughters by barter; and that interference with such customs could have
unforeseen repercussions for a whole culture. Its weakness was its tendency to
13

consecrate the present by showing how beautifully a given institution was adapted
to the needs of a society, to play down conflict, and to make it difficult to justify
or account for change.
The view summarized above, has however, been shown to rest on a
misunderstanding (Fletcher, 1971,669-751; Kingsley Davis, 1959; Don Martindale,
1960, 439-522). Both Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown accepted the sociological
tradition as it had developed since the days of Comte.

Their aim was to

distinguish a field of social anthropology (an extension of sociological enquiry
to the study of "primitive societies") by formulating methods which field-workers
could readily apply in studying traditional societies rapidly disappearing under
Western impact.
The work of Malinowski is particularly relevant to the question to which this
thesis is addressed.

He wrote on the relation between traditional modes of

thought and modern science and was interested in the contributions
anthropology could make in terms of policy recommendations to the process of
culture change when "Western civilization, like a steam roller, is moving over
the face of the world" (Malinoski 1941). The anthropologist had a conservative
bias which made him recognise the value of tradition, the value of the diversity
of cultures, in their independence as well as their cross-fertilization.

The

anthropologist had a duty "not to be silent" when the great issues were tackled
in post-war reconstruction.
Malinowski believed that "science" was implicit in all human actions, in the sense
that there was no theory-free knowledge, and theory was even implicit in the act
of supplying "descriptions". The simplest "facts" were selected according to a
framework of concepts and assumptions. This framework was for him "science",
and embryonic principles were implicit in all the explanatory frameworks of the
past. Modern science differed from them only in making the principles explicit,
and eliminating from them imprecision, irrelevance and ambiguity. Moreover,
men always reasoned and aimed at ends, and knowledge and prediction were twin
aspects of the same process of controlling the environment through practical
action (Fletcher, 1971 p.689-690). It was, however, the presence of magic which
14

seemed to set primitive thought most strikingly apart from modern scientific
thought.
Malinowski (1925) tried to account for magical practices in terms of the function
they served in relation to the social structures in which they existed. Hunting
tribes had a hunting magic, agricultural ones agricultural magic while fishermen
performed magic rites on their fishing tackle. The magic was interpreted by
Malinowski as a substitute for instrumental action designed to attain the ends
aimed at, but he was impressed by the fact that fishermen laughed at him for
suggesting that magic could compensate for any lapse in the precautions they
observed to make sure that they made the best possible catch. Magic must be
supplementing the rational means they routinely employed, such as keeping boats,
tackle, nets and gear in good repair, and fishing where shoals were known by
experience to be plentiful.

These could not enable fishermen to predict or

overcome the hazard of sudden squalls or storms or of shoals unaccountably
moving away. The function of magic was to ward off anxiety, relieve stress, and
give at least illusion of control in situations where it was unattainable.
Malinowski’s principle then is: assume that "primitive" actions are based on an
intelligent and rational assessment of the best means available for attaining
particular ends. When a field observer comes across actions that at first appear
irrational and incomprehensible, he will find that a structural-functional analysis
will restore their intelligibility and rationality with reference to a given cultural
setting.
An acute critique of Malinowski’s characterization was made by Gordon Childe
(Frazer Lecture, 1949). As an observer, the anthropologist can single out the
instrumentally "rational" and "irrational" means employed by an actor, but only
by making such evaluations in terms of criteria of efficiency anchored in his own,
that is, the observer’s framework. It may not be legitimate to infer that the actor,
too, makes the same kind of distinction between those means, such as the magical
rites or incantation, as differing in kind from those he accepts as technically
efficacious. The power of a stone axe to cleave wood depends on the kind of
stone selected and the way it has been sharpened, but an actor may nevertheless
15

see its power as magical, that is, "an inherent virtue invoked by the friction". In
other words, magic may be complementary rather than supplementary to
primitive technology. That does not mean that such thinking is irrational; but it
may presuppose a logic different from that of Aristotle, or the categories
uncovered by Kant or Mill.
If Malinowski’s interpretation was correct, then the advance of craft skills should
have led to the shrinking of the area of magical; but it was precisely where such
skills were most highly developed that magical precautions and ceremonies were
most prominent.

Conversion of craft-lore into true science involved its

purification from magic, and a "total transportation of thought-patterns". Childe’s
concluding suggestion was that such a transposition came about through a
dialectic between

the

successful

activities

of farmers,

craftsmen

and

experimentalists, and the "reflective thought of cloistered priests

and

philosophers" and perhaps reflected a Marxist influence.
While functionalism shares with evolutionism the premise that traditional and
modern societies are engaged in the same sort of endeavour, that is, explaining
and controlling nature, in a basically similar and rational way (given the
particular environmental constraints of the indigenous society), other theories
deny this. Lucien Levy-Bruhl, notably in his La Mentalite Primitive of 1922,
thought that the thinking of indigenous people contradicted the basis of logical
thought, the Principle of Non-contradiction. A prime exhibit was the existence
of Totemism, the belief that certain humans belong to a particular social group
and at the same time to an animal species.
The implication of Levy-Bruhl’s analysis (further discussed below) for policy
would seem to be that traditional thought is not a stage on the way to modernity,
nor a functional equivalent of the modern but is, rather, based on defiance of the
basic requirement of all rational thinking. A radical break with it is required if
modern scientific ideas are to be introduced.
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Structuralist Approach
Structuralism is an anthropological theory that "focuses on cultural codes,
conceptual principles, symbolic systems and the like" (Kaplan and Manners, 1972,
p. 162). Levi-Strauss is the leading devotee of this theory but even Levy-Bruhl
could be classified as a member of this group and will be discussed first.
Lucien Levy-Bruhl and his Theory of Primitive Mentality

Levy-Bruhl, a French anthropologist like Levi-Strauss, based his writings on the
observations of missionaries who had lived in Africa and other parts of the world.
They observed that "primitives manifest a decided distaste for reasoning, what the
logicians call discursive operations of thought" (Levy-Bruhl, 1923, p.21). This was
not due to incapability in the mind of the primitive but rather a characteristic of
their general methods of thought. Some of the missionaries observed that the
natives of Iroquois, for instance, were capable of scientific thought but were
constrained by their way of life and up-bringing to be able to think only on
tangible things. The Greenlanders were said to be simple but not stupid and had
good sense uncultivated by reason. One missionary said that the inability or
refusal of the natives to understand the Gospel message was not sufficient reason
to declare that they had no logical thought. Livingstone was said to have observed
that the natives believed in things not perceptible to the sense, such as invisible
powers, spirits, souls and so on. The memorising power of the natives was said
to be excellent. The Mossis were observed not to be asking the questions why and
how things happen around them and were satisfied with the first answers given.
This lack of reflection, it was thought, was responsible for their stagnation in their
civilization.
These observations, as can be seen, are sometimes contradictory. Levy-Bruhl
remarked that the observers as well as the anthropologists of his day were
mistaken in judging the natives as if they were Europeans. They ought to analyse
the thought systems of the natives to find out what collective representations exist
in them and how they are structured. The fact that the primitives had a limited
17

number of ordinary objects of thought did not indicate that they were incapable
of reflection, neither did it show that they had a distaste for reasoning. This
limitation could result in a specialization in dealing with certain objects by way
of adapting to precise and definite reasoning with them. An adaptation of this
sort would involve development of ingenuity, reflection and skill at arriving at the
desired end. Levy-Bruhl recommended instead, an objective study of primitive
mentality.

He believed that the mentality of the primitives and those of

Europeans differ only in kind but not in degrees. The English anthropologists,
on the other hand, believed that primitives thought and reasoned as Europeans
did but only on mistaken premises.
Some critics do not regard Levy-Bruhl’s work as truly anthropological since he
did not use research methods accepted by them. He depended mainly on the
observations of missionaries which were sometimes contradictory. In reply to
this criticism, he explained that his aim had been to show that primitive people’s
way of thinking was different from that of Europeans.

What basically

differentiates the two ways of thinking is the presence of collective representation
in primitive thought system and its absence in European thought system.
Collective representations, according to Levy-Bruhl, are mystical since they imply
belief in forms and influences that are imperceptible to the senses. Mysticism
pervades primitive thought. Evans-Prichard complained that he had made the
primitives look far more irrational than they were.

Even though primitive

thought is not governed by accepted laws of logic, it is not opposed to them. It
may violate the law of contradiction, though. All aspects of primitive mentality
that fall outside the principles of logic, Levy-Bruhl called the law of participation.
An object is both itself and the same as something else. The effect of this can
be observed in the language of a people.

Levy-Bruhl believed that human

thought has both a rational and irrational component.
The missionaries assessed the mentality of the natives they went to evangelise
by their understanding the Gospels. This was not a fair assessment; the Gospel
was alien to their culture which was not literate. If they had excellent memories,
this could be explained as an adaptation they developed to cope with the new
knowledge. It took the missionaries years of study to understand the Gospels and
18

yet they expected the natives to understand it almost instantly. Levy-Bruhl’s
theory has implications for more objective study of cognitive development of nonEuropean thought systems. The author of this thesis believes that this can be
done effectively through the integration of indigenous thought and practice with
science and technology.
Levi-Straussian Structuralism

Unlike the ethnographers, Levi-Straussian structuralism regards culture as
language writ large. An analysis of language reveals the characteristics of the
culture that speaks it. Structuralists do not, therefore, see culture so much as
institutions, events, processes and behaviours but as "formal codes, logical
relationships, binary oppositions, contrastive sets, and skewing rules" (Kaplan
and Manners, 1965, p. 163).
While British anthropologists had devoted much of their time to the study of
social structures, Levi Straussian structuralists studied the structure of the mind,
especially, that of the "primitive" mind. Some examples can be given to illustrate
his theory.
(a) Language, to him, is a symbolic system of units of sounds called phonemes.
It is when these units or phonemes are structured into larger units called
morphemes such as words, phrases and sentences, by means of grammatical rules,
that meaning can be obtained.
(b) Culture is also a symbolic system of units called formal patterns which are
structured into an overall system by means of logic.

Unlike the social

anthropologists, his cultural symbolic units are not kinship, family and so on, but
rather conceptual patterns.
(c) While myths are regarded by other anthropologists as a means of explaining
the natural and cultural world, Levi-Strauss sees them as having intellectual
significance. Myths, like language, have units which are meaningless until they
are structured into a whole. Myths have coded messages and it is the duty of
19

the analyst to decipher them. The structure of myths is "dialectical"; that is,
certain oppositions or contradictions are posed - man:woman, endogamy:exogamy,
elder:younger, earth:heaven and so on. These contradictions are resolved. For
instance, the contradiction life:death is resolved by theological thinking which
separates them and gives each a positive meaning.

For instance, death is

represented as "the gateway of eternal life".
(d) Totemism is explained by the social anthropologists as a "belief positing a
kinship relationship between each of various social groupings (clans, sibs, gens)
of the society and particular plants, animals or objects found in the environment"
(Ibid., pl73).

Levi-Strauss "argues that totemic beliefs are a sophisticated

conceptual device which enable the native to classify and order the social units
of his culture - and, metaphorically, to relate these units to each other and to a
similar kind of ordering in the natural world" (Ibid., pl74).

The contrastive

features which help discriminate among animals are, by analogy, believed to be
of the same level as those which discriminate among totemic clans of the society.
The structuralists, therefore, belive that once the formal structure of a culture
is obtained, the logical relationships that it embodies become discernible. The
aim of structuralism is "to explain the world of experience and to grasp the basic
rationality underlying the phenomenal world" (Ibid., pl76). According to LeviStrauss, rationality is made up of logical categories and relationships to perceive
the universe in terms of binary discriminations and oppositions such as high and
low, hot and cold, and so on.
Even though Levi-Straussian structuralism has similarities with nineteenth-century
evolutionism, there are differences of emphasis. While the evolutionists stressed
the psychic unit of the mind, Levy-Strauss stresses only its logical properties.
Most of his critics complain that his ideas are highly abstract and elusive and his
style of presentation is abstruse. The following points have also been raised
about his work: (i) Neither Levi-Strauss nor anyone else has direct access to
culture’s "deep structure". His "elementary structures", "structural principles", and
"structure of the mind" are inferences from empirical data. They are hypothetical
or theoretical constructs, pure and simple, (ii) Levi-Straussian structuralism is
20

appealing to his adherents because of its all-embracing nature. A theory that
claims to explain everything is suspect, (iii) It is difficult to confirm or falsify his
concept of the basic axioms of nature, (iv) His theories of logical transformation
of structured principles to variation in cultural performance are difficult to
replicate by other anthropologists.
Structuralism, despite the above difficulties, provides a useful basis for the
integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and technology.
Structuralism shows that there are logical similarities between indigenous thought
and science. Both are concerned to classify things, resolve contradictions and
establish relationships with opposites.

Levi-Strauss’s structuralism appears

applicable to all cultures. Since it is both analytic and synthetic in its method of
operation, it can help us in the quest for the solution of the problem of this
thesis. With its analytic property, thought systems can be analysed to reveal the
similarities and differences between the two thought systems. With its synthetic
property, it can help us to identify the contrasts between the two thought systems
and then think of how to resolve them.
1.2.2 A pproach from th e Angle of Philosophy of S cience
The problem of integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and
technology lends itself to an investigation through the framework of the
philosophy of science which is concerned with (i) analysing the structure,
foundations and methods of science, (ii) examining the relationship between
interfaces of science and other human concerns by logical and methodological
analysis, and (iii) examining the aims of such concerns (Klemke et. al., 1988).
A survey of some views expressed by some leading philosophers of science will
give us an idea of what the term science, as used in this thesis, is understood to
mean.
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Popper’s View of Science as a Critical Activity
Popper refrains from giving a definition of science because he believes it is
futile to do so, but observes that scientists agree that there is something
characteristic about a scientific activity; it looks "like a rational activity, and since
a rational activity must have some aim, the attempt to describe, the aim of
science may not be entirely futile" (Popper, 1956, p.xxxvi). The aim of science
is "truth and the solving of problems of explanation, that is, theories of greater
explanatory power, greater content and greater testability" (Ibid.,p.xxxvi). The
scientific activity, to him, is therefore a preoccupation with finding "satisfactory
explanations to whatever strikes us as being in need of explanation.

By an

explanation (or a causal explanation) is meant a set of statements one of which
describes the state of affairs to be explained (the explicanduml while the others,
the explanatory statements, form the "explanation" in the narrower sense of the
word (the explicans of the explicandumV (Ibid., p. 132). The statements which
have explanations are what Popper labels as theories.
Since science is not the only discipline that is concerned with the explanation of
natural phenomena, Popper is preoccupied with trying to demarcate science from
non-science or pseudo-science such as psychoanalysis or Marxism. "Theory" is the
unit of his analysis. He emphasises that "...the criterion of the scientific status of
a theory is its falsifiability, or refutability, or testability" (Popper, 1963 p.37). His
method of demarcation is the Hypothetico-deductive method by which a
proposition (the Explicandum) is conjectured as the result of various initial
observations. This forms the hypothesis which is then subjected to severe tests
of experimentation and observation.

The explanatory power of a theory is

determined by its "verisimilitude" or "truthlikeness". The higher the verisimilitude
of a theory, the higher its explanatory power because it represents reality almost
completely in a one to one correspondence. The truth content of a theory has
both logical and empirical components. In testing a theory, Popper insists that
attempts should be made at falsifying it logically or experimentally instead of
confirming it.
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The policy implications of Popper’s view of science are in the need for critical
testing of new ideas. An enlightened citizenry, especially in contemporary Ghana,
ought to be critical of new ideas. However, Popper’s view of science may be said
to be very narrow, at one extreme of a spectrum of views about science with
other views of science that could encompass indigenous thought at the other end.
Lakatos’ View of Scientific Theories as Research Programmes
Popper, in his concept of falsification, asserts that when a conjecture is falsified,
it should be abandoned and a new one made. The experiment that is used to
test a theory is what Newton following Bacon, called a "crucial experiment".
Lakatos is opposed to this view. He puts it categorically thus: "In my view, in
science we do not learn simply by conjecture and refutations. Mature science
is not a trial and error procedure, consisting of isolated hypotheses, plus their
confirmations or their refutations. The great achievements of great theories, are
not isolated hypotheses or discoveries of facts, but research programmes. The
history of great science is a history of research programmes, and not one of trial
and error, nor of ’naive’ guessing. No single experiment can play a decisive, let
alone a ’crucial’, role in tilting the balance between rival research programmes"
(Lakatos, 1978, p.212). Lakatos is of the opinion that in the course of solving a
scientific problem, methodological and epistemological shifts do occur and the
problem is reappraised and reinterpreted and the scientific theory is also
reinterpreted or explicated as a "scientific research programme". The various
shifts of interpretation of the original theory

become research programmes

which, though similar, are not the same.

Lakatos’ view of science is

polytheoretical as opposed to that of Popper which is monotheoretical.

He

believes that in science, learning is from experience but not about truth or falsity
of theories. In science, development occurs from the "relative empirical progress
and degeneration of research programmes" (Ibid., p.213).
The policy implications of Lakatos depend very much on the extent to which
indigenous ways of thought can be cast as "research programmes" or functional
equivalents.
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Laudan’s View of Science as a Problem-solving Activity.
Larry Laudan (1977) regards problems as central questions for science, and
theories as answers to them. Theories, to him, resolve ambiguity and reduce
irregularity to uniformity to show that what constitutes the problem is intelligible
and predictable. Scientific theories should be tested by the extent to which they
are able to produce solutions to important problems. It is more important to ask
whether such theories "constitute adequate solutions to significant problems than
to ask whether they are "true", "corroborated", "well-confirmed" or "otherwise
justified within the framework of contemporary epistemology" (Ibid., p. 14). This
is a functional view of science. Laudan distinguishes two types of problems, (a)
Empirical and (b) Conceptual:
(a) Empirical problems are enquiry situations in which substantive questions
about things and events are asked. For instance, in observing that heavy objects
fall to the earth with "amazing regularity", the questions are asked how and why
this happens.

Laudan distinguishes three types of empirical problems: (i)

Unsolved problems being those which no theory has been yet formulated as a
solution; (ii) Solved problems being those which have been adequately solved by
a theory; and (iii) Anomalous problems being those which a particular theory
cannot solve but which its competitors can solve. Laudan concludes that "one
of the hallmarks of scientific progress is the transformation of anomalous and
unsolved problems into solved ones" (Ibid. p. 18).
(b) Conceptual problems are those which arise from theories.

They are

concerned with asking "higher order questions about the well-foundedness of the
conceptual structures (theories)" (Ibid., p.28) which have been devised to solve
empirical problems. Two types of conceptual problems are identified, (i) Internal
inconsistencies in theories and (ii) Conflict between a theory and another theory.
The policy implication of Laudan’s view of science is that science is concerned
with solving problems of knowledge by "saving the phenomena" with theories as
answers. Since this world is not problem-free, science is relevant in any society.
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One is likely to confuse this notion of science with technology which is concerned
with solving practical problems.

The difference is that while technology is

connected with human problems, science is concerned with problems of
knowledge. Indigenous thought is also concerned with "saving the phenomena"
with frameworks which are consistent with their world view. Indigenous thought
problems are either solved or unsolved but there are no anomalous ones. For
instance, explanations exist to account for some natural phenomena such as
rainbows as well as some diseases. In the case of the latter, diseases such as
onchocerciasis, yaws and mental illnesses which are caused by drugs, which are
not in the aetiology of indigenous medicine, are said to be incurable by
indigenous medicine, that is, there is no solution to them. Anomalous problems
do not seem to exist; indigenous problems are either solved or unsolved.
Kuhn’s View of Science as an Activity that Changes by Revolutions
Just as "theory" is central to Popper’s concept of science so is "paradigm" central
to Kuhn’s view of the subject. He defines paradigm as "what the members of a
scientific community, and they alone, share. Conversely it is their possession of
a common paradigm that constitutes a scientific community of a group of
otherwise disparate men" (Kuhn, 1979, p.294). Kuhn is interested in how a group
of scientists interprete and articulate a particular scientific theory (paradigm) and
how such a theory changes. One paradigm is accepted at a time and is called
Normal Science. It is used by the scientific community to solve problems in
research.
Kuhn distinguishes the domain of scientific research, which he calls puzzlesolving, and the domain of problems that impinge on human survival.

He

believes that what actually motivates the scientist in his work is not the latter
but the former. Every scientist is trained to prove himself as an "expert puzzlesolver", (Kuhn, 1962, p36) rather than a problem-solver. By puzzles, he means
a "special category of problems that can serve to test ingenuity or skill in
solution" (Ibid., p.36). The outcomes of normal scientific research problems can
be anticipated but the procedures for achieving them are often in doubt. To
arrive at the anticipated outcome, therefore, a number of subsidiary problems
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have to be solved. These include "all sorts of complex instrumental, conceptual
and mathematical puzzles" (Ibid., p.36).
Problems of human survival include food production, the eradication of disease
and the promotion of peace. These problems, though they can be tackled by
scientific research, cannot have anticipated outcomes which can be achieved by
the improvement of scientific skill alone without considering social and economic
context. Puzzle-solving is, therefore, concerned with the sharpening of scientific
skill and ingenuity. To scientists the results gained in scientific research are
important because they "add to the scope and precision with which the paradigm
can be applied" (Ibid., p.36). This explains why Kuhn differs from Popper in
thinking that scientific knowledge is cumulative in character.

The scientific

community is believed to be engaged in puzzle-solving by creating several
paradigms with various modifications to solve the puzzle. The result of this is the
existence of competing paradigms. A crisis point is reached when the paradigm
of normal science has so many puzzles that it cannot define and solve the
problems it is expected to solve. It is not abandoned but used until a better
paradigm emerges. A new paradigm, which can solve the problems which the
old paradigm could not solve as well as those it could solve, suddenly emerges
by a gestalt switch or paradigm shift. Kuhn calls this a scientific revolution.
The new or revolutionary paradigm becomes the normal science of the day while
the competing paradigm remain in existence even though not used by many
scientists.
Kuhn’s view of science has implications for understanding what goes on not only
in a scientific community but also in the indigenous culture; are scientists and
indigenous people engaged in puzzle-solving or problem-solving? The situation
in the Ghanaian scientific community may be very similar to what Kuhn has
explained. In the case of the indigenous culture one wonders whether a Kuhnian
type of science can be seen in operation. It is possible that puzzle-solving is
always in operation when familiar problems in new guises arise in healing or
farming activities.

A Kuhnian type of problem-solving in which accepted

explanatory frameworks which have been used since time immemorial are
overthrown, are very rare but not impossible. Conversion from the traditional
religion to Islam or Christianity, or the learning of new ideas of farming or
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understanding of a cause of disease through education, can also bring about a
gestalt switch in which the indigenous framework is completely abandoned and
the new one accepted.

This, unlike the scientific community, affects only

individuals. It is believed that the process of integration that is advocated in
this thesis will help set the conditions for gestalt switches to occur, from
indigenous to scientific or vice versa.
Robin Horton’s View of Science
Robin Horton stands mid-way between the anthropologists and the philosophers
of science. Being a biologist, chemist, philosopher of science and anthropologist,
he thought he had the right background for understanding African traditional
thought.

He has written two important papers on the issue.

Since his

contribution is so important to the problem of the thesis, I wish to discuss it as
follows: (a) his exposition of his original ideas, (b) the critique others have
levelled against them, (c) his reformulation of them in the light of the more
recent models of Kuhn, Lakatos and others, and then (d) my evaluation of these
ideas in relation to the theme of this thesis.
(a) In his 1967 paper (Wilson, 1970, p. 131-171), Horton was concerned to
compare African traditional thought with Western science. For lack of space,
a gist of this paper will be stated. Being a follower of Popper, his basis for
comparison was the Hypothetico-Deductive method with theory as the mainstay
of science. African traditional thought, like Western science, is concerned to
explain "the world of commonsense observation" with theories. The explanatory
frameworks of these theories are grounded in Correspondence-Rule Statements
which connect the underlying invisible world with the world of commonsense
observation. The purpose of theory is to "unify underlying diversity", simplify
"underlying apparent

complexity", "order underlying disorder" and regularise

"underlying apparent anomaly" with the world of commonsense observation. For
instance, in indigenous healing, chronic fever, which could be due to tertian
fever, could be given a cosmological explanation. One major difference Horton
identifies between African cultures and Western cultures is that the former are
"closed" and the latter are "open" as Popper would put it. He goes on to describe
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two characteristics of the "closed" African cultures. The first characteristic is that
they have no "developed awareness of alternatives to the established body of
theoretical tenets; whereas in scientifically developed cultures, such an awareness
is highly developed" (Ibid., p. 153). The second characteristic of such a system is
the presence of anxiety about threats to established theory but its absence in
scientifically developed cultures. Closed cultures are said to be characterised by
the use of magic to explain phenomena, by binding ideas to occasions rather than
to ideas, by unreflective rather than reflective thinking, and by adopting a
protective attitude towards established theories through secondary elaboration or
ad hoc excuses to account for the predictive failure of a theory.
(b) The criticisms made against his ideas in the 1967 paper together with his
responses to them are as follows: (1) His comparison between African and
Western thought systems was said to be arbitrary and Eurocentric.

To this

criticism, Horton responds that it is difficult to avoid comparison when studying
a particular culture, that is, in doing monographic work. He explains that there
are problems of translating the thought-patterns studied in such a culture to
languages which enjoy "world" status, demonstrating the relevance of the study
and then making an appraisal of it.
(2) His idea about the presence of "a basic continuity of structure and intention
between traditional religious and modern scientific thought", (i) The Symbolists
liked "to think of all religious life, whether traditional or modern, African or
Western, as a species of poetic jollification rather than as a system of theory and
practice guided by the aim of explanation, prediction and control" (Horton, 1982).
(ii) "...the Wittgensteinian "Fideists", who like to think of all religious life as the
expression of an autonomous commitment to community with Spiritual Being, and
again as something totally different from thought and action directed by the ends
of explanation, prediction and control" (Ibid., p.208). Horton replies that, "First,
in denying the paramount importance of explanation, prediction and control as
guiding aims of traditional African religious life, both Symbolists and Fideists are
commiting the cardinal interpretative sin of flouting the actor’s point of view.
Second, both Symbolists and Fideists have failed to face up to the implications
for their positions of the historic confrontation between African peoples and
twentieth century Christianity" (Ibid., p.209).
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(3) His critics objected to his use of the Popperian "closed" versus "open" to
contrast traditionalist and modern thinking.

The traditionalist world-view is

more open to change and external influence than Horton allows; the typical
modern world-view is less open to change than Horton would like to think.
Horton accepts this criticism.
(4) Another idea of Horton’s that came under criticism was his contrast between
presence and absence of anxiety about threats to established body of theory and
that between the absence and awareness, on the part of the individual thinkers,
of alternative theoretical frameworks. On the "anxiety thesis" critics assert that
there is no evidence for the examples Horton gives, and that it is not peculiar
only to African society but is also observed in Western society. Horton agrees
with the first on the lack of evidence but disagrees with the second.
On the "awareness of alternatives thesis", the argument is that since in most
"traditionalistic societies of Africa, witchcraft, sorcery, gods, ghosts and so on
provide potential explanation of untoward events, it makes no sense to say that
individual members of these societies lack an awareness of alternatives" (Ibid.,
p.212). Horton is not convinced by these arguments and replies that his critics
confuse alternative explanatory framework with multiplicity of agencies in
traditional cosmology. He refutes what has been attributed to Kuhn: ideas of
"one-at-a-time" dominance of a succession of uncontested theoretical schemes
is a gross distortion of the record" (Ibid., p.212). Horton, however, accepts Ernest
Gellner’s criticism that his contrast had a "valuable intuition" in it but that this
was obscured by an excessively individualistic perspective.
(5) Horton’s critics say that there is a lack of "a technological, economic or
sociological explanatory framework as underpinning for Horton’s analysis of
continuities and contrasts in thought-patterns" (Ibid., p.212). Horton refutes this
criticism

thus,

First,

his

1967

paper

contained

a

technological/

economic/sociological explanation for the prevalence of a spiritualistic theoretical
idiom in Africa as against that of a mechanistic idiom in the West. Second, it
suggested a number of technological, economic and social factors behind the
transition from "closed" to an "open" style of theoretical thought" (Ibid., p.214215).
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The basic problem about Horton’s comparison is that he uses the concept
"theory" which has a specialised and restricted application to describe African
traditional thought.

He is applying a Popperian view of science which is

concerned to demarcate science from non-science.

In the Popperian sense,

theories are tentative and have their adherents but the explanatory frameworks
of traditional thought are for the entire community and are relatively permanent.
The concept "theory" seems to be the wrong one to use.
(c) In this revised paper, he has substituted the "everyday discourse" or the world
of commonsense observation with "Primary Theory" and the "theoretical
discourse" or scientific theory with "Secondary Theory". The Primary theory does
not differ very much from culture to culture. The level of development of the
theory will differ from culture to culture where experience is a variable factor.
The Primary theory embraces the world of human beings and "enduring solid
objects". It establishes relationships between human beings and objects on the
one hand and among human beings on the other". It is couched in personalised
interpretations. The secondary theory is based on invisible entities. It establishes
relationship between ideas and ideas. He concludes his revised paper thus: "Basic
to this programme is the assumption of a strong core of human cognitive
rationality common to the cultures of all places on earth and all times since the
dawn of properly human social life. Central to this "common core" of rationality
is the use of theory in the explanation, prediction and control of events. Central
too is the use of analogical, deductive and inductive inference in the development
and application of theory" (Ibid., p.256).
Horton sounds here like an evolutionist. He seems to assert a belief in universal
culture, especially the cognitive aspect of it which he labels as "theory". The
lower level of theory is the primary theory, which exists in all cultures (at
different levels of development), and the secondary theory which is a higher level
and resides in scientific thought. By implication, through cross-cultural exchanges,
it is possible for the primary theory to be developed into a secondary theory.
The question of why the primary theory has existed in some cultures for a long
time is explained in terms of legitimacy. The primary theory exists because it is
found to be efficaciously "time-tested" not neccesarily because of its age.
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Consensus is the method of legitimacy of the primary theory while competition
among rival theories is the method of legitimacy of the secondary theory. It
appears from this analysis that cultures stuck or "frozen" (by environmental
constraints) at certain stages of their development fom "primitive" to advanced
levels, can be "defrozen" (enhanced) to progress at their own rates. This thesis
is concerned to show that integration is one of the methods by which this
"defreezing" can take place. From a universalistic point of view, cross-cultural
integration is very likely to bring about progress.

Horton occupies a unique

position between scientists on the one hand and anthropologists on the other,
who try to grapple with the problem of the relationship between indigenous
thought and science. Not only does he appear as an evolutionist who shows the
opportunities for cultural development, he also appears as a functionalist who
tries to show that theories, whether primary or secondary, exist in cultures for
explaining, predicting and controlling nature.
The anthropological approaches to the problem of integration of indigenous
thought with science have clarified, to some extent, what indigenous thought is
construed to mean. Just as indigenous thought is difficult to define precisely, so
also is science. There is a range of ideas regarding the nature of science. A
selection of some of these ideas which have relevance to the problem of this
thesis needs to be considered.
Discussions on indigenous thought and science are normally based on the
fundamental question whether the former is a form of science. In this regard,
Popper’s definition of science is concerned to contrast science with non-science
or pseudo-science by using falsifiability as a principle of demarcation which is
the central part of the Hypothetico-Deductive schema. Robin Horton, on the
other hand, using Popper’s H-D schema, tries to show that there is a similarity
between science and indigenous thought. His ideas, though open to criticism,
portray the interface between science and indigenous thought and are therefore
relevant to this thesis. Between these views are those of Lakatos, Kuhn and
Laudan. Lakatos believes that the unit of analysis should be a super-theory or
a research programme rather than individual theories which Popper believes in.
The question is whether indigenous thought frameworks consist of super-theories
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or individual frameworks. Levi-Strauss throws more light on this problem since
he believes that indigenous thought is engaged in classificatory schemes
embracing ever greater aspects of the totality. Indigenous thought, he believes,
can be compared with science only by analogy. The difference between the two
forms of thought is analogous to the difference between bricolage (do-it-yourself
tinkering) and engineering; a bricoleur is more limited in tools than an engineer.
The views of Lakatos and Levi-Strauss seem to be more relevant to the problem
of the thesis. Science is regarded by Larry Laudan as a problem-solving activity.
Theories, to him, are summarised solutions of problems of nature. To solve a
problem amounts to constructing a theory. If indigenous thought is concerned
to explain and control nature as the anthropologists think, it must be a problem
solving process. In this sense it is similar to Laudan’s idea. This view of science
is also useful in helping us to solve the problem of integrating indigenous thought
and science.

Kuhn is concerned to demonstrate the dynamics of change in

scientific knowledge. Indigenous thought, however, does not explicitly exemplify
change. Some anthropologists (the functionalists) believe that indigenous thought
exhibits function rather than a process of change.

This is not to say that

indigenous thought does not change. It does so but only very slowly.
1.2.3 T echnology and Indigenous Practice
The above section has tried to characterise indigenous thought and science.
From the discussion, it can be discerned that indigenous ways of thinking cannot
be seen merely as a "failed science" but as forming distinctive and in principle,
systematic intellectual elaborations with explanatory, instrumental and expressive
aspects.

It cannot be summarised by using such stock categories of old

evolutionary anthropology as "animism".
Evolutionist anthropologists believe that ideas and techniques determine the
level of development of a given culture. Technology is one of the products of
interaction between the ideas and techniques of a culture.

A theory which

portrays such ideas as animistic therefore, gives a distorted view of the technology
of an indigenous culture. On the contrary, the technological achievements of
such cultures have been impressive since they were carried on by craftsmen who
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proceeded purely empirically and thus learnt to master some of the basic
techniques which stil underpin human life.

Levi-Strauss

suggested that the

craftsmen shared the classificatory systems of their own societies, and would be
guided by the links they established between various objects or phenomena. Also
relevant is the work of Mircea Eliade in his The Forgers and the Crucible. (Eng.
tr. in 1962) which uses anthropological as well as historical evidence to show that
metalworkers have always practised their craft guided by analogies rather like
those later found in Alchemy. Techniques are, therefore, always embedded in
a framework of ideas.
Like science, it is difficult to give one comprehensive definition of technology.
A discussion of the various notions that have recently expressed about the subject
will give an idea of what it is.
Old Notions of Technology.
Plato, and later Aristotle, has sharply distinguished intellectual work from manual
work. The former, which is associated with the brain, was regarded as higher
than the latter, which was associated with the hand.

Intellectual activities

belonged to the philosophers and aristocracy while manual work was meant for
slaves. This brain-hand dichotomy dominated the Middle ages and even trickled
down into the twentieth century.
The British Empire was at its peak during the Victorian era and its educational
system was implanted in the colonies. The negative attitude to technology that
was embodied in such an educational system was instilled in the minds of the
children. For instance, technical education was neglected, and in the few cases
where it existed, it was meant for the less able pupils who could not qualify for
secondary grammar education. The result of the introduction of a Victorian
type of educational system in Ghana was that the products of such a system
despised manual work such as farming and local industries and went after whitecollar jobs. Parents lamented that school had alienated their children from home
and they no longer had the inclination to help on the farm. This is not to play
down the importance of intellectual education but to point out the fact that there
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was lack of balance between intellectual work and technological activities in the
schools. A new philosophy of education is needed in contemporary Ghana to
strike the balance between intellectual work and technology and at the same time
take cognizance of the nature of the Ghanaian indigenous practice.

The

intensification of the teaching of Integrated Science may remedy the situation.
Modem Views of technology.
Technology is concerned with activities such as farming, medicine and industry
which exist in all cultures. The introduction of modern technology, in some
cases, resulted in the stagnation of certain crafts and industries because of the
efficiency of its artefacts but a careful analysis of the two forms of activities will
show some basic similarities and differences.

Mitcham and others (Mitcham

and Mackey 1972) think that a technology is characterised by three underlying
features: the epistemology in which it is embedded; the influence of technology
on concepts about the nature of man; and the impact of technology on society.
The possibility of integrating indigenous practice with modern technology will
depend on the extent to which they are compatible on these characteristics.
Since the underlying knowledge of indigenous practice is not discussed
deliberately and openly, it cannot be relied upon as a focus of integration with
technology. Also, since such underlying knowledge of indigenous practice is
cosmological and that of technology is mechanistic, it does not seem possible
that they can be integrated. The fact that such underlying features are rational,
a characteristic which is common to both practices, is not sufficient condition for
them to be integratable.

The effectiveness of technological artefacts and

techniques, the impact of indigenous products on society and in promoting
individual health, well-being and dignity, are well known to the indigenous
people. It is possible for indigenous practitioners and technologists to share ideas
and techniques of production, be it agricultural, medical or industrial.
Technology is regarded as a philosophical problem by an emerging group of
philosophers of technology (Ibid.). The range of problems discussed may be
sampled from a recent collection of papers. Diverse views have been expressed
on the epistemological nature of technology. James K. Feibleman (Ibid., p.3334

41) is of the opinion that just as pure science aims at knowledge, and applied
science at practice, technology aims at "the actual way of operating, that is, the
modus operandi". Henryk Skolimowsky (Ibid., p.42-53) agrees that technology
does not aim at knowledge and adds that it aims at "effectiveness of producing
objects of given kinds". I.C. Jarvie (Ibid., p.54-61) thinks that the most important
characteristic of technology is the problem that is posed by a given society at a
given time for it to solve. The problem determines the nature of thinking and
activities that are involved. Another philosopher of technology, Mario Bunge
(Ibid., p.62-76) thinks that like science, technological theories exist and are those
of action.

He believes that modern technology develops when the rules

underlying pre-scientific crafts are replaced by technological theories. Technology
can also be viewed as partly related to the nature of man. Lewis Mumford (Ibid.,
p.77-85) raises the question whether human nature can be understood by
analysing technology or rather that a theory about human nature should be
formulated with which his technological activities can be evaluated. He prefers
the former and distinguishes two types of technology, biotechnics and
monotechnics. Biotechnics are connected with the self development of man such
as language development. Monotechnics are connected with devising tools as
extensions of man to solve his problems.

Finally, technology is viewed as

something which makes an impact on society. Jacques Ellul (Ibid., p.86-105)
wonders whether technology is "an encrustation on man as Christianity was on life
in the Middle ages". Technology, in the sense of something which has an impact,
is portrayed as a value system immersed within a world-view.

It is almost

impossible to erect a critique against it since value judgements are difficult to
justify (Bugliarello, 1979). If technology is to be rationally developed, it has to
be analysed as stated above. Understanding the underlying assumptions of a
given technology will enable its practitioners to develop it better.
From the above discussions, it seems that indigenous practice, viewed from the
point of view of techniques and effectiveness, allows the possibilty of integrating
it with technology, but fruitful as its underlying knowledge is, it is not easily
accessible and cannot be readily articulated.

When the two practices are

integrated, they can influence each other in terms of exchange or modification
of techniques which will lead to an improvement of their effectiveness.
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Technology as a Science-based Activity.
Michael Polanyi (1958) gives yet another view of technology.

Technology

involves the application of empirical knowledge. He distinguishes pure technolgy,
whose underlying knowledge is not science, from science-based technology, whose
practice is embedded in scientific knowledge. While knowledge can be said to be
either true or false, technology can be described as being either successful or
unsuccessful, right or wrong. A

technical process is regarded by Polanyi as a

technique rather than scientific knowledge, and does not therefore contribute
anything to scientific knowledge, but an empirical technology can offer material
or data for scientific study. He therefore distinguishes two types of technology:
Systematic technology and technically justified science. Systematic technology is
founded on the application of science such as electronics and aerodynamics. It
is cultivated in the same way as pure science but it is connected with the
economy or economic systems. Technically justified science is concerned with the
scientific study of coal, metals, wool, cotton and so on. These two types of
science lie between pure science and "pure" technology.

Science, in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was not cultivated for utilitarian reasons and
was not responsible for the Industrial revolution in Britain.
Polanyi’s idea of technology, in as far as it is science-based, may not be easily
integrated with indigenous practice but in as far as it emphasises the technical
process aspect of technology, seems to offer the possibility of integration. The
processes used in indigenous practices such as brewing, vegetable oil extraction
and herbal decoction, are similar to the equivalent practices in science-based
technology.
1.2.4 Possibilities of Integrating Indigenous T hought and Practice and
M odern S cience and T echnology
Recent events in Ghana have shown that the indigenous technological products
which had hitherto been looked down upon as primitive, have survival value.
There have been times when Western technological products could no longer be
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imported into the country; Western products such as soap, cooking oil, medicines,
textile and so on, could not be obtained from the market.

Ghanaians were

compelled to resort to the use of the indigenous technological soap, oil, medicine,
textile and so on. If Western technology had completely replaced Ghanaian
indigenous technology, the situation would have been far more disastrous.
It would not, of course, be wise to ignore Western technology simply because
indigenous technology has survival value.

Instead, it would be desirable to

integrate the two types of technology so as to continue to benefit from the useful
parts of both. For instance, a knowledge of the herbs used by the indigenous
medicine men could be investigated and incorporated in current medical therapy.
More deeply, are there ways of thinking about nature which may still have
something of value to teach us and to supplement those of the science and
technology which have developed predominantly in the modern West? What
would a true integration of modern science and technology, and the relevant
traditional ways mean or involve, and would it be possible? Can the sense of
alienation from their own past which is a by-product of teaching only modern
science and rejecting traditional thought as erroneous and ignorant be mitigated
by developing a more balanced perspective by using historical, philosophical and
anthropological resources? Ingle and Turner (1981), state that Western science
curricula imported into the Third World give rise to both cognitive and cultural
misfits. The consequence of this is alienation as explained above. The solution
to this problem is integration of indigenous thought and practice with modern
science and technology. The question is how this can be done. From the above
analysis, it appears that integration in the following ways may be possible:
(a) Integration by synthesis of cognitive frameworks Even though the frameworks
of indigenous thought and science and technology are dedicated to the same
activity, namely, explaining and controlling nature, they are completely different
in content. While the frameworks of science and technology are tentative, those
of indigenous thought and practice are relatively permanent. The entities that
constitute the two types of framework are completely different categories and
therefore cannot be transposed into each other.
explanatory frameworks is clearly impossible.
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Integration by synthesis of

(b) Integration through sharing attitudes
People’s attitudes are embedded in their world-views which are formed through
their early education at home.

Attitudes can therefore change.

Through

education it is possible to learn new attitudes or abandon old undesirable ones.
For instance, a critical attitude, understood to mean testing ideas and actions
before accepting them, can be learnt. It already exists in the indigenous culture
but operates in a way different from that of Popperian science.
(c) Integration through techniques
Techniques, unlike belief, can be learnt from other cultures without much
confusion. Scientific techniques can be interchanged or used supplementarily.
It is in the technological fields such as agriculture, medicine and industry that
integration through techniques is possible.
(d) Integration through co-operative activities
In co-operative or joint activities, where indigenous thought and practice and
science and technology both contribute techniques or ideas, integration may
occur. For instance, scientific techniques can be used in improving indigenous
practices such as the standardisation of herbal medicine preparations, and the
herbs which indigenous medicine men have been using to cure certain diseases
and which are not known to Western medicine, can also be made known.
(e) Integration through adaptation
New ideas and techniques diffuse in and out of cultures. These new ideas, if
completely new to the host culture where they do not have an equivalent, could
be modified and made appropriate for its needs. If such a process works for
music, art and language, perhaps it is likely to work for science and technology
as well as indigenous thought and practice.
Apart from (a) above, (b) to (e) are feasible ways of integrating indigenous
thought and practice with science and technology. This thesis is concerned to
test this speculation with concrete examples in medical and agricultural research
in Ghana. The implication of this process in academic and school science will
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be illustrated. A discussion of an appropriate science policy based on the ideas
arising from the thesis will suggest what ought to be done to encourage the
process of integration.
13 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
My choice of research method was guided by the theoretical perspectives of the
problem as discussed above. The perceptions of both scientists and indigenous
people of their activities had to be elicited, observations had to be made and
relevant documents read. The case study methodology seemed more appropriate
than a statistical one. My understanding of case study is based on the definition
of Kenny and Grotelueschen (1984, p.37) as "an intensive investigation of single
cases which serve both to identify and describe basic phenomena, as well as
provide the basis for subsequent theory developments". Intensive investigations
by interview were made of a number of activities related to indigenous thought
and practice and to science and technology with a view to showing how they can
be integrated to serve as a driving force for more meaningful progress in Ghana.
An interview can be open-ended or unstructured, semi-structured or fully
structured.

While the open-ended, unstructured interview is based on the

interviewer asking a few questions to guide and keeping the interviewee talking,
the semi-structured and structured methods make use of prepared questionnaires
which the interviewer fills up as the interviewee gives the responses. It is the
open-ended type of interview that was used in this investigation.

One

disadvantage of this method is that it has low reliability but it has the advantages
of being more flexible, and having a high validity. Apart from interviewing, a
case study includes searching the literature for background information including
the social and physical environments. Combining the interviewee’s responses with
this background information helps to build up a picture which should have a high
verisimilitude.
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1.3.1 P ro ced u re adopted.
Before undertaking fieldwork in Ghana in July, 1986 I gave a great deal of
thought to the formulation of the research problem and the background reading
it required. I met various people including non-academics who I thought would
be helpful, and attended an International Seminar on Science Indicators
organised by the Commonwealth Science Council in April, 1986. Those attending
the seminar were the directors of the Science Councils in Commonwealth
Countries. They were concerned to adapt the economic indicators, as stated in
the Frascati Manual and originally meant for European countries, for use in
developing countries. It seems that they were using the process of adaptation for
developing the instruments for assessing the progress of scientific activities in
developing countries. It is necessary in future to develop similar indicators to
assess the rate of integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and
technology. I then selected the various centres and institutions to be visited
during the fieldwork. These included the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) Research Institutes; the University of Ghana Medical School
at Korle Bu; the Noguchi Memorial Research Institute for Medical Research
(NMIMR), Legon; the Science Faculties of the three Universities; the
Onchocerciasis Control Programme (OCP) at Tamale; the Centre for Plant and
Herbal Medicine Research at Mampong-Akwapim; a number of schools and
teacher training colleges; the West African Examinations Council; the Ministry
of Science, Technology and Industry; and Walewale district in Northern Ghana.
Before leaving London, I had prepared a general questionnaire, to be tested and
then modified after initial testing. On arriving in Ghana, I wrote letters to the
various scientists I hoped to interview, explaining my research.

I sought

permission to visit their institutes and interview them, and enclosed short
questionnaires. I sent a student, Mr Abu Fuseini Ahmed, from the University
of Cape Coast, where I was based, to Walewale. He was to be my assistant
because he comes from Walewale. With the help of Rev. James Tachuah, the
Catholic Parish Priest, who knows the town and villages very well, my assistant
was to identify elderly people, medicine men, diviners and indigenous
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practitioners who would be willing to talk to me. It was neccessary to do some
selection since, not being an anthropologist, I did not envisage the field work as
a straight anthropological undertaking. I was concerned with finding out what
ideas people had about the world around them as well as the activities they
engage in. This would then form the basis for tackling my problem of integration
of indigenous thought and practice with science and technology. At Cape Coast,
I talked to a number of people including the Vice-chancellor, Professor K.B.
Dickson, a social scientist. He suggested that I place particular emphasis on
medical research and practice since there was so much there that needed inquiry.
I decided to start with investigations on indigenous thought and practice at
Walewale. Before proceeding to the North, I spent a week in Accra, the capital
of Ghana, making personal contacts with scientists and directors of Research
Institutes.
1.3.2 Interviews at W alewale
The whole of August, the peak of the rainy season in Northern Ghana, was spent
in parts of Walewale district. About two people were visited each day. On
arrival at each house my research assistant and I would be invited into the house,
given seats and water to drink. This was followed by an exchange of greetings
after which we presented our gift of kola nuts. These are the customary gifts a
visitor gives to a landlord, elderly person or a chief when he visits them. The
purpose of our visit was then announced. In most cases we were asked why we
wanted the information. We would explain that for a long time what our children
learnt at school was from "the white man’s land" but we now realised that we may
also have something useful in our culture which could be taught in our schools.
Unless we talked to the elders, how could we acquire the knowledge and wisdom
to accomplish this?
operation.

This opening was helpful in securing their willing co

Some of them were even emboldened to assert that their herbal

medicines were more efficatious than Western medicine. With the help of my
assistant, the questions were posed in Mampruli and the discussions recorded on
a cassette. All informants were visited twice. Even though everybody was busy
on their farms, they kept their appointments. At the end of the day, we would
play back the interviews recorded on the cassettes and translate them into
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English. After listening to the responses given by the interviewee, I would modify
my questions or, if necessary, visit the particular person again.

The Parish

Priest’s comments sometimes threw more light on whom we ought to visit next.
My assistant made arrangements for us to interview those we decided to talk to.
The Parish Priest provided some useful literature, such as Rev. Xavier Plissart’s
book on Mamprusi proverbs which have been used in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
He also informed me about the work of the Primary Health Care (PHC)
Programme which was functioning so well in the district. He introduced me to
the organiser, Mr Isaac Azindow, who kindly agreed to tell me about it. The
PHC programme is discussed in Chapter Three. On two occassions, we visited
the Witch Camp in Gambaga, 35 miles to the east of Walewale, and interviewed
the witch doctor as well as the so-called "dewitched inmates" of the camp. In my
last week in Walewale, we went into the town on market days and interviewed
people at random.

They included an illiterate vulcaniser, an automechanic,

wireless and watch repairers, a tailor and a pharmacist. Similar interviews were
undertaken in Tamale and Kumasi Magazine later on. The aim was to establish
whether, as a result of the type of work they do (which are Western
technologies), their thinking had become altered and in what ways.
1.3.3 Interviews with Scientists
Between September and December, 1986, the case study was on orthodox
scientific practice.

At the research institutes and science departments, my

interviews started with the head of department or director. He or she would
then introduce me to other research scientists. A schedule was then drawn after
agreeing with them on dates and times. It was usually a face to face discussion.
The first question was always the most important one. The discussion would go
on until I felt I had no more questions to ask. In some cases, when I had
stopped asking questions, the interviewee would introduce a new dimension to
the discussion I had not asked questions on. Where possible the scientist would
take me round to see what he was currently working on and the facilities
available in the institution.

In some cases I was given copies of relevant

literature. An interview would typically last between one hour and one and half
hours. I was able to meet all those who agreed to talk to me. Some of the
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interviews were recorded while notes were written for others. Permission was
sought before a recording was made. Only on one ocassion was such permission
refused; on other occasions I had to play it back to the interviewee to edit. At
the Centre for Plant and Herbal Medicine Research at Mampong-Akwapim, I
was nearly turned away. On my way to the North towards the end of July, 1986,
I sent a letter there personally and the secretary assured me that I would be
allowed in after my visit to the North. When I went back there in December,
1986, he appeared reluctant to allow me into the Centre. He said I should have
brought a letter from my supervisor in London and from my Vice-Chancellor at
the University of Cape Coast. These letters would then be considered at the next
meeting of the Council of the Centre. This seemed to leave little room for
negotiation.

It eventually dawned on me that he was apprehensive of the

possibility of scientific espionage. I reassured him that I was not interested in
their research procedures and findings but rather in the way the Centre was
organised, how it was founded and funded and what problems were facing it. He
then brightened up and said that in that case there was absolutely no problem
about my visit. Within thirty minutes an appointment was made for me to see
the director and an officer was instructed to take me round. I had a very fruitful
discussion with the director, the results of which form part of Chapter Three of
the thesis. It was not possible for me to do classroom observation as originally
planned because schools were on vacation. It was, however, possible for me to
visit two training colleges and meet the students for 80 minutes each. In one
college, questions were put to the class orally and the students gave their
responses, while in another college the students wrote their answers on sheets of
paper.

Following the field work I compiled questionnaires for a number of

secondary schools. These were answered and returned to me in London. All
these are discussed in Chapter Five.

It was necessary to ensure that the

responses of my informants were representative. To do this, I had to interview
at least two people on the same activity and discuss some of the outcomes of the
interviews with other people.
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CHAPTER 2
INDIGENOUS THOUGHT AND PRACTICE OF
THE MAMPRUSIS OF NORTHERN GHANA
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to try to make a case for an appropriate science
policy for the integration of indigenous thought and practice with modern science
and technology. A comparative study will be made of both modes of thought and
practice. This chapter is therefore concerned to (a) draw out and explain the
similarities and differences between indigenous thought and practice and science
and technology; and (b) illustrate potential interfaces at which integration can
take place. First it is necessary to give some information about the people whose
thought and practice have been used as illustrative material: the Mamprusis.
22 , BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE MAMPRUSIS
The field work was done at Walewale, a small town in the Northern Region of
Ghana. It is located 68 miles to the north of Tamale on the Tamale-Bolgatanga
road. Tamale is the capital of the Northern Region while Bolgatanga, the capital
of the Upper-East Region, is 32 miles to the north of Walewale. Nalerigu, the
seat of the Na Yiri, the paramount chief of the Mamprusi Kingdom, lies 35 miles
to the east of Walewale. Walewale is therefore a meeting point of the roads to
Tamale, Bolgatanga and Nalerigu.
The population of Walewale district is about 58,876 (1984 Census) and occupies
an area of 7760km sq. (NORRIP Statistics, 1983).

While Walewale is

cosmopolitan, its surrounding villages are mainly Mamprusis. My investigations
were carried out at the following areas: Gbeduri, Nabare, Zaangum, Gambaga
and Walewale.
Mamprugu (the Mamprusi Kingdom), is situated in the Guinea Savannah
grassland and the main occupation of the people is subsistence mixed farming.
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The main crops grown are cereals such as millet, sorghum, rice and maize; and
legumes including cowpeas, groundnuts and bambara beans. The animals reared
are goats, sheep, cattle and poultry. Even though hunters exist as individuals,
group hunting is organised from time to time during the dry season. Cottage
industries (primary technologies) exist and include blacksmithing, vegetable oil
extraction and the making of condiments for seasoning sauce. Raw materials
for these industries are normally obtained from trees such as the shea tree
(Butyrospermum parkii) and the dawdaw or kpalgu tree (Parkia clappertoniana)
which grow wild in the savannah area.
2.2.1 The origins of th e M am prusis
The Dagbambas, Nanumbas, Mossis of Bukina Faso and the Mamprusis are
descendants of Na Gbewa-a. Legend (Anquandah, J, 1982, p.77-80) has it that
he was the son of one Kpognumbo who migrated from Mali to the area now
called Pusiga. Kpognumbo was in turn the son of Tohazie (the Red Hunter) who
was said to have migrated from Chad.

He was nicknamed the Red Hunter

because of his fair complexion. Na Gbewa-a settled at Pusiga, eleven miles away
from Bawku in the North-eastern corner of Ghana around the 12th century. He
had eight sons. The eldest, Zirli, killed his younger brother, Kufogu, whom his
father had wanted to succeed him. The death of Kufogu, was conveyed to the
chief, who was blind through old age, by talking drums. On hearing the sad
news, Na Gbewa-a vanished through grief. The spot where the legend states that
he vanished became the Mamprusi tribal fetish shrine which is still placated
yearly. It was believed that the disappearance of Na Gbewa-a brought confusion
and disintegration among his sons who dispersed from Pusiga in different
directions: the Gbewa-a family in diaspora. One of his sons, Sitobo, founded the
Dagbamba and Nanumba kingdom whose paramountcy is at Yendi in the
Northern Region; Yantaure founded the Mossi Kingdom at Ouagadougou in
Burkina Faso, and Tohogo founded the Mamprusi Kingdom whose paramountcy
is at Nalerigu. Anquandah thinks that Nalerigu was founded in the 17th Century
"when a wall was built around it". The original seat of the paramountcy was at
Gambaga.
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2.2.2 Islamic Influence on th e culture of th e M am prusis
Between 1688 and 1741/2 (Levtzion, 1968, p. 124), during which Na Atabia
reigned, there was a trade route between Hausaland and the Volta Basin of
present day Ghana. This trade route passed through Fada-n-Gurma, Kupiela and
Gambaga.

The traders passing through this route were often attacked and

robbed by the princes. Na Atabia appointed an agent, who happened to be a
Muslim, to collect toll from the traders.

This Muslim not only stopped the

princes from harassing the traders but also acted as host to the traders. He was
nicknamed "Mangoshi" because of his hospitality to his guests. He became so
popular with the chiefs household that he was given the honourary title "Zuu
yiri dana" meaning the overseer or head of the chiefs household (Ibid, p. 125).
Levtzion speculates that Mangoshi might have been among the Wangara Traore
community that settled in Wa in the North-western part of Ghana since the 17th
century.
Mangoshie introduced a Hausa Muslim to be appointed as Imam. This act made
the Mangoshi family the Imam makers.

The making of the first Imam was

conditional; the chief was to comply with the Imam’s advice as to what was
forbidden in Islam. This condition could not be fulfilled in practice. The Na
Yiri moved from Gambaga to Nalerigu, four miles east of the former, while the
Imam remained in Gambaga.

"The chiefs preferred to live apart from the

Muslims, or as put by the Imam of Gambaga, the Na Yiri left Gambaga because
he could not stand the supervision of the Muslims over the chiefs following the
contract between the Na Yiri and the first Imam that chiefs were to avoid
practices incompatible with Islam (Levtzion, p. 129). When Na Atabia moved
to Nalerigu, he put the Imam and Gambarana, who is Tendana (earth priest), to
take charge of the affairs of Gambaga.

As might be expected there were

conflicts between the Imam and Gambarana over who was to be in charge. The
Muslims challenged the Tendana’s claim because they regarded him as a symbol
of paganism, and refused any association with him (Ibid, p. 130).
However, the Imams came to have considerable influence since the Mamprusi
kingdom had grown so large and loose that it was subject to various pressures
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and conflicts. Only the Imam wielded effective influence. For instance, it is
reported that when the first European visitors arrived in Gambaga, they were
received by the Imam since the Na Yiri had refused to meet them.
The influence of the Imams was so great that Islamic culture gradually seeped
into the society. The Mamprusi, like the Dagbamba, celebrate the festivals of
the Muslim Calendar as national feasts. The Mamprusi are circumcised and
given Muslim names besides proper Mamprusi ones. Blessings of Muslims and
their amulets are in demand (ibid, p. 133). At the funerals of chiefs, Muslims
take part and may also attend those of "pagans”. Muslims take part in the
installation ceremony of the Na Yiri. The Imam was like a spiritual adviser to
the chief and the chief was pleased to have him around. He prayed and fasted
for the chief and interceded for people who were condemned to death.
In the four divisions of Mamprugu - Nalerigu, Wungu, Pasinkpe and Janga there was an Imam with a Muslim community. Apart from Janga, where the
chief and Imam live in the same village, the Imam and the chief live in different
villages as a rule. "Two powerful crocodiles cannot live in the same hole", as the
local proverb goes. The English would say "good fences make good neighbours".
The Na Yiri lives in Nalerigu and his Imam in Gambaga; Wu-Naba lives in
Wungu while his Imam lives in Walewale; the Pasinkpe lives in his village while
his Imam lives in Nabare. This arrangement initially confined Muslim influence
to the villages in which the Imams lived but with time, the influence of Islam
diffused from these Muslim communities to the rural areas.

Today, Islamic

culture has assimilated almost all aspects of Mamprusi culture. In more recent
times, the Na Yiris have been converted to Islam; Na Abudulai Sheriga was
converted in 1964 and Na Adam Badimsuguru in 1967.
Islamic schools, with their Alfas (Islamic teachers), are found wherever there is
a Muslim community. Islamic teaching has become so well established that it is
regarded as authoritative. For instance, if one interviews a Mampruga on his
world-view he is apt to say, "This is a question that can be answered by the Alfa".
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2.2.3 Influence of M odern S cience and technology
Islamic influence is not the only external influence experienced by the
Mamprusis. Orthodox scientific technology has been diffusing into the society
with greater acceleration ever since the Europeans set foot in Ghana (the then
Gold Coast). Health and agricultural extension workers have influenced the lives
of the Mamprusis to a considerable extent. They have also been influenced by
modern means of communication such as mobile cinema vans, radio and so on.
These days, modern cassette/radio recorders and music systems are common
sights in the villages. This is very significant because they have had an impact
on the Mamprusi culture; the idea of democracy or even socialism is present,
and the attitudes to taboos and health are changing.
2 3 LITERATURE REVIEW
It is necessary to give a review of literature more specifically related to the
discussions in this chapter since what has been given in Chapter 1 is rather
general.

Central to the discussions in this chapter is a comparison of the

explanatory frameworks of indigenous thought and practice and modern science
and technology. The literature has been grouped as follows: (a) World-view, (b)
Indigenous medicine and (c) Agriculture.
2.3.1 World-view
Evans-Pritchard’s account (1976, p. 1-119) of witchcraft as an explanatory
framework in Zandeland is largely applicable in Mamprugu. There is a slight
difference between the two in that while the Azande will use witchcraft to explain
all kinds of misfortune, the Mamprusis confine witchcraft to explain only the most
extraordinary happenings that affect the life of a human being.
Daryle Forde (1976) explains that most African cultures have a dualistic world
view of a spirit world and a natural world. The latter depends on the former
for its survival. Meyer Fortes (1959) gives an example of the Tallensi world-view
as a deterministic one. Unlike the Azande whose central explanatory framework
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is witchcraft, that of the Tallensi is fate. The Tallensi live very close to the
Mamprusis and are related to them.
extent.

Their cultures overlap to a very large

The Mamprusis are fatalists as one can discern from some of their

proverbs. Daryle Forde was actually reinforcing Levy-Bruhl’s (1923) findings that
"primitive" people perceive a world of spiritual forces and a natural world. His
opinion was that "primitive" people were unreflective because they have few
referents. Levi-Strauss (1962) explains the reflective aspect of "primitive" thought
by making a comparison between the bricoleur and the engineer. The latter is
more versatile than the former because he uses scientific theories or frameworks.
The bricoleur is a handyman who uses a few tools. The indigenous thinker is like
a bricoleur with limited explanatory tools to use.
One of the tools of the indigenous thinker is his language. Arbib and Hesse
(1986) explain that the literal meanings of a descriptive sentence express a
knowledge of the world because it has a truth value. A metaphor has no truth
value and therefore its meaning does not express a knowledge of the world. A
literal sentence is descriptive and its meaning is constant and unequivocal. In
a metaphorical sentence, the meaning is a generalization or classification in
which the individual objects lose their reality.

Metaphors draw attention to

similarities and analogies. The authors go on to say that:
"To understand the meaning of a descriptive expression, then, is not only to be
able to recognise its referent (in a given context, in a given reading) or even to
use the words in the given expression correctly, but also to call to mind the ideas,
both linguistic and empirical, embodied in mental schema and commonly held to
be associated with the referent in the community" (ibid., p. 154).
Metaphors have implicit in them value judgements which can be made explicit
by critiques, evaluation and replacement. A metaphor has no referent that is
"fact" which is either true or false. They help us to see deeper analysis between
diverse phenomena, e.g. sound and water being similar in terms of the wave
concept. They are constructions which are constrained by loops of feedback
through experimentation.
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Non-linguistic philosophers of science do not agree totally with this view of
science. Regarding proverbs as metaphors, these ideas of Arbib and Hesse will
be used as attempts to analyze Mamprusi proverbs with a view to having a
glimpse of their world-view embedded in them.
2.3.2 Medical Literature
Yoder (1982) explains that medical anthropologists have found it necessary to
develop a medical theoretical framework different from those of bio-medical
research. For instance, disease, diagnosis and therapy need to be explained in
terms of frameworks appropriate to indigenous medicine. Bio-medical paradigms
are symbols of Western social organisations and are therefore different from
those of indigenous medicine.
Hartwig and Patterson (1978) have dealt with disease as one of the constraining
factors that block the development of the indigenous society. Disease affects
not only individual lives but the history of the groups. The evolutionists do not
seem to take this sufficiently into consideration. The balance between man and
disease was tipped when man settled down to an agricultural life. With some
diseases, e.g. malaria, a natural defence system was evolved.

In other cases

whole villages were abandoned for safer places because of disease, e.g.
onchocerciasis. Indigenous medicine had and still has no answer to some of
these diseases.
Read (1966) thinks that rural societies, being isolated from urban areas have
learnt to strike a "delicate balance" between themselves and their harsh
environments. Through survival techniques, they have learnt how to deal with
disease through their own medical practice. They have coped with hunger, high
child-death rates and so on.
Where insecurity in the personal lives of the individuals exist, it is explained as
the consequence of a break with the spiritual world. Field (1960) explains that
indigenous medicine is concerned to reunite people with their ancestors and
thereby bring about social cohesion.
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The co-existence of a plurality of medical systems is characteristic of the
developing countries. For instance Leslie (1976) reports the existence or the
co-existence of Chinese, Ayuvedic, Yunani, cosmopolitan and folk medical
systems in India. They all provide medical consultation to all classes of people.
There are differences and similarities between their organisations and the
frameworks with which they work; these frameworks are also embedded in
different world-views.

Whether a medical system will change or not is

determined by the world-view of the practitioner as well as that of the patient.
In Ghana, it is only the indigenous medicine and the bio-medical one which co
exist. The possibility of integrating the two will depend on the nature of the
world-views assumed by each system.
Last

and

Chavunduka

(1986)

have

grappled

with

the

problem

of

professionalization of medicine in Africa. Central to a profession is the form
of knowledge which distinguishes it as an entity. Indigenous medicine will be
defined by what the medicine men will regard as medical knowledge.

This

knowledge is passed on from generation to generation by training. While it is
right to talk about an indigenous medical paradigmatic therapy, it would not be
right to talk about a professional group of indigenous medical practitioners.
2.3.3 Indigenous agriculture
Paul Richards (1985) has pointed out that if food production in West Africa is
to increase, the peasant farmer must be involved in agricultural research because
he has a stock of valuable knowledge which has never been tapped. The fact that
the nearly 14 million Ghanaian population depend on the peasant farmer for
survival is sufficient evidence that he ought to be taken very seriously.
The peasant farmer could perform better if he could be helped to change some
of his methods of farming. One such method is his use of fire to clear his land
and burn the bush during the dry season to hunt.

Albin Korem (1985) is

concerned to demonstrate the harm that indiscriminate bush fires can do to the
soil. This can be arrested by teaching the farmers to revert to the use of organic
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manure which they are so well aware of.
2.4 ASPECTS OF THE MAMPRUSI WORLD-VIEW
The Mamprusis make sense of their world through primary theory as Horton
(1982) postulates.

This is couched in Mampruli, the tribal language.

By a

consensual process these explanations have been maintained and passed down
over the years; they are time-tested. The objective of this section is to illustrate
Mamprusi primary theoretical thinking and to compare it with the secondary
theoretical thinking of science.
2.4.1 M amprusi C osm ology
An interview with Nabare Na, the village chief of Nabare, yielded interesting
ideas for discussion. From the interview it was observed that the Mamprusis
have difficulty in talking about the origin of the world.

It seemed to be an

abstract question to ask. The Alfa was said to be the right person to answer
such questions. It seemed sufficient for the Mampruga to know that God created
the world and man, but not how and when. When it comes to discussions about
the beginning of the tribe, he is much more at home.

Reality seems to be

constructed around the tribe and its ancestors. The personalised knowledge of
the tribe, certified by consensus, is passed on from generation to generation
preserved in proverbs, taboos, rituals and drumming.
The Chief was able, however, to give an account of the history of the village
fetish called "Wonkpama". It is believed that the ancestor of the village went
from village to village with his band of warriors fighting any people they came
across. After conquering the original settlers in this village, he decided to take
a rest. Instead of proceeding to the next village after his rest, he decided to stay
permanently in this village. Because he had changed his mind about proceeding
to the next village, he buried a stone (probably an igneous rock which is normally
used in making shrines in this part of the country), and slaughtered a sheep. This
has since been the practice of any one who becomes chief of this village, he
buries a stone and slaughters a sheep on the same spot on which the ancestor
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performed the same act for the first time. The spot has become the shrine of the
fetish of the village they had named Nabare.
One of the defects of the consensual mode of framework construction is that
certain details of the process are forgotten. For instance the significance of the
particular piece of stone and why it should be buried, and of slaughtering a sheep
rather than a goat or cow are forgotten but the practice is carried on down the
ages. In the case of the sheep, it could be argued that it was due to Islamic
influence. Muslims use the sheep in their festivals such as the Ramadan and in
rituals such as naming or initiation ceremonies. One may conjecture that the
colour of the sheep was white since the colour white is associated with happy
occasions. It could further be conjectured that starting a village is like naming
it and therefore a sheep had to be used. This suggests a personalised world-view
in which human attributes are given to inanimate things.
A question as to whether there is an invisible world of beings aroused some
uncertainties. The Islamic term "Arzinda", meaning spirit, was confused with
the Mamprusi term, "Kpiimnima", meaning ancestors. After further discussion
the chief was able to clarify the difference between the indigenous term
"Kpiimnima", ancestors, and "Ayaamu", meaning spirit, whose equivalent is the
Islamic term "Arzinda".
The discussion that led to this conclusion illustrated the presence of logical
thinking, albeit different from Western logic, in indigenous thought.

What

seemed to emerge from the discussion is that the Mamprusi cosmology may be
portrayed as a dualistic one; a universe which is made up of visible and invisible
components. This agrees with the views expressed in Daryle Forde’s book. The
visible part of the universe is the world of tangible things while that of the
invisible world is made up of intangible things.
The invisible world is made up of the ancestors; gods, family and personal
guardian spirits; good spirits who are agents of good actions and events and bad
spirits who are agents of wicked deeds or bad events; "fairies" (for lack of a
better term), who are very intelligent beings and are neither good nor bad; and
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ghosts who are the spirits of men and women who have been rejected by the
ancestors for committing crimes such as murder, suicide and so on. Ghosts are
abominable beings.
The primary theoretical system, seeks to explain the world of tangible objects in
terms of the invisible world. God does not normally form part of the framework,
he is the creator and the controller of events in both worlds.
As pointed out by anthropologists (see Chapter 1) there is no doubt that the
primary theoretical system is rational. Like the secondary theoretical system of
science, it tries to explain and control nature. The problem is why it does not
grow as science does. Is its lack of progress due to the nature of the invisible
component of its world-view? If so, how can it be made to progress? There are
no easy answers to these questions but the first step is to bring them out into the
arena of discussion. This can be done through an appropriate science policy.
2.4.2 Proverbs a s an indirect way of ex p ressin g th e world-view
One problem about getting information about the world view of a non-literate
culture is the absence of a documented written knowledge. This does not mean
the absence of such knowledge.

Through oral tradition and the practice of

techniques, the world-view has been transmitted from age to age. Proverbs are
part of such transmitted knowledge. On the surface, proverbs may not reflect
reality and may even be contradictory, but their meanings are understood and
are equivocal in the community. A few Mamprusi proverbs have been selected
for analysis to make explicit the world-view they embody. The ideas of Mary
Hesse and Michael Arbib, as summarised above will be used as principles during
the discussion. Father Xavier Plissart’s book, Mamprusi Proverbs (1983), has
been very useful.
Proverb 1: A person can’t know all that exists in water unless he pours it out of
the container. (Nir’ ku-tuaa’ mbang’ koompuuni bun-zaa, asee k’u kas’ koommaa).
Explanation: The literal meaning of the sentence is clear. To know the contents
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of water we have to pour it out or even evaporate it, and then by the use of our
senses we can find out what is in it.
As a metaphor, the meaning of the sentence is construed to mean investigating
hidden ideas or actions. To know what ideas a person has, his mind has to be
emptied just as water is poured out and searched. This may be done through
questioning or by other forms of investigation.
This is similar to the critical attitude of science through empirical and logical
testing. The difference is in their methods of approach. While the scientific
method is that of verification/falsification, that of indigenous thought is by
consensus.
Proverb 2: Water does not shake in vain. (Koom bu-damni yori).
Explanation: Literally, it is known by careful and shrewd observation that water
will move if it is agitated externally for example by dropping an object into it or
an aquatic creature moving in it.
Metaphorically, water becomes an event. The proverb can be understood to
mean that all events have causes. The implication is that, to be able to explain
an event, its causes have to be sought first because events do not happen by
themselves.
This proverb seems to suggest the awareness of a world of causes and effects.
Even though the nature of causes as understood by the indigenous thinkers is
different from that of science, they are both rational and concerned with
explaining and controlling nature.
Proverb 3 : All thatched roofs leak. (Mo’ pila-zaa yun’ni).
Explanation: As dwellers of the savannah environment, Mamprusis roof their
rooms with thatch. Since thatch is grass, it is porous. There are the occasional
leaks through the roof that are observed.
Metaphorically, thatched roofs could represent human nature and human
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knowledge which are faulty or have "holes". In other words they are fallible.
This implies a world-view in which an imperfect world (human beings, animals
and inanimate things), is portrayed.

This again, is similar to the Popperian

concept of scientific knowledge as being fallible and tentative.
Proverb 4: What God decides is what pertains (Naa wunni gun yel seem,di nimbeni); or, God’s commands won’t change their stand (Naa wunni zaaligu ku-taga’
zaa).
Explanation: This proverb is based on careful observation of the patterns of
experience which occur in their environment. Animals and plants going through
definite life cycles, natural events going through their cycles, human beings born
deformed or going through suffering due to no fault of theirs and there is no
explanation or redress for them.
These proverbs suggest a world of invariable laws which every creature is subject
to. This is similar to the fatalism that Meyer Fortes (Yin Nuor) discusses as
being central to the world-view of the Tallensi.
As in science, there is an awareness of the existence of natural laws. But
indigenous thought does not display the type of scepticism that science has.
Proverb 5: A sheep cannot give birth to a goat (Pioo ku-tuaa’ doga buuwa).
Explanation: Literally, this sentence demonstrates an absurdity.
Metaphorically, it gives an idea of an awareness of a world of plants, animals
and inanimate things which are not interconvertible. An awareness of criteria
for classification seems implicit in the proverb.
Proverb 6: However long a road is, it has an end (Sori yi-waga, kamari toriga);
or, however big a village is, it has a limit (Ting yi-zuaa’ hoo wula, ka mar la
torga).
Explanation: The Mamprusis travel by foot on long journeys to attend markets,
festivals and so on. Being largely rural dwellers they can see the villages dotted
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here and there. Therefore now that some villages are larger than others, the
proverbs seem to suggest the notion of finiteness in their world-view. Villages
are not the only things that are limited but also human knowledge and capacity,
natural resources, the world and so on.
The notion of limitation in human knowledge is similar to the notion of scientific
knowledge which does not explain everything.
Proverb 7: The world is dew (Dunia nyela megalim).
Explanation: After years of observation, the Mamprusis have come to know that
dew appears in the morning but disappears when the sun shines on it. It is
ephemeral.
Metaphorically, the proverb suggests a world-view of change rather than a static
one. No entity in the world is permanent; plants and animals are not permanent
either.
Here again, indigenous thought and science are similar in their awareness of the
phenomenon of change.
Proverb 8: It is because of manure that millet is bluffing (Tam zugu ka chi
nyuur’bara).
Explanation: Millet growing on manure grows exuberantly, with fresh green
leaves pleasant to look at. It also bears a lot of grains. Millet grown on poor
soil, on the other hand, is yellow and stunted and does not bearing many grains.
Through observation, the Mamprusis know that there is a causal relationship
between the fresh millet plant and the presence of manure in the soil, and that
between the stunted millet plant and the lack of manure in the soil.
Metaphorically, this expresses an awareness of causal relationships which link
two things which are not superficially similar. Science and indigenous thought
are similar in their attempts to look for causal relationships between two events,
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objects or phenomena. They differ only in the contents of their causal categories.
Proverb 9: When you want to carry something heavy, you normally rest it first
on the knee before it reaches the head (I yen-zi bun’ di n-tibsa, i yi-zang’ ka n
tomla dunni zugu ka a paa’ i zugu ni).
Explanation: The Mamprusis do not have beasts of burden to carry things for
them. The Mossis of Burkina Faso are well known for their use of donkeys as
beasts of burden. The Mamprusis are very familiar with carrying heavy objects
on their heads. After a long practice of doing this they have developed easier
ways of carrying heavy objects.
Metaphorically, the Mampruga is advised to break whatever problem he has to
solve into steps or stages. In other words, a procedure must be thought out to
solve the problem. This implies analyzing a problem before going on to solve
it. The idea of analysis seems familiar to the Mamprusis.
Mamprusi indigenous thought and science are similar in that they are both aware
of the idea of analysis but differ in the nature of the analysis they employ.
Proverb 10: A person can take many ways to kill a cat (Nir’ nin-tuaa’ nzang’
soya pam n ku jankuku).
Explanation: The Mamprusis have observed that the cat, especially the wild type,
is so crafty that it is difficult to kill it. The wild cat is notorious because it
normally sneaks into the house to steal chicken.

One has to devise many

methods before one can kill the cat.
Metaphorically, the cat represents a problem. Like killing a cat, there are many
ways to solving a problem.

An awareness of alternative methods in solving

problems or acting is suggested by this proverb.

This seems to contradict

Horton’s assertion that in the indigenous thought system, there is lack of
awareness of alternatives. Divergent thinking is implicit in their problem-solving
activities.
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Proverb 11: Death is a blacksmith of human beings (Kum nyala nir’ saaP
machieeri).
Explanation: The blacksmith is found in almost all Mamprusi villages. He may
be observed transforming scrap iron into hoe blades, cutlasses, knives, and other
household objects as well as ornaments. His products can be seen displayed at
the village markets. The difference between the scrap metal and the finished
product is startling.
Metaphorically, death is represented by the blacksmith. Just as the latter changes
scrap metal into a finished product which looks different, so does death change
living things into matter and spirits. Death is a very abstract concept to explain
but the analogy with blacksmithing makes it understandable.
Science does not deal with metaphysical questions such as death, but it is
interested in the transformation of organic into inanimate substances.

The

proverb suggests a Mamprusi world-view in which growth and decay exist.
Proverb 12: The toad says that the world is twofold (Pulori ye’ ni dunia nyala
bu-yi).
Explanation: Toads form part of the fauna of the savannah environment. The
Mamprusis have observed their environments very closely including the ecology
of the animals and are aware of the characteristics of the animals as well as
their habitats. For instance, they know that the toad lives part of its life in water.
At its larval stage, it knows only an aquatic world and at its adult stage it knows
only a terrestrial world, a twofold world.
Metaphorically, it expresses a dualistic type of world-view. Two worlds whose
inhabitants are different. This was brought out in the discussion on Mamprusi
cosmology in the last section.
From the above attempts to interpret the proverbs, it appears that the Mamprusi
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world-view portrays a world which is changing all the time, is limited, has an
origin and an end. Man is limited in his knowledge of the world around him.
God is the creator of the world and all that is in it, and has established his laws
which his creation must follow. A deterministic world-view is suggested. An
empirical, rational and critical attitude seems to emerge from their epistemology.
A tentative approach to life and a love of wisdom and peace are also implicit in
Mamprusi thought. They are more concerned with the day to day problems
facing them than dwelling on the past or future. They are also cautious about
things in their environment.
There appear to be many similarities between the Mamprusi world-view and
scientific world-view generally as has been pointed out in this section. The basic
differences lie in the contents of the explanatory frameworks.
2.4.3 T ab o o s a s an indirect way of ex p ressin g th e world-view
While proverbs are embodiments of knowledge and teachings taboos are those
of prohibitions and sanctions. By trying to find out why the Mamprusis have
chosen not to eat certain animals or foods rather than others, a glimpse into
their world-view from another angle may be obtained.

But before that the

concept of totemism has to be discussed.
Totemic systems are said to be forms of the primary theoretical frameworks.
They establish a relationship between an object and an event (Levi-Strauss, 1962,
p.26) in the life of a community. Totemic systems are used for interpreting new
experiences and for classifications.
"In other words, the operative value of the systems of naming and classifying,
commonly called totem, derives from their formal character; they are codes
suitable for conveying messages which can be transposed into other codes, and
for expressing messages received by means of different codes in terms of their
own system" (Ibid, p.75-76).
The concept of totemic system which Levi-Strauss expresses here is slightly
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different from the sense in which it is used in connection with a taboo.
According to Levi-Strauss, a people’s totem is actually of the same "species" as
the people. In the case of the Mamprusis, the animals tabooed are not regarded
as members of the "Mamprusi tribe". They are animals which have been given
particular significance.
The sense in which totem is used here is as a code which establishes a
relationship between an object and an event.

The objects entering into

relationships in the following examples are animals: the ground squirrel and the
black fish. The event in question, in relationship with the squirrel, was at a time
in the history of the Mamprusis when the squirrel was believed to have caused
them to escape from a pursuing enemy. The event in the case of the black fish
was the stomach-ache which people suffered from when they ate it. In the case
of a social taboo, there is no totem involved. It was observed that certain days
were inauspicious for attending funerals, going on journeys or for undertaking
serious projects.

As codes, these taboos cannot be broken without adverse

consequences.
Taboos can be considered as vehicles of the Mamprusi world-view because they
are based on careful observation.

They may appear to the observer to be

irrational but their rationality can be discerned if looked at more closely. Since
they are codes to regulate the community’s behaviour, the functionalists would
argue that they are playing the role of bringing about social cohesion. From my
investigations, I was able to identify three types of Mamprusi taboos, which for
lack of better terms have been labelled ancestral, social and pathologic taboos.
The animals tabooed by the Mamprusis include the ground squirrel, the swine,
and the duiker, a wild pigeon. These are in no way regarded as human beings
but are nevertheless revered. The consequence of eating any of them decreed
by the ancestors to be leprosy, blindness or ill luck. This taboo is to be observed
not only in Mamprugu but wherever the Mampruga may find himself.

This

applies even if the person concerned is not aware of what he is eating. He will
need a diviner to tell him what taboo he has broken if he suffers from one of the
illnesses named above. On the other hand, these animals are so rare that the
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likelihood of the taboo been broken is very slim.
The black fish (Clarias sp.), is not rare, but it is the poison which it contains
that is harmful to most people which has caused it to be tabooed.

The

Mamprusis believe that it is the black colour which causes the poisoning. The
colour "black" is regarded as a symbol of evil, death or bad luck. Maybe if there
is another species of Clarias which is not black in colour, it may be eaten. No
one is known to have skinned the fish to find out whether the poison resides in
the skin or in the flesh. Medicine men will prohibit the black fish from their
prescriptions.
A social taboo prohibits visits to bereaved families, undertaking of projects and
embarking on journeys on Wednesdays and Saturdays. This seems to be an
Islamic taboo which has become part of the culture.
Educated people are known to have broken the ancestral and social taboos
without any consequences. At best, taboos tell us something about the knowledge
of the indigenous people about their environment. They are more of a functional
factor than an explanatory one of the environment.
2.4.4 Explanations for so m e se le c te d ph en o m en a
Proverbs and taboos are only indirect ways by which one has a glimpse into the
Mamprusi world-view.

Direct ways by which the people explain natural

phenomena, or "save the phenomena" as Plato put it, can be observed.

A

selection of such explanations has been made and will be discussed under this
sub-section. They are the explanatory frameworks which Robin Horton terms
primary theories.
Explanation of the putrefaction or fermentation of things.
An informant was asked for an explanation of why sauce which has been left
overnight uncovered sometimes tastes sour. He suggested three possible causes
of sourness in left over sauce: dipping a finger into the sauce instead of a ladle
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while the sauce is still being cooked; adding cold water followed by insufficient
heating, and using utensils which have bits of old food still sticking to them.
The first cause seems to suggest that the use of the wrong type of tool or
implement can cause undesirable effects. Whether the fingers used were clean
or not is not the point in question, and whether the ladle could be contaminated
or not is not the point in question either. It is not a straight forward question
of hygiene. It is, however, known that insufficient heating is a contributory factor
but whether this is related to what could be on the fingers or the ladle is not
known. This need not demand knowledge of the existence of micro-organisms
but might be the consequence of accurate observation as is the second type of
explanation where the causal factor is the lowering of the temperature of the
sauce by adding cold water without raising it again with further heating. The
third type of explanation refers to old bits of sauce still sticking in the pot as a
causal factor. Whether it is the old sauce, which by its own constitution causes
sourness in the new sauce, or that something (eg. micro-organism) which has
inhabited it and is making the new sauce sour is not known.
Scientists would say that if the cooking pot containing the sauce has been left
uncovered overnight, it is likely that some micro-organisms such as bacteria or
fungi could have gone into it. Under moderate temperature conditions they
would ferment the sauce. If the sauce is sufficiently heated and the utensil is
tightly covered, then micro-organisms cannot get into it and ferment it. The
reason why sauce should be sufficiently heated is to kill any micro-organisms
which may happen to be in the sauce as well as soften the tissues of the organic
substances in the sauce.
The explanations put forward by the informant are rational and based on good
observation. Explanations are logical rationalizations subsequently elaborated.
Another explanation which was given by another informant was that sauce that
is left uncovered overnight goes sour because a ghost has dipped his finger into
it. To scare away ghosts, therefore, a lump of charcoal must be put into the left
over-sauce. In this explanation the human agent is excused. Matters of hygiene
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and techniques of cooking as the above explanations give are known but when
such causal factors are eliminated by good hygiene and cooking and the sauce
still goes sour, then a cosmological explanation is given. It is not scientific but
if you believe in malevolent, mischievous ghosts, it is rational. The prevention
by putting in lumps of charcoal makes symbolic sense and also may be a
rationalization of sound observation. As explained earlier on in connection with
the black fish which is tabooed, it is its black colour which is believed to cause
harm rather than any chemical that may happen to be in it. Black is associated
with evil spiritual agents and will scare away the ghost. Ghosts, because they are
rejected by the ancestors, are regarded as obnoxious. It is believed that things
which go bad could only be influenced by a ghost rather than anything else.
The explanation of putrefaction is yet another example to raise doubts about
Horton’s conclusion that African traditional thought lacks an awareness of
alternative ways of explanation. The explanations may be said to resemble a
Lakatosian view of science as research programmes even though their contents
are different.
Mamprusi explanation of haematuria
Haematuria is the condition in which blood is found in urine. It is a symptom
with several causes. My informant told me that it is a disease called "kpapaliga"
in Mampruli. It is normally treated with herbs, and this should not be done in
the house where people may come into contact with it. It is believed that if an
unwary person steps on to the mess from the treatment and remnants of the
medicine, he can also catch the disease. Another type of the disease, he pointed
out, is transmitted during sexual intercourse in which one of the partners has the
disease, that is, venereal disease.
When asked whether children who have haematuria as a result of swimming in
dams or ponds have the same disease as explained above, he said that is a
different kind of disease. It is transmitted to children through their mothers
during pregnancy.
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The explanations of haematuria given by the informant show evidence of close
observation. The indigenous thought system seems to show awareness of the
concept of infection. One gets the disease whose symptom is haematuria either
by stepping on the urine which may contain the agents which cause the disease
or through sexual intercourse with somebody who has it.

The concept of a

congenital disease is also expressed by the explanation that the pregnant mother
passes her disease to the unborn baby. Bilharzia is believed to be a congenital
disease. The relationship between the Bilharzia disease and the dam or pond
in which the schistosome worm is found in its intermediate host, the snail, and
the children who swim in it, is not seen. The snails may have been observed but
not connected with something that will cause a disease in human beings and
other animals. A relationship is rather seen between the mother and the young
child. In a personalised system of thought, it seems easier to see relationships
between persons rather than between persons and other entities.
Venereal diseases are believed to be very recent in Walewale district and are
known to be transmitted through sexual intercourse. They are believed to have
been brought by people who have been to the southern part of Ghana and lived
in the urban areas where they may have come into contact with prostitutes.
Venereal diseases are therefore called "women diseases".
Mamprusi explanation of the Guinea worm disease
The Guinea worm disease is water borne and is quite prevalent in the rural areas
in Ghana where people may be living near polluted streams and dams. Through
careful observation of their environment, the Mamprusis believe that not all
villages have Guinea worms; there are "Guinea-worm-villages" and "non-Guineaworm-villages". The informant explained that we get Guinea worms from the
water we drink. If the person who drinks the water does not have "strong blood"
(that is, if his resistance is low), he gets the disease. By implication this explains
why several people may drink Guinea worm infested water and only some of
them will get the disease.
When asked whether it was something in the water which causes the disease, the
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informant responded that it was the water itself which turns into the Guinea
worm. He argued this point thus, "Will you drink water in which you see living
things moving about? No! It is therefore the water which turns itself into the
Guinea worm." That is the logic of his explanation. No sighted person will see
a worm in water and yet drink it.
In this explanation, it can be observed that the relationship between drinking the
polluted water and getting the Guinea worm is well established. Two conditions
for getting the disease seem to emerge; one must have "weak blood" (low
resistance), and must be in a "Guinea-worm-village". The idea of resistance to
certain types of disease seems to be implicit in the Mamprusi aetiology. The
concept of a "Guinea-worm-village" implies accurate observation of Guinea worm
infested areas. An idea of ecology seems also implicit in Mamprusi thought.
Water, however, is believed to be the causal agent itself rather than its habitat.
The informant emphasised that it is the water which is transformed into worms
and not that something invisible in the water is responsible for the worms. He
has learnt through accurate observation that things like salt and sugar dissolve in
water.

Guinea worms are not dissolved substances but a kind

of

"metamorphosed" water.
The indigenous primary theoretical explanation of the Guinea worm disease is
similar to that of the scientific secondary theoretical explanation in that both do
establish a relationship between drinking polluted water and getting Guinea
worms. They differ, however, in the question of what the causal agent is. While
the former attributes the agent to water that has changed (or metamorphosed)
into worms, the latter attributes it to the worms at a larval stage of their
development which have been put there by a person who suffers from the
disease. The larvae are so small that they cannot be seen with the naked eye.
Science is empowered here by the microscope which is constructed to extend
human vision.

Indigenous thought lacks a technology that can enhance the

human senses.
This discussion also brings out the lack of experimentation in indigenous thought.
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Even though it has been observed that polluted water is connected with the
Guinea worm disease, it has not been questioned why water from a well, or pipe
borne water, does not transform into Guinea worms.
The scientific explanation of the Guinea worm disease is that it is due to a
parasite, the Guinea worm (Dracunculus mendinensis) which lives under the skin,
normally in the lower part of the body. Its eggs are passed into water through
the blister it makes on the skin, if the affected part is in water. The eggs hatch
out into larvae which swim about until they are ingested by a human being. They
find their way into the skin again via the gut and blood vessels. The eggs of the
larvae worm are so small that one may not suspect that a clear sample of water
from a stream harbours them. Hence the inability of the Mamprusis to attribute
the Guinea worm to anything but the water itself.
Compared with the scientific explanation of the Guinea worm disease it can be
seen that indigenous thought does not include any extensive knowledge of
anatomy and physiology of the human body.
Mamprusi explanation of infertility in human beings
In the Mamprusi society, there are the occasional women and men who cannot
have children. This is problematic and the Mamprusis call such conditions "gbaare", which means a tether or knot. If the "gba-are" is due to a spell, it can be
dealt with but, if it is made so by God, then nothing can be done about it.
The spell can be removed by indigenous medical treatment or by intercession
with one of the benevolent spirits or the family god. The children born of such
intercessions are named after the gods or spirits who interceded at their birth.
For instance if it was the family god, Bugri, the child bears that name; if it was
the spirit of a tree, Tia, the child accordingly bears that name and so on.
Here, disease is metaphorically conceptualised as a knot or tether, ideas derived
from their everyday life of tethering their animals and making knots. Knots are
problems which are normally due to sorcery or witchcraft. A knot can affect
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any part of the body including the womb but a herbal decoction can undo it.
For genetically based diseases, no cure is available because it is believed that
was how God made them. However, in some congenital cases, the family god
or one of the benevolent spirits can be appealed to.
This character of indigenous thought resembles science as conceptualised by
Laudan as a problem-solving activity. The indigenous family gods or benevolent
spirits which are believed to solve problems seem to resemble Laudan’s concept
of a theory as a solution to a problem.
Mamprusi explanation of an eclipse of the moon
Even though eclipses are not everyday occurrences, there is an explanation for
them whenever they occur. The phenomenon is called, "The sun has swallowed
the moon", there is no one word for it. The Mamprusis are aware that some
events occur more frequently than others, some are social while others are "up
there" events. When the informant was asked what people mean when they say
that "the sun has swallowed the moon", he responded, "According to the Alfa
(the Islamic teacher), the sun is a powerful creature and has a smooth and bright
path on which it walks. The moon is less powerful and has a dark and rough
road, full of stones, thorns and potholes. The moon stumbles in the dark and
sometimes strays into the path of the sun. A fight ensues and the sun swallows
the moon, being more powerful. The Alfas and Imams have to pray and plead
with the sun to release the moon. The moon is released and emerges from the
anus of the sun."
The non-Muslims beat drums, dance and pray to their gods to intervene in the
celestial fight. When asked whether the sun does not sometimes walk on the
path of the moon, the informant asserted that it cannot happen because the sun’s
path is bright and he never stumbles.
Though personalised explanations are given to natural phenomena, in ordinary
everyday life, one does not hear or see people treating objects like human beings.
This is because their concept of reality is bound up with the experiences of the
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day to day living conditions of life.

One other thing which emerges from this account is that this explanation of an
eclipse seems to be alien to the Mamprusi thought system. It appears to be an
explanation given by the Alfa or the Islamic school teacher. If so, it is likely to
be in the literature of the Islamic scholars from the Middle East.

This

explanation is so appealing that it is likely to have displaced the indigenous one.
It is more likely to be accepted in the chiefs house since the powerful sun would
be identified with the chief and the moon to his conquered neighbours.
The scientific explanation of an eclipse of the moon is that at a certain stage in
the revolution of the earth round the sun and of the moon round the earth, both
bodies come to align themselves in such a way that the moon enters the shadow
of the earth formed as a result of the sun’s light falling on one side of it. The
moon’s light is blocked at a time it should be seen because it is in the shadow of
the earth. After a while, the moon emerges from the shadow of the earth. The
Mamprusis see the moon entering into darkness at one end and emerging from
it from the other. It appears to them as if it is "swallowed" at one end and
released at the other end. The indigenous explanation is rational and based on
close observation. Mamprusi astronomy is understood better in a personalised
explanatory framework.
Mamprusi explanation of rain and rainbow
Rain is central to the experience of the Mamprusis who are subsistence peasant
farmers. The relationship between clouds and rain is well established. Clouds
have even been classified into different types. People can literally smell rain
when heavy clouds are formed. It is, however, believed that the rain medicine
man can, through incantation, make rain appear or disappear.
The rainbow is called "sasuuwa", rainknife. The Mamprusis have observed that
when clouds gather and rain is imminent and a rainbow appears, the clouds
disappear and the rain does not fall. The rainbow is believed to have cut it off.
It is believed that the rain maker can call the rainbow into existence or make it
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disappear. My informant emphasised, however, that rainbows are normally seen
during the rainy season and can never be seen during the dry season even if it
is invoked by the rainmaker. The explanations of rain and rainbow formation are
also cases of careful observation.
The scientific explanation of rain includes the evaporation of water which rises
into the atmosphere where it meets cooler air and condenses into water. This
is in the form of tiny drops of water which form the clouds. Clouds become
heavy and precipitate as rain. The Mamprusis are very aware of the processes
of evaporation and condensation but do not associate them with rainfall. This
illustrates one difference between the secondary theoretical system of science
and the primary theoretical system in the indigenous thought in that the former
shows a relationship between two objects or processes where ordinarily one does
not see any relationships. The scientific explanation of rainbow formation as
due to diffraction of light passing through drops of rain has no equivalent in the
indigenous thought system.
2.4.5 The M am prusi c o n c e p t of tim e
Not only do the Mamprusi try to understand their world by explaining it, they
also try to control it by systematising it. Time is one of the concepts with which
they try to systematise their world. Since their knowledge of astronomy is very
meagre, they do not apply precise astronomical frameworks for their telling of
time. The frameworks they employ are both personalised and natural ones.
The frames of reference include the following:
(a) Plants: The sprouting of certain annuals and the flowering and fruiting of
certain plants are indicators of the beginnings or endings of certain events or
seasons.
(b) Animals: The life cycles, the regular sounds made by certain animals such
as the cock and the donkey, and the migratory habits of certain birds are also
indicators of certain events.
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(c) The sun: The position of the sun in the sky with the corresponding lengths of
shadows of trees and buildings are daily indicators of the passage of time.
(d) Events: Social events such as enskinment of chiefs or their deaths, the visit
of a foreign person or government official are also frames of reference for telling
time.
Time is reckoned seasonally, daily, weekly and by monthly cycles. The Mamprusi
concept of time will be discussed in that order.
The Seasonal Cycle
The seasons are cycles of agricultural events beginning at one point and coming
round to the same point again. The Mamprusis have observed this very closely
since time immemorial and have classified them by use of some indicators,
generally ecological ones. The seasonal calendar is as follows:
1. Kakaa: This starts with the harvesting of crops in October. It includes the
Harmattan season which is called Gungunlirga and the Samanpii (Clearing
around the house). The Gungunlirga ends in February while the Samanpii ends
in March.
2. Dawalpkaanga: This is the hottest season (March, with temperatures in the
neighbourhood of 40°C). It occurs just before the flowering of the dawadawa or
dua tree (Parkia clappertoniana) which grows wild in the savannah grasslands.
Crickets, called "kpaanga" in Mampruli, which are very noisy insects, are even
more so when the weather is very hot. "Dawal" means the flowering and fruiting
of the dawadawa tree. The name of the season is therefore a compound word
containing the dawadawa tree and the cricket as indicators.

They are so

conspicuous at this time of the year that the Mamprusis have to talk about them.
3. Dawalga: This is the flowering and fruiting period proper to the dawadawa
tree. The crickets would have reduced their noises by now.
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4. Bugumviiligu saa: This is the first rain of the season to fall. It is the rain
that falls when the farms are being cleared of their stumps and remains of millet
stalks by burning (Bugum viiligu). "Saa” means rain.

Burning is part of the

agricultural practice among the Mamprusis.
5. Saka-ala saa: This is the period when clouds begin to form but are not heavy
enough to fall as rain. There are always arguments among farmers as to whether
it will rain. This argument has so characterised the season that the attitude of
the farmers has given its name to it. A personalised indicator.
6. Saalam-saa: This is the light rain that causes some annuals, herbaceous plants,
to sprout. They are called "saalam" because they are slimy in nature. Other
plants which grow at this time are grasses and hedges (which are species of the
tiger nut plant). All these are edible.
7. Sig-saa: This is the rain of the season. (Sigir means season). It is normally
very heavy and may be frequent. This is the time everybody starts ploughing
the land and planting the first crops.
8. Sew-wu: This is the peak of the rainy season characterised by more frequent
and heavy rains.

The streams, rivers and valleys are normally full and the

grassland is green with thick vegetation. Sew-wu occurs between late July and
the whole of August.
9. Takari or Tafari or Agazare (a Hausa word): This is the season when the
rains become less frequent and begin to stop falling and the elephant grasses
begin flowering and the sky becomes clearer. This then completes the seasonal
cycle.
It can be observed that there is an awareness of ecological cycles in their
environment. Cosmological explanations are brought in only when the events
do not happen as shown by the indicators. With this kind of regularity in the
seasons the farmers normally predict them accurately.
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The Daily Cycle
The Mamprusi Day is divided into morning, afternoon, evening and night. The
shades of morning are characterised by the first and second cockcrow (Nonjensi),
dawn (Wintanpulsi), sunrise (Wintanpalli) and morning (Asuba). The sun at
noon is described as "Bulgunga" which means at the apex of the kapok tree which
is straight and tall. Between noon and about 2pm, shadows begin to lengthen
and this part of the day is called "Wintangwali. The evening is "Zaanori" which
is between 4 and 6 pm. The night begins when the sun has set. This is called
"Zisobre", meaning dark place. Supper time (Sa-adihiri) is followed by night
during which everybody is supposed to be in bed.
Weekly Cycle
The seven-day week is alien to the Mamprusi calendar.
"Bakwai" is commonly used.

The Hausa word

The Hausa seven-day week is as follows: Tani:

Monday; Talata: Tuesday; Lariba: Wednesday; Laamisi: Thursday; Zum-ma:
Friday; Asibi: Saturday; and Laadi: Sunday. This weekly calendar is one of the
impacts of Islam on the Mamprusi culture.
The indigenous society, however, has a calendar which is used side by side with
the Islamic calendar.

It is a three-day calendar based on market days.

In

Mamprugu, and the North-eastern part of Ghana, market days come every three
days. In the North-western part of Ghana, the market days come every seven
days to coincide with the weekly Sunday Masses. This is because the Catholic
Church is well established here and most of the people are Catholics.

The

churches have been centres for socialising and commerce. The three-day week
is based on the duration of brewing of a local beer called "daam" but popularly
called "pito" (a hausa word). Pito takes three days to brew and is very much the
centre of gravity of the market. People come to the market not only to buy and
sell but also to socialise with pito. Whatever announcements the chief wishes to
make are best made on market days. It is therefore a very important social event
in the village. Since every village has a market day, there are as many market
days as there are villages in a district. There is a plurality of calendars but
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people know which village market is on at any particular time.

Unlike the

Islamic or Christian calendars, the market-day calendars do not have special
names for each of the days. They are called the first day of brewing, the second
day and the drinking day which is the same as the market day. Another way of
reckoning time using the market-day calendar is to indicate the names of the
villages whose market days precede that of the village in question. For instance,
the first day of pito brewing for Walewale market may also be the market day of
say, Nabare village, the second day may be that of Gbeduri and the drinking day
is that of Walewale market day.
The Monthly cycle
The phases of the moon are observed and used as frames of references for telling
time. The whole cycle of the phases of the moon are also known and regarded
as units of time.

This is strengthened by Islamic Lunar Calendar which was

based on the astronomical knowledge of the Greek world.

The months are

numbered, rather than named, from the harvesting season onwards. For instance,
the Tenth Month is the peak of the rainy season which will correspond with
August.
Telling Time
The frames of reference described above are used for telling time and predicting
events. The ages of people are normally understood in terms of seasons. The
season, day, week and month are used to tell the date of an event.

The

particular event can also be located in time and space in relation to a major
event. For instance, the time a paramount chief was enskinned or when he died.
In Mamprugu, the skin of a sacrificial cow is the "throne" of the chief. To enskin
somebody means to enthrone him. For instance, the event might have happened
two Kakaa seasons after the death of the Na Yiri, or ten Walewale market days
after the chiefs death. This sounds very confusing to a non-Mamprusi but the
Mamprusis do use such frames of reference for understanding their environment.
One may say that it is a clumsy way of reckoning and telling time, but ought to
see that it is a rational process based on sound observation and ecological
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knowledge. Scientific time is more precise with technological devices to measure
it.
What also emerges from this discussion is that the Mamprusi thought system
contains the concepts of past, present and future events. This goes to support
their view of the world as an ever changing entity.
2.4.6 The M am prusi c o n c e p t of s p a c e
The concept of space is contingent on the Mampruga’s experience of objects in
his environment. He knows the distance between himself and another person or
an object, or between an object and another object.

He uses frames of

references for determining distances.
The indigenous Mamprusi rooms are circular in shape but with the coming of
Islam rectangular rooms have been introduced. The Muslims built rectangular
mosques, architectural designs they were familiar with in the Middle East. To
mark a circle on the ground, a peg with a string tied to it is driven into the
ground. The required length of the string is marked and another peg is tied at
this point.

The string is stretched and drawn round making a mark on the

ground with the second peg while the first peg which is fixed in the ground
becomes the centre of the circle. The length of the string becomes the radius
of the circle.
A cuboid is described as an object with a length, breadth and height without any
single word for it. A circular object is called "bun-gilinga" while a spherical
object is called "bun-kpil-li". A rectangular object is called "bun-muaku" which
means a bashed in thing. Sometimes a compound word is used in describing an
object. A circular disc is described as "bun-mua-gilinga", that is, a flattened,
circular thing. The local rooms which are cylindrical in shape, are described as
if they were circular discs.
Most of the things used by the Mamprusis are circular, spherical or cylindrical
which are described as "round things". These days many people are building
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rectangular rooms rather than circular ones as a sign of modernity.

It was

difficult to get people to describe three dimensional rectangular figures such as
bricks, lumps of sugar and so on. It was even more difficult to get the informants
to describe such three dimensional figures with hollow interiors.
2.4.7 The M am prusi c o n c e p t of m easu rem en t
The need for objectivity, as in the cases of time and space, have been expressed
by the use of frames of reference as discussed above.

The same need for

objectivity can be seen in the Mampruga’s attempts to measure things in his
environment. He uses parts of his body as instruments for measurement. The
feet and the paces he makes are used in measuring lengths and breadths during
building or on the farm. The distance between the tip of the thumb and that
of the middle finger, when the palm is opened is a measure; the distance between
the elbow and the tip of the middle finger is also a measure (cubit).

These

measures are used by textile sellers, weavers and tailors, leather workers and
blacksmiths, rope makers and mat weavers.
It can be seen from this that, using parts of the human body for measuring has
a limited degree of objectivity because of individual differences in human beings.
Many people therefore use sticks in place of the feet and hands. This is an
indication that there is an awareness of the need for objectivity.
For longer distances, such as the distance between two villages, measurement is
sometimes done in terms of "rest places" as fixed points on the road for people
carrying head loads. The distance between two villages could be described as
"one-rest-stop" journey or "two-rest-stops" journeys away. This again is highly
relative since it will vary from person to person even if all people carry the same
load. Measuring long distances is even more difficult to accomplish.
Measurement of quantity is also problematic. Grain, nuts and flour are measured
in calabashes. Here again, calabashes vary in sizes. It is impossible to have two
calabashes having the same volume.

These days the frame of reference has

changed and has become more objective. Some metallic bowls, imported or
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made in Ghana, are used. They were not made for this purpose but have been
found suitable for measuring grains and flour. Metal cans originally containing
canned foods such as powdered milk or margarine have been used. This is an
example of the impact of modern science and technology on the Mamprusi
culture.
There has been an improvement in achieving objectivity in measurement. This
is a transition to the precision of scientific measurement which does not use the
human body as its basis but rather inanimate things. Scientific measurements
are those of relations between objects rather than relations between parts of the
human body and objects.
People in the Western countries may argue that what has been said about
measurement here is not new to them but the point is to emphasise what Horton
has said about the primary theory; it exists in all cultures.

In the Western

cultures the primary theoretical concept of measurement has been modified or
replaced by the secondary theoretical form. It can be seen from the discussion
here that the same process is in progress where empty food cans have replaced
calabashes.
2.4.8 Divination (Ba-a bug bu) a s a prim ary th eoretical problem -solving
stra te g y am ong th e M am prusis
While proverbs, taboos and explanations of phenomena give an idea of what the
Mamprusi world-view is like, divination shows how he tries to control nature.
Divination is an activity which is well indulged in, not only by the Mamprusis
but by most Ghanaians. The activity is well known but there are different forms
of it. The functions are the same, namely, to explain dreams, diagnose disease
and predict future events such as journeys or projects to be undertaken. Three
forms of divination were investigated during the fieldwork: the traditional type
called "Ba-a doori" in which a divining stick is used; "Ba-a bisigu" in which a
collection of articles picked from the environment are used, and "Ba-a bila" who
is believed to involve "fairies" or "chinchirsi" in Mampruli. The latter type could
not be investigated owing to a hitch in our plan to witness it.
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The diviner is an ordinary citizen participating in the everyday activities of
farming and local technology. He tries to be up to date with what goes on in
the village in a very subtle way by listening to village gossip at the market place
as well as in the houses. His wives and children may also inform him of the
current happenings in the village. The diviner is well versed in the culture and
interprets them fairly well. He is one of the more intelligent and perceptive
people in the village.
The process of divining
Consultation normally begins with greetings. This is followed by conversation
during which the diviner recounts his achievements - the serious problems he has
been able to diagnose and the successful solutions he recommended. Names of
people who have come to him before, especially if they are public figures, are
mentioned to enhance the client’s confidence in him. It is a very important step
since a positive psychological atmosphere is conducive for any suggestibility that
has to take place. There is no argument between diviner and client but mutual
trust.
Normally, the client starts, after the greetings, by telling the diviner what had
brought him there: he might have had a bad dream, suspects that somebody is
trying to harm him, somebody in the family is sick, he is looking for chieftaincy
or promotion and so on. I decided not to tell my diviners anything about myself.
My assistant was to do most of the talking. At the time of my visit, I was quite
healthy but my wife had been ill and was with me in Walewale. I wanted to find
out whether the diviners would be able to tell me that my wife was with me but
ill.
The diviner, as a problem-solver, had tools to work with. What was common to
all of them was that they had piles of a mixed-bag of articles picked from the
environment or brought from elsewhere. They are good collectors. The articles
include seeds of plants; bits of metal such as nuts, bolts, screws and nails; pieces
of cloth of various colours; dried roots, bark, and leaves of plants; plastic
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materials; pebbles and so on. They would number between 100 and 200 articles.
In addition to the pile of objects, the diviner has a locally made bell which is
rung occasionally when he wants to invoke his spirits. The traditional diviner
uses a rattle made by putting seeds into a little gourd. He also uses a stick,
about a metre long and forked at one end.
While the conversation goes on the diviner constantly turns and mixes the pile
of objects in the manner one would mix sand and stones with both hands. The
bell is mng intermittently. The pile of objects remind one of Levi-Strauss’s idea
of bricolages. The diviner is a bricoleur who builds explanatory frameworks with
his objects or bricolages.

Each bricolage symbolically represents an activity,

person or event in the community.

He is concerned to select a number of

bricolages and conjecture on information or a prediction for his client.
Divining by Ba-a bisigu
This diviner was partially blind. In the course of the consultation we gave him
the consultation fee of forty cedis (Ghanaian currency). He placed it on the pile
of objects, kissed it and tucked it under the animal skin on which he sat. The
mixing of the objects now continued in more earnest. He would select a number
of objects from the heap, shake his head as if to show dissatisfaction and then
throw them back on the heap. This process of mixing, selecting and rejecting
went on for about fifteen minutes. He picked up a pebble and gave it to my
assistant saying, "Do you see this? It is from abroad. This stone indicates an
educated person and is associated with somebody who is abroad or wants to go
abroad. You are educated men aren’t you?" Then he continued with the process
of mixing, selecting and rejecting until he made his final selection and started
to speak.
He told my assistant that I have a lot of people behind me, here and in another
country. He predicted that it would not be quite five months before I travelled.
If this journey was not in connection with my job, it would be in connection with
my relatives. He then conjectured that there was something that was punishing
me. It looked like something in the stomach (abdomen) or a fever that had been
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worrying me and that it would give me a lot of worry. I was therefore advised
to see to it urgently.
My prescription was to give alms to an old Alfa. To prove the authenticity of
his divination he told my assistant that I had a wife and daughter. He said that
even though he did not know me before he had seen that I had a wife and
daughter. He challenged me to refute it if what he said was not true.
He was right. It was my first time of meeting him. I was to go back to London
in January, 1987 and we had met him in August, 1986. I have a wife, three
daughters and a son; here he was not quite accurate. I used to have chronic
fever but at the time of our visit I did not feel ill. It was when I went back to
Cape Coast in October, 1986 that I had jaundice which may be a symptom of
hepatitis. The diviner did not say anything about my wife who was sick at the
time.
This diviner combines his craft with indigenous medicine, both herbal and of the
purely supernatural type. Not only has he medicine to cure diseases, but he
claimed that he could also call rain and cast spells on living things. He can do
good as well as cause harm!
While some scientists may dismiss the diviner outright as irrational, there is a
lot that emerged from his activity to show that he is rational. Not only is he
aware of the social happenings in his village, he appears to be a very perceptive
person. For instance, he has an idea of the sort of problems that educated
people, government employees, politicians, teachers, students, farmers, men,
women and young people have. The purpose of the conversation and mixing of
the articles could be to give him the time to think and hazard a guess.

It

appeared that he was looking for an object that symbolised educated people as
a class.

Associated with this class seems to be the wish to travel abroad,

promotion, belonging to societies, clubs or teams and so on. The illnesses of
this class would include "stomach" internal medical problems (ulcers, kidneys,
liver, lungs). A sceptic could assert that he was just a perceptive person who
was making intelligent guesses.
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On the other hand, his predictions were very accurate: my travel to a far away
country in five months, my fever and abdominal problem. How could he be so
correct? His conjecture about my having a wife and daughter was right even
though not complete.

But, why could he not say that my wife was at that

moment ill? Is it that it was not regarded as a serious illness or that I had not
asked for clarification? A person experienced in divination would have known
which questions to ask.
That method of divination can be seen clearly.

First, the diviner sets an

atmosphere conducive to suggestibility. He chooses a theme for discussion by
selecting a number of symbolic articles. He then puts forward some propositions
and tries to make the client accept them. With an experienced client, these
propositions will be subjected to discussion.
Divining by Ba-a doori
The second diviner is of the traditional type, Ba-a doori. Both diviner and client
sit on the floor with the soothsaying objects between them. The soothsayer holds
the upper part of the consulting stick which is forked while the client holds the
lower part. He does not speak but hums a song and rattles his rattle and directs
the client to select some objects from the pile. The answers to his questions are
given by directions made with the stick by the soothsayer. There are symbolic
representations for father, mother, daughter, son, wife, brother, sister and so on.
One can visualise it as like two people playing chess or draughts; very absorbed.
None of us knew how to consult! However, our purpose was not to engage in
professional divination. After the normal greetings and brief conversation, we
announced that we had come to divine. He asked whether we knew how to
divine and we said we had no idea. After a few minutes of briefing I sat down
and held the stick.
Humming a song in low tones and sounding his rattle, the diviner, by pointing
with his stick, led me to select objects from the pile. After the selection had
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been made he started to interpret to us the meanings of the combination of
objects selected.
He pointed to the objects that symbolised my bugri (family god), my mother, an
old lady, and satisfaction.

He interpreted the collection to mean that my

mother’s bugri has been protecting me and making me prosperous. He asked
whether I was aware of it.
He also mentioned that I had a wife who was fair in complexion, which is true,
but he did not say anything about her health.

He said nothing about my

impending journey and about my health.
The Ba-a doori’s method is slightly different. Only the experienced ones can
profit from divining. They know the searching questions to ask, in an algorithmic
fashion. Even though the client is led to choose the objects, their meanings are
divined through a convergent process to a given answer. For instance, a piece
of red cloth could mean two things, and the client would not ask whether it
means chieftaincy or danger. The chief wears a red hat. So, a red piece of cloth
could mean chieftaincy or promotion. It could also mean danger, connected with
the spilling of blood either through fighting or accident. The event could happen
to oneself or one’s kinsmen. The diviner, knowing the social climate of the time
will conjecture one of the two alternatives. If there is a vacancy for a chief
currently in a village and the client is qualified to compete, the diviner is likely
to choose the

first alternative.

If the social climate is tense and full of

uncertainties, the second alternative may be chosen. Also, people whose job
include travelling or dealing with people who are prone to fighting are more
likely to have the second alternative rather than the first.

The methods of

divination illustrates the presence of awareness of alternative explanatory
frameworks in solving problems.
Divination is believed to run in families. One could liken it to an ability which
exists in some families but not in others.

One member is believed to be

possessed by the spirit of divination and he is initiated into it by a diviner. The
initiation into divination in Northern Ghana is different from spirit possession
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in Southern Ghana (Field, M.J, 1960, p. 55-80)
Possible solutions to problems
It is believed that divination can be used to diagnose an illness, which could be
natural or non-natural. If it is natural, the soothsayer will advise that one sees
to the cure for it either by going to a medicine man or to the hospital. If he
has the medicine he can give the treatment himself.
If the illness is non-natural, he will say whether this is due to witchcraft, the
breaking of a taboo, the neglect of an ancestor or one of the gods. In this case
there is a need to find out which one it is and get the patient released or pacify
the gods or ancestors. This is effected by performing a sacrifice to the offended
god or ancestor. With the influence of Islam, alms giving may be prescribed.
This is so because both Muslims and the indigenous people go to consult diviners.
It is believed that divination can be used in diagnosing sorcery that is inflicted
on a person for some reason. It can also be a process of explaining dreams.
Even though there are several diviners, they do not say the same things.
Fragments of the truth are brought out.

If each of them explained a whole

problem then there could have been a plurality of explanations of the same
problem from which to select. Unfortunately it is bits and pieces of the same
problem they tend to explain. The question of competition among explanatory
schemes does not arise. A client may sometimes have to shop around several
diviners before settling on which one to pick. The methods of divining as
illustrated in this section may be compared to scientific methods of explanation.
The Ba-a bisigu, like a Popperian, conjectures a proposition for confirmation but
not for falsification. The Ba-a doori is also like a Popperian in the selection of
the theme for discussion but his solution is unequivocal. Like scientists, however,
diviners are rational.
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2.5 INDIGENOUS PRACTICE
The world-view of the Mamprusis as discussed above, is embodied in their actions
and practices to control their environment. Survival is central to such practices.
Two of the Mamprusi indigenous practices, medicine and agriculture, will be used
as illustrations here.
2.6 MAMPRUSI MEDICAL PRACTICE
The medicine men interviewed distinguished two types of medicine practised in
Mamprugu:

Ti-tebsim

(Curative

Herbal

Medicine)

and

Ti-peelim

(White/Protective Medicine). It appears that the indigenous medicines have a
herbal component as an invariant. This therefore gives a spectrum of indigenous
herbal medicine with purely herbal medicine devoid of a metaphysical component
at one end and a prophylactic medicine with a large metaphysical one at the
other end. Just as biomedical medicine operates by the secondary theoretical
system so indigenous medicine operates under the primary theoretical system.
In between there are various combinations of herbal and supernatural
components.

The two main types of medicine were investigated at Nabare

village.
Curative herbal medicine (Ti-tebism) can be divided into two aspects, Herbal
Medicine Without Ritual and Herbal Medicine With Ritual.
2.6.1 Herbal M edicine W ithout Ritual
This type of medicine involves the preparation of the herbs and administering
it to the patient without appealing to any supernatural power. It is common in
Nabare village. Anybody at all can have it provided he pays the fees. It is like
going to a pharmacy to buy some drugs. The fee is normally in the form of a
chicken which is not meant for sacrifice. For instance, the Chief of Nabare has
medicine for what appeared like chronic dysentery which can also be
administered to pregnant women in difficult labour. H e also has medicine for
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lactating mothers who do not have enough milk for their babies. Whoever is in
need just comes to him for the medicine.
The Chief told us that his medicine cures stomach-aches that lasted between
three and four years. If a patient takes his medicine, he will not need to go the
hospital because the stomach-ache will be cured once and for all.
The Chief explained that the symptom of the disease is that the patient passes
stool in little bits and this lasts for about four years. The medicine has seven
components of which he mentioned three; to have given us the seven components
would mean giving us the formula for the medicine. This is the secrecy involved
in indigenous medicine. The components include the skeleton of a python that
has died a natural death in the bush, the skeleton of a tortoise that has also died
a natural death in the bush, and an old yam. An old yam is what remains when
a seed yam is planted and it strikes roots which grows into tubers of yams, and
the other components.

When the Chief was asked why the skeletons of the

python and the tortoise should be added, he explained that the skeleton of the
snake will move round to all the parts of the patient’s body and scare away the
disease from every part of him. The old yam is a poison for the disease. Now,
since the stomach-ache is chronic, and nobody can remember when it started, the
skeleton of the tortoise is to uproot the disease from its depths. Nobody knows
the age of the tortoise, nor does anybody know its origins.
It can be seen from the Chiefs description of his medicine that it is made up of
many components, in this case seven. Each component has a symbolic role to
play. A "structural functional" explanation was given. Since snakes scare human
beings, they are believed to scare diseases also. The skeleton of the python has
the function of scaring away the chronic stomach illness. Old yam is poisonous
to human beings and animals and therefore should poison whatever the disease
is. The tortoise appears ageless and so its skeleton can grapple with ageless
diseases, and so on. The functionalist approach makes symbolic sense here.
The Chief described the method of preparation of the medicine as follows. All
the components are put into an earthenware basin and heated until they char.
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He then quenches the fire while saying, "I am quenching the fire and leaving the
medicine".
The medicine man speaks to the fire indicating the presence of animism in the
Mamprusi thought system. Fire is portrayed as a powerful and destructive force.
It is believed that only water can neutralise it.
We were told that when the medicine is administered, it is mixed with the flour
of red guinea corn (Sorghum vulgare) and some ground hot pepper (Chili) in
water and then drunk. Alternatively, it can be mixed with millet flour and made
into sa-abu (a semi-solid porridge) and eaten. The blackfish should not be added
because it will "spoil" the medicine. The blackfish as a taboo has been discussed
above.
The medicine is mixed with food before it is taken. This seems to suggest an
implicit knowledge of nutrition in indigenous medical treatment.

In the

treatment of other diseases, the medicine man sometimes gives advice on what
foods to eat and what to avoid. In this example, the blackfish is to be avoided
but energy giving foods such as flour, and also spices, such as pepper, are
recommended.
Apart from the blackfish no other taboos were involved. What must be guarded
against is giving it to a pregnant woman who is less than seven months pregnant.
It is administered to a pregnant woman only when she is in labour, if it is a
difficult one.
The Chief claimed that his medicine had never failed because it does not include
chicken sacrifice. After preparing it, he stores it. Everybody in the village knows
that he has this medicine and will come to him when they are sick.
It appears that the ritual aspect of indigenous medicine is a tricky one. If the
illness is not cured it would be blamed on that. Whether the right spirit or god
has been discerned and the right sacrifice made are questions to ask. On the
other hand the administration of the herbs is also to be considered.
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If the

blackfish is included, by chance, the medicine does not work. The medicine man
assumes that the right disease is what is being treated. There does not seem to
be any way of cross-checking his diagnosis.
The Chief acquired his medicine from an old lady, the wife of an old man who
lived in Gambaga. It was through conversation. It is part of the commonsense
knowledge among the Mamprusis that if you make friends with an elderly person
and visit him over a long period of time, whatever good thing he has he will
reveal to you.

The old lady gave him the formula of the medicine: the

components and where to get them, how and where to prepare it. It should be
prepared far away from human habitation.

If it is prepared near human

habitation pregnant women who are less than seven months pregnant may
miscarry as a result of inhaling the fumes of the medicine. Not only is there a
method of preparation, there is also an implicit idea of safety precaution: as is
well known in pharmaceutical industries
The Chief also has a herbal preparation for a woman who has just given birth
to a child but has no breast milk. The roots of the plant are pounded and mixed
with millet flour in water in a new calabash and given to the nursing mother to
drink. Her breast milk will flow.
The fee is a chicken and a new calabash. If money is accepted the medicine
will spoil. The chicken is not for sacrifice. In the olden days, when there were
no coins, a chicken was the payment for medicine and other services. This is
retained for some medicines. He said that they practise what they grew up to
meet!

There is no fee for the medicine for chronic stomach-ache.

A new

calabash may be appropriate because it is going to be significant for a newly
born baby.
It is interesting to note that the components of the medicine are not there for
their chemical constituents but as metaphors for cures. The skeleton of the
snake is there to frighten off the disease. The length and flexible nature of the
skeleton will enable it to search every corner of the body. It is not because of
the calcium or other minerals in the bone of the skeleton of the snake.
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2.6.2 M ethods of p reparing herbal m edicines
A t this stage it is worthwhile to discuss the various methods the indigenous
medicine men use to prepare their medicines and then compare them with
scientific technological methods.
Charring
Charring is the process of carbonizing the roots, stems, bark or leaves of the
plant.

This is done by the careful control of combustion so that the plant

material does not burn to ashes. In the case of animal parts they are not said
to be carbonized but calcined.
Charring produces activated charcoal which has the property of absorbing gases
such as sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide that may dissolve in water to form
acids.

If this activated charcoal is in the stomach it will adsorb any carbon

dioxide or sulphur dioxide present thus preventing it from mixing with the water
to produce more acid in the stomach.

Charred herbs are normally used for

stomach aches.
The calcined bones are also activated and may produce similar results.
Chemicals and minerals are also produced as a result of charring and may
supplement the mineral deficiencies of the body.
Aqueous or Solvent Extraction
Aqueous extraction is the use of water to remove chemicals from any part of
the plant. This can be done in cold or hot water.
If cold water is used, then the plant material is pounded and soaked in water for
some time.

The mixture produced is then drunk by the patient.

Where

chemicals are hard to extract with cold water, the plant material is chopped into
bits and boiled for some time. The mixture produced may be drunk directly,
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used in bathing, or in preparing a meal. Sometimes it is recommended that the
plant material so chopped be put into gin and drunk. This is interesting because
alcohol is a better solvent for organic substances than water. The solution so
produced is called a herbal decoction which differs from a concoction which
consists of different types of herbs pulverised and put together.

The herbal

decoctions contain mostly alkaloids which are bases and therefore neutralise
excess acid produced in the stomach.
Herbal powders
Another method of herbal preparation is to dry the plant in the sun and then
pound or grind it into powder. This powder can be dissolved in water, alcoholic
beverage, or flour water, or used in preparing a sauce.
Preparing the herb in powder form serves to preserve it for storage. Being in
powder form its solubility is increased,

The smaller the particle size of the

powder the easier it will dissolve in a solvent.
Ointments
Ointments are made by adding powder or ground char to shea butter and
thoroughly mixing it with a stirrer. Ointments are applied on skins affected by
boils, rashes, sores or other skin ailments. Shea butter alone can be used as a
liniment for sprains and bone setting.
Herbal fumigations
Certain herbs are used as fumigants. They are burnt while partially dry in a
room and the smoke produced is inhaled by the patient. Another method is to
heat the plant material - leaves, roots or bark - with water to boiling.

The

solution is poured into a container and the patient sits on a stool, bends over the
pot of steaming medicine and covers himself completely with a cloth. The steam
coming from the hot solution is inhaled.
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The fumes coming from the steam or smoke may contain some volatile
compounds which are inhaled by the patient. The kind of treatm ent is normally
used for mental diseases and fevers, especially malaria fever. The parts of the
nim tree are used mostly for malaria fever. It seems to contain an alkaloid
similar to that of quinine which was discovered in the cinchona plant and had
been used for the treatment of malaria for many years.
2.6.3 D iseases cu red by herbal m edicine p ro p er
The following was the outcome of an interview with a man described as the most
powerful medicine man in Nabare village. These are the diseases he has been
treating over many years. He would not reveal the formula to us since that
would mean giving us the medicine. The purpose of the section is to show the
nature of illnesses treated by herbal medicine without ritual.
Sankpanga: (An eye disease which causes intense itching in the eyes).
This seems very much like onchocerciasis. A herbal decoction is used in bathing
the eyes. There is no indigenous herbal treatment for onchocerciasis.
Puaa:
These are rashes on the skin and said to be of internal origin.

A herbal

decoction is bathed in and drunk.
Niinga (Convulsion):
This is normally a disease of babies. It is said to start suddenly and the baby
looks frightfully still and is thought to be dying.

The herb "saayobun" (the

sensitive plant, Mimosa) is ground into pulp and smeared on the body of the
baby.
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Sapirga (Pneumonia):
The patient is described as feeling tight around the ribs (Mampruli: sapira) and
is unable to breathe properly. A herbal char is used in preparing sauce or sa-abu
for the patient to eat.
Polugri:
This is described as a disease which attacks the lower part of the abdomen from
left to right. It is said to be a difficult disease (could it be a liver disease?).
The roots of the herbs and sodium nitrate (Kanwa) are used in preparing the
decoction.
Wabugu nobin the elephant’s foot (Elephantiasis):
The herbs are pounded into a paste and applied on the affected limb. Like the
Guinea worm disease it is believed to occur in "elephantiasis - villages". Very
few Mamprusis have the disease.
Gbinsuuwa: Anus knife (Piles):
It is believed to be a children’s disease in which "the anus comes out" and is
bloody. It is thought to be passed on to the child whose mother suffered from
dysentery when she was pregnant and did not wear any underwear!

It is

therefore believed to be a congenital disease. The herb is soaked in cold water
and the solution is used in bathing the anus. Part of the herb is charred and
used in preparing a meal for the child.
Faari: Growing lean (Anaemia):
A herbal decoction is used for bathing and drinking, for three days in the case
of males, and four days in the case of females. When asked for the significance
of the numbers, the medicine man said that women are believed to be slow in
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following instructions. The numbers 3 and 4 for men and women respectively
are significant among the Mamprusis.
Snake bite:
Ten herbs are used in the preparation. He explained that in the olden days they
had no hospitals. Their wives went into the bush for firewood and their hunters
to hunt. From time to time they were bitten by snakes. They just had to get
the medicine for it. Even these days when people go to hospital with snake bites
and are not cured, they come to the herbalists for treatment. (Anti-snake bite
serum is scarce in the hospitals).
It is observed that when a snake bites, its fangs remain in the victim’s body.
The latex from the shea nut tree is put on the wound. When it solidifies, it is
peeled off and it pulls out the fangs. The snake is believed to lose its fangs in
the body of the victim and goes away and dies because without the fangs it
cannot kill prey for food. A cut is made across the bite to allow the "bitter
blood" to flow out. A charred herbal preparation is then rubbed into it.
Kpfkpibga (Palpitation):
The heart is said to beat fast even when the patient has walked a short distance.
A herbal decoction is drunk. This seems to be a heart disease.
Even though the description of symptoms given do not tally with those that are
known in orthodox scientific medicine it is significant to note that they are able
to cure such diseases. For instance, the explanations for piles and anaemia are
so different from scientific ones and yet they are cured with indigenous herbal
medicine. Diseases of the "Stomach", (abdomen, that is), are recognised to be
very difficult diseases.

These could be heart, liver or kidney diseases which

orthodox medicine is still grappling with.
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Bone-setting:
Bone-setting is a specialised indigenous medical practice.

The process was

described as follows: Fractured limbs are set in place. This limb is matched to
the unfractured limb stroked three or four times depending on the sex of the
patient and bound tightly with splinters. The herbal preparation, which is a pulp
of herbs, is plastered on the limb and tightly bound up. At the time of the
setting, a chicken is caught and its corresponding limb is fractured. This is set
in the same way, stroked three times and the chicken is released. After a week
the plaster is replaced with a fresh one and the limb is tightly bound up again.
At the end of the next seven days, the patient is able to use the broken limb.
That is, after fourteen days of setting, the limb heals up. When the chicken is
found to start using its limb, it is an indication that the human limb is also
healed.
These diseases are well known to scientific medicine. A knowledge of anatomy
and physiology is conspicuously absent in indigenous medicine. This does not
mean that it is irrational. Symptoms are what the rationalisation operates on.
For instance, rashes are said to be illnesses of internal origin. A relationship
between the rashes and the insufficiency of blood (haemoglobin), or blood
infection in the case of measles and so on are not established. Palpitation is
observed and associated with the heart but the reason for the phenomenon is not
known since the heart is not visible. Piles are known to cause the anus to bleed
but what brings them about does not seem to be known.

Elephantiasis is

regarded as a skin disease and a herbal preparation is plastered on it. Snake
poison, however, is known to be associated with the blood. Regarding it as a
"difficult" (fatal) poison the herbal preparation contains ten components.
Mamprusi herbal medicine appears to be largely external medicine. Some of the
treatments seem to be disinfectant, the plasters are absorbent and often
neutralising.
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2.6.4 Herbal m edicine with ritual
This type of medicine has two component parts, the physical and the spiritual.
The herbal medicine takes care of the physical ailment while the ritual sacrifice
is to take care of the underlying spiritual cause. If the disease is caused by the
eating of an animal tabooed by the ancestors, the latter have to be appeased
before the physical cure can take place. The spiritual (psychological) healing is
regarded as important as the physical one. This is an example of the underlying
belief in the mind-body dualism.

The spiritual treatm ent need not be done

simultaneously with the herbal one. As explained already, with the influence of
Islam, the sacrifice of a chicken is replaced by the giving of alms. Alms could be
in the form of an animal, meat, food, kola nuts or money. This is normally given
to the old, the blind or children.

Examples of this type of medicine are the

medicine pot and bone setting.
2.6.5 Ti-peelim (White M edicine): Sorcery: Prophylactic M edicine
The colour "white" is a symbol of power, purity and justice. Sorcery is used to
avenge wrongs done to the user, to discipline disrespectful persons, and for
protection against evil spirits and witches. Any extraordinary event that cannot
be explained simply, and which has undesirable consequences, is blamed on
sorcery. For instance, a snake bite in a place where snakes are not supposed to
be present, such as in the house, is blamed on sorcery rather than witchcraft.
The appearance of nasty and painful boils on the body which are not easily
cured, are attributed to sorcery. The following are examples of Ti-peelim in
Mamprugu obtained from my interview with the Medicine men in Nabare.
Charms
The herbal preparation may include the part of an animal and some herbs. This
is charred and made into powder. An ingenious or subtle way is found of putting
the medicine in the food or drink of the target person who may be a woman
being courted. A charm is normally used on women who are said to be "difficult"
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to court. People in high positions in society whose favours are courted are also
treated the same way. The powder can also be made into amulets or talismans
to be worn by the person who charms.
Poisons
(a)

Poisons, in the form of herbal preparations are put into the foods of target

persons. The target person may be an enemy who has taken one’s wife, a person
who is competing with one for chieftaincy, or a person who has to be revenged
for one reason or another.
(b)

Poison medicines are also prepared for use on arrows and spears for

hunting. Hunters normally have such poisons. The ingredients of herbal poisons
will include poisonous plants, snakes, scorpions and any "hot" ingredient that can
aggravate the poison. The preparation is done very far away from houses so
that fumes evolving from it do not affect people, especially pregnant women and
children. The person preparing the poison should be in a state of purity. He
should not sleep with a woman prior to this neither should his wife be expecting
a baby otherwise his "lokku" (quiver of arrows) will be "cold". A cold, poisoned,
arrow does not kill instantly.

The animal that was shot will run away but

eventually die somewhere. If the person preparing the medicine has an expectant
wife, his "lokku" (quiver), becomes "heavy". This will cause quarrels and fighting
in the house and the arrows will be impotent. The efficiency of the poison is
attributed, not to its constitution but to the purity of the preparer. If the poison
does not work, it could be due to the manner in which it was prepared.
The Medicine Pot
Medicine pots contain very effective herbal medicines. A variety of herbs is
normally gathered and chopped into pieces, washed and put into an earthenware
pot. W ater is added and an earthenware bowl is placed on it as a cover.
The pot is then placed on a fire and heated to boiling. It and its contents are
cooled and left to stand. The medicine then begins to decompose by bacterial
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or fungal action. The medicine so produced is effective for curing stomach aches,
skin diseases and even for reviving people who faint or have gone into a coma.
It is an all-purpose medicine.
It can have supernatural powers depending on the nature of the sacrifice made
when the herbs are chopped. A live chicken is held on its back on the collection
of chopped herbal material. The medicine man pours a libation and says prayers
of invocation to God the Almighty, then to the gods of natural forces and to the
ancestors. By the time he finishes saying the prayers the chicken appears to be
dead. It is then slaughtered and its blood and feathers put in the medicine pot.
This is said to provide the medicine with supernatural powers which can protect
people and even houses at night. Any strange person coming to the house at
night is believed to hear a voice and thinking that it is a human voice may
retreat. The medicine pot is the supernatural watchman of the house, a kind of
burglar alarm!
The case of the chicken that dies after incantation and prayers is interesting. It
could be speculated that the medicine man appears to use hypnosis. Apart from
the fact that it is rational, it has no similarities with scientific medicine.
Acting at a distance: casting spells
Some medicines are believed to endow the persons who use them with the power
to use only words to cause effects in other persons or things. This is said to be
used during hunting when a wild animal such as a lion or leopard or bush cow
(buffalo) may be on the attack. Where arrows and spears cannot be used, it is
believed a hunter may just shout at the animal and send it tumbling down. This
can be used by people against their enemies or rivals. In a fight one needs only
to exclaim at a more powerful opponent to render him weak.
The casting of spells is also said to be used in destroying people’s property. In
this case the spell is cast in the form of praise. "How green your millet farm
is!", and the whole farm turns brown a few days later. "What a beautiful wife
you have!", and your wife becomes a leper! These remarks appear harmless but
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their effects are thought to be devastating. It is said that the remedy is either
to take the same medicine so that when such a remark is made you say it back
to him or contradict him right then and let him know that he will be held
responsible for any mishap.
When a tree suddenly dies, or the leaves wither and turn yellow, or a beautiful
woman suddenly dies or becomes a leper, scientific methodology will demand an
empirical investigation of both internal and external causes.

An empirical

method of investigation which involves testing and experimenting is absent in
indigenous medicine. Since an explanation must be given, it may be attributed
to sorcery after reviewing the victim’s inter-personal relationships currently or
before the incident.
Sending errands
It is believed that animals with poison, such as scorpions, snakes, black ants and
so on can be commanded by a medicine man to go and do harm to a target
person. These animals do not bite or sting for nothing. Natural forces, such as
lightning and thunder can be directed at enemies or culprits. The explanation
can be derived from the explanatory scheme as discussed earlier on. Some spirits
do serve man and are at his behest; they do as they are commanded. According
to the Mamprusi world-view there is a reason for every action. This seems to
confirm the presence of blocks to falsifiability that Skorupski refers to.
2.6.6 W itchcraft a s explanatory fram ew ork
When an extraordinary event happens to a human being such as sudden death,
a wasting disease, extraordinary intellect, or failure of projects, the diviners are
most likely to diagnose witchcraft as an explanation.

It is not a central

explanatory framework for the Mamprusis but it is well adhered to by most
people. It is said to be acquired through herbal medicine. The herbs are known
only to the witch. A decoction is normally made and given to the newly born
baby to drink. If the child vomits the medicine, it will mean that witchcraft does
not agree with his constitution and so he will not become a witch. If the child
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does not vomit, she becomes a witch potentially. The witch medicine is believed
to transform itself into an object and can be located in any part of the body - the
stomach, thoracic cavity, abdominal cavity and so on. Evans-Pritchard (1962)
called this the witchcraft substance. It can exist as an animal tissue, an animal
such as a snake or even a stone.
When the child becomes of age she is introduced to the secret society of witches.
Here she learns the craft and practices it. It is normally believed that it is the
woman, by virtue of her close association with the baby, who creates witches and
wizards, not men.
The witchcraft medicine is believed to endow the witch with the power to change
the spirits of human beings into the spirits of animals so as to kill them. The
witch is believed to have the power of extracting the "essences" or spirits in
material objects such as foods.
The witch is believed to be able to change the spirit of a human being into all
kinds of animals such as birds, cats, dogs, goats and so on. Witches are also
believed to have the power to fly in spiritual forms like birds at night and
produce some light as they do so. They display these features in their witchcraft
forms but not in the human form. They are nocturnal in their habits.
It is said that anybody who is interested can acquire witchcraft. All one needs
to do is to make friends with a witch over a long period of time. When the
witch becomes satisfied that the client is trustworthy, she prepares the medicine
for her and introduces her to the society.
The witchdoctor
The witchdoctor is a witch by definition either because she was brought up as a
witch and has decided not to engage in the wicked actions of witches, or she
acquired it through friendship to help people. The witchdoctor is said to be able
to identify witches and can de-witch them of their witchcraft. She knows the
herbal preparation that can neutralise the witch medicine in the witch and render
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her powerless.
There is a witch camp at Gambaga which I visited. It has been in existence for
more than a century. There is another witch camp at Yendi. The witchdoctor
is the Gambarana, the Tendana of Gambaga mentioned earlier on. Anybody
accused of witchcraft is brought to her house. There is always a big gathering.
Tests are normally conducted to find out whether the suspect is guilty or not.
The dewitching herbal preparation is given to the accused person to drink before
the whole crowd. After the dewitching process, the de-activated witch is sent to
the camp to join other people who have had the same fate.

The camp is

supposed to protect such people from being beaten to death by the angry
members of the community.
Witchcraft, though not scientific, is rational. Herbs are involved in witchcraft.
Diseases which are normally attributed to witchcraft
Fevers which cannot be treated even after the patient has gone to the hospital
several times for treatment. The explanation is that the witch has hidden the
spirit of the victim in the hearth. The body temperature normally rises in the
evening when supper is being prepared. The heat from the hearth makes the
patient’s body hot! This may be a chronic type of fever arising from malaria or
some other type of endemic disease.
Continuing loss of weight and occurrence of anaemia even though the person
looks well.

The explanation is that the witch has removed the "essence" or

nutrients of the food and left only the chaff for the patients to eat.

He is

malnourished even though he is seen to eat a balanced diet.
Sudden deaths. It is explained that the dead person was transformed into an
animal spirit and slaughtered for a feast.
The explanation for an intelligent child who suddenly begins to do badly at school
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is that his brains have been removed by a rival in the class who may happen to
be a witch, and has replaced them with the brains of a sheep!
2.6.7 C h aracteristics of th e indigenous m edical p ractice
Having made an attempt at describing and explaining what goes on in Mamprusi
medical practice, it is now necessary to identify and discuss those features which
characterise it. From the discussion so far, the following aspects seem to emerge:
1. The Client (Patient)
2. The Medicine man
3. Aetiology of disease
4. Nosology of disease
5. Pharmacy
6. Biology and ecology
7. Social organisation.
A brief discussion of each of these characteristics will give more meaning to the
observations reported earlier on.
The Client (Patient)
The patient, rather than the disease, appears to be central to the Mamprusi
indigenous medical system.

The survival of the whole person is paramount.

Survival here means protection of the whole person from his enemies, dangerous
animals, natural diseases, and the enhancement of his acquisition of power and
wisdom. This is completely different from scientific medicine where the disease
is central rather than the patient.
The Medicine man
The medicine man is not a professional. He does not go through training and
initiation as is done elsewhere (Field M.J., 1960) because he is not a fetish priest.
He is a subsistence farmer like anybody else in the village. Medical practice is
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mainly a male occupation even though a few female medicine women exist.
There is no conscious effort to form an association in the village. In other words
no distinct group is identified as the medical group in any village but individual
medicine men are recognised in their own right. Scientific medicine is highly
professional. Training, maintenance of standards for their practice, and means
of communication such as journals exist. Scientific medical practitioners as a
distinct group are identified.
Specialisation exists. Some medicine men have medicines for one or two diseases
such as the Nabare Chief who has medicine for "chronic stomach ache". There
is a bone setter in the village. Some medicine men specialise in the making of
certain types of medicine pots.

Rain makers are specialists.

indigenous medicine seems to run in families.

Specialised

Specialisation in orthodox

scientific medicine is well established.
Purely herbal medicine can be used by anyone provided he can get the herbs.
Medicines for stopping bleeding can be used by anyone who knows the herb.
The use of scientific medicine is regulated by the laws of the country. In some
countries (eg. U.K), certain medicines can only be obtained on a doctor’s
prescription. The importation of a medicine into the country is regulated also
by government. In Ghana it seems that this regulation is not well observed even
the though the law exists.
The Mamprusi Aetiology of Disease
Illness is considered to be (a) Naturally, (b) Supernaturally, or (c) Artificially,
caused.
(a) Naturally caused diseases are said to be made by God and due to foods which
have been improperly cooked, or they may be congenital.

For instance, the

chronic stomach-ache for which the Chief of Nabare has medicine is said to be
congenital. Natural agents cause natural diseases. For instance, Guinea worms
are said to be transformed from water and fevers are thought to be due to
excessive heat of the sun. There is an awareness of the concept of infection.
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For instance, stepping into faeces of someone who is suffering from piles will
result in one getting piles.
Natural diseases are diagnosed by experience. The medicine man, upon seeing
the symptoms, knows straight away what the illness is and proceeds with
treatment immediately. The therapy for naturally caused illness is invariably
herbal.

The functions of the components of the herbal preparation is not

chemical but symbolic. A structural-functional analysis seems to be implicit in
Mamprusi aetiology. The roots of the herb that cure jaundice do so not because
of their chemical constitution but because of their yellow colour. The herbal
preparation is not taken alone but mixed with food such as sauce, flour water
solution, thick millet porridge (sa-ab), or an alcoholic beverage such as pito
(daam), a local beer. This is vital for nutritional reasons.
Potions are not always quantified, neither are they regulated.

Measured

quantities of powders and charred herbs may sometimes be used. With some
medicines the administration is made very early in the morning before the patient
speaks to people, or late in the evening around supper time.
(b) Supernaturally caused illnesses are diagnosed largely by divination. Taboos
need not be diagnosed by divination if the patient remembers what he has eaten
or touched. Supernaturally caused illnesses have two aspects, both of which have
to be treated. There is the supernatural aspect which could be due to a spiritual
agent. This could be the ancestors, the family god, or the ’’messenger” spirits.
The ancestors are involved only in the breaking of taboos. Since taboos are there
to hold the tribe together, any deviation is punished with an illness. The cure of
a taboo-based illness at the supernatural level is a sacrifice. This could be a
sacrifice of a chicken, goat, sheep or even a cow. As mentioned already, giving
alms is substituted for those who are Muslims. The prescription is given by the
diviner.
The other aspect of the therapy of the supernaturally caused disease is the herbal
part. This is exactly the same as that of the naturally caused illnesses. In a few
cases the medicine man is also a diviner. In scientific medicine, psychiatry exists
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as a specialised branch, but general practice recognises the psychological aspect
of illness even though very little extra time is given to it. This makes scientific
practice one-sided and impersonal.
(c) The Mamprusi medicine man has no therapy for diseases caused by drug
addiction or the smoking of Indian hemp.

These are described as modern

diseases which do not come under the primary theoretical system. There is also
no therapy for onchocerciasis, yaws and sleeping sickness. For all these diseases,
scientific medicine is more efficient.
The Mamprusi Nosology of Disease
The aetiology of disease as described coincides with its nosology that is, its
classification into the three broad types: natural, supernatural and artificial.
Natural diseases include the following:
Diseases of:
i.

The stomach (the abdomen) which includes stomach-aches, dysentery,
diarrhoea, kidneys and so on.

ii.

The head: headaches.

iii.

Ears, eyes and throat: earaches, sore throats, eye diseases.

iv.

Thorax: coughs, tuberculosis, pneumonia, aching ribs, palpitations.

V.

Skin: boils, sores, rashes.

vi.

Anal: piles (knife of the anus).

vii.

Worms: Guinea worms (water)

viii.

Congenital: dysentery, bilharzia, elephantiasis.

ix.

Reproduction: sterility and impotence.

Supernatural diseases include:
i.

Witchcraft: an unexplainable illness such as constant high body
temperatures, loss in weight.

ii.

Spell: leprosy, skin diseases such as scabies or boils.
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iii.

Mental illness: breaking of taboos, spell or witchcraft.

The explanation of the disease is symbolical or metaphorical. For instance, an
anus that is suffering from piles bleeds most of the time. It looks like a knife
that is used in slaughtering an animal, therefore the disease is called "gbin suuwa"
or "anus knife" or "knife of the anus". Scientific medicine still has remnants of
the primary theoretical nosology of illness. For instance, elephantiasis, the illness
that is due to a filemia worm in the tissue of a human being that makes it grow
very large.
Pharmacy
The methods of medicinal preparations have been described in some detail
above.

Multiple herbal preparation is largely practised.

That is, many

components are included in a herbal preparation. For instance there are seven
components in the chronic dysentery medicine of the Chief of Nabare, and ten
in the snake bite medicine.

A herbal decoction, powder or char contains a

multiple composition of chemicals. It is therefore difficult to tell which chemical
is responsible for the cure of the disease.

On the other hand it can be

conjectured that the presence of several chemicals will make up for chemical
imbalance in the body. The medium for preparing the medicine for use is food.
This again implicitly ensures that the nutritional requirement for the cure of the
disease are met as well.

Sometimes certain rules are imposed to ensure the

proper administration of the medicine which in turn will ensure the cure of the
disease. For instance, the black fish (Clarias sp.), should not be eaten, sometimes
the medicine should not be prepared inside the house and should be
administered at certain hours of the day, either at dawn or dusk. Sometimes
the patient is not to speak to anybody if the medicine is to be administered at
dawn. For a disease, such as ring worm, the treatment involves waking up at
dawn, not spitting saliva from one’s mouth or washing one’s face, using a broken
porcelain to scrape the ring worm infected area until it bleeds and then spitting
the saliva on to it. This may cure the ring worm disease. There may be a
chemical in the early morning saliva which effects the cure.
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The Mamprusi Biological and Ecological Knowledge
The Mamprusi medicine man is aware of the ecology of his environment. He
knows that there is a relationship between the soil and the plant and even knows
what sort of soil favours what sort of plants. His herbs and trees are found in
his environment and he does not cultivate them. An exception is medicinal
plants which are also crops. The medicine man is aware of the existence of food
chains and food webs in his environment. He knows, for instance, that snakes eat
toads but he has the mistaken notion that the snake does so to obtain poison
from the toad. It is believed that the snake derives its poison from the whitish
substance, with an obnoxious smell, that is produced by the toad to ward off
potential enemies.
The medicine man, like any adult in the tribe, has a good knowledge of animal
anatomy. This knowledge is derived from animals such as birds, goats, sheep
and cattle which are killed from time to time.

Such knowledge is not

differentiated. For instance, the abdominal region is described as stomach. His
knowledge of physiology is next to nil. If he is compelled to give a physiological
explanation, he relates it to the physical appearance of the organ concerned. A
snake scares away people, therefore it will scare away an illness if parts of its
body are incorporated in the medicinal preparation. The medicinal preparation
for a sexual or reproductive defect will include the genitals of an animal.
Despite this knowledge of animal anatomy, surgery is not performed. Incisions
or scarification are however made as a form of vaccination.

Convulsions in

babies is one of the illnesses vaccinated against. Barber surgeons exist, called
"Wanszam", but they are invariably Hausas; a sign of Islamic influence.
Social Organisation
Every village has a Chief and Elders as rulers and a Tendana as fetish priest of
the god of the village.

Tendanship runs in families and nobody from the

Tendana family can become Chief. The Tendana is solely responsible for the
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spiritual welfare of the village.

He performs the necessary sacrifices at the

appropriate times and advises the Chief and his Elders if any evil is about to
strike the village. The Tendana is not a medicine man neither is he a diviner.
Chieftaincy also runs in families but there is always a number of families that
are eligible. This brings in an element of political choice. When a chief dies,
after his funeral the contestants from the eligible families lobby with the Na Yiri
for the vacant post. The Na Yiri, with the advice of his own elders and those of
the village, chooses the next chief.
Medicine men do not occupy positions analogous to those of the Chief or
Tendana in the village, They are not organised into groups, neither are they
identified as a group as the elders are.

The medicine men are among the

ordinary citizens of the village and are not distinguished by any status symbols.
Of course, some medicine men are elders of the village, not by virtue of their
being medicine men but by virtue of the wisdom they have demonstrated in the
village as individuals.
Despite the fact that medicine men do not occupy public positions of pomp, they
are respected and sometimes even feared by people.

The popularity of a

medicine man depends on how efficacious his therapies are and the nature of his
clientele. If the clientele of a medicine man includes politicians and government
officials, people from all parts of the country and even from outside; and if he
has been invited to other places, both inside and outside the country to cure
illnesses, he is highly regarded. He may be able to acquire wealth - cattle, money
and so on - from his medical practice. He is also respected for the illnesses he
is able to treat, especially those which have not been successfully treated in the
hospital and have been brought to him. A medicine man may be feared for the
terrible things he can do with his sorcery. One can see why, on consulting a
medicine man, the first thing he does is tell the patient of his successes and how
powerful and efficacious his medicine is.
The medicine men in a village or district know each other.

They know the

strengths and weaknesses of each other: those who are generally most powerful,
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specialists in certain illnesses, the fake and the genuine ones. There is some
amount of competition among the practitioners. Sometimes medicine men are
at logger-heads with each other and fight using sorcery. Suspicion and secrecy
exists. In Nabare village I was told that the most powerful medicine man in the
village had quarrelled with the Chief and tension between them had existed for
some time. With the intervention of the elders, the m atter was settled and the
medicine man now visits the Chief. He was actually with the Chief on our last
visit to the latter.
There is also respect and humility among medicine men.

Powerful and

specialised medicine men are acknowledged by their peers. A medicine man
may refer an illness he cannot treat to a more powerful medicine man. There
is politics in indigenous medical practice.
There is no professionalisation, therefore, in the Mamprusi indigenous medical
system even though specialisation exists.

The absence of professionalisation

means that there is no conformity to one pattern of medical practice, no licences
are required for practice, there is no agreed form of training, no fees are paid
and no meetings of any kind are held. Neither the government nor the chief and
his elders control the indigenous medical practitioners. In the southern part of
Ghana, training and initiation are common to most of the indigenous medical
systems, especially the fetish priests. In the northern part of Ghana, training is
informal and without initiation.
2.7 INDIGENOUS MAMPRUSI AGRICULTURE
Mamprusi survival activities are not only geared at enhancing health and
protection against malevolent forces but for controlling the natural environment
to produce food. Subsistence peasant farming, as mentioned earlier, is the main
occupation of the Mamprusis. The Mamprusi peasant farmer exemplifies the
type of farming practices in Northern Ghana, a savannah environment. Though
the patterns of farming practices are similar throughout Northern Ghana, they
differ markedly from those of Southern Ghana, a tropical forest environment.
What is common to the peasant farmers in both regions of Ghana is that the
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whole population (more than 12 million) of modern Ghana depends on them for
survival. The discussion in this section will try to bring out the characteristics
of peasant farming in northern Ghana and the problems that arise from it. Any
relevant science policy for Ghana ought to consider problems of peasant farming.
2.7.1 M am prusi Indigenous Farm ing P ractice
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter the peasant farmer grows the
following crops: early and late millet, guinea corn, maize, cowpeas, banbara
beans, and groundnuts. Yams used to be cultivated about twenty years ago, but
are not often grown now because of soil poverty and lack of care. The peasant
farmer, by definition produces for consumption rather than for commercial
purposes.
The hoe is the main tool for tilling the soil. There are a few farmers in the
village who use bullock drawn ploughs. There are a few rich people in Walewale
town who own tractors which they hire out to peasant farmers in the villages.
The rate, at the time of the fieldwork, was c. 2,000.00 per acre.
Even though, as a rule, the crops cultivated are not cash-crops, the farmers who
own bullock ploughs and tractors produce a little extra groundnuts and rice which
are sold in Walewale market from where they are transported to the southern
part of Ghana where these crops are not grown.
Yidana, like any other farmer in the village, had a number of farms outside the
village. These are called Bush farms. Thus Yidana has two categories of farms,
Compound farms and Bush farms.
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2.7.2 Two ty p es of farm s: C om pound an d B ush farm s
Compound Farms
These are farms around the compound houses. The crops grown on these farms
include millet, guinea corn, cowpeas, kenarf and other vegetables. During the
rainy season, the houses are normally hidden by the tall millet, guinea corn and
kenarf plants. The crops of the compound farms are normally healthy, freshly
green and high yielding.
The fertility of the compound farms is due to the following factors:
i. Since there are no latrines in the village, the younger members of the family
use the farms as their toilets. The older members walk some distance to the
bushes or thickets for the same purpose, but when the crops are fairly high, all
members use the compound farms as toilets.
ii. The use of fires on compound farms is restricted. The humus of the soil is
not therefore completely burnt out.
iii. Animal droppings as well as garbage from the compound are deposited on the
farms. All this increases the organic content of the soil. Farmers seldom use
artificial fertiliser on compound farms.
Compound farming, however, has some disadvantages. They provide breeding
grounds for mosquitoes and house-flies during the rainy season. The little pools
of water in the farms and damp leaves of the millet and maize plants provide
breeding environments for mosquitoes while the human faeces deposited on the
farms provide breeding media for house-flies.

The incidence of amoebic

dysentery increases during the rainy season because of these bad sanitary
conditions. The farmer does not seem to see the relationship between the damp
environment around his house and the profusion of Anopheles mosquitoes and
house-flies (Musca domestica) on one hand, and that between the house-flies and
amoebic dysentery which become common among the younger members of the
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family, on the other hand.
Some women build their hearths against the walls which connect the rooms of
the compound. The tall millet and kenarf plants over-grow these. Small animals
such as chameleons and some tiny amphibians get to the tips of such plants. If
a woman does not put a lid on her cooking pot, some of these animals may fall
into the cooking pot and get cooked. The sauce may have a pleasant taste even
though the woman has not cooked any meat! On the other hand what falls into
the cooking pot may be a poisonous animal or plant and this can cause food
poisoning which will be blamed on witchcraft or sorcery. However, such food
poisoning episodes are rare.
Bush Farms
A farmer may have about five farms outside the village. Each of his wives has
smaller farms of their own. His grown-up sons also have their own farms. The
bush farms are larger in size than the compound farms but do not produce as
much. Crops grown on bush farms include early and late millet, guinea corn,
groundnuts, rice and yam. Legumes such as cowpeas are used for intercropping.
Intercropping is used to maintain the fertility of the soil since these farms have
been cultivated for years. Sometimes new farms are made and the old farms
are allowed to lie fallow. The old farming method of shifting cultivation is still
being used but not very much.

This is due to the introduction of artificial

fertiliser into the farming system in Ghana.
Some farmers make several attempts to buy these artificial fertilisers but with
little success. The two types of fertiliser commonly used in Ghana are NPK
15:15:15 (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium compound) and Phosphate of
Ammonia. A peasant requires about 15 bags of each but this year (1986) it has
been difficult to acquire even two bags of each.
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2.7.3 Two farm ing m eth o d s in N orthern G hana
Two methods of agricultural production can be distinguished in Northern Ghana,
Mixed or Integrated Farming and Specialised Farming.
Mixed or Integrated Farming
Peasant farming in Northern Ghana is invariably mixed or integrated in nature.
The Mamprusi farmers are all mixed farmers. They grow a wide variety of crops
as well as rearing animals mainly for subsistence. In addition to these he rears
poultry (chickens and guinea fowls), goats, and sheep. The rich farmers have
cattle, but the poor ones, who are in the majority, do not. Their wives and sons
have their own animals and these are added to the family animals without
distinguishing between them.
It is the responsibility of the children to shepherd the goats and sheep. During
the dry season, the animals are let loose to feed at free range. In the rainy
season, they are tethered in open grasslands between the compound farms or
they are shepherded by the children into the fields outside the village. If the
animals are tethered, the children give them water at regular intervals as well
as changing their grazing spots. If they are shepherded, they are driven to the
valleys or water ponds to drink. In the evening the animals are driven into their
pens and locked up.
Poultry keeping is on a free range basis.

Newly hatched chicks are fed on

termites. During the rainy season, the farmer or his grown-up sons go into the
bush to look for termite mounds and dig them up. This must be done very early
in the morning when the sun is not yet too hot to drive the termites down into
the ground. In the dry season, a technique is used in trapping these termites.
Cow dung is put into an earthenware bowl and inverted over a termite hole.
This is done in the evening, in the bush, and removed very early the next day.
By this time the termites would have come out of their hole and gone into the
dung in the bowl. When the chicks are old enough to feed on grain, they forage
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around with the hen for food. The result of this free range feeding habit of the
chicken or guinea fowl is that they all have a mixture of nematode worms, tape
worms and a host of bacteria in their guts. They are also invariably covered
with all kinds of ectoparasites such as lice and ticks. This chronic infestation
with parasites also applies to the goats and sheep but to a lesser degree.
The farmer’s wives are very hard working and are pre-occupied with some cottage
industrial processing. Some of them make shea butter, kpalgu or dawadawa,
process rice and so on. Each woman is expected to be able to look after her
children!
The farmer may engage in other activities such as weaving "zana" mats for sale
and may have some medicines. My informant told us that one of his sons makes
tom-tom drums for sale while another completed the Middle School and got his
certificate but he is unemployed. He is among thousands of such young people
in the country. He spends most of his time in Walewale town and does not
participate in the family farming. The farmer had decided not to send any more
of his children to school. He prefers keeping them home to work on the farm
and look after the animals. The headteacher of the Primary School has not been
able to persuade him that schooling is beneficial to the children, to him and to
the community.
Specialised Farming
Specialised farming in the sense of a farmer concentrating only on the production
of a single crop or animal does not yet exist in Northern Ghana. There is a
trend towards concentration on certain crops such as rice, groundnuts and maize
but the farmers involved in these are mixed farmers. The other move towards
specialisation is that promoted by the Bast Fibre Board and the Cotton
Development Board who have been trying, without success, to encourage the
cultivation of kenarf and cotton respectively. More will be said about these
attempts in Chapter 3. The other people who undertake specialised farming are
the rich people, mostly government officials or business men, in the cities, who
are able to get huge loans from the banks to farm. If they are to be called
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farmers at all, they are best described as "absentee farmers". Some of them may
see their farms only occasionally and turn the villagers into labourers hired to
work on their farms.
2.7.4 The P ro c e s s of Agricultural P roduction A m ong th e M am prusis
In this section a description of the whole cycle of agricultural production is given
with a view to exposing the strengths and weakness of peasant farming in
Mamprugu.
Land Preparation
The farming process starts at the Bugum Viiligu season.
February and March.

This is between

It is the time the farms are cleared of the rubbish,

unwanted objects and stumps of millet and guinea corn plants in the soil. The
preparation starts from the compound farms. The farmer and his household
clear the debris on the farm into heaps and burn them. The stumps are gathered
by the women and used as fuel. This clearing of the farms is normally done in
the evenings. Clearing on the bush farms is done next.
Since this preparation is believed to ensure a higher fertility of the soil it is
appropriate to discuss the peasant farmer’s concept of soil fertility and how he
goes about maintaining it.
The Concept of Soil Fertility
The indigenous farmer’s concept of soil fertility gives an idea of his concept of
farming. When an informant was asked why it was that the millet and other
crops around his house looked greener than those in the bush farms (this
interview was conducted in August, the peak of the rainy season), he attributed
it to faeces. He explained that it was the dirt around the house. They have
more dirt around the house than in the bush. He was challenged that when a
human being has a lot of dirt on him he does not grow well. Why is it that in
the case of crops dirt rather makes them grow better?
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He then clarified his statement as follows; the dirt is tam-mu (manure). The
droppings from animals and the rubbish they throw from the house fertilise the
soil. This is why he called it dirt. He emphasised that he was not referring to
human dirt, but speaking metaphorically. They broadcast this dirt or tam-mu
around the house once or twice, and the crops grow well.
This shows clearly that the Mamprusi peasant farmer knows that organic manure
causes soil fertility and that a fertile soil contributes to a higher crop yield. For
this reason, he uses methods which have been used since time immemorial to
fertilise the soil. The following are some of the methods he uses:
Burning
The burning of the rubbish, weeds, and millet stumps on the farm not only clears
the farms but puts the ashes into the soil. Burning thus forms part and parcel
of indigenous farming practice. Bush burning actually starts during the "Kakaa"
season (October - December), the "harmattan" season when the tall grasses are
still fresh.

This is controlled burning to prevent wild fires when the winds

become fierce and the grasses are drier. Embers can be blown from one farm
to another to set it ablaze. Rice farms are particularly vulnerable. Burning is
also used in the villages to clear the area around the outskirts so that snakes
and other harmful animals do not creep into houses to harm people.
Hunting expeditions normally take place between the Kakaa season and the hot
season. The bush is burnt to scare out animals such as deer, rabbits, monkeys
and other small animals, out of their hiding places. Such fires sometime get out
of hand and become very extensive and devastating, lasting for several days and
reaching distant places.
In some areas, such as the Dagbamba area, there is a bush burning festival which
starts before the harvesting season. The Tendana, the fetish priest of the village,
performs the appropriate rituals and makes a symbolic demonstration of burning
before hunting expeditions or bush burning can be carried out. Before this is
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done, anybody caught burning the bush is penalised. The fetish grove is never
burnt, being the abode of the god of the village.
During the hot season, the grasses in the marshy areas in the valleys are burnt
to allow them to sprout, producing fresh and more palatable leaves for the
animals to graze on. These are therefore some of the reasons why the farmer
burns the bush. These reasons contradict the theory suggested by some people
that the indigenous people regard the bush as being infested with evil spirits and
that the reason for burning the bush is to drive away the evil spirit. The fact
that farms are made in the bush is further evidence against this theory.
The Effect of Bunting
Uncontrolled burning is now the most serious problem in the farming enterprise
in Ghana today. Either by accident, through careless smokers who throw bits
of cigarette into the bush and so on, or by people who hunt small animals,
several hectares of rice and cocoa farms get burnt every year.

It has been

conjectured that large-scale farmers who obtain bank loans and find that they
cannot account for the misuse of the loans they get, burn their farms. The banks
invariably give further loans to such people to enable them to continue farming
in order to repay their loans. This is a serious problem in large-scale farming
in Ghana now. The farmer does not always use all the money for farming but
may buy a car, build a house or engage in frivolous spending.
Apart from the socio-economic effect of burning, there is the deleterious effect
it has on the quality of the soil. The organic part of the soil, the humus, gets
burnt out and renders the soil caked and sandy. The water retention capacity
of the soil becomes poor, and leaching and evaporation increase thereby making
the soil dry and soft. Wind and water erosion has become rampant, drought is
becoming more frequent and desertification is galloping at the rate of 7 acres
per year.
Walewale district used to be a yam farming area up to the 1960’s but one
scarcely sees a yam farm here these days. My informant explained that yams
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do not do well because the soil is now too dry for yam farming. Yam plants
need a certain minimum amount of water, manure, and shade to grow well but
these factors have almost disappeared from this area.
An investigation among Walewale farmers elicited the following reasons why
they no longer cultivate yams.
1.

Yams require virgin soil which is fertile but the land these days is so

exhausted of its fertility that yams do not do well.
2. It is easier to plough land with tractors or by animal drawn ploughs than to
raise mounds. Farmers do not find it worthwhile making yam mounds.
3. The irregular rainfall pattern results in yam seeds rotting in the soil when
the rainfall is interrupted for long periods of time.
4. Since the method of animal raising here is free range, there is no proper
control of animals with the result that they destroy some farmers’ yam farms.
There is no co-operation among the farmers for controlling their live stock. In
the past, there was co-operation, but not these days.
5. Yam farming is tedious because it needs constant care. In the past when
there were fewer children at school the farmers’ children could give the necessary
attention that the yam farms needed but these days with all the children at
school, the farms are abandoned and get full of weeds.
6. Stealing of yams is a new phenomenon. Thieves go to harvest whole farms
of yams. This discourages the farmers who have put so much in terms of energy
and money into their work.
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The use of manure
The use of manure is another method of maintaining soil fertility. Manure is
used by farmers who are rich enough to own live stock. The average peasant
farmer has sheep and goats and the droppings of these are used on the farm.
At this preparatory stage heaps of the manure are deposited on the farm.
Ploughing and planting
The rainfall pattern has changed significantly from that of the past. As early as
January, there have been a few heavy rains which stop only to come again in May
or June. Between January and May/June, clouds gather and threaten to
precipitate but then disperse. The maximum temperatures reach around 4548°C.

Farmers argue among themselves as to whether it is time to start

ploughing and planting. Some take the risk and plant while the cautious ones
wait for the next rains. Sometimes the risk takers are better off when the rains
come early but do not last long, but at times their seeds die and they have no
more seeds to plant when rains come regularly.

The cautious farmers, after

waiting for too long, are forced to live on their seed crops or sell them to live
on. This period, between the first rains and the harvest of the early millet, is a
period of hunger for the farmer. He may have little energy to wait for the early
millet harvest between June and August. At the time of my visit (August, 1986),
the early millet was being harvested. In the past this would have been in May.
Unpredictable weather is contributing immensely to the famine and poverty of
the peasant farmer in Northern Ghana.
The problem raised here is that of drought. Michael H. Glantz (1987, p. 34) is
of the opinion that is a global phenomenon, rather than specifically African. It
is difficult to pin down a single cause of drought but its causes include
atmospheric processes, topographic features and the practice of "different patterns
of land use that require varying amounts of water resources" (Ibid. p.34).
Droughts vary from year to year, and both their onset and ends are hard to
identify. Glantz distinguishes three types of drought, meteorological, agricultural,
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and hydrological.

Meteorological drought is understood to mean the degree and duration of dryness
in a region. This is very difficult to identify because meteorological research is
not well advanced in Africa to give good quality results. "Moreover, information
on rainfall alone is often not of immediate, direct or prime use to policy makers
and agricultural planners because of other variables that can affect the usefulness
of the rain that does fall - among them soil moisture, ambient temperature and
rates of evaporation" (Ibid. p. 34).
"Agricultural drought results when there is not enough moisture available at the
right time for growth and maturation of crops" (Ibid, p.34). Glantz (Ibid, p.36)
cites M.D. Dennett and others of the University of Reading as showing that:
"The seasonal distribution of rain in the West African Sahel has changed,
primarily because of a reduction of rainfall in August, which on the average is
the wettest month. Such a shift is detrimental to agriculture. As a trend it can
be detected only in retrospect" (Ibid, p.36).
Hydrologic drought is understood to mean a fall in streamflow below a
predetermined level for a specified period of time.

This type of drought is

sufficient to effect human activities such as irrigation and generation of
hydroelectric power. In 1983-4, there was a hydrologic drought in Ghana which
resulted in the rationing of the hydroelectric power from the Akosombo
Hydroelectric Dam.

Some of the Ghanaian newspapers still have daily

information of the level of water in the Akosombo Dam.
From the description in this sub-section, it can be seen that all these types of
drought affect the peasant farmer but the one which affects him most
immediately is agricultural drought.
Planting starts on the compound farm. The whole family works on the farm.
Early millet is the first crop to be planted. Early millet is so called because it
is an early maturing variety which takes about 120 days to mature while the late
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millet is a late maturing variety which takes about six months to mature. Early
millet is therefore intercropped with guinea corn or late millet so that the farms
are not made to lie fallow after the harvest of the early millet.

The early

maturing maize variety is also planted on the compound farms. Vegetables such
as the Kenarf species are planted as hedges for the paths leading to the house.
When the planting on the compound farms is completed, the family moves to the
bush farms to plant. The bush farms are larger and therefore may not be planted
quickly enough to take advantage of the rains.
neighbours.

Help is sought from the

The farmer goes round himself or sends his sons out to the

neighbours to inform them of his intention to plant millet on his bush farms and
that he would need their help. The date is given. All those who can make it
tell him so. If the date is not suitable for most people, they make him change
it to a more suitable time. Communal farming is often an exciting occasion.
The farmer provides some millet and some chickens for food to be prepared.
He also buys cola nuts for his helpers. The women prepare millet flour water
(a carbohydrate drink) for the farmers. Musicians may be invited to come and
provide music while work is being done. The local beer, pito (daam) may be
provided but in a Muslim influenced village like Gbeduri it is not commonly
done.
In other areas in Northern Ghana, in the 1960’s, the local gin was provided, and
sometimes a drug, that had just appeared in Ghana. It was said to have been
imported from Nigeria and was called "Nigeria" of "hanakwana" (Hausa for "deny
sleep"). This destroyed the lives of many young people.

They worked hard

round the clock but did not eat well. At this time, cases of mental disturbance
in young men began to appear in Northern Ghana, but this is regarded as an
artificial disease.
Apart from the communal work just described, the farmer starts each day with
a left-over "sa-ab" (thick millet porridge), in the afternoon one of his wives
prepares millet flour water. In this water will be balls of rolled flour. He eats
some cola nuts to sustain him until he returns home at dusk to have a heavy
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supper. He leaves for the farm at dawn the next day and the cycle starts again.
Method of planting
So far, it can be discerned that the peasant farmer has some implicit knowledge
of ecological cycles. Burning and manure are used to make organic processes
cyclical.
Not only does Yidana, the farmer, know which crop to plant on which soil, he
also knows how many seeds to put in a hole for each crop. For instance, for
groundnuts, 1 seed; maize, 3 seeds; cowpea, 3 or 4 seeds; guinea corn and millet
about 10 seeds are put in a hole. Rice is planted, not broadcast as in other
places. Spacing between holes is not equal and the holes are not in any pattern
except when the farm is ploughed into ridges.
The weeding stage
By the time the farmer has finished planting the last farm, the ones which were
planted earlier would be full of weeds. He then goes to tackle these farms.
The weeds are ploughed and the crops, where too many seeds were put in a hole,
are thinned. The farmer sometimes works on several farms at the same time.
Where the growth of weeds cannot be controlled by him alone, he invites
neighbours again to help.
In the past, when rainfalls were regular and more predictable, weeds could be
better controlled. Nowadays the rains are very heavy and of short duration and
the weeds grow very fast. Weed control is also a serious problem for the peasant
farmer. Striga is the most notorious weed in Northern Ghana. The farmer’s only
method for dealing with weeds is to pull them out physically and burn them. He
has no definite knowledge about the ecology of the weed.
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The harvesting of early millet
When the early millet is ripening, ears are broken from the plant and roasted.
It has a palatable taste similar to the taste to roasted maize. It is a delicacy for
everybody, both children and adults. When the millet is judged to be ripe, the
farmer and his household go to the farm and pull out only the early millet plants.
The ears of millet are cut with knives and carried away in baskets while the stalks
are piled outside the farm. After the seed millet has been selected, the rest is
spread on floors to dry. Some of the millet is stored in the barns when dry and
the rest is threshed and winnowed and the millet grains are separated. This is
used to relieve people of the hunger of this period. Early millet is therefore a
hunger-relieving crop.
As a hunger-relieving crop, early millet is not cultivated in large quantities. The
millet stalks provide fuel during the rainy season. Maize is also a crop which
matures at this time.

In the past it was not farmed seriously but almost all

farmers cultivate it now.
The early millet harvest is a bottleneck in the well-being of the farmer in NorthEastern Ghana. If it does well then the farmer has sustenance for the next four
months, if it does not do well, there is famine. But as explained earlier on, there
is a high degree of uncertainty about the right time to plant.
The rainy season
Having got enough food to keep him going, the farmer can now concentrate on
the weeding of his farms. Some crops will require weeding more than two times
before they grow high. The rice fields need constant weeding. Groundnuts will
need about two weedings before they begin to sink their roots into the ground.
This is the time attention is given to plants like sweet potatoes. As long as there
is sufficient water they can grow throughout the year.
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One problem of the rainy season is that the rains are very heavy and stormy.
The soil is washed away and the flowers of the late millet and guinea corn plants
are damaged. This is a factor which affects the yield of the crops.
The major harvesting season
The rainy season ends towards the end of September. This is the Kakaa season
as described above. October is the start of the harvesting season. Guinea corn
is harvested first followed by late millet and then rice. The farmer and his family
do the harvesting. Work begins in the compound farms first and then in the bush
farms next. The hoe is the main implement used for harvesting. Cutlasses are
used by some farmers.
The ears of late millet and guinea corn are carried by the women in baskets to
the house and heaped into piles while the men cut the plants. The seed crops
are selected and kept separately. This is done by experience, by feeling to see
how mature the seeds are; the colour of mature seeds are known, they have a
deeper colour. The rest of the crops are spread on the floor to dry slowly by
solar radiation. Groundnuts are harvested with hoes and heaped under trees
near the farms or in front of the house near a construction shed. Plucking is
done by the whole family or invited neighbours. It is very tedious and can take
many weeks. Cowpeas which have been intercropped with late millet or guinea
corn are picked after the former have been harvested. By the end of October
all harvesting would have been completed.
Storage and preservation
The crops dried in the sun are stored in the barns built in front of the house.
The groundnuts are similarly stored in barns. Cowpeas and pigeon peas are
mixed with ashes and put into earthenware pots and covered with earthenware
bowls or sealed off completely.
Ears of guinea corn or millet are suspended on rafters inside the huts, especially
in rooms where cooking may be done. The heat and soot from the hearth dry
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the seeds slowly. Insect pests do not reach them.

Only small quantities are

involved in preservation of this kind.
The unproductive period between the harvesting and planting seasons
After the harvest, most of the time is used for festivals and funerals. By the end
of January, the farmer would have used up all his millet and guinea corn and sold
all his rice for funerals and festivals.
The men have little to do but the women are busy throughout.

They are

engrossed in their cottage industries - shea butter making, dawadawa and so on.
The Agricultural Extension Workers
The Department of Agriculture has extension workers in all the districts.
Extension workers go round to talk to farmers about how to improve their crops
and help them to get artificial fertiliser. In some places demonstration farms
are set up for the farmers but it seems that these have not functioned well.
2.7.5 Sum m ary of Agricultural T echnology am ong th e M am prusis
Peasant farming is the vogue and subsistence farming rather than cash crop
farming is the pattern. This is not to suggest that there is no amount of selling
and buying of crops going on. Part of the crop has to be sold to enable the
farmer to purchase necessities such as matches, hoe blades, cutlasses, soap and
so on. All farmers are integrated or mixed farmers and therefore there is no
specialisation in crop production analogous to what we have seen among the
indigenous medicine men.
There is an awareness of ecological cycles. For instance, the concept of soil
fertility is well established but how to make the soil fertile is still a problem.
Manure as a natural fertiliser is well known but going a step further to make
compost manure deliberately is not well practised. One can understand that the
peasant farmer has many choices to make. He has to choose either to graze his
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goats and sheep on the scanty grass of the savannah land or to use it to make
compost manure.
Drought is a serious problem for the farmer, the soil is very dry and the water
table is falling every year and therefore becoming less and less available to the
farmer and his animals. This has been blamed on the farmer’s indiscriminate
use of burning which destroys the humus of the soil and makes it vulnerable to
wind and water erosion. There seems to be a more serious cause than burning.
Bush burning has been man’s farming technique since time immemorial yet the
problem of burning has never been as serious as it is today. Moreover, the type
of burning that the farmer uses, to clear his farm, is not intense enough to burn
the humus. As mentioned earlier on, the farming techniques of a people may
contribute to drought.

Lack of adequate education on the use of artificial

fertiliser or herbicide is a problem. The wrong fertiliser used for a crop or its
application in large quantities (overdose) may cause the plant to produce more
green leaves than grains. The herbicide may be used incorrectly and the crop
is killed instead of the weed. This was not mentioned as a serious problem since
most farmer do not even get these chemicals.
The "almighty" hoe is still the implement used. It is back-breaking and efficient.
Those who have tractors hire them to the farmers at exorbitant charges.
Sometimes this is done on credit to the farmer to be repaid in kind.

The

difficulty of getting diesel fuel makes the use of tractors very frustrating. Some
farmers make more money renting out tractors than actually farming.
Apart from the storage of cowpeas and pigeon peas, storage and preservation
of grains did not appear as a major problem as they are not produced in very
large quantities.
The most worrying part of the peasant farmer’s work is that from November till
the planting season he has nothing to do. He sells some of his crops and what
is left may not last him till the planting season. This is the root cause of his
poverty.

For a person who has nothing to do, going on organised hunting

expeditions is a welcome change. This is also the time when the young men,
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bored with this sort of village life, travel to the southern parts of Ghana to look
for jobs.
Peasant farming is a primary technology whose knowledge is rooted in the
primary theoretical system of thought. A keen observation of biological and
ecological processes is discernible in Mamprusi farming activities. The knowledge
and techniques of farming are the same among the Mamprusis since these have
been passed down the years by a consensual mode of education. It is true that
they have knowledge about ecology, soils, crops and animals that has made it
possible for peasant farming to exist up to the present generation, and even to
continue to feed the present Ghanaian population. I agree with Paul Richards
(1985, p. 9-17) that we ought to stop talking and listen to the peasant farmer
because he has a lot to tell us. While it is true that the peasant farmer has a lot
to teach us, it has to be admitted also that his primary theoretical knowledge and
its corresponding technology is different from those of scientific farming. The
secondary theoretical thinker ought to interact with the peasant farmer so that
both of them can progress. Paul Richards hits the nail squarely on the head thus:
"Particular stress is laid on the importance of involving farmers directly in the
formulation of research agenda, and on their active participation in the research
process itself' (Ibid. p. 12).

This is exactly what happens at the Nyankpala

Agriculture Experimental Station which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.8 SUMMARY
This chapter has tried to portray the indigenous world-view and techniques of
the Mamprusis. Their world-view shows that the Mamprusis are rational and try
to explain their world reasonably. In most cases the explanatory frameworks
are similar but there is a big gap between their contents.

While indigenous

explanatory frameworks are cosmological, scientific ones are natural. However,
the concepts of measurement, time and space, seem to be interpretable with
modern science. Indigenous medicine and agriculture also seem interpretable
with scientific technology.

There are so many unsolved problems in such a

situation because scientists have not yet formulated (secondary) theories to
explain them. If these activities have enabled people to survive the vicissitudes
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of life since time immemorial, then there is something significant about them.

The results of this chapter are significant not only because of the developmental
possibilities,

but

also

because

of the

educational

implications.

The

epistemological as well as the methodological and linguistic questions raised are
areas of ignorance which science educationalists have to consider seriously.
A policy of integration of indigenous thought and practice with modern science
and technology would affect the performance of science intensely in Ghana
because if it is well pursued it could make Ghanaian science more "particular"
(Richards, p. 1985) while participating in international science.

It is the

contention of this thesis that this process of integration will "defreeze" or "free"
indigenous thought and practice from the constraints which keep it stuck at its
present stage.
Sceptics may disagree with this notion of scientific progress but in the next
chapter evidence will be given to show that is not only possible but probable.
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CHAPTER 3
INTEGRATION IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN GHANA

3.1 Introduction
In the last chapter an attempt was made at exposing the characteristics of
indigenous thought and practice as compared with modern science and
technology. The objective of this chapter is to try to demonstrate that integration
between indigenous thought and practice, and science and technology is not only
possible but probable. A spectrum of the various levels of integration going on
in Ghana currently will be given to illustrate that theme.

The spectrum of

integration ranges from a low level at the Onchocerciasis Control Programme, in
which high technology is employed, with little attempt at integration even though
there is the opportunity to do so, to the agricultural research at Nyankpala in
which both farmers and scientific researchers plan and experiment in co
operation.
In the bid to analyse and discuss the processes of integration, the problems of
conducting scientific research in Ghana will also be discussed. An effort will be
made to find out which have more problems, the research institutes which have
low, high or moderate level of integration. It is hoped that this will show the
twofold advantages of integration, effectiveness and low cost. It is technologically
effective if it is appropriate to the solution of health and agricultural problems.
The cost involved will be moderate if it is not capital intensive. The materials
used are local while the equipment required will be basic and less expensive. It
will not be possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the integrated technology in
the present investigation since it would require another study to do so.
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3.2

THE

ONCHOCERCIASIS

(RIVER

BLINDNESS)

RESEARCH

PROGRAMME IN GHANA
The Onchocerciasis research programme in Ghana is an example of a highly
sophisticated scientific technology applied to solve a human problem. A high
quality of training in scientific knowledge, laboratory techniques, use of
sophisticated equipment such as the electron microscope and the use of
specialised staining techniques, are involved. A high level of technology is used
in the communication system, such the Motorola system and helicopters. It is
a highly capital intensive undertaking.

The question may be asked why

indigenous medicine, despite the long time it has been in existence, has not been
able to eradicate onchocerciasis.
In Chapter 1, as may be recalled, it was stated that the diseases indigenous
medicine

cannot

cure

include

sleeping

sickness

and

river

blindness.

Onchocerciasis is caused by a Nematode worm (Onchocerca volvulus) and since
in the indigenous system the concept of a worm is scarcely well defined, it
becomes a difficult problem to handle.

This partly explains why indigenous

medicine does not deal with onchocerciasis.
Western medicine was not well acquainted with onchocerciasis until recently.
Patterson (1978) reports that the disease was known to be present in Northern
Ghana since the 19th century. The colonial administrators attributed the "mass
blindness disease” to dirt, houseflies or dietectic deficiency.

The indigenous

people, however, saw a relationship between the mass blindness and the river
water. In some places the river water was believed to devour or corrode the
human eye.

A relationship was also seen between the Simulium flies (S.

damnosum), blindness and skin lesions. River valleys were evacuated because
of the flies. These were good observations but they lacked the idea of testing
such observations.

For instance,the colonial medical officers observed skin

nodules and made skin snips and sent them to Accra for laboratory examinations.
They were found to contain the Onchocerca worms.

But, unfortunately, the

medical men did not associate the mass blindness with onchocerciasis. Their
theories and expectations did not permit them to profit from those observations.
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Just as an indigenous explanatory framework may be an obstacle to discovery of
new ideas, so also are scientific frameworks at a given time.
3.2.1 T he O n ch o ce rcia sis Control P rogram m e (OCP) in G hana
An OCP pamphlet states that:
"In West Africa, Onchocerciasis or river blindness affects several million people.
Recognising the link between the proximity of rivers and the disease, local
populations have deserted fertile valleys to settle on higher and much poorer
ground" (OCP Pamphlet, 1985).
Having realised the enormity of the problem, seven West African countries, in
the 1970s, requested various inter-governmental and bilateral agencies to support
research on Onchocerciasis. These countries were, Benin, Burkina Faso, Ghana,
Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger and Togo.

Support was received from the United

Nations Development Plan (UNDP), the Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO), the World Bank and the World Health Organisation (WHO) with the
latter acting as the executing agency. The OCP started in 1974. Four other
countries have since joined the programme: Guinea, Guinea Bisau, Senegal and
Sierra Leone. By 1985, the donor countries included, the African Development
Bank, the A1 Sabah Foundation, Belgium, Canada, Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Netherlands, Norway, PEC Fund, Saudi Arabia,
Switzerland, UNDP, USA, UK, World Bank and WHO.
The objective of the OCP was to "eliminate Onchocerciasis as a disease of public
health and socio-economic importance throughout the OCP area and to ensure
that there is no recrudescence of the disease thereafter" (OCP/GVA/85.1B,p.3).
3.2.2 T he O n ch o ce rcia sis Control P rogram m e (OCP) in T am ale
The Ghana Sector is concerned with the maintenance of infected areas. National
teams are involved in checking the re-invasion of the fly and the flow of streams.
This objective is included in the programme of the health service of Ghana just
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as it is part of the health service of the other countries. This is in fact one of the
goals of the OCP programme. The level of activities differs from one country to
another. For this reason these countries are given assistance in planning. Two
ways of fighting the disease are either to cure it or to fight the vector.
There was no chemical for public use at the beginning of the project as has been
the case for malaria. The emphasis was on vector control. The Onchocerca
worm can live for between 11 and 12 years, and therefore if people are treated
they can be cured. Worms in the body can be cured at the Chemotherapeutic
Research Centre in the regional Hospital at Tamale.
Dr. Diallo, the director, informed me that there are 777 staff members at the
OCP Station at Tamale to educate people on Onchocerciasis. This educational
aspect is a long process which was not in the original plan, and so it is done
casually. The educational aspect of the control is the advice given to people to
wear long-sleeved shirts and trousers, the use of repellants, the wearing of boots
and so on. It is very cheap and easy to carry out and yet it is not an important
part of the project.
The first objective of the OCP is to stop the transmission rather than eradicate
Onchocerciasis. There is therefore the need to train high level manpower. The
spraying of chemicals into the streams and rivers is controlled by an ecological
group. Specification of the dosage is very important. The Institute of Aquatic
Biology monitors the spraying. If dead animals are found in rivers or on river
banks, an investigation is made.
People in the villages do see a connection between river blindness and the river
they live near. In one village in Burkina Faso, the blindness was attributed to
the river eating away the eyes. In Mali, blindness in a fisherman, in the river
valley, is explained as the side-effects of eating fish - blindness was caused by
the fish. The connection between the blackfly and the disease does not seem
to be clear to them.
Since the aim of the programme is to control rather than eradicate the blackfly,
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national teams are set up to check incidences of re-invasion by the fly and the
Onchocerca levels in people.

An international co-ordinating centre exists to

help the national teams to ensure that the level of the disease is kept at a low
level.
Application of insecticides depends on specific dosages; too little will encourage
pest immunity, too large will kill non-target fauna. Therefore, if villagers are to
be educated to help themselves, this has to be taken into account. Similarly,
chemotherapy will depend on specificity of dosages. The aim is to bring the
Onchocerciasis level sufficiently low that the fly cannot transmit it.
3.2.3 S u c c e s s of th e OCP
The OCP Claims that within ten years, hyperendemic areas, that is, areas where
S. damnosum fies carry more than 100 infective O.volvulus worms, have been
reduced from 85% to 1%.

If this claim is true,the effectiveness of this

programme is remarkable. It appears that all the constraints on research such
as lack of adequate funds, resources, training and communication, did not exist
in this programme. The question, however, is whether these areas will continue
to be hypo-endemic.

More advanced technology may be required when the

endemicity in these areas begin to rise. If this happens, it could be blamed on
the transplantation of advanced technology into an indigenous culture with little
regard to the indigenous thought and practice already existing in it.
The rate of integration here seems to be nil even though there have been
occasions for integration such such as adult science education. Since there have
been indigenous frameworks of explanation of the disease, these could have been
starting points for integrative works.

Villagers could have been helped, for

instance, to identify simulium larvae and shown how to stop them from growing.
It seems more helpful if huge programmes such as the OCP could be executed
with the people rather than for them.
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3.2.4 The O n c h o ce rcia sis C h em o th erap eu tic C entre, T am ale
A collaborative research programme between the Ministry of Health and WHO
has been established.

The main task of the research is to try drugs against

human onchocerciasis.

It is claimed to be the only centre of its kind in the

world.
Since 1977 the Centre has undertaken 35 trials involving 1300 patients and 10
different drugs (Orme, M., et. al. 1988).

Trials are taken under hospital

conditions using standardised, quantifiable techniques most of which are
developed in Tamale. Patients come from over 40 villages in Northern Ghana,
Upper-East and Upper-West regions of Ghana.
Diethylcarbamazine (DEC) and Suramin drugs have been tried and evaluated.
Between 1983 and 1986, trial of ivermectin on 278 patients have been completed.
At present an evaluation of CGP-6140, a CIBA-GEIGY product, is being
evaluated.
The Process of the Trial
Permission is sought in the villages from the chief and his elders. Skin snips are
taken to determine the endemicity of microfilariae.

This is followed by an

ophthalmological screening to determine the extent of eye involvement.
Patients chosen for the trial are briefed on the aims of the study, the procedures
involved and the possible side effects of the drug. The participants are then
conveyed to the Tamale Central Hospital for the following examinations:
(1)

Detailed general examination to assess the extent of onchocerciasis and
other diseases.

(2)

Detailed eye examination.

(3)

Parasitological, biochemical and haematological tests.
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(4)

Electrocardiographic tests.

(5)

Chest radiographs.

Detailed clinical and laboratory examinations are carried out periodically after
supervised administration of the drug. Patients are sent home after a period of
observation. Follow-up studies last about one year. Dr. Awadzi claims that the
success rate of the trial is between 90% and 100%.
When a drug is synthesised, it is tried on a variety of animal and finally on man
in phases.

In human beings a very low dosage is started.

For instance, in

chimpanzees the dose was 50mg but in man it was 0.5mg.

The drugs

administered here are experimental, not treatm ent schedules.
No indigenous medicine is used whatsoever, but eye drops are used. The only
treatment which indigenous people are known to use is applying hot stones to
the nodules on the skin. In Zaire, onchocerciasis is associated with elephantiasis,
also a filarial worm disease. Primary Health Care has been discussed but little
can be done. However, clinical observation can be undertaken by them.
Dr.K.Awadzi sees the project as a challenge rather than fun. The Centre is now
10 years old and a lot of hard work has been put into it. He had to get his own
nurses, both auxilliary and trained. He enjoys the work even though it demands
a high degree of accuracy.

Results from the Tamale Centre have not been

queried, indicating that Dr. Awadzi and his team have been working well.
Supporting staff includes the following: 13 nurses (SRN’s and Auxiliaries), a
Clinical Assistant, who is a medical doctor, 4 orderlies, 3 ward masters, 3
technicians, 1 biochemist and 2 drivers.
The problems encountered in the research process are:
(1)

Interpreting the skin snip results.

(2)

Control of groups; determining the number of nodules.

(3)

Seeing patterns in the results.
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The chemotherapeutic research project is an occasion for the researcher to
interact with the villagers. From the above, it can be seen that the relationship
was unidirectional, from the researcher to the patients. Health education is very
sparse and indigenous medicine ignored completely. The PHC could have been
used to advantage but this is not done. Integration is therefore nil. But one
may ask what use it would have been for the researcher to understand the world
view of his patients. A response to this could be that if one understands the
world-view of the patient, one is likely to understand his aetiology of the disease
and therefore help him to participate in the treatment.

If a patient and his

doctor share the same understanding of the possible cause of a disease, they can
fight it together.
The Onchocerciasis research programme in Ghana, in the words of Laudan has
a scientific solution to the problem because scientific theories have been used
to understand and apply on the onchocerca worm as well as the Simulium fly.
This is not just because it has a long history behind it but because mature science
and technology have been harnessed to attack it. Because of the international
and inter-disciplinary nature of the problem high standards of scientific
knowledge and skills were brought into play.

The scientists involved were

experienced ones and were well paid. Scientific communication was very good
and most up-to-date.

Journals and other reference material were available.

Communication by wireless, computer and helicopter made it possible for
information to flow easily. Scientists could attend conferences, seminars and
meetings to repeat and discuss their findings very easily.

There have been

facilities to send scientists and technicians abroad to train. The scientists (at
least those in Tamale) have been well housed. The most modern instruments
and equipment are being used. Professionalism of science seems to be very high
in the Onchocerciasis control programme.
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3 3 THE NOGUCHI MEMORIAL INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
(NMIMR), UNIVERSITY OF GHANA, LEGON.
3.3.1 Introduction
The Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research (NMIMR) was established
as a Ghana-Japan Medical Co-operation Programme under the auspices of the
Japan International Co-operation Agency (JICA). A scheme of collaborative
research was established between the Fukushima Medical College and the
University of Ghana Medical School. The programme involved five-year projects
based in one or two departments of the Ghana Medical School. The Heads of
Departments served as the counterparts of the Japanese experts while the staff
and resources of the Department were used to support the staff.

Japanese

technical support was centred in one of the departments. It was planned that
by the end of the project the participating Departments would be well equipped
as well as staffed with experienced researchers.
The Government of Japan built in Ghana a medical research centre which was
completed in 1979 and donated it to Ghana.

It was named in memory of

Dr. Hideyo Noguchi, a Japanese medical scientist who died in Accra in 1928
while working on the problems of yellow fever.
The NMIMR actually owes its existence to the vision and foresight of Professor
C.O. Easmon and Professor Kenji Honda.

It was conceived through their

friendship and perseverance. The modern and well equipped buildings of the
NMIMR has served as an international working place for medical scientists from
all over the world.
Objectives of the Institute
To undertake "research on priority health problems in support of programmes
for control of the communicable diseases and malnutrition; provide training
opportunities for postgraduate students in medical research; provide some
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specialised laboratory diagnostic and monitoring services in support of public
health programmes".
Work in the Research Units
There are 11 Units in all but 6 are principal while 5 are subsidiary. What follows
are summaries of the interview I held with Research Fellows in the 6 Research
Units.
3.3.2 R e se arch in th e C hem ical Pathology Unit
The current research project was on finding levels of the mould Aflotoxin in
foods eaten by Ghanaians, in their blood, and the effect it has on diseases already
prevalent in the country. There is another project which is concerned to study
the toxicology of medicinal herbs.
unlicensed people.

The Unit also investigates drugs sold by

Reference values to assess the nutitional values of foods

commonly eaten by Ghanaians are also being developed.
Even though some of the topics have relevance to Ghanaian problems, they are
not integrative enough. Research problems are obtained from journals rather
than from the environment around. It seems that it is not enough to work on
medicinal herbs or Ghanaian foods in isolation without working with the
medicine men and the people who prepare the foods.
One can, however, see the dilemma of the researcher who, though interested in
local problems, wants to participate in the activities of the international scientific
community. He has to read the literature and select his problems there and then
use Ghanaian problems to fit into them. This is how the transfer of scientific
knowledge and technology occur. An integrative approach would be to select the
problem from Ghanaian society and then select from modern scientific research,
methods and ideas which can be integrated with the Ghanaian indigenous thought
and practice to solve the problem.
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3.3.3 R e se arch in th e B acteriology Unit
The Unit has Clinics in Gomoa Fettu village and Labadi Polyclinic. Samples are
brought from Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, the Military Hospital and Legon
Hospital for Analysis. At Labadi and Gomoa Fettu, diarrhoea in children is
being studied. Antibiotics which are found effective are sent to the hospitals.
Diarrhoea is one of the diseases treated by the indigenous medicine men.
Scientific researchers ought to work with them in the village clinics. While it is
good to pick problems from the research journals, it would have been better to
work with the medicine men who have knowledge which could be supplementary
to the treatment of diarrhoea. This Unit also has the opportunity for integrative
research but this is not being done.
3.3.4 R e se arch in th e Nutrition R esearch Unit
This Unit has also adopted Gomoa Fettu and Ashalibotwe villages for study. A
series of nutritional surveys was carried out in 1981 and 1983-4. The surveys
revealed that among the pre-school children, Kwashiorkor, the calorie-protein
deficiency, was common. It was observed that Kwashiorkor patients also suffered
from measles and diarrhoea. The research problem was therefore to find out the
agent that caused these diseases. The project became an interdisciplinary one
involving the Bacteriology, Parasitology, and Virology Units.
Even though the research project was interdisciplinary, indigenous thought and
practice was not thought to be part of it. The village mothers and their babies
participated but only as targets of the research.

Nutritional projects lend

themselves to health education projects. The Unit, however, claims to give health
education on weaning babies and hygiene and so on; but all this is done from the
point of view of the Unit but not in a way that considers indigenous thought and
practice.
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3.3.5 R e se arch in th e P arasitology Unit
The Unit has undertaken projects on a number of diseases including diarrhoea,
intestinal parasitic infection, malaria and schistosomiasis. One problem in dealing
with parasites is that the species are normally of complex strains and to isolate
the offending strain is very difficult. Malaria and onchocerciasis are just two
examples.
The unit also has a project on chemotherapy, especially the sensitivity of the
malaria parasite to chloroquine. Malaria, like onchocerciasis, may not be wiped
out completely but can be brought to a low level thereby reducing transmission.
My informant did not mention any interaction the Unit has made with the
indigenous people. It is well known that the indigenous medicine men know
some herbs that when burnt are mosquito repellants. They also claim to have
treatment for fevers.

This shows that there is an interface for indigenous

medicine men and scientific researchers to work together. My informant also
mentioned that he gets his research problems from reading scientific journals
and then tries to see how Ghanaian problems can fit into them, instead of getting
his problems from the environment and then selecting scientific research methods
to fit into them.
3.3.6 R e se arch in th e Epidem iology Unit
The head of this Unit is Dr. Brinka.
This Unit was started in 1982 to conduct research into communicable diseases,
especially of children under 5 years old. Research identified 6 diseases: malaria,
diarrhoea, measles, whooping cough, neonatal tetanus, and diphtheria. The main
killers are diarrhoea and malaria and therefore the focus of the research in this
Unit is on them.
Longitudinal studies have been carried out in the village adopted by the Institute,
Gomoa Fettu.

Information on the prevalence of the diseases could not be
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obtained since the village had no Health Centre.

On the basis of the data

collected all children within the age range 0-5 years were registered and seen
weekly.
Special studies in malaria and diarrhoea and their causes are being carried out.
Health service is being provided for the adult population, medically and
educationally. Imminisation programs are conducted against Tuberculosis (using
BCG, Bacille Camette-Guerin), Poliomylitis, Measles, and also Diptheria,
Pertussis (Whooping Cough), and Tetanus using DTP vaccine.

For mass

immunisation, sero-conversion rates of patients immunised are conducted to find
out whether they are immune or not. The project had been going on before the
Institute was built. The first, second and third projects had already been carried
out at Korle Bu. The present project is the fourth one.
Epidemiology research is taken very seriously because communicable diseases
in developing countries are prevalent and are responsible for the majority of
deaths caused by diseases.
Dr. Binka is a Medical Officer seconded to the Institute to carry out this
research. This shows that there is collaboration between the Institute and the
Ministry of Health.

The Institute finds it difficult to get personnel and the

Japanese are deciding to quit. Therefore collaboration with the Ministry of
Health is necessary.
3.3.7 R e se arch in th e Virology Unit
The head of this Unit is Dr. M. Osei-Kwasi.
Certain diseases in the Clinic are not easily diagnosed, especially those caused
by microbes or viruses. If a disease is reported by a doctor to be difficult to
diagnose, this Unit is contacted. Problems such as measles, polio, yellow fever
and hepatitis are examples. Dr. Mingle at Korle Bu is a long-standing specialist
on hepatitis. He also gives advice on the other viruses.
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Measles is a child-killer disease. In Europe there is a low percentage of deaths
but in the developing countries the mortality rate is exceedingly high. Children
who receive the measles vaccination do get it again.

The effectivity of the

vaccine has to be tested. The theory is that children should only be able to catch
measles after the age of six months but this does not seem to happen in Northern
Ghana where children below 6 months get it.

Why is this so?

That is the

problem. It is possible that mothers have a low percentage of antibodies and
therefore the level of resistance of the mother is too low for the child’s age. This
is a hypothesis that is to be tested. Children are observed from their birth until
the virus is seen for the first time in them. The problem here is getting funds for
such a project.
Activated vaccines can be injected into the expectant mothers to produce
antibodies which get into the developing child. Dr. Osei-Kwasi has the opinion
that in Ghana vaccination is not taken seriously.

The problem with the

vaccination of children is that mothers do not bring their children for it. This
makes planned vaccination impossible.
Work has been done on polio in school children. Out of 1000 children, 4 had
disablement from polio in their limbs. This may not be genetic because the
genes of the children may be normal and therefore children have to be
vaccinated against the disease. Research is confined to urban areas because of
the lack of transport to go to the rural areas. There ought to be 3 or 4 villages
used for the research. This again depends on finance. Similar work has been
done in Kenya successfully. The Ministry of Health does not seem to care about
this.

People in Accra do not seem to be interested in what happens in the

villages.
An infrastructure exists; there are lots of Health Posts in the rural areas. These
could be used in medical research. For instance, the Health Posts could help
with collecting blood samples for the Unit. Unfortunately the infrastructure is
not used.
There is a need for a Deputy Director for General Services for the Institute.
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He need not be a medic but a medical scientist. There should also be a Deputy
Director who is a Clinician to handle clinical problems. The medical clinicians
can then apply what the medical scientists have obtained through their research.
Many medical scientists exist, at least there are six in this Institute. There is no
co-operation between clinicians and medical scientists, they are working in
different directions. Medical scientists and clinicians discuss and write a report
to the Director who sends it to the Ministry of Health for Government policy.
Problems with Research in Virology
There is a lack of equipment and reagents.
Liver troubles are known to be caused by food poisoning and infectious diseases.
Investigation can be made by the Parasitology, Bacteriology, Virology and
Chemical Pathology Units. This is not done because these Units do not have the
reagents. The Japanese bring reagents for the projects they are interested in
but not for the Ghanaian initiated projects.
The political infrastructure could be harnessed for the promotion of health as
the following example shows. In 1986 the immunisation figures at the following
national days were as follows: Independence Day, 6 March 1986: 82,000
immunisations, May Day (Worker’s Day), 1 May 1986: 18,000 immunisations,
Revoluntionary Day, 4 June 1986: 9,000 immunisations.
Before 6 March the Head of State himself went round with a medical team to
vaccinate people and people were told that there would be a mass vaccination
on 6 March, hence the large number of immunisations. This indicates that the
infrastructure we have in Ghana is not harnessed to solve problems. The mass
media, the People’s Militia, or the Committees for the Defence of the Revolution
(CDRs), could have been used for the campaign. In the Germ an Democratic
Republic (GDR), if a child dies because it was not vaccinated, the parents are
prosecuted. The Primary Health Care Programme handles immunisations.
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3.3.8 Interview with Dr. F.C. Grant, Director of th e Institute
This interview with Dr. F.C. Grant, one of the eminent scientists in Ghana, is
intended to put the Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research in
perspective of medical research not only in Ghana but also in Africa.
Researcher: As one of the eminent scientists in Ghana, what is your field of
specialisation? What work have you been doing in this field?
Dr. Grant: I wouldn’t describe myself as eminent. My field of specialisation has
been medical epidemiology. In other words I try to determine the causes
of disease, how it is transmitted from one person to another, those that are
particularly affected, those that suffer ill- effects, the factors that influence
either increase or decrease of all these diseases. These are the aspects of
epidemiology that I have been interested in.

I worked as the Chief

Epidemiologist of the Ministry of Health until I joined the World Health
Organisation.

My association with the University is purely fortuitous

because I retired from the WHO, and when I came back I was asked to
come here and hold the fort. So, it is not by design that I am here.
Researcher: You have worked in the Ministry of Health for many years and also
with the WHO. What have been your experiences in this field in the
Ministry of Health?
Dr. Grant: As the Chief Epidemiologist of the Ministry of Health, naturally I was
responsible for the planning and carrying out of what were considered the
major or important diseases or health problems. For a country such as
ours, it is generally accepted that the major health problems are the
communicable diseases. It was so in my time in the Ministry of Health
and it remains so today. In the first year I worked on smallpox eradication
which has been achieved globally. As far as we know, there is no more
smallpox in the world. Nevertheless, we have to be vigilant so that we do
carry on work looking for possibilities because it is possible that certain
people still have it. Since smallpox is a virus disease, and it has relations
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like monkeypox, for example which can affect human beings, we have to
be on the watch out to find out whether any of these can change its
character to become similar to the human smallpox virus which has been
eradicated.
Other problems we have tackled have concerned measles control which
is not yet resolved in Ghana and which we are working on in this Institute
at present. Then we tackled Onchocerciasis or river blindness. These are
some of the major health problems which we tackled in the Ministry of
Health.
Researcher: How did you get to the WHO?
Dr. Grant: In 1974,1 was invited because of the work which we have been doing
here on Onchocerciasis. At that time, the programme for West Africa was
about to start and I was associated with it right from the beginning, so
that was why I was invited. But I didn’t feel ready because I was involved
in other things at the time. So, it was after I had retired from the Ministry
of Health in 1976 that I was again invited, and this time, since I had
retired, I was ready to accept it.
Researcher: Did you continue to work on Ghanaian problems or you dealt with
problems of developing countries in general?
Dr. Grant: No. When I was appointed, I was to serve as a co-ordinator for the
Onchocerciasis Control Programme in West Africa. This involved seven
countries, mainly, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Bennin, Niger, Burkina Faso
and Mali. It affected only the eastern part of the Mali at the time. At
that time, the headquarters of the programme was in Geneva and they
decided to transfer it to the African region and so it was transferred to
Congo Brazzaville.

Although the programme had its operational

headquarters in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, I was in Brazzaville,
co-ordinating the programme and in addition initiating programmes in
other parts of the Africa which were not involved initially, carrying out
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the planning and feasibility studies before control programmes could start.
So I was first there, we carried out the necessary planning work for
Western Mali, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Gambia and Senegal for them to
become involved; at present they are all in the programme. The idea is
to control it right up to the Atlantic.
Researcher: After working as a researcher and at the same time as an
administrator of research work, what do you consider to be the scientific
problems connected with epidemic diseases?
Dr. Grant: Well, before you can do anything about any of these infectious
diseases, you must be able to identify the organism that causes them. The
major problem is that we lack the diagnostic facilities as well as the skills.
Then, there is the additional problem of adapting even the existing
diagnostic facilities to field work, because these problems occur in certain
places, very isolated from the centres of learning and so forth. So that
they need to adapt these for field work. We lack the knowledge, the skills
and other resources like equipment to be able to do these things.
Fortunately, the WHO has seen this problem and through its own
programme of research development is assisting the Third World
countries, in particular the African countries or tropical countries to deal
with these problems.
Some general questions were put to medical scientists and clinicians in this
Institute as well as those in the Ghana Medical School. The answers to these
questions will be reported after the next section.
3.3.9 Sum m ary
Unlike the Onchocerciasis Control Programme, the Nohuchi Memorial Institute
for Medical Research (NMIMR) deals with a variety of medical problems diarrhoea in children, measles and so on. The research officers have to read the
current literature to choose topics which will embrace a local health problem as
well as be of interest to the international scientific community. The research
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being undertaken links the science laboratory and the field, that is, the village
clinic or a hospital in Accra. Since the Institute is an inter-governmental project,
resources in the form of instruments, equipment, journals and reference books
are not difficult to get. Training of scientists and technicians is taken care of by
the Japanese Government. The problems facing the research scientists are the
lack of facilities to carry out the field work such as vehicles to take researchers
out to do field work.

The morale of the officers is lowered by inadequate

salaries and poor accommodation facilities. The consequence of this is the brain
drain of these scientists into other countries.

The NMIML is seriously

understaffed and therefore had to share staff with the Medical School.
Professionally, the research scientists could do better if they were motivated.
Collaborative research with clinicians in the hospitals has been started but with
difficulty. The reason is that staffing in the hospitals is so poor that it is not an
easy decision for a hospital to allow a clinician to collaborate in research with the
Institute. The subvention given by the Government of Ghana is now inadequate.
In an inter-governmental co-operation, if both parties do not fulfil their part of
the agreement the whole activity becomes a burden.

A Medical Research

Council could have monitored this Institute better if there was one. Placing the
Institute

on

the

footing

of

a

University

Department

is

inadequate.

Communicable diseases are so numerous that the Institute must be a large one
to deal with them effectively. It therefore needs to be autonomous.
3.4 Research at the University of Ghana Medical School, Korle Bu
The University of Ghana Medical School was started in 1963.

It is in the

Government Hospital at Korle Bu, built in 1927 by the then Governor of the
Gold Coast, Sir Gordon Guggisberg. It is the only Teaching Hospital in the
Country. A Premedical School exists at the University of Science and Technology
in Kumasi. My investigations were carried out in the following Departments of
the Medical School: Community Health, Parasitology, Medical and Paediatrics.
It must be explained that the Medical School shares staff with the Noguchi
Memorial Institute for Medical Research described previously.

Professor

Anteson, who was interviewed for the Parasitology Unit of the NMINMR, is also
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Head of the Parasitology Unit of the Medical School.
3.4.1 R e se arch in th e D epartm ent of P arasitology
The information being reported was given by Dr. Newman, a lecturer in the
Department.
Problems for research arise from observations or experiences encountered in the
wards or outside.
infection.

For instance, some work is being done on genetal tract

This came from observing patterns of laboratory results and

discovering that some genetal tract infection existed and needed attention. The
wards were checked to find out whether the instruction for cleaning and been
followed. Specimens were taken from various parts of the wards and cultured.
Identification tests were carried out to find out what type of bacteria existed in
the wards. This is a clinical problem because it was obtained as part of medical
practice.

There was a problem of identifying the bacterium and also in

serotyping. It was carried out as part of the hospital routine work.
The process of diagnosing is as follows
(1) History of the patient
(2) Examination of the patient
(3) An idea of the disease is obtained and a
hypothesis is made.
(4) The hypothesis is then tested.
Both positive and negative results are of interest to the clinician. A positive
result is that which indicates that the causal factor being tested is confirmed.
A negative result is that which shows that the causal factor being tested is absent.
The negative result is described as "normal'' and therefore not contributing to the
disease. It depends on the situation and is tentative depending on how far the
doctor wants to go. A pathological finding shows that there is something wrong
while a non-pathological finding shows that there is basically nothing wrong with
the patient. The process of diagnosing is therefore a process of elimination.
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The art of medicine (examining etc.) is as important as the science that supports
it.
The future of bacteriology research in Ghana depends on the availability of
money. Improvisation in medicine is possible with the rudimentary things but
certain equipment cannot be improvised.

Improvised materials may not be

adequate in certain cases where standardised equipment only can be used. For
bacterial growth experiments specific media are needed and it is unrealistic to
improvise.
Preventable diseases can be eradicated but there is need for money and facilities.
This has been done with TB, Yellow Fever and so on.
National policy for medical research should include an investigation of diseases
prevalence in Ghana and how to eradicate them; especially those which are the
major causes of death. There is an education Unit at the Ministry of Health but
it does not collaborate with any research unit except the epidemiology
Department.
3.4.2 R e se arch in Epidem iology at th e D epartm ent of P a ed iatrics
The information given here was obtained from Dr. James T. Arthur, a specialist
in Paedriatic Cardiology in this Department.
A register of patients with heart diseases has been kept and analysed and
compared with those of other countries. This is the only cardiac centre in the
country and it is well documented. Congenital heart diseases are the same all
over the world.

Certain heart diseases which have long ceased to be major

problems in Europe still exist in Ghana. Some heart diseases have a connection
with poor housing and overcrowding, diseases such as rheumatic heart disease.
Rheumatic fever occurs with greater frequency in places of overcrowding.
Certain disease patterns are lower down the list since they are fatal while in the
West because medical treatm ent is available patients survive. In Ghana, there
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are no cardiac surgical facilities and cases which need early surgery do not get
it. The Government is aware of this.
A medical policy exists but it is a question of survival of the fittest.
Government is concerned with the living.

The

Some heart diseases are acquired

genetically while others are due to environmental conditions. Preventable heart
diseases may be classified:
(1)

Congenital heart diseases,

(2)

Rubella (German Measles) related and,

(3)

H eart disease due to the environment.

Congenital heart disease can be attacked through maternal medication. Analysis
shows that there is the presence of cardiomyopathy (a dilated heart).

This

condition may be due to nutritional deficiencies but the full causes are not
known. Analysis shows, however, that it exists. Medical diagnosis records are
showing patterns of heart disease in Ghanaian children. In making a diagnosis,
the doctor obtains the history of the patient first and then starts with a conjecture
as to whether it is congenital or acquired and then goes on to test his hypothesis.
3.4.3 R e se arch in th e C om m unity Health D epartm ent
Professor G. A. Ashitey is the Head of this Department. He was my informant.
The prime function of the Medical School is the training of doctors. Medicine
is a profession and therefore teaching forms part of it as well as providing
service.

The Department therefore works with the Ministry of Health by

providing resource people to work on committees of the Ministry of Health.
Research in the Department covers all areas for the academicians and members
of staff are doing all kinds of research. All these are, however, in the field of
epidemiology and the control of epidemic diseases. There are two aspects of
research, Biological and Health Services.
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Biological Research:
This is concerned basically with the structure and functioning of the human body.
Health Services:
This is based on the Ghanaian Medical System.

The research is geared at

implementing the Primary Health Care (PHC) Programme.

The PHC

Programme varies from country to country.
Difficulties in implementing the PHC research include the following:(1)

The Ministry of Health does not seem to have given much thought to the
programme. For instance, inter-sectoral collaboration with relevant sectors
of the economy should have been established and fostered but this has not
been done. The PHC concept has not been properly sold to the other
Ministries. For instance, the W ater and Sewage Corporation will not listen
to the doctors simply because they have not been ordered from the
headquarters in Accra to collaborate with doctors.

(2)

Team work is the method of working recommended for the PHC by the
programme originators. The traditional method of working individually
still exists (teams only exist on paper). People in the Ministry of Health
are used to working individually, now they are expected to work in teams
without any reorientation. Leadership at District levels (Doctors), does
not seem to understand the implications of the PHC.

(3)

General shortages of staff, manpower, Village Health Workers are trained
to be involved in the PHC. These are selected by the community and
trained by the Ministry of Health but paid by the Community.

One serious problem arising from the PHC Programme is lack of adequate
supervision. There can be no good supervision without means of transport. More
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harm that good has been done without good supervision. Quacks have been
produced as a result of lack of good supervision. The attitude of the Communities
varies from place to place.
The idea of health in Ghana is generally equated to hospitals and drugs.
Communities are forcing the Government to do something not expected. Village
communities are encouraged to build clinics but they put up hospitals expecting
doctors to be sent to them.
The PHC has a hierarchical structure:
1.

Districts are headed by medical doctors;

2.

Local Councils have Health Centres headed by Medical Assistants;

3.

Community Clinics are run by Health Workers.

Some people think that a few places should have the PHC while others think it
should be spread thinly to cover the whole country.
The mode of working of the PHC depends on patterns of disease obtained from
surveys which determine the intervention strategies to be taken. The recording
of frequencies of disease in the hospitals is very important.

For instance, in

Suhum Hospital, patterns of malaria, dysentery and diarrhoea were observed and
recorded. From the hospital, priorities of the community were determined and
action was taken on the sources of the transmission of the diseases.

The

community does not see the relationship between malnutrition and illness. It is
blamed on witchcraft rather than food.
Every health worker is a health educator because health education is central to
the PHC programme. Health workers in Ghana are still curative-oriented in
their mode of therapy; the educational aspects are still neglected. Health and
sanitation are included in the curricula of schools. This is worked out between
the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Education. The preventive aspect of
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health care should take precedence over the curative aspect: "Prevention is better
than cure": "Health is wealth"; "Sickness is very costly"; "A farmer cannot afford
to be sick but a government worker can" and so on, proverbs supporting
preventive medicine.
Medical students are introduced to community health from the second year
onwards to the final year; four weeks in a District Hospital participating in all
that goes on there. When they come back from the District Hospitals they are
sent to the Polyclinics for six weeks. In cities, shanties are formed as a result
of the movement of people from the rural areas to urban areas. So, students
are exposed to this aspect of city life. At the beginning of their exposure years,
the students spend five weeks in a typical community such a Legon or Mamprobi.
This is to let the students start thinking in terms of team work.

They go in

groups and also study how people live in groups. Half of the students are from
middle class backgrounds. It is therefore a good opportunity for them to see how
other people live.
3.4.4 Sum m ary
Clinical research is Operational Research. It is concerned with research that
will improve diagnostic skills.

Dr. Newman’s research, as well as that of

Dr. James T. Arthur, is operational. Diagnostic facilities are lacking for cardiac
and bacteriological work. Improving the diagnostic skills of the clinician through
further training or through seminars, conferences and attachments will raise the
doctor’s medical professionalism.
The epidemiology done in the Departm ent of Community Health is very
illuminating. It demonstrates a medical training technique for the students and
also shows how collaboration can be established between school and community.
The Ministry of Health is brought in to this collaborative work but they are not
as active as expected. Unlike the Noguchi Research Institute, the Medical School
is in need of equipment, up-to-date medical literature such as journals and
reference books.
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3.5 Opinions of medical scientists on medical research in Ghana
In this section I will report on the answers given to some general questions I put
to all the medical research scientists. It is interesting to state in advance that
each scientist sees research problems from the angle of his experience; his
opinion is contingent on the work he does. I will state the question and then
follow it with the various answers that were given to it.
1. From the experience you have gathered in your work as a scientist what would
you define science to be?
Dr. Nii-Ankra (A Chemical Pathologist): Science is a principle which tries to
explain to us the physical forces of the world, the mysteries of the world.
That is, it explains to us what appears to be hidden. For instance, my
mother may be sick and would not eat; she may be anaemic.

An

explanation of what is causing the sickness in my mother is science. My
mother may attribute her sickness, (anaemia) to witchcraft or a spell but
the scientist will attribute it to something hidden from human view. A
scientist must interact with his environment because science is living.
Mr. Agbodadze (Bacteriologist): Science is commonsense. It is concerned with
thinking and analysing things which are supposed to be common.
Prof. Anteson (Parasitologist): Science is to study of nature in relation to specific
problems that do affect us.
Dr. Binka (Epidemiologist); Science is the art of solving a problem logically. The
solution should be reproducible and testable anywhere in the world.
Therefore, the ideas for research can be obtained from the diagnoses.
Symptoms may be attributable to several illnesses but the medical history,
examinations and so on, should lead on to one thing.
Dr. Osei-Kwasi (Virologist): Science is the acquisition of knowledge. Natural
science is the acquisition of knowledge of the properties of creation.
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Whatever exists has an author who has given properties to the created
things. Science is concerned with studying these properties of living and
non-living things and applying them to solve problems. Mission-oriented
research is what is being done in the Virology Unit. Pure research is
needed but is not being done. It may be thought to be a waste of time
and resources, it is thought to be unproductive.
Science is portrayed as a problem-solving activity, especially of health problems.
The following seem to be the characteristics of science as defined by these
Ghanaian scientists. It is a principle for solving not only human problems but
also the riddles of the mysteries of the universe. It deals with common things
within our experience but it goes beyond experience to find out the invisible
things which make things happen.

Things in the universe are created by an

author and what the scientist does is to discover what the creator has made.
These ideas are similar to the indigenous scientific ideas of visible and invisible
worlds.
2. What will you define disease to be?
Dr. Nii-Ankra (Chemical Pathologist): A disease is a biochemical change in the
metabolites. The life style of a person can be the cause of a disease.
For instance, the "good living" attitude which people try to acquire. A
misunderstanding of the White man’s concept of high standard of living
has led people to form bad eating and drinking habits. This results in
liver malfunction, parasite infestation such as bacteria and so on.
Mr. Agbodadze (Bacteriologist): Disease is the absence of ease physically and
psychologically.
Ms. Brakohiapa (Nutritionist): Disease is the malfunctioning of an organ of the
body. Disease makes a person ill.
Dr. Newman (Bacteriologist): A disease is something which is not normal in the
body. When a patient is in acute pain, the symptoms are treated first
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before the cause is investigated.

Dr. Arthur (Paediatric Cardiologist): Disease is defined in relation to a system.
A disease may exist in one system but not in another. The non-function
of a system such as the heart is a disease. The function of a system is the
output meeting a demand. A heart disease is a situation in which the
functioning of a heart does not m eet the demands of the body.
Prof. Pat. Addy: I will go with the United Nations’ definition of disease. It is
defined as not the cure of illness but the complete absence of it. Your
environment, your social behaviour and so on must be taken into account.
Anything that causes discomfort in the body is a disease, for instance,
microbial infections and certain deficiencies in the body.
These definitions seem to agree that a disease is the result of an organ of the
body not functioning well because of a faulty chemical process or absence of a
very important chemical or as a result of the entry of parasite into the organ.
This has psychological implications which may cause uneasiness in the person.
3. What do you, as a medical scientist, define medicine to be?
Dr. Nii-Ankra (Chemical Pathologist): The Ghanaian medic is not only
disinterested in research but feels he is superior to the medical scientist.
This may be due to the orientation of the doctor. Medicine is regarded
as an art and therefore most of the doctors are not trained to do research.
For instance, a woman complained of pain in the tummy. She was given
treatment for an ulcer. Another doctor prescribed drugs for her bladder
but the drugs in both cases were not compatible with the patient.

A

Research Fellow examined the patient and suspected pancreatic
malfunctioning shown by high amylase levels, but the doctor became angry
with him. A private doctor was contacted. A Professor followed up the
tests of the Research Fellow and confirmed them. The patient was treated
and cured of her illness. The first doctor saw medicine as an art but the
researcher saw it as a science.
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Dr. Arthur (Paediatric Cardiologist): Medicine is both a science and an art.
Science follows the process of deduction leading on to conclusions. The
art aspect of medicine is the way a particular doctor goes about his work.
If a doctor sees a patient and says straight away what is wrong with him,
he is neither scientific nor artistic. To be scientific he must follow the
orthodox pattern of diagnosing. His art is how he handles his patient and
what techniques he uses.
From these definitions one gets the impression that doctors who are involved in
research use scientific methods in their practice more than those who are not.
4. What are the problems of medical research in Ghana?
Professor E.Q. Acheampong (Dean of the Medical School): Medical research
problems like those in any other developing country centre on three big
issues:i.

the personnel to perform various forms of research

ii.

the equipment, and

iii.

the place to do the research.

In other words, we need centres for research to function, we also need
people and we need resources for these people to do the research. Ghana
should not be lacking in personnel but it so happens that right now most
of our personnel are out of the country.

This is most noticeable in

medicine. It is a haemorrage to the nation because this is the life blood
of the nation. These are people we have trained at great cost and they
seem to be functioning elsewhere.

With regard to the equipment,

improvisation is possible but you need certain basics without which you
cannot make any progress. In every discipline, there are some basics. I
must say that what we have at the moment is rather old and certainly
looks antiquated when you compare with what happens in other places.
You know, where you have to present data, you find that your data is
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affected by the means by which you collected it.

So, this is a serious

draw-back.
Dr. Arthur (Paediatric Cardiologist): It is a moral duty of the clinical researcher
to use his specialist knowledge to analyse and put on record his results.
The frustration of the clinical researcher is the poor record keeping system
in Ghana. The little that we have, we destroy; papers are missing, parents
take papers away and so on.
Prof. Ashitey (Community Health): Facilities are not adequate for research.
Scientists feel that they are contributing but they cannot continue to
contribute since they cannot make ends meet under the present economic
problems in Ghana. Not only should the laboratories be well equipped,
the scientists should be made to feel happy otherwise the consequence will
continue to be the brain drain.
The Ghana Medical Association publishes a journal, the Ghana Science
Association publishes one and there is another journal too.

All these

journals at the moment have stopped publication because of lack of funds.
It is only the West African Journal of Medicine which is still in
publication.

The difficulty is actually in getting foreign exchange to

purchase foreign journals. Libraries should be given foreign exchange to
subscribe to many foreign journals.
Dr. Nii-Ankra (Chemical Pathologist): Good journals are hard to come by as the
libraries are not up to date. Things must be organised in such a way that
the scientist is able to work as long as he wishes to come back to the
Institute at any time to continue with his observation and so on.

A

research institute should not be organised as rigidly as an administration
office which opens and closes at specific times. Research fellows stay far
away in Accra, more than nine miles from the Noguchi Research Institute
and since most of them do not have their own means of transport, they
often come very late to work and then leave early.
should be helped to be mobile.
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Research fellows

On the level of collaboration, the Ghanaian medic is not interested in
research and therefore collaboration, which is very important in medical
research, is difficult.
Research is limited by the facilities available. A researcher may go in
for a topic which he was not particularly interested in but simply because
the facilities available can make such research possible.
Funding is a problem. Some projects are abandoned because of lack of
money. Private agencies should be asked to help now.
Prof. Anteson (Parasitologist): People come back from abroad as trained
researchers but cannot work because the facilities are not there.

The

equipment which arrives here from abroad is already out of use in the
scientific communities abroad. Money is therefore needed for equipment
and job satisfaction.
Dr. Binka (Epidemiologist): There is a scientific problem concerning data
collection.

Techniques for data collection are fine but there are no

personnel trained for it. The difficulty of working with people in the
villages is that one often has to explain an idea several times before it is
grasped.

The local language has to be used and assistants have been

employed for that. The attitude of people to bleeding (blood collection)
is negative. Taking blood from a child may give parents the impression
that the child’s condition is very bad. The long distance between the
village and the Institute coupled with a few workers to help makes data
collection really difficult. There is also a problem with the sample the
researcher is dealing with. People from the surrounding villages come in
thereby diluting the research sample.
Dr. Osei-Kwasi (Virologist): It is very frustrating to get results which could be
solutions to some health problems or even knowing how to tackle such
problems and not being able to do so.
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The financial position of the

researcher is as frustrating as his research is. This is a big problem in the
country now. We have the scientists who have already plunged themselves
deep into the scientific and medical problems of the country and have
actually produced results which cannot be put into practice. These results
are not used because the infrastructure is there but not used. In addition
to this nagging problem, the conditions under which the scientist has to
work are very poor.

He may not have accommodation, a means of

transport to move freely and his salary can barely take him and his family
through the month. The option is either to leave the country or to do
some business to support the family.

Research becomes a part-time

activity rather than a professional full-time job.
Prof. Pat Addy (Head of Department of Microbiology, UST, Kumasi): The brains
are there.

Nobody can tell me that the Ghanaian is inferior in brain

power to anybody anywhere in the world. You give the Ghanaian scientist
the facilities and he can do as much as his counterparts in the Western
World can do. The Ghanaian researcher has to improvise from time to
time. For example, at the present time we do not have antibiotic discs for
testing the sensitivity of micro-organisms to various anti-microbial drugs.
So, what I do is go to the pharmacy in the hospital and collect tetracycline,
ampicillin and so on and prepare my own disc to use. If I don’t do that
I won’t be able to offer the clinical services required of me. So I have got
to do it.

This is what I mean by simple methods.

I believe in

improvisation.
Because of the lack of facilities here, most of the time I have to go to
the Noguchi Research Institute in Accra to do my research. This takes
time. I have students both undergraduate and postgraduate, as well as
my Departm ent to run. This is very difficult.
5. How is scientific research in Ghana funded?

Are there normally strings

attached to such funding?
Government funds research through the annual subventions given to the various
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Departments. It is up to each institute to look for extra funding from abroad if
they so desire. It is in such cases that the question of strings comes in.
Prof. E.O. Acheampong (Dean, Medical School): We have to have direction
where we want our research to go. We should not be looking entirely to
outside assistance; we should rather look for opportunities to collaborate
in research projects from outside particularly through the W HO and
interested agencies such as UNDP, UNICEF, who are interested in various
aspects of health. We should co-operate with them and in fact go ahead
and ask them for equipment if we need it. But I think we should first of
all know what we want and provide as much equipment for that as
possible, then we can go ahead and ask for supplements from outside
bodies. The extent to which they respond will depend on what they see
us doing from the ground.
Dr. F.C. Grant (Director, Noguchi Research Institute): It depends on what you
mean by strings, but you see, when somebody offers money for research,
he obviously has certain objectives. Maybe he is hoping that the results
of the research will be widely applicable, so that he will decide on the
subject, and this you may consider as a string. If it suits you, then of
course you accept it.

The other thing is that it may also happen that

some of the techniques may be those that are associated with his own
activities, the equipment and so forth may be related if it is something
which may have relation to drugs. If it is a pharmaceutical company, then
naturally he knows that the results of the research will promote his
business. So these are some of the strings that you may encounter. I
haven’t noted political strings.

I think it is always possible to

accommodate these and certainly we try, especially with regard to the
WHO which does fund research. So, you find out whether you have the
capacity, the feasibility, if it suites your own problem here, then you accept
it and from that point of view there are no strings.
I think the Ghana government has always been interested in research ever
since independence and during the early years when there were fewer
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financial constraints, it appeared nationally, certainly, research was very
much encouraged. It was round about that period in 1963/64 that the
National Institute of Health and Medical Research was established. This
unfortunately was dismembered after the overthrow of Nkrumah because
some people associated it with him. But it was a national asset and it
was a pity that it was destroyed as such. Since then medical research has
not been actively supported until the University of Ghana Medical School
requested the Government of Japan to assist in developing medical
research and so, from about 1969, research was encouraged mainly
indirectly through the Medical School. Because of changes which took
place at the Academy of Sciences or the CSIR, after the overthrow of
Nkrumah, there was really no effective body to oversee medical research.
Other types of research continued but medical research became an orphan.
So that it depended mainly on the interest of individuals. However, with
the establishment of the NMIMR in November 1979, government has
actually been providing it with the necessary subvention to enable it to
operate.

So, you can more or less see that since 1979 there has been

increasing government support and encouragement for medical research.
What seems to run through these problems are basically finance and the working
conditions of the scientists involved in research.

Without money, equipment

cannot be purchased, even improvisation needs money, it can be very expensive.
If the scientist cannot look after his family and be able to get the basic things
of life he cannot have the peace of mind to work. Without peace of mind the
scientist cannot concentrate on his work as is expected of scientific work. The
brain drain or the haemorrage of scientists out of the country is very serious.
It is a global phenomenon but has more disastrous consequences in the
developing countries. Ghana is therefore in need of qualified people and the
provision of facilities and better working conditions for her scientists. Providing
these seems much less expensive than importing experts to do the work for us.
6. W hat are you views about experts?
Prof. Acheampong: Well, I think there is a place for experts where they are
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acknowledged internationally. But the best experts for our ecology are
here, and I think when the experts come they cannot function without
those who are on the ground. They should be welcome. We should select
them very carefully because it is not everybody who comes from outside
who is really expert in a field in Ghana. He is bound to have a lot of
external experience which he can bring to bear on the problem. But let
us not forget that we have lots of experts around. Some of them not well
deployed, under-utilised, I would have thought, may be for lack of
recognition by their own people. Nonetheless, they are experts who are
sometimes contributing outside the country.
Dr. Nii-Ankra: The research scientists who come as counterparts to the Institute,
come from Japan with their own projects and equipment. Such projects
must fit into the general research programme of the Institute. Ghanaian
Research Fellows do not have any problems with Japanese experts.
Ghana Government pays their salaries and for some of their research.
The cedi (Ghanaian currency) aspect is paid by the Ghana Government
while the dollar aspect comes from outside. The Ghana Government has
provided the dollar aspect recently, though.
Prof. Anteson: Experts come with new ideas and provide equipment. They come
for technology transfer. If they are experts, let them be experts. They
should come with concrete experiences which are transferable.
The question of experts is quite clear. Experts coming into Ghana to work on
behalf of a funding agency must realise that there are already people who are
more knowledgeable about the problem as far as the local conditions are
concerned. They should come with the mind of learning as well as offering what
experience they are bringing. Collaboration and team work is what is advocated.
Without scientific humility which is one of the characteristics of the scientific
enterprise, international co-operation, especially between the developed and the
developing countries cannot take place. Without this type of co-operation welded
together by scientific humility, there cannot be scientific and technological
transfer.
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7. Does a medical policy exist in Ghana?

Prof. E. O. Acheampong: Oh yes, let us not be mistaken, we have a medical
policy.

We are not lacking in ideas.

In fact, of late, right from

governmental sources, there has been a lot of talk about research in
general and I know for a fact that government has, through the CSIR,
ear-marked five technical areas. I happen to be the chairman of the
medical and health technical group, and we have ideas, we have plans for
medical research.

We have plans that, I think, will provide a lot of

information necessary for development in the sphere of medicine.
I think there is some earnestness in this because the move was initially
from the Government. Government invited CSIR to delineate these areas
and CSIR (it took them some time) selected from around the country,
widely, using particularly the universities, people to work in these areas,
and they went further to invite various people to serve as chairmen. It
is the function of these committees to identify problems in their areas in
the economy. For instance, my group is supposed to work very closely
with the Ministry of Health. Now I spend about half my time with the
Ministry of Health at the hospitals. So, there is already that relationship
which gives you the basis to collect information. But what I think I should
be doing is going to the Ministry of Health itself and liaising with the
Directors of Medical Services, finding out what the problems are. That
presupposes that the Ministry of Health itself knows the problems. I don’t
think they always know. There is room for collaboration there. Here in
our School, we have a Department of Community Health that goes into
the community and really delves deep to find out what the problems are.
So I have information from my people here and then can find out whether
they tally with what the Ministry has and then find out where our energy
should be expended in research.
Prof. G. A. Ashitey: A health policy exists on paper only. The problem is that
of implementation. It is the case of the adage of putting new wine into
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old bottles. Intellectually, everybody agrees that this is the proper thing
to do, that is, to have a health policy. People who are not practising the
PHC are delayed by the implementation programme.
The PHC programme is about ten years old now. At the beginning people
were not ambitious but now they are. The Regions were to start a PHC
centre in each district. Within 5 years, 1985, the whole country would
have been covered with 36 PHC centres but about 10 good ones exist
now. Very few communities have Health Committees. Not all teams are
formed; in Suhum a team is formed on paper only. Transportation and
housing are provided but these do not work as a team. New approaches
to health care are introduced into the community which are a measure
of the strengths and weaknesses of the PHC.
Dr. Grant: Well, an Advisory Body is supposed to exist, but in fact it does not,
even if it does it is not active. It was only last month (September) that the
national body, CSIR was formally established, as a policy body. So that
from that point of view, one can more or less say that there has been no
policy for medical research. However, we in the NMIMR have always
accepted that medical research should be linked to national health
development, and therefore through continuous dialogue, with the national
health care managers, we’ve been able to hammer out ideas on the sort
of things which should be done. Certainly since I came to this Institute
in August 1984, appreciating the need of the Health Service for research
support, I have continuously established dialogue with the Ministry of
Health. I have tried to associate our research workers with activities of
the Ministry of Health; I have encouraged the Ministry of Health, since
we lack staff to second its personnel, to work with us, and we have also
been involved actively with national health workers in the field since this
makes it easier for us to appreciate problems. It also makes it possible
for them to appreciate what we are doing and we see the relevance, to
know how to apply the results. So, this facilitates the transfer of results
of research findings.
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Prof. Pat Addy (Microbiologist): The government has a policy on medical
research but I sometimes disagree with it. Priorities are not determined.
The scientist is not called on as a specialist to sit with the Ministry
involved. The Ministry officials sit with the PNDC (Provisional Defence
Council) Secretary for Health and it is only in rare cases that the scientist
is called upon to give his views. The scientist is called only when there is
an epidemic and there is need for investigation.

The advice of the

scientist is taken or rejected as it suits them.
A medical science policy is in the making and scientists are already involved in
the decision-making process instead of being summoned by the administrators
to give advice.
8. Do you regard your work as fun or a burden on your shoulders?
Prof. E. O. Acheampong: Well, at the moment, if I were to think about the
weight of the work I would be submerged. I take it as a challenge. There
is a lot to do. Being in the administration of the School, being also the
head of the Department of Surgery, giving lectures, actually practising as
a surgeon and finding time to do research is quite a lot. If I think about
it all, I may not be able to move, but each and every one of them is a
challenge and I try to find time for them. The result is, of course, that I
don’t have enough free time. But when you are in medicine you lead a
life; and that is satisfying. Even now, I think it is satisfying to be around!
Dr. James T. Arthur (Paediatric Cardiologist): The work is not a burden but
rather interesting and stimulating. I am not satisfied with the conditions
under which I work but I have inner satisfaction.
Prof. Ashitey: The head of any institution should be part of that institution.
There is no conflict between my work as a head of Department and as a
scientist.
Heads do not handle money but determine the way in which money should
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be spent. It is an opportunity to work with colleagues and channelling
other things.

I do enjoy combining my administrative work and my

research work.
Mr. Agbodadze: Research work is not fun because it is connected with human
life.
Prof. Anteson: Medical work is not fun neither is it a burden hanging on one’s
shoulders. It is rather enjoyable to do because it helps other people.
Medical research is a challenging enterprise because of its objective to improve
the lives of Ghanaians.

This is what actually keeps the Ghanaian medical

research scientist going in spite of the unsatisfactory conditions under which he
works. An aim-oriented research is very challenging and therefore motivating.
A clearly defined health policy is yet to be established in Ghana. The setting-up
of Technical Committees by the CSIR to look at certain problems of science and
technology in Ghana does not constitute a science policy. Ghanaian experts do
exist but need to be identified and motivated to work.
3.6 Research at the Centre for Plant and Herbal Medicine Research
3.6.1 Introduction
The work of this Centre is a good example of the integration of modern science
and technology with indigenous thought and practice. The integration here is
of a high level. The first part of the section gives some background information
about the Centre and the second part is a summary of my interview with the
director, Dr. Oku Ampofo.
Dr. Ampofo was trained as a physician in Edinburgh. He started his medical
practice in 1940 in the Achimota Hospital. After many years of practice he
decided to go into private practice.

He started a clinic in his home town

Mampong Akwapim and later on started another one in Suhum where his
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relatives lived.
After practising orthodox medicine for some time he became interested in
indigenous medicine and decided to make use of it since this was the type of
medicine that was used in treating him when he was growing up as a child in his
village. He made a survey of indigenous medicine men all over the country and
obtained their names, addresses and occupations. With this information he sent
out assistants to medicine men to find out what herbs were used in treating what
diseases. The Centre, established in November 1983, functions as a consultancy
for the herbalists. A register is kept of the medicine men, who visit the Centre
from time to time to have their herbal preparations tested.
The diseases studied by the Centre include the following:
1.

Anaemia

8.

Malaria

2.

Arthritis

9.

Peptic ulcer

3.

Asthma

10.

Piles

4.

Diabetes Mellitus

11.

Rheumatic Disease

5.

Epilepsy

12.

Sickle-cell and

6.

Hypertension

7.

Infective Hepatitis

related diseases
13.

Skin diseases

The Centre has a herbarium which has a collection of herbs, collected both
locally and abroad. Members of the Ghana Psychic and Traditional Healers
Association help in making the collection. The Association is organised at both
national and regional levels.
English, botanical and local names of the herbs are used in describing them.
Where a specimen cannot be identified, it is sent to the Botany Department at
the University of Ghana, Legon, or to Kew Gardens in London for identification.
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Organisation of the Centre
(i) Record Office
The Centre treats a small selection of diseases. The identification data are kept
in the Record Office. A patient coming to the Centre goes for his card, and is
assigned to one of the thirteen treatment schedules corresponding to the disease.
(ii) Nurses
A nurse writes the history of the patient based on the criteria on the patient’s
card. The patient then goes for a laboratory test, and returns with the results
of the test to the nurse who then refers him to the doctor for consultation. The
tests include weighing the patient, and measuring pulse rates, blood pressure and
temperature.
Medicine is rarely administered by injection.

The Centre does not take in

patients from the general public for ordinary clinical consultation and treatment.
Indigenous medicine therapy is more concerned with oral medication. However,
occasionally, injections can be given on the advice of the doctor.
Medical laboratory
The laboratory attends to patients referred to it by the doctor and helps the
latter to diagnose the disease.

The laboratory is equipped with modern

equipment; no indigenous technology is used.
Production unit and dispensary
The herbal formula is worked out by the herbalists and the Director.

The

formulae so worked out are based on years of indigenous practice. From these
formulae standard scientific formulae are derived. Orthodox scientific methods
of preservation are used to preserve the herbal preparations with adjuvants.
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Adjuvants are not used by the indigenous medicine men.
Production of drugs is by indigenous medicine men using ordinary cooking
utensils such as cooking pots, sieves and so on.

The following forms of

preparation are used:
1.

Decoction

2.

Alcoholic extraction

3.

Powders

4.

Ointments, and

5.

Charring.

Stem bark, root, root bark, leaves and sometimes whole plants are used for
herbal medicine at the Centre. These raw materials are thoroughly washed,
chopped, dried, boiled and charred according to specific procedures into
decoctions, mixtures, powders and ointments and preserved for dispensing to
patients as prescribed by the Centre’s clinicians (Information leaflet on the
Centre).
The clinicians prescribe the appropriate herbal medicine.

The Herbalist

Consultant and the physician sit at the consulting table and examine the patient
together. The orthodox doctor uses his stethoscope and so on to test and confirm
his diagnosis while herbalists look at the patient and say what they think the
disease is. For instance, with hypertension, the orthodox doctor confirms the
diagnosis by blood pressure measurement and the herbalists, from their
observations, also confirm it and then a herbal treatment is prescribed. The
weakness of the herbalist is in his diagnosis.

He uses a primary theoretical

method which is based on observation without testing.
Dosages are given in terms of tablespoonfuls because the herbal preparations
have been concentrated.
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Research Laboratory
This is the most recent and most scientific section of the Centre. Herbal extracts
are analysed here. Medicinal plants are also screened in this laboratory. The
laboratory will ultimately synthesise some chemicals. Toxicological as well as
pharmaceutical work will also be done in this laboratory. The problem with this
aspect of the research is obtaining reagents; sometimes it is possible to get some
of them from the universities but generally it is difficult to get them in the
country.
Indigenous methods of herbal preparations will be investigated and modified
where possible and indigenous adjuvants will also be investigated.
3.6.2 Interview with Dr. Oku Ampofo, Director and Founder of th e C entre
Dr. Oku Ampofo had just returned from the United States of America where he
had been for treatment for more than a year. He was still not very well, but
kindly agreed to talk to me. In the following summary he not only tells us how
he started the Centre but also the philosophy behind this kind of experiment.
Dr. Ampofo started his medical practice in 1940. He noticed that most of the
patients who came to him had previously had herbal treatment. They would say
that they had were coming to him for injections to purify the blood! He knew
that they were being treated by some people in the villages.
He had a serious case once. A man had tetanus (he was a tailor in the next
village, Amanokrom) and was brought to him. This was during the Second World
War and drugs were hard to come by. He went to Accra and looked everywhere
but could not get any, so he decided to take the patient to Korle Bu Central
Hospital.
The man then came back to Dr Oku Ampofo and told him that a man in the
village could cure him, but being a young man then, the doctor said that was
nonsense. The patient was able to pursuade him and he agreed to go by his
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decision. He told the patient that he would like to know what happened. The
patient was undergoing spasms every minute. After two weeks the patient came
and told him that he was cured. Another case of asthma was treated in the
same way. Dr. Ampofo concluded that there must be something in our herbs
because they are efficient at making people well. Secondly, Ghanaians have
been practising this kind of medicine for centuries before the Europeans came,
and even though we now have hospitals, about 75% of the population receives
indigenous medical treatment. It is necessary to investigate it. If we select those
which are good and develop them, they can be used in the community at large.
Dr Oku Ampofo was challenged by the apparent efficacy of indigenous medicine
in treating tetanus and asthma when modern scientific medicine could not. It
so happened that he understood the world-view of his patients because he was
brought up in it. He was in the unique position of having the primary theoretical
framework of indigenous medicine as well as the secondary theoretical framework
of scientific medicine in which he was trained. With the scientific outlook, he
was willing to recognise alternative therapies to tetanus and asthma, on the face
of convincing evidence of the efficacy of indigenous medicine.
He worked in Teteh Quarshie Memorial Hospital in Mampong and started his
own clinic alone and later went into private practice. At a certain stage, when
the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah invited the Russians to come into this hospital, he
asked Dr. Ampofo to leave his private practice and join them to help since they
did not know much about tropical medicine nor the local language. Dr. Ampofo
compromised, and did his private practice and worked in the hospital at the
same time. He continued to do so until 1970 when he decided to go fully into
private practice. Then he had all sorts of financial problems.
Each government that came to power promised to help him. In fact, Nkrumah
was very pleased when he heard that he was doing research into indigenous
medicine. He asked Dr. Ampofo to work with Kumasi University, at the School
of Pharmacy there. Dr. Ampofo accordingly sent his results to them year by
year to analyse. Unfortunately it did not take long before this scheme broke
down because of lack of manpower in the Department and other internal
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problems of the University. But he carried on without it; just collecting data.
Then, when Nkrumah left, the soldiers came (Afrifa and Kotoka regime). He
also asked them to help. They said they would but that did not materialise
before they were overthrown. A civilian government came (Dr. Busia’s regime).
He wrote to Busia and never heard from him before he was overthrown, six
months after the letter.

He kept trying.

During Acheampong’s time (he

overthrew Busia in 1972), the Commissioner of Health happened to be a dentist
who was also interested in indigenous medicine. He said that when he was a
boy, he was always given herbal medicine to drink every morning before he went
to school. So, he thought the idea was good.
Colonel Felli (one of the influential Commissioners of Acheampong) had a very
bad asthma, and when he heard that Dr. Ampofo was working on asthma, he
went to him to be treated. Through the influence of these two people Dr.
Ampofo got the government’s support and the Research Centre buildings were
put up.
The first hurdle he encountered undoubtedly was finance. He had an idea to sell
but it did not look attractive enough to attract the full attention of the
government. Governments are normally interested in big, prestigious projects
that will catch the eyes of the world. For instance, at the time that Dr. Ampofo
was asking Nkrumah for help, the latter was working hard on the Atomic Reactor
and the Hydroelectricity projects. These sophisticated technological projects were
on top of the agenda for scientific and technological development. Transfer of
technology was highest on the agenda for development.

If Dr. Ampofo had

tackled one any of the epidemic diseases, he would not have had a chance of
support because WHO was handling them. The efficacy of indigenous medicine
was well known but it was relegated to a low status, meant for "primitives”. Dr.
Ampofo was lucky when he demonstrated that indigenous medicine can be as
efficacious, if not more so, than scientific medicine. That a Centre was built for
him to do his experiment, indicated that integration was implicitly accepted by
the government. Any policy that can be said to be relevant to the needs of
Ghanaians ought to encourage this type of experiment into integrated medicine.
Dr. Ampofo was prepared to do it alone and against the persuasion of some
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members of the Medical Association who were against it. He explained that his
colleagues were against his venture because the Western training they had abroad
made them look on anything African as primitive, useless and superstitious. He
gladly observed that the scene was changing and they are now getting interested.
There were two doctors working there at the time of the visit. They actually took
charge when Dr. Ampofo was away.
Dr. Ampofo has to surmount the negative attitude of Western trained doctors.
As explained in Chapter 1, these doctors have been brought up in the Victorian
tradition which regards anything indigenous as primitive. Western medicine is
regarded as the best and all others are expected to model on it. In this sense
development seems to imply the acquisition of more scientific medicine and the
relinquishing of indigenous medicine. But, in the instances of tetanus and asthma
cited by Dr. Ampofo, it would be very unwise to do so.

He recognises the

greater efficacy of advanced scientific medicine but also notices that it is not the
only way of dealing with human diseases. Indigenous medicine is efficacious with
some diseases where scientific medicine is not. An integration of the two types
will ensure a near to a hundred per cent cure for all human diseases.

Dr.

Ampofo has emphasised that it is the integrated use of the two types of medicine
that he means. He is not trying to discourage the use of scientific medicine since
he is himself a medical doctor, but rather to encourage the use of both as
supplements to each other. This explains why he went to the USA for medical
treatment rather than being treated in his Centre. The diseases which the Centre
deals with have been listed above and his disease was not among them.
When Dr. Ampofo was asked how he deals with the spiritual aspects of
indigenous medicine, he explained that both the spiritual and physical aspects
are important. For instance, casting away a spell is necessary to put the patient’s
mind at rest. Dr. Ampofo emphasised that whatever the case, herbal medicine
is included to make the patient well. Once he is psychologically tuned in, any
medicine can make him better. It is the same thing that biomedical doctors are
practising. A doctor without a stethoscope, sphygmomanometer, a thermometer
and so on, is not regarded as a doctor. All these are to show that something is
being done to find out where the disease is. It is the same as breaking an egg,
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blowing black powder and so on to show that investigations are being done.

It is impressed on the patient that if he believes that he has been bewitched,
they are able to break the spell. Dr. Ampofo, however, has not seen the
herbalists who work with him use the spiritual aspect of indigenous medicine.
Dr. Ampofo does not deal with mental cases, but he has a friend, an indigenous
medicine man, who treats mental diseases.

He has made a study of the

medicines his friend uses and has documented them.
Patients are brought in for observation only. There are rooms where the herbal
decoctions, powders and so on are made. Contact with the Herbalist Association
of Ghana is maintained. Two herbalists work in the Centre. The idea is to let
the herbalists give them material guidance. In the consulting room, Dr. Ampofo
and the herbalists look at the patient together. Any of them can examine the
patient first. Dr. Ampofo then decides, as doctor, what tests are to be done and
then the patient is discussed by all of them together.

Dr. Ampofo asks the

herbalists what they think about the disease, what medicine is to be prescribed
and so on. Where there is no known herbal treatment, scientific treatment is
prescribed.
In operating under two different world-views, Dr. Ampofo has developed a way
of avoiding conflict. In the framework of the primary theory, spiritual agents
form a very important aspect of the aetiology. As somebody trained in using
aetiology based on the secondary theory, he rationalises this to mean the
psychological aspects of disease. This kind of conversion seems helpful. It seems
the herbalists who work with him do not use the ritual type as explained in
Chapter 2. In this case, integration becomes less problematic. However, when
they have a patient who demands a spiritual treatment, he is referred to the
herbalists who use ritual.
Dr. Ampofo was asked what his concept of medicine was as a Western trained
doctor who is now integrating his practice with indigenous medical practice. He
observed that Western medicine is so advanced that the patient does not seem
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to count. There are numerous laboratory tests, X-rays and so on. He cited
himself as an example when he had been in the United States for treatment.
In just one week he had his blood taken every day, sometimes twice, and he
found it sometimes agonising. Various chemical tests are made. An impersonal
approach is taken. But in the African indigenous medicine, the healer is very
close to the patient. He just looks after him and he gets better quickly. The
indigenous healer regards the illness as arising from the person’s background.
Dr. Ampofo remembered a drummer he treated. He was a very famous man
in Akropong. He played the music called "Konkonba" very well. His right arm
got paralysed and he thought that someone had cast a spell on him. Dr. Ampofo
agreed with him that that might be true but assured him that he would get well.
He then gave him an injection into the right arm and asked him to sit down, and
then gave him some medicine to drink. Then Dr. Ampofo asked him to raise up
his right arm and he did!
When his patients tell him that they are bewitched they expect him to do
something about it and he refers them to the herbalists who give them the
assurance.
Dr. Ampofo believes that indigenous medicine is more personalised than
scientific medicine.

With a personalised world-view, the indigenous healer

attributes the illness to the patient’s background as well as to germs.

The

relationship between the patient and his ancestors and community must be
restored and this is part of the task of the medicine man.
Dr. Ampofo’s concept of disease is not like the European concept which is
understood in terms of organisms such as bacteria. He believes that the human
being is a personality with a body, mind and spirit. If any of these is impaired,
the personality of the person is disorganised. When the personality of a person
is disorganised, he is said to have a disease.
In a personalised world-view, disease is attributed to an impairment of a person’s
personality which is understood to consist of body, mind and spirit.

What

disorganises the harmony of these three personality components may be due to
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the breaking of a taboo, being bewitched or cast with a spell. Scientific medicine
attributes that to germs, chemical deficiency or imbalance and organ malfunction.
Dr. Ampofo’s method of integration is to agree with the patient about the
indigenous concept of the causes of disorganisation of the personality, by
regarding it as the psychological aspect, and then treat him in accordance with
the scientific attributes of the imbalance of the personality.
Dr. Ampofo’s reaction to biomedical doctors who do not believe in indigenous
medicine is that they do not know that they are using indigenous medicine all
the time. They use morphine which is extracted from a herb, and quinine which
was originally extracted from the bark of the cinchona tree in South America.
They use so many drugs which are extracted from plants.
Dr. Ampofo makes an effort to educate doctors on his innovation.

Medical

students do come to the Centre. For genetically based diseases, such as sickle
cell disease, the treatment is geared at controlling the conditions of the disease
rather than curing it.
However, in cases where he finds that he has no competence in curing a disease
he sends the patient to the hospital. If it is an incurable disease he must tell
the patient that there is no cure for it, even if he goes to the hospital. The good
herbalist will tell the truth. All the old herbalists Dr. Ampofo has been dealing
with in the herbal field always tell their patients the truth. He claims that it is
the young men in the field who are always boastful and say they can do
everything. The old men may say that some particular disease is incurable. The
same attitude exists among orthodox trained doctors. A doctor may know that
a disease is incurable; it may be cancer, for instance. Yet he will give the patient
an injection, some medicine and take his money.

So, it depends on the

individuals. There are quacks on either side.
Some of the doubts of the scientific medical men are about the economy of
herbal preparations. Many trees will have to be felled before a small quantity
of drug can be obtained. In other words, they think that it is a wasteful process.
But that is why Dr. Ampofo is concerned with standardisation of medicines
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prepared in the Centre.

Humility as a scientific attitude seems to exist among indigenous medicine men.
If a disease cannot be treated, the patient is told so.
Dr. Ampofo does not agree that sometimes we have to live with some diseases
because we cannot cure them. He asserts that for centuries herbalists have been
treating fevers with herbs and that at present work is being done to produce a
vaccine for malaria.
As to what spurred him on despite the problems he had to surmount, Dr.
Ampofo explained that it was the sheer interest he had in the research itself and
the fact that most of the claims of the African healers are true. A very high
percentage (80-90%) of their claims are true. So, there is the possibility that
we shall find something which the Western World does not know about. Cures
for certain diseases by Africans are exciting in the sense that the Westerners
have not got an answer. Herpes zorsteris an example. In southern Ghana it is
called "Ananse" or "Spider". It is a painful rash on the skin. If it goes round
the body the patient dies. If one goes to the hospital in Britain or America with
it one might have to stay in the hospital for about six weeks, and after the
treatment one will still have the pains for years and years. But Dr. Ampofo has
a herb here which will heal it in a week and the patient will never have pains.
He has spoken a lot about it and has had a lot of correspondence all over the
world about it. It is one of his major preparations. It is not only anti-bacterial
but also anti-virus.
Two other people are doing something similar to what Dr. Ampofo is doing; Dr.
Nartey and Dr. Nuamesi. Dr. Nartey is not a clinical doctor but he has taken
courses in homoeopathy. That is why he calls himself a doctor. Dr. Nuamesi
is an entomologist. He is also not a clinical doctor but he has a doctorate degree
in entomology. He happens to be in an area where herbalists operate well and
he is using them. Dr. Ampofo is sceptical about the diagnostic competence of the
two people. He believes that the whole problem of the practice is a question of
diagnosis. So, the Western trained doctor and the indigenous healer have their
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own methods of diagnosis in arriving at the cause of the disease.

Central to medical practice is diagnosis. This will depend not only on knowledge
of diseases but skills and techniques of identification. Training is needed in this
and the apprenticeship system is well used in both scientific and indigenous
medicine. Scientific medicine requires diagnostic equipment and laboratories
but indigenous medicine needs none of them. An integration of the two types
of medical practice is required.
Despite the efforts made by Dr. Ampofo to get biomedical doctors to help, he
has not been successful. He attributes this to lack of interest. They have a
ready-made job which brings income but Dr. Ampofo has learnt indigenous
medicine the hard way. He had to learn the names of plants, both botanic and
indigenous, the method of preparation and so on. His interest in plants was
developed by Dr. Irvine who taught science in Achimota School in the 1930s.
Dr. Ampofo went round with him to collect and identify plants. He thinks that
it is hard for some of the doctors to go to school. Doctors and pharmacists are
needed at the Centre. The trouble is that after coming to the Centre, they go
abroad for further studies, qualify and stay there and never return.
As one can see, the problem of training an integrated doctor is that his
curriculum will be large. He needs to have a good grasp of the basic sciences
as well as some anthropology and then the clinical aspect of his training. This
will be possible if this will be made an elective in the Medical School.
Dr. Ampofo believes that the Centre is making an impact because of the number
of patients which they normally get. They spread the name of the Centre all
over the country because of the specific treatment which the Centre specialises
in. Asthma is treated very well, so also are piles, and diabetes, not with insulin,
but with herbs.

The aim of the Centre is to get to a point where all their

medicines are standardised so that Ghana will no more depend on exports from
abroad but produce them as cheaply as possible to reach the mass of the people.
Dr. Ampofo would like his experiment to be assessed by the number of patients
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who come to the Centre and are satisfied with the treatment. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, technology is assessed in terms of its efficiency or success rather than
the amount of artefacts produced. Since I did not investigate this aspect of Dr.
Ampofo’s experiment, it will be difficult to say much about it. However, Dr.
Ampofo claims that since the number of patients coming to the Centre is
increasing year by year, he takes this to be an indicator for the people’s approval
of his integrated medicine.
Dr. Ampofo believes that if there is to be a medical policy it should promote
the type of medical practice he is experimenting on. First of all the government
ought to encourage the development of indigenous medicine to such a standard
of credibility to all, removing all doubts in people’s minds that these herbs do
work. Once herbs can be shown to be as good as Western drugs, and sometimes
better, they can be used in the hospitals.

He thinks that there should be

collaboration between western trained medical doctors and herbalists in the
hospitals. For him, if he knows that there is a herbalist who has medicine that
can cure a particular disease that he is dealing with, he will not hesitate to call
him to collaborate with him. So, there is need for collaboration as a policy.
He also believes that the government can adopt such a policy because WHO has
made it almost a law that each government should set up a such medical research
centre. At the moment there are similar research centres in Mali, Ghana and
Nigeria (in Ife and Lagos) sponsored by the respective governments. The African
governments are slow in accepting these ideas. Dr. Ampofo cites the Chinese as
a people who have been able to develop their traditional medicine so that they
are able to save the lives of millions of their people.
He thinks that, for the type of work he is doing to increase, the government
should formulate and implement a policy for collaborative work in scientific
research. But one wonders whether this should come from the government.
This ought to be the function of the Ghanaian Scientific Community. If means
of scientific communication are functioning well, this will be possible but in the
long run it is a question of funds to organise conferences and seminars, publish
journals and so on. Is this to be provided by the government or should the
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Scientific Community find their own means to support all this? This is not an
easy question to answer, considering the present poor economic state of Ghana.
Dr. Ampofo’s experiment does not include surgery or bone-setting. He had a
man from Nandom (Upper-West Region of Ghana) at the Centre who was a
bone setter. He handled many accident cases. He was currently being used in
Nandom Hospital. In Mampong-Akwapim there is a family that treats bone
diseases and also sets bones. When people have fractures they say, "I will go to
the hospital and if they are not able to treat me I will go to Papa Nyakrom".
Dr. Ampofo narrated an incident he remembered. He took a group of medical
students to this house. When they got there they saw a woman plastered in
herbs and all the students burst into laughter. He asked them why they were
laughing. They said the woman had been at Korle Bu Teaching Hospital for
many months and could not lift her legs and there she was walking about! They
asked her to walk and she walked; they asked her to sweep the floor, and she
swept the floor; and they all applauded her for her ability to carry out all these
tasks which she could not do during her admission at Korle Bu.
Dr. Ampofo thinks that there is nothing spiritual about bone setting. In the
hospital it takes more than two weeks to treat because of the plaster.

Dr.

Ampofo had his big toe fractured and did not put it in plaster but rather went
to this old man. The setter dressed it and prepared him some bitters, some
alcoholic bitters, in schnapps, and he drank it. He had taken an X-ray of the
toe before the treatment and two weeks later he took another X-ray. It was
perfectly healed! Dr. Ampofo found this amazing. This is a new practice of
medicine which deserves more attention from the government.
3.7 A Case Study of the Primary Health Care (PHC) programme in Walewale
District
The Primary Health Care (PHC) Programme had been mentioned earlier on by
the University of Ghana Medical School Department of Community Health. The
discussion in this section concerns at the Community Health Work at Walewale.
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The objective is to show how indigenous and orthodox medical practices are
being integrated. First a report of the involvement of people in the programme
and their perception of illness and treatment will be given. This will be followed
by a summary of an interview that was held with the Organiser of the PHC
programme in Walewale.
Unlike Dr. Ampofo’s experiment, the PHC is educational in nature.

The

indigenous people are involved in the experiment itself. However, indigenous
medicine men are not used in this experiment at all.
3.7.1 P erceptions of illness am ong th e villagers
At a course that was organised for community Health Workers and some
members of the community, some ideas of their perceptions of illness emerged.
The villagers were asked some questions to which they gave their responses.
The questions are stated here as well as their responses.
What the villagers wanted to learn from the course
This question was put to the participants at the beginning of the course and the
following ideas came out.
Unity, truth and patience; how to deal with headaches, fever (pneumonia), waist
pains, vomiting and diarrhoea, "sankpana" (scabies), sleeplessness, stiffness in
the neck, "kpakka" (tumours), measles, general body weakness which is the
commonest health complaint of farmers, chicken and animal sickness. Sanitation
of wells, child delivery problems, living with your wife who is not old and yet does
not bear children, colds, inability to perform the sex act, fractures, snake bites,
hoe cuts, ear aches and discharge from the ear. Lack of urine and stool, stomach
aches after meals, chest pains, dizziness, "kpiiligu" (pelvic) pains of pregnant
women. A child is sick and you do not know what is wrong with him, a child
coughs and his eyes irritate him and are red. Pain in the bones, stiffness in the
body and the patient does not like light. Diarrhoea with a big tummy, oedema
of the feet. Loss of weight in children, piles, convulsion in children, bloated
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stomach. Tiredness and lack of sleep at night, eye troubles and old age disease.
These are the illnesses which people want information on. Indigenous medicine
has handled them for years but now the villagers want to know more about them
and be able to handle them by themselves. This is where orthodox medicine and
indigenous medicine meet. Both can learn from each other. It may be noticed
that the illnesses mentioned here include many suitable for preventative
measures, which are lacking both in indigenous medicine and in health education.
They are mainly children’s diseases. This is the grassroots level for promotion
of health in the developing countries and a critical stage in establishing a better
quality of life.

The mental, spiritual and physical well-being are equally

important in determining disease and this agrees with Dr. Ampofo’s perception
in the last section.
The villagers’ concept of disease
At the course, the participants were asked what their perception of disease was.
The following were given as diseases: sleeplessness, thoughts, suffering ("wahala",
a Hausa word), poverty, lack of food, bad luck, sudden disappointment or mishap,
personal and environmental dirt, dirty water, mosquitoes, discrimination of a man
between his wives in favour of one of them (this is a polygamous community).
When the man is with one woman, the other cannot eat or sleep! Quarrels are
diseases. In early pregnancy, the woman may react to certain foods and they may
lead to sickness.
It is interesting to note that the notions of disease given are embedded in the
Mamprusi world-view which is personalised.

Most of the definitions portray

psychological states in which tension exists either in people’s minds or between
people. This explains why the psychological aspects of indigenous medicine are
very important.

Disease as a state caused by something in the natural

environment is also known.
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Minor health problems
The following ideas emerged as health problems which each person in the
community could handle by himself: the need to rest and the cleaning of the
body as well as the environment. A chewing stick should be used to prevent
vomiting. A discharge from the vagina should be washed with salt water. The
delivery path should be correctly torn during child delivery. Several deliveries
weaken the uterus and can lead to bleeding. Thoughts arising from quarrels can
lead to difficult deliveries since they cause emotional tension in the body.
Oedema is a sign of anaemia and therefore more balanced foods should be
eaten. Pelvic pains (kpiila) arise from the opening of the pelvis for the head of
the baby to pass through. Prolonged pain should be referred to the doctor.
Dizziness is due to anaemia, so blood-giving foods should be eaten by pregnant
women.
The objective of the course was to give the women help in general cleanliness,
to advise them to eat good food, and to help them handle phenomena such as
the sunken fontenelle in some babies, swollen parts of the body, eating of sand
by both pregnant women and babies, fever and to maintain good relationships
with their husbands and the other wives of their husbands.
This is a list of the simple rules of hygiene which each person can follow. Now
they have a different explanation for the symptoms the entire village had hitherto
been familiar with for a long time.
3.7.2 Interview with th e O rganiser of th e PHC in W alewale, Mr. Isaac
Azindow
At the grassroots level of the PHC, is the Health Worker.

Mr. Azindow

informed me that there are two types of Health Workers: the Traditional Birth
Attendant and the Health Worker. They are both health workers but there is
a slight difference between them. The Health Worker, in some places, is called
a Community Clinic Worker. They are people who have been identified by the
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community as capable of undergoing the training and are prepared to work for
the community voluntarily, or at least with their token support. The Traditional
Birth Attendant is somebody who is already involved in child delivery, and the
purpose is to add more knowledge to her practical experience from the hospital
and from the midwife. This will enable her to identify quickly certain dangers
during delivery, so that she does not waste time and thereby allow the women
to die, but refer them straight to the hospital to be taken proper care of.
Sanitation in delivery is emphasised. They need to clean themselves properly
and clean the ladies’ fronts properly in order not to infect the mother or the
baby.
The training is given by the District Health Management Team. It consists of
the Medical Assistant, the Midwife, the Health Inspector, Education Officer and
the Medical Field Unit (MFU). The task of the organiser at this level of the
PHC is to prepare the people for the training and then liaise with the hospital
to make use of the necessary personnel for the training. The Walewale PHC
sponsors the training and sometimes gives food to supplement feeding during the
course as the training is normally residential.

Then, after the training the

participants go back to their respective villages. The training lasts about three
weeks. They spend two weeks in the hospital with the training team and then
go back to their villages and spend a week practising the new ideas they have
learnt. They then come back to the hospital before returning to their villages.
Following this course, each health worker is visited twice in a month to help
them put the new ideas into practice. When they are seen to be proficient, they
are left to work on their own. They are only given the materials and supplies
they need, or they are visited on request.
The training normally takes place during the dry season, between February and
March when people are least busy. The method of training includes discussions
of basic things like children’s diseases, malnutrition and so on, with
demonstrations. Then they are followed into the village to let them see the new
ideas in practice. They are encouraged to reflect and discuss to make up their
minds.
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Mr. Azindow remembered some of the things taught at the course. Being a
nutrition officer himself, he gave an example connected with nutrition. Normally
children with measles are not allowed to eat fresh meat and oil. The indigenous
people have very good reasons for forbidding them to measles patients. They say
that the oil will make the child continue to cough while the fresh meat will make
his stomach wet or cold (mai). There are certain foods which children are never
allowed to eat, for example, eggs. The reason is that these are foods which, as
the child grows older, he may not get to eat and this may make him steal. To
prevent the child from stealing things in future they just forbid them from eating
those items of food entirely. But Mr Azindow thinks that there are certain ways
of preparing a meal with an egg in it without the child knowing that an egg has
been put into it. So, he sees here a possibility to blend indigenous ideas with
orthodox scientific ones. Where the indigenous idea is not true, the people are
made to test it and come out with their own conclusions.

For instance, in

indigenous therapy of measles, the child is not to be bathed.

It is a major

problem. A child is not allowed to sleep when he is suffering from measles
otherwise he will go blind. But the blindness is due to a Vitamin A deficiency
during measles, and the white spot is a stage in the Vitamin A deficiency disease.
This is an example of a conflict between indigenous practice and orthodox
scientific practice.
Sometimes one has to think out an indirect way of arriving at the same effect.
Sometimes one can find a way out. For instance, if fresh meat is not allowed
to be eaten, it can be smoked. Resourcefulness is an advantage in this regard.
If, however, there is no possibility of rationalising and devising an indirect way
of persuading them to use meat to prepare soup, one has to tell them that their
concept is not true.
Another example of a conflict is in diarrhoea treatment. Mothers believe that
when a child has diarrhoea or what they call "gbini" (anus), and if a stone is
heated and applied to the anus it "cools", or they may prepare some peppery
solution and pass it into the child by enema to make him purge. But what is not
realised is that in diarrhoea the inside is already peppery and irritated, because
of bacteria which generate chemicals which cause a burning sensation. The body
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uses the water already in it to flush out these chemicals and now more pepper
is being added. In fact the herbal solution may encourage the growth of certain
undesirable cells. The anus is not meant for taking things into the body but for
expelling them. Anything coming into the body should enter through the mouth.
So, there is a conflict here. That is why mothers are encouraged to analyse
things with the Health Workers.
First of all, the composition of the diarrhoea stool is analysed. The participants
are asked why such a stool spreads out instead of standing as a normal stool
does. They themselves come out with the answer that the diarrhoea stool spreads
because it contains a lot of water.

They make use of their experience of

preparing indigenous flour meal (thick porridge) which is made into semi-solid
paste. If the meal (sa-ab) contains too much water, it flows and cannot be taken
with the fingers, if it contains the right amount of water it is semi-solid and can
be taken with the fingers. The fluids coming out of the body are also analysed.
They know that sweat tastes salty, so they realise that the body contains salts.
They are led to realise that, since the salts in the body have been lost through
diarrhoea, they must be replaced. This leads on to the nature of treatment which
could be given. They all come to realise that the patient needs to drink a lot of
water.

They are then encouraged to boil the water and add some sugar if

possible or millet flour and give it to the child to drink. Drinking of millet flour
is very common among the Mamprusis. This was mentioned in Chapter 2 in
connection with communal farming. So, this is an area of conflict where mothers
introduce medicine through the anus while the Health Workers prefer introducing
it through the mouth into the body.
The method used in the health education is by lecture and demonstration. The
participants test examples and express their opinions on them. This evolves into
a discussion guided by the Health Worker who leads them to see the effects of
their treatment.

The weaknesses of their method of treatment are elicited.

They then suggest the logical action which ought to be taken. Once the analysis
and logical conclusions are drawn by them, practice of the new idea of treating
diarrhoea becomes easy. It was not possible to find out how the Epidemiological
and Nutrition Units of the Noguchi Research Institute deal with the problem of
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diarrhoea.
Integration has to do with looking for interfaces between two practices or
disciplines. In this case, the interface between indigenous therapy and scientific
therapy can be found in some of the practices.

Common practices are

encouraged and some of the practices which differ, can be analysed, discussed
and modified or rejected. Mr. Azindow gives examples to illustrate this.
When a child is recovering from measles and convalescing, the parents kill an
animal, smoke it and use it to prepare meals for the child. They think that at
this stage, the child has appetite for food. This practice is encouraged. Another
area is that of chest infection or respiratory tract infection. The patient is made
to bend over steaming water and covering himself with a cloth and then inhaling
the steam. This clears the respiratory tract. They are told that this is good
practice and are encouraged to practise it. For another example certain herbal
products like the nim tree leaves, are used in the treatment of malaria. It is not
known what quantities are consumed. Many people use it. Since some people
cannot have easy access to chloroquine, they are encouraged to use it.
In the case of general bodily and chest pains, some people boil water and use a
piece of cloth to warm the affected parts. This is good and it is encouraged. It
is a way of bathing the body, and the body is cooled. So, it is another way of
telling them to cool the body by sponging.
Professor Ashitey of the Department of Community Health at the Medical School
lamented that the PHC was not functioning as well as expected. It appears that
the Ministry of Health, like the other Ministries, is bureaucratic in organisation.
For an integrative work to take place at the village level, emphasis on formal
structures does not seem to be of much help.

The people ought to be

encouraged to expose their problems rather than have a group of people telling
them what their problems appear to them to be. The missionaries seem to be
good at getting people to say what their problems are and helping them to solve
such problems. The history of the Walewale PHC shows this.
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Mr. Azindow has been with the PHC since 1980. This Project is an off-shoot of
an agricultural project in the Catholic Church, which was sponsored by the Swiss
Government. The wife of the Swiss Project Officer, realising that her husband
dealt mainly with the men and that the women were neglected, decided to work
with the women. She went round to find out what the women would like to do.
The question was whether what the women wanted to do was an indication of
the problems that existed in the villages. She organised sewing lessons, basic
education, home science and child care classes. As an expatriate she was able
to get food supplies from abroad as well as equipment, drugs and so on, but
when she left the country and the project was put in the hands of a Ghanaian
Home Scientist, problems began to arise. At that time Mr Azindow was working
in the hospital as a Nutrition Officer. There were a few occasions when he went
out with them to the field.
Drugs were given to the women but they did not know how to use them. Lots
of drugs were flowing into the community but without any positive effect. It all
amounted to drug peddling. This was a problem and there was the need to train
someone to take care of it. Another problem was that the women were selling
some of the supplies given to them. The sewing group were quarrelling among
themselves. It was found that the mothers’ group had turned into a children’s
group because the mothers sat at home and sent their children to go for the
drugs. These children would come and sit there and project leaders found that
they could not get any information to the women effectively. So it was realised
that this was also a problem in the process. The villagers asumed that the project
was there to provide aid free of charge. What would happen later if the project
was not able to provide some of the things free of charge? It was realised right
away that there was a need to overhaul the whole programme. The various
activities were suspended. The project, as it existed, was limiting and had to be
reorganised.
In the villages, the chiefs and elders did not know anything about the project.
The women only knew that the white lady worked with some women and that
was all. The project leaders therefore met the chiefs and elders and members
of the community and explained the project objectives to them. Then the project
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was reorganised and structured with committees elected by the people for all
health matters.

Health workers were then elected from the community and

trained to take care of all health, educational and other services. The project
leaders then moved on to the traditional birth attendants and followed up their
practices.

Policy decisions were then made.

Nothing was to get out of the

project unless paid for.
Communal work is already well known to the indigenous people and therefore
participation in a project is understood. The social organisation of indigenous
society is rather personalised rather than individualised. A sceptic might say
that the PHC ideas are Western and could upset such people. This seems to be
far from the truth.

It seems to depend on how such ideas are presented.

Indigenous cultures are not traditional, isolated from modern technology as the
Intellectualists (cf. Skorupski) would make us understand, neither are they closed
societies as Horton believes. Ghanaian indigenous culture is open and new ideas
can be introduced into them successfully. The achievements of the Walewale
PHC programme seem to illustrate this.
One of the major achievements of the project is that the people have been led
to realise that they can do things for themselves rather than waiting for the
Government or the Council to do it for them. With the earlier project, people
and chiefs were passive. They thought that the project was an establishment of
the Church, and expected that the priest would provide their needs. So, villages
which select their own committees have to pay something towards the training of
their health workers, and they have to pay for the basic supplies they get from
the PHC Office. The health activities are going on because there is a change of
mentality and attitude from passiveness to active participation.
Of course, the other area of achievement is the ability of mothers to handle
cases of diarrhoea and so on instead of going to Dr. Yembilla (the private
medical practitioner) for injections. The mentality had hitherto been that every
sickness, including diarrhoea, can only be cured by injection.

But the PHC

principle is, "Just replace what comes out of the body". Many people who have
used the PHC methods are realising that diarrhoea is cured without any input
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into the body in terms of injections. Mr.Azindow claims that mothers who have
used this method successfully have passed on the word to their friends and the
idea is spreading. Rehydration as a way of dealing with diarrhoea has caught
on and this is thought to be one of the achievements of the PHC.
It has been realised that there are peaks for diarrhoea. Between March and
May, water is very scarce and the villagers drink water from any source. The
PHC workers try to protect the wells by helping the villagers to purchase cement
at subsidised cost. Most wells are protected by building walls around them to
prevent the ingress of surface water.

This could also be regarded as an

achievement.
Another achivement is in child nutrition. Many mothers believe that the child
should continue to depend on breast milk for about two years or until such a
time that the child is able to participate in the family meal. Now, many mothers
realise that the breast milk is enough up to a certain period after which one
needs to replace it with something that resembles breast milk, something that is
watery, such as porridge, soup and so on. That is a major cause of malnutrition.
When the child is six months old, the mother wants him to be satisfied with milk
which is too light for the child.

That is impossible.

So, after four months

mothers are introduced to the nutritional foods, light porridge, soup and fruit
juice. The weights of the babies are also observed; the weights rise gradually
week by week and then suddenly begin to fall. This indicates that the milk is no
longer sufficient and the baby is sucking the mother dry. From then on, during
feeding, the breast milk and food are given to the child alternately. There comes
a time when the child will not take breast milk because not much is coming out
of the breast. The breast milk is then abandoned and the porridge, soup or
whatever is taken.
The weight charts are also used to diagnose problems. If there is an unusual
trend in the pattern of the child’s growth chart, this is discussed with the mother
to find out what is happening. If there is a clinical problem, the child is referred
to the hospital.
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Mr. Azindow regards the health workers and traditional birth attendants who
have been trained by the PHC as able to work alone in the eighteen villages
within which the project operates. Whether he is there or not, the work goes
on.
For any integrative work such as is done by the Walewale PHC, team work is
very important. If the programme is not functioning well at the Ministry of
Health level, it could be attributed to lack of the spirit of team work.
Supervision is also very important.

The team at the station goes round the

villages to monitor the organisation of the committees, to visit the people or to
immunise them. One problem is lack of transport and staff to help with the
immunisation. It is difficult to be in continuous contact with the villages.
In the office Mr Azindow is helped by three other officers. These are ladies
who have been informally trained through the PHC workshops and seminars, they
are not professional nurses. The PHC believes in doing small things. The aim
is to give these workers the basic training to work with the health workers.
Nonetheless, there is a need for a Community Health Nurse. This will help to
cover more area in immunisations and also to work more independently.
There is a yearly training session at Navrongo, during which participants take
part in seminars on topics such as communication, how to deal with the local
people and health problems.
When the team meets a problem in the field, it comes back to the office and
treats it as a basis for training. There is also a monthly meeting for all the health
workers. All other groups are expected to meet once a week to discuss problems
which may arise.
As to how the Walewale PHC fits into the National PHC Programme, Mr.
Azindow explains that his is a small health programme addressing itself to only
a small part of the whole area. It carries out operations in league with the
Ministry of Health, and some of the staff carrying out the training are in the
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Ministry of Health. They liaise with programmes. The number of villages the
Walewale PHC works is within the PHC Programme in the District.
According to Mr. Azindow the PHC is structured as follows:
Level A :

Community Health Workers Clinic

Level B :

Health Post or Health Centre headed by a Medical Assistant

Level C :

District Hospital headed by a Medical Officer.

The process of establishing integrative work is interactive. In the process it is
not only the indigenous people who learn but the scientists as well. An open
minded approach is needed if integrative activity can be carried out with people
whose world-view is primary theoretical. A Popperian scientific world-view may
not help in this case.
Mr. Azindow admits that he has learnt a great deal from the village people.
When he leaves Walewale, even if without material things, he knows that he will
have what he learnt from the village people. Sometimes one may think that one
knows something but when one comes into contact with the villagers, you see
the knowledge in a different plane. One needs to be on the plane of the local
people to understand why they do certain things before one can blend with them.
What comes out of this interview is instructive, not only concerning the
organisation of the PHC described but also in the mechanism by which
indigenous health practices are integrated with orthodox scientific medicine.
New ideas have been introduced into the indigenous society "without destroying
the culture".

Some people in the Western World mistakenly think that it is

impossible or even undesirable to introduce science into the indigenous African
culture, in which they assume there is no critical thinking, without destroying it.
This account falsifies such a notion. The indigenous Mamprusis, and for that
matter, all Ghanaians, are sceptical about people coming to them with new ideas.
The indigenous culture is not impervious to new ideas.

People like to be

convinced by proofs and demonstrations before they launch themselves into new
ideas and methods. Their illiteracy seems to have nothing to do with their ability
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to discuss, argue, compare and contrast, and make inferences. Explanations of
the causes of diseases are easily grasped and therapy easily practised.

The

Primary Health Care Programme seems to be a good method for integrating
indigenous medicine with orthodox medicine.
3.8 Opinions of Orthodox Medical Practitioners on Integrated Medicine in
Ghana
While some people may see the present trend of integration of orthodox and
indigenous medicines as possible and full of hope, others see it as impossible, a
waste of time or undesirable. In this section a selection of a few opinions on
the issue will be given and discussed.
Prof. E.O. Acheampong (Dean, Medical School): The studies going on at
Mampong are well intentioned. There are very knowledgeable people who are
concerned with it. It sets out a clear plan. The government is backing it and
it’s all constituted in a decree. We have orthodox medicine being practised as
we know it. In fact, from this Medical School, there are three people who are
functioning there.

We also have the traditional medicine experts who are

practising side by side there and I believe that there is fairly close consultation
with them. What I am not too sure of is the extent to which there is mutual
trust. You need that to get somewhere. For instance, the traditionalist has a
principle which he has extracted from some particular herb and he thinks it is
good for a particular disease, asthma or diabetes. I mention this because this
is what they are working on now. The mutual trust should be there to let the
orthodox practitioners have some of this herb. It should be available. They
(indigenous medicine men) should reveal their principles to them and then also
the opportunity to purify them instead of holding information from them. I don’t
know that this happens all the time.
I think the Centre at Mampong ought to look into the spiritual aspect of
indigenous medicine but unfortunately we are very far from that. I think here,
our psychiatrists should come into the picture very strongly. I think there are
people who are interested and I think there is room for our psychiatrists to
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co-operate with the traditionalists. I have always felt that the psychic aspects of
traditional practitioners are very important. We have evidence from people in
orthodox medicine who have been in the country. I know the story of Dr. Field
who was once a teacher at Achimota School in the late 1920’s and then went
back to study medicine, came back to Ghana, practised for some time and then
went back to her country and specialised in psychiatry in the late 1950’s. She got
to know our people very well and she had the professional information also about
the spiritual and psychic aspects of life. She pulled all these together into a very
nice book, In Search of Security in Ghana. She puts a lot of thought in to the
security aspects of life; how people are made to feel secure by our traditions,
knowing their beliefs in the traditions of our elders, and how they bring this to
bear on therapy. I think our psychiatrists, I hope they don’t think I am unfair,
have ignored this entirely. I don’t know how many of them use customs and so
on in helping disturbed patients.
For integrated medicine to be possible, mutual trust between the scientific
medical practitioners and indigenous medical practioners should be established.
This will be possible if both understand the world-view within which each is
operating. The attitudes of humility and honesty will be very helpful. A general
background knowledge of anthropology, the basic sciences, history and sociology
will be helpful for a scientific medical practitioner who is interested in
participating in this form of practice. Psychiatrists have not yet appeared on the
scene and Professor Acheampong thinks that it was time they did.
The fact that the government is supporting the Mampong experiment, implies
that it is likely to promote other experiments of the same kind. What is needed
now is an explicit policy by government to promote the process.
Dr. F.C. Grant (Director, Noguchi Research Institute): Well, I am not very well
informed about what is going on but I have for many years been interested
because, for example when I was a Medical Officer in a rural hospital I did come
across a man who was very effective in treating psychiatric problems. We came
to terms; when I had such patients I referred them to him. So, I have always
been interested. Consequently, even before the Centre for Plant and Herbal
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Medicine Research was established in Mampong I had a very close connection
with Dr. Oku Ampofo who is really the major promoter of this sort of modern
research on traditional medicine. So, this Institute (Noguchi) has been associated
with the work going on in Mampong. At the same time it happened that I was
also associated with Dr. Nuamesi because he worked with me in the Medical
Field Unit (MFU) when I was the Chief Epidemiologist. I know what he is doing
and we have been giving him encouragement. In fact, in a way, I advised him not
to concentrate too much on isolating the medical product in the pure state as
such but as soon as he identifies one as a useful plant, to find out how it can be
put to use safely while at the same time research is carried out. This he has
been doing very effectively.

At present, as far as I know, he is the most

productive and effective person working in the area. Unfortunately, it is not easy
to deal with the true traditional healers because, naturally, it is associated with
their means of livelihood and they have not been able to open up altogether to
make it possible for real scientific research to be carried on. But I feel that there
is increasing development of trust and with this it will be easier to go into more
scientific study of these traditional medicinal products and techniques. There are
certain aspects which at present are beyond us.
In medicine we try to find the cause and then try to restore the patient to health.
There is really no difference between modern (orthodox) and traditional
(indigenous) concepts. The major difference, is a matter of understanding the
process. Modem scientific medicine goes into the process of diagnosing. When
a person becomes ill, modern medicine decides that there is a cause and tries
to identify the cause, how it starts and develops so that the person’s health moves
from a state of good health to that of impaired health. So, modern medicine
tries to understand the whole process. Traditional medicine sees it differently.
Traditional medicine considers the patient as a whole, and this is the major
difference. So that when people drink water that is polluted, some may fall ill
while others may not. Now, scientific medicine will try to find out what makes
those who fall ill do so. But it uses certain means of measuring these things. On
the other hand, there are some things which cannot be measured and there is a
tendency to ignore them. Well, in traditional medicine, a person will say that
another person has fallen ill not simply because he has taken water which
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contains certain germs, but because there is something in him which has made
it possible for the germs to attack him. The germs may not be considered as
germs as such and may be linked with witchcraft. But it was an external force
that had invaded the person and found suitable ground. I think modern medicine
is gradually coming round to this concept in the sense that your emotional make
up may upset for example the release of certain hormones or enzymes which
normally keep you healthy or which protect you from injuries and because of your
mental or emotional state which alters the release of these hormones or enzymes
you became prey to these diseases. This is being accepted now.
The experiments that are going on in Ghana go beyond the borders of Ghana,
which is man-made. The borders were drawn up by man, so, to talk of Ghanaian
medicine may not be quite accurate. It turns out that it extends very widely in
Africa. So, perhaps one can talk about African traditional medicine. I cannot
tell to what extent it differs from, say, Indian, or Chinese traditional medicines
but I think you can identify African traditional medicine and certainly it is unique
and has not been adequately explored, but I think that it has got a potential.
Dr. Grant gave an example of how integration by co-operation with indigenous
medicine can be achieved.

He reveals that the secrecy of the indigenous

medicine man arises from the fact that the practice is his means of livelihood.
Integration of the two practices is possible because, as Dr. Grant thinks, there
is a lot in common between them.
Dr. Arthur (Paediatric Cardiologist) is of the opinion that every country has gone
through periods of indigenous medicine. It is a waste of time going back to
indigenous medicine. It has no place in modern medicine. How many trees are
we prepared to fell before we get the medicine?

Ecology is affected.

The

Centre for Plant and Herbal Medicine Research is a waste of time. Dr. Arthur
is completely opposed to the experiments in integration. To him, indigenous
medicine is not economical and has adverse effects on the vegetation. As a
scientist trained in the Western tradition, he accepts Western medicine as the
best developed. To him, it will be a sign of retrogression to go into indigenous
medicine and it even seems absurd to him to integrate indigenous medicine with
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scientific medicine.

Some Ghanaians, such as Dr. Arthur, have the opinion that scientific technology
and indigenous practice are entirely different and therefore cannot be integrated
but should be used as alternative practices. This opinion is acceptable only with
regard to the aspects of the two practices which are different because of
underlying incompatible frameworks of explanation as discussed in Chapter 2.
In the opinion of the author of this thesis, the aspects of the two practices which
are similar ought to be integrated.
These opinions give an idea of the kind of debate that goes on within the
scientific community in Ghana at the moment.

There are those who have

actually worked with the indigenous medicine men and are in favour of
integration and there are still the few, the purists, who think it is a waste of time
and money to be interested in indigenous medicine. To them, to show interest
in indigenous medicine amounts to retrogression. In between these poles are the
majority who adopt the wait-and-see position. Generally, the need to standardise
indigenous medicine is advocated by those who are interested in the integration
between indigenous and orthodox medicine.
3.9 Case Study of Agricultural Research at the Nyankpala Agricultural
Experiment Station
The Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment Station a subsidiary of Institute of Crops
Research based in Kumasi. Nyankpala is about 19 km away from Tamale, the
capital city of the Northern Region. The purpose of the Station is to carry out
experimental work on high yielding varieties of some Ghanaian crops, to
introduce foreign ones and to introduce farmers to scientific farm management.
Experimental work is therefore carried out in Agronomy, Soil Chemistry and
Fertility, Soil Microbiology, Agricultural Economics, Maize Improvement,
Sorghum and Pearl Millet Improvement, Rice Improvement, Food Legumes
Improvement and Soya Bean Improvement.
While the Noguchi Memorial Institute is a Ghanaian-Japanese co-operation, the
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Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment Station is a Ghanaian-German co-operation.
The German Agency involved is called the German Agency for Technical
Co-operation (GTZ).

The German agency provides research workers as

Ghanaian counterparts, machinery, scientific equipment, and vehicles. It also
provides scholarships for the training of Ghanaians abroad.

Salaries and

recurrent expenditure are provided by the Ghana Government through the Crops
Research Institute’s annual allocations.
What follows is a summary of work being done at the Station with farmers.
3.9.1 Survey of Indigenous Farming S ystem s in N orthern G hana
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the hoe is the main implement used by the peasant
farmer. The bullock-drawn plough is not actually indigenous but can be afforded
more easily than a tractor. Farmers using these implements were selected to
participate in the experiment.

The research officers identified the lack of

systematic farm management as the main problem of the peasant farmer. Five
villages were chosen for farm management surveys. These villages represent the
major agroecological zones and farming system in Northern Ghana (Northern,
Upper-East and Upper-West Regions). Ten farmers were chosen from each
village to participate in the project. In two villages bullock farmers were selected
while all the farmers in the three other villages were hoe-farmers.

The

compositions of these farming systems differ considerably due to ecological as
well as sociological reasons. The sampled yields for maize, sorghum, millet,
cowpea, groundnut and yam were generally low. The yields in these villages
reflect on the labour factors, whether bullock or family labour was used. Profiles
have been worked out for these.
3.9.2 Study of Variability in Efficiency Among Farm ers of O ne Location
Technological efficiency or success does not depend on only the equipment but
also on the techniques used.

The farmers are aware of the factors which

contribute to a high efficiency of crop production but they do not make a
conscious effort to standardise them. Scientific farming depends on a conscious
effort to identify variables which influence production and how to manipulate
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such variables to obtain desired results.
The objective of this study was to "determine the factors that contribute to the
agronomic and economic efficiency differences of good and average farmers".
Management factors or indicators which influence total output were identified
as follows:
(i)

Staking of yams: Unstaked yams produced less than staked yams in
Kg/ha.

(ii)

Planting date: The best time is early planting before good germination
conditions, that is, before rainfall exceeding 0.38mm.

(iii) Intercropping: Maize-sorghum-groundnut intercropping gave high yields.
(iv)

Soil preparation: The use of a tractor on the bush farms brings more
returns than on the compound farms.

(v)

Chemical fertilisers: The increase in maize yield with fertiliser is not
significant.

(vi)

Number of weedings: The increase in yield with two weedings on the
compound farms is significant.

3.9.3 Study of Farming S trategies
The concept of time of the farmer has an effect on the effectiveness of his
farming. Operating with a world-view which has no precise concept of time, it
seems that the farmer is sometimes at a loss as to when to plant. On the other
hand one can see that he is operating in a situation where the weather is
unpredictable.

Through interviews, the planting strategies of farmers were

obtained. For instance, on the question of how to determine the start of the
farming season the following responses, in descending order of representativeness,
were given: observing rainfall and moisture; "When the hoe does not reach the
dry soil"; by vegetative indicators (trees and grasses); appearance of certain birds;
watching what others do. All these are based on careful observation over the
years.
It must be realised that farmers do not have the same view on all questions
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about farming. They disagree, for instance on such issues as:
(i)

The necessity of preparing a good seed bed.

(ii)

Which soils should be planted first, good soils or poor soils.Planting on
good soils first will ensure early and good yields while planting on poor
soils first will counteract soil deficiencies and ensure at least minimum
yield.

(iii) The sequence in the planting of crops. This varies among the farmers of
the five villages. Sometimes late millet which is late maturing and cowpeas
are planted first on the bush farms, followed by early millet which is early
maturing on the compound farms. The purpose of sequencing is to get the
right combination of crops that are low climatic risks.
(iv)

Most farmers plant immediately after a heavy rainfall.

(v)

The planting of the second or third crop is done when the first one has
germinated. This is because planting patterns are irregular, management
of plant competition is critical and harvesting periods have to be timed.

All farmers expressed a strong desire for early planting for the following reasons
(in order of decreasing popularity):
(i)

To produce early food for the "hunger gap" that exists before the
harvesting of the first crop. Normally, all the seed crops are used especially
if the rain fails and a large risk has to be taken.

(ii)

Better yields are obtained through early planting.

(iii)

Following the trend; everybody is doing it.

(iv)

Larger farms can be made.

(v)

Less weed problems are encountered.

The problem facing most farmers is the loss of seed due to drought or removal
by birds. Bird damage is said to be severe during the dry season. In the most
recent drought, 1983, farmers made several replants.

Losses affected the

following cereals in order of decreasing severity: sorghum, millet and maize; with
non-cereals it was yam, groundnuts and cowpeas. Most farmers regard the seed
loss through drought as the most serious and therefore always keep enough seed
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;

in reserve for replanting. Some farmers experience seed loss not through drought

\i

but through storage.

I
i

;

The farmer finds it difficult to explain and control his environment effectively

|

because he is more a bricoleur than an engineer as Levi-Strauss puts it.

;

;
I

3.9.4 On-farm Trials
The on-farm trials are the real experiments the peasant farmers participate in.
This is something they do not normally do because experimentation is not a
primary theoretical system of thought.
The research problems being investigated are (i) low soil fertility and (ii) labour
shortage at certain periods of the farming season. The new technologies being
transferred to the farmers are row interplanting methods to facilitate weeding,
and increased proportions of legumes in crop sequences to increase available
nitrogen.
"In 1984 on-farm trials were set up to:(1)

Induce farmers’ participation in the development of new adapted
technologies by stimulating farmers to comment on the experiments.

(2)

Test acceptability and performance of new varietal material from the
Station in comparison with the farmers’ varieties.

(3)

Evaluate new technologies versus the farmers’ practices by estimating
costs and returns as well as riskiness of both technologies.

(4)

Improve the efficiency of the traditional maize/sorghum/cowpea
intercropping by systematic row intercropping.

(5)

Test pigeon pea alley cropping as management method to maintain soil
fertility"

(Annual Report, 1984/85, p. 104).
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3.9.5 T reatm ents and Design
The most important thing about the experiment is that the farmer is encouraged
to follow and observe how his own crop variety and that of the specially bred
variety of the scientists grow and then compare the two.

This calls for

observation, testing and reflection by himself and not someone telling him what
to choose. The designing of the experiment is done by both the farmers and the
researchers.
For each trial, three plots A, B and C are designed of sizes 20m x 20m. Plots
A and B are planted with varieties of the crop bred at the Nyankpala Station
while plot C is planted with the farmer’s own variety. Management of the farm
is taken care of by the farmer. For instance, at Nakpanduri, alley cropping with
pigeon pea, groundnuts and sorghum was tried.

Each plot had 33 bullock

ploughed ridges, 20m long, every 7th ridge was planted with pigeon pea at 5
seeds/hole and at 30cm spacing on the ridge. Planting was done on 4 June. On
either side of the pigeon pea ridge were two ridges planted with medium height,
medium maturing sorghum, 5 seeds/hole and 60cm spacing on the ridges. They
were planted two weeks after planting the pigeon pea. The middle two ridges
between the pigeon pea ridges were planted with groundnuts, 1 seed/hole, 20cm
spacing and planted at the same time as the pigeon peas. Weeding was done by
the farmer. After 4 weeks of planting a mixture of rock phosphate and sulphur
was applied at O.lgm per groundnut plant and 0.5gm per pigeon pea plant.
Groundnut harvest was in the last week of September, sorghum was in the third
and fourth weeks of November.

Pigeon pea was devoured by cattle before

harvesting.
At Namburga (Karaga): Paired rows of groundnuts and maize were planted.
At Nakpala (Sawla): Alternate rows of cowpea and early maize-sorghum were
planted; while at Nakpa (Bimbilla) and Wantugu alley cropping of pigeon pea,
maize-groundnut- sorghum was done.
In the Nakpanduri trials, sorghum did well, and did not show any competition
with pigeon pea. Farmers appreciated that planting and weeding were easier.
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The experiment was therefore concerned with finding the problems of farmers
and trying to help them to solve such problems.
experimenters themselves.

The farmers are the

They see results and try to explain failures and

successes. A group meeting of all farmers of the five experimental villages is
held every year during which these discussions take place. This is preceded by
an individual meeting of each scientist with each of the farmers. I was fortunate
to attend one of such meetings.
The group was taken to the experimental farms of the Station and taken round
from plot to plot by a team of research officers. At each plot observations were
made under the guidance of one of the research officers, questions were put to
the farmers and a discussion ensued. The farmers expressed their opinions on
the experiments they had carried out on their own farms, and said whether they
liked the new variety given to them to try. They rejected unsuitable ones. For
instance, a variety of sorghum was given to the farmers to try because it had a
higher yield than the local variety (Sorghum vulgare). All the farmers rejected
it because it did not have the same taste as the local variety and was not suitable
for making malt for pito brewing (this was mentioned in the last chapter in
connection with Mamprusi calendar, and is a very viable indigenous industry in
Northern Ghana). Replacing the local variety with the new one would mean that
industries depending on it would suffer. This has been a great lesson for the
research worker. It is not just a matter of introducing a new crop into a society
because it has a high yield or because it is widely used elsewhere, it also needs
to satisfy the economic and the aesthetic needs of the people. This should be a
useful guide in technology transfer processes.
The small scale farmer rather than the large scale farmer is the target of the
research.

The objective is to help the peasant farmer to integrate Western

technology with his own to improve his productivity. The technology introduced
to the farmer includes improved seed bred at Nyankpala or imported from
abroad, planting methods, animal traction and artificial fertiliser.
however, is given to farmers who own tractors.
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Advice,

The relationship between the farmers and the research officers is an interactive
one. The farmers learn from the research team and they in turn learn from the
farmers. For instance, during the conducted tour of the plots, mentioned above,
we came to a yam plot in which the experimenter thought he had one variety,
"puna" growing. One of the farmers queried, "Why have you got these varieties
growing together? We don’t do that". The Research Officer asserted that he
had only one variety, puna, growing on this plot, but the farmer insisted that he
had two varieties of yam growing on the plot. The name of the other variety
was mentioned. The Research Officer explained that when he went to buy the
seed yam he asked for puna, and was given seed yams which he thought were all
puna. The farmer assured him that he was definitely given the wrong one. He
pointed at their leaves and invited the research officer to observe the differences.
The farmers, through years of observation know the fine differences between
certain varieties of plants where a casual observer may not see any differences.
The Research Officer thanked them for their correction and said he had learnt
something from them. It was a problem that is similar to that of species complex
as met in medical research.

It is not only in connection with Simulium

damnosum that we can talk about complex species but also with yams and other
plant species. Complex species have very fine differences between them and only
the experienced observer can see them.
On another plot, while the Research Officer was pointing to the good results of
the experiment one farmer remarked, "We know all what you are saying. What
I have not seen on your farm is the weed, striga, which is our biggest worry.
How did you manage to get rid of it?" The Research Officer admitted he did
not know why there was no striga on his plot and thought that it could be by
chance because he did not apply anything to get rid of it. He explained further
that weeds produce a lot of seeds which can stay in the soil for a long time
without being killed, and some of them have very deep roots. So, one really has
to fight very hard to remove them.
It can be seen that the indigenous farmers are open-minded and are willing to
experiment with new ideas and technologies before accepting or rejecting them.
They are not gullible or credulous, neither are they dismissive of new ideas.
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The farmer’s principle seems to be, "Demonstrate to me that it is workable and
I am willing to try it". He seems very cautious and innovations can be introduced
to him without upsetting any cultural values; everything new is almost always
tested first before a decision is made either to accept it or reject it. This suggests
that the indigenous culture of the Ghanaian is not impervious to new ideas.
3.9.6 Problem s of th e Nyankpala Agricultural Experim ent Station
From an interview with Mr. H. Mercer-Quarshie, the co-manager of the Station,
the following emerged as problems facing the Station.
(1)

The current socio-economic problems of the country affect the Station
also.

(2)

Technical problems.
The solution to some of the peasant farmer’s problems are with him, but
this is normally ignored and foreign solutions sought. For instance, the
farmer is familiar with organic manure making and instead of encouraging
him to do this, artificial fertiliser is impressed upon him. This problem
is an illustration of that. The farmers have been cropping the same farms
for a long time and this practice has rendered them infertile. They do not
want to move to more fertile areas and a population pressure is therefore
building up.

The problem is therefore how to help the farmers to

continue to grow crops on the same farms from year to year. It is possible
to do this with external inputs such as fertiliser. The problems therefore
include the inability to provide the required levels for fertility, the
non-availability of fertiliser, transportation and so on.

An alternative

means has to be adopted to maintain the fertility of the soil. That is what
the Agronomy Unit is doing.
(3)

Unreliability and erratic distribution of rainfall. The solution is being
sought and the question is what crops can be made to grow under such
conditions. This is being tackled by the breeding programmes.

(4)

Labour peaks during the cropping season tend to make the work of the
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farmers less efficient. For instance, little can be done about preparing
the land and weeding with the hoe. Studies are being made also on the
advantages of bullock traction over the hoe. Cropping systems can help
minimise weed infestation. This is the pre-occupation of the Agricultural
Economics and Agronomy Units.
Organisation of the Station to tackle these problems
There are two scientific departments:
(1)

The Farming Systems Department: This is made up of the Agronomy,

Economics and Microbiology Units.
(2) Crop Improvement Department: This Department experiments on sorghum,
millet, rice, maize, food legumes and groundnuts.

Crops are imported from

various countries for trial. The Cocoa Research Institute deals with shea trees
(with a station at Bole), oil palm, cola and cocoa.
Workshop and Laboratory Services
The government gives the Station a subvention based on the budget submitted
by it annually. On average, about 63% of the requests made by the Station are
approved. Expenditure is mainly on labour. Other expenses such as those on
fuel and fertiliser are borne by the German Agency.
Each programme determines the labour needed.

At a steering committee

meeting, heads of Units present their programmes which include their
requirements. The budget of the Station is also presented. There is an in-house
review when the budget has been approved. The programmes are looked at
again; this is normally between February and March. Each Unit meets to review
their programmes, a peer review. The experiments proposed are discussed again
in more detail. Programmes are seldom rejected. If a programme is rejected
it may be due to duplication rather than for technical reasons. It may be rejected
also because it has been carried out already or for economic reasons.
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For

instance, on-farm trials entail a lot of travelling expenses. The entomologists and
agronomists tend to come together.

Farming systems are selected from

north-east, central, south-east and southernmost northern Ghana.
Impact of the Station on Farming
An evaluation has yet to be done, but Mr. Mercer-Quarshie believes that the
Station has made an impact on the peasant farmers because they adopt crop
varieties developed at the Station.

The experiments on farming systems are

gradually improving. Crop rotation appears to make a big change to the farmer’s
practice. The adoption of technology depends on the risk involved in using it.
The Station does only applied research. Research Officers are promoted on the
publications they make in recognised journals.
3.9.7 Sum m ary of research at Nyankpala
Research at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Nyankpala seems to illustrate
Paul Richards’ (1985 p. 12) stress that the peasant farmer ought to participate in
the research process. The experience and knowledge of the farmer on peasant
farming are considerable but they lack knowledge of the hidden or underlying
reasons why a weed such as striga is almost impossible to get rid of. Their
knowledge of ecology is not such as to explain why inter-cropping of
cowpea-sorghum is better than maize-sorghum.

They only know, through

experience, that the former pattern of intercropping is better. Here their primary
theoretical thought system is a handicap. Scientific explanation, the secondary
theoretical thought system, will explain that the former method of intercropping
is better because cowpea, which is a legume, has nitrogen fixing bacteria in its
root nodules which will produce nitrogen compounds that will fertilise the soil to
enable the sorghum to grow well. It must be stressed that the peasant farmer,
with this limited knowledge of ecology, is the feeder of the entire Ghanaian
population today. This makes the research at Nyankpala crucial for national
development.
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Resources in this type of research are not a problem. Research in pest control
has not taken off well yet. Pesticide development and storage methods need
more emphasis. One of the farmer’s problems is the unpredictability of rainfall.
At the primary theoretical thought level the farmers are unable to predict the
arrival of the rainy season. The result is that a lot of seed crops are wasted or
eaten because the rains have failed to come at the right time.

Research in

meteorology needs to be given priority. It does not exist at Nyankpala but there
is a Meteorological Station in Tamale.
3.10 Experiments on Specialisation in Farming
As mentioned in the last chapter, there is no specialisation in peasant farming.
An attempt was made at introducing the farmers to specialise in growing some
of the crops they grow already. The results have not been so good. A discussion
of this is being given here to compare it with the Nyankpala method of approach.
It is the Nyankpala type of experiment that is advocated in this thesis.
The Ghana government set up Boards to help increase selected agricultural
products either for export or to feed the national industries. The Cocoa Board
is a well known board which is responsible for promoting the development of
cocoa and shea nuts. Two other important ones are the Cotton Development
Board and the Bast Fibre Development Board. The former is responsible for
seeing to the development of cotton farming to feed the textile industries while
the latter is responsible for promoting bast fibre or kenarf to feed the sack
industries. These Boards are concentrated in the north where cotton and kenarf
are grown by the farmers. The experiments have been carried out with the
peasant farmers.
3.10.1 Experim ents on Improving Cotton Production
Cotton is grown on a very small scale by a few peasant farmers in Northern
Ghana where the climate is suitable for its cultivation. The Cotton Development
Board was set up in 1968 to promote cotton cultivation. Since it would be very
expensive to cultivate cotton on a large scale, it was decided to use peasant
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farmers for the experiment. Interested farmers are encouraged to set aside one
or two acres of their farms for the experiments. They are provided with the
inputs - seeds, fertiliser and insecticides - free of charge. Tractors were made
available to plough their plots for a small fee. All that the experimenters do is
to provide labour and management. When the cotton is harvested it is sold to
the Cotton Board which pays a moderate price and deducts only the cost of
ploughing the land.
The plan of the Board was to start with small-scale farmers and if it worked, to
launch it on a large scale. The peasant farmers were used as the pilot stage of
the experiment.

Both poor and rich peasant farmers were interested in the

project.
To the question whether the experiment was succeeding or failing the following
table was provided by the Walewale District Cotton Development Board to show
that it is succeeding.
Table 3 .1 : Cotton Y ie ld , 1981 - 1987

Year

T arget

Average Sown

Yield (Kgs)

(Acres)

(Acres)

1981

2500

291

97,731

1982

2000

235

17,237

1983

1500

139

2,801

1984

1000

99

8,223

1985

350

248

43,242

1986

1000

998.5

511,693

1987

1600

2197.5

941,585

From the table it can be seen that the acreage cultivated decreased between
1983 and 1984. There was drought in 1983. Also, socio-economically, these
were very unfavourable years. Otherwise, the experiment seems to be succeeding.
The farmers’ views, below, indicate why the yield of cotton is high. Is it going to
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continue rising or is it just a temporary thing?
Six farmers who have participated in the experiment for between 2 and 10 years
were interviewed and summaries of their views can be stated as follows:
Why are you taking part in the experiment?
(i)

Most of the farmers responded that it is a quick way of getting money in
case the food crops do not do well. Cotton is a drought resistant plant
and provided it is well attended to, it does not fail. The price paid for
cotton is higher than that paid for grain.

(ii) Some of the farmers thought that it was easier to cultivate cotton than grain.
One farmer puts it this way:".... it has brought a change in my living. After farming cotton for a season, I
have been able to buy a donkey cart and a donkey. I am also able to obtain
textiles cheaper from the Cotton Company than from the open market. Besides,
I have noticed that any time there is drought the cotton crops are able to
withstand it better than food crops, so there is no year that I cannot realise
something."
Increase in yield, however, does not mean that the specialisation is catching on.
It is done as a stop gap to avoid hunger and has not reached the stage where a
peasant farmer will give up mixed farming for cotton farming. It will probably
take a very long time for cotton farmers to appear in Northern Ghana.
3.10.2 Experim ent on Improving Bast Fibre Production
The Fibre Board was set up in 1970 by Act 326 (1970). The objectives of the
Board include the cultivation, processing, purchasing, sale, importation and
exportation of bast fibres.

Bast Fibre is obtained from Kenarf, a Hibiscus

species. The procedure of the experiment is similar to that of the Cotton Board
described above.
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Seven Kenarf farmers were interviewed and their responses will indicate whether
the experiment is succeeding or not. To the question why they became interested
in the experiment, the farmer’s answers included the following:
(i)

Some farmers participated in the experiment because they saw others
doing it.

(ii)

For ready cash so that they do not have to sell their livestock or food
crops.

(iii)

Some people are rope makers and thought that it was a good opportunity
for them to use the free inputs to cultivate the plants and sell part of the
fibre to the Board and keep the rest for their own use.

(iv)

As an encouragement to continue producing a plant they had been
growing since time immemorial. In Northern Ghana kenarf is grown by
all farmers because from it they get fibres to make ropes and weave bags
and so on. Kenarf has always been used as hedges for paths during the
rainy season.

(v)

One farmer said, "I wanted to see the extent of their lies. They were
promising people who will farm kenarf a lot of things like free sacks,
fertiliser and other inputs". He was interested in testing the genuineness
of the experimenters. This is an indication that there is an awareness for
testing new ideas in the primary theoretical system.

These farmers have been on the experiment between 3 and 11 years and most
of them have decided to stop the experiment. The reasons given include the
following:(i)

The price offered is too low.

(ii)

In most cases there was a delay in the Board paying the farmers for the
fibre they sell to it.

It appears that the Fibre Board is not doing as well as the Cotton Board. A
contrast between this kind of experiment and that in Nyankpala is that the
Boards come with their ideas and just use the farmers to produce the crops for
them while at Nyankpala the farmers and researchers work together. Apart
from the inputs provided by the Boards, this type of experiment is not significant
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in the sense that it does not involve an exchange of knowledge or initiation of a
process which the farmers did not already know. Cotton is grown by few farmers
because it is difficult to cultivate. Kenarf is grown by almost all farmers because
the leaves are used for making sauce and the fibre of the stem is used in making
ropes.

The plants are normally grown as hedges bordering paths and for

demarcating farms.
The idea of the experiment was to encourage farmers to set aside at least an
acre of land for only cotton or kenarf cultivation. They were provided with
seeds, insecticides and fertilisers to buy at subsidised prices. The produce is sold
to the appropriate Board. Expenses incurred in buying the input are deducted
from the gross of the product. The net of the turnover is for the farmer. It
appears as if the farmers are paid for their work.
When this idea was implemented in the 1970’s, many farmers went in for it but
after about one season most of them lost interest in it. Some of the reasons
were as follows:(1)

Devoting one’s farm to cotton or kenarf cultivation meant a reduction in
the farmer’s crop output and therefore an invitation to hunger.

(2)

Cotton cultivation needs a lot of attention. For a peasant farmer who
uses only the hoe for cultivation, it will be too demanding for him to
cultivate the usual crops in addition to this.

(3)

Food crops such as millet or guinea corn can be eaten at certain stages
before the harvesting time but that is not the case with cotton or kenarf.

In mixed farming, as we have it in Northern Ghana, specialisation in farming
does not exist.

The reason may be that society is not so specialised.

For

instance, the blacksmith or medicine man or weaver is also a farmer. If there
were specialists whose preoccupation was to produce a specific product such as
cloth or sack only, then farmers would have seen the need to set aside some of
their farms for the cultivation of cotton or kenarf.
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Even though the approach of the Boards to specialisation is not catching on well,
it has introduced the concept of experimentation in indigenous farming practice.
3.11 Patterns of Research Organisation in Ghana
The nature of orthodox science in Ghana can be looked at in terms of how it is
practised. The following emerge as the models or strategies of practice used:
1. International co-operation. Science as international co-operation to solve
human problems is exemplified by the Onchocerciasis Control Programme. It
has been very efficient because of the availability of funds, excellent planning
and the use of high technology. It is interdisciplinary to ensure that the neglect
of certain social or environmental factors do not generate other problems. Its
weakness is that it does not attempt to integrate with indigenous thought and
practice.
2.

Inter-governmental co-operation.

This mode of practice of science is

exemplified by the Ghanaian-Japanese co-operation in medical research and the
Ghanaian-German co-operation in agricultural research. In this co-operation,
the foreign government provides the equipment and training and the Ghana
government pays the salaries of the researchers and handles other expenses
incurred in Ghana. Problems which affect the people of Ghana are the targets
of this type of co-operation. The foreign government sends a team of scientists
to work with their counterparts in Ghana. These two teams of scientists work
as peers, learning from each other. While the Ghanaian scientists demonstrate
their understanding of the problem as a result of being Ghanaians who
understand the ecology and society of the country, the foreign scientists bring in
new knowledge which has a bearing on the problem at hand. The problems
tackled are not merely general academic ones but specific problems which affect
Ghanaian survival. A conscious effort is made by these groups of researchers to
work directly with the target people, the village patients or peasant farmers. It
seems that the Ghanaian counterparts have not considered integration of the
indigenous thought and practice with scientific research.
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3. The Medical School. The research in the University of Ghana Medical School
is dependent on only government funds. In the University of Ghana Medical
School there is a project on cancer research sponsored by the WHO. Facilities
for research are meagre since these schools are not affiliated to any international
body. The annual grants given to the Medical Schools are sufficient only to run
them but not to do research. Indigenous medicine is discussed but no concrete
action has been taken to put it fully into the curriculum yet.

It is only the

Department of Community Health which deals directly with indigenous people.
4.

The Research Institutes of the CSIR.

Like the medical schools, these

institutes depend on government grants which are insufficient. Research facilities
can hardly be provided by the institutes from their annual grants.
3.12 Problems of undertaking research In Ghana
A very serious and fundamental problem which bedevils research in Ghana is
lack of finance.

Because of this fundamental problem secondary factors of

research such as facilities, cannot be provided.

Improvisation is not always

possible especially where specificity is demanded. Even for improvisation to be
done, the basic facilities must be there; but unfortunately these do not exist in
many cases. Improvisation can only be made on secondary factors of research,
not the primary or basic factors.
Next to the problem of facilities is the problem of the condition of service of
the research workers. Research officers must be able to live on their salaries,
care for their families, have adequate accommodation and be able to move freely
in the course of their research. Provision of easy means of transport is essential
if on-farm trials or adopted villages have to be visited regularly. The brain drain
phenomenon which is now raging all over the world, in both developed and
developing countries, has its basis in the poor working conditions of scientists.
It is more serious in the developing countries.
A scientific community that has an efficient communication system is more alive
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than one which has poor means of communication. The scientific journal is the
means of communication in a scientific community. The scientific journals which
used to function so well in Ghana have stopped publication for financial reasons.
Newsletters and bulletins cannot be produced by the research institutes because
of lack of funds.

Seminars, workshops and staff meetings are held by the

research institutes but there is still the need to write up the outcomes of these
in newsletters or bulletins or research reports.
The scientists who have decided to stay behind and do research into the health,
food and industrial problems of the country, in spite of the difficulties, need to
be congratulated. It is the interest they have in solving the problems which
undermine progress in Ghana that keeps them going. The scientific work they
are engaged on now is challenging and satisfying to them.
Training in modern scientific knowledge such as molecular biology, cytotaxonomy,
plant and animal breeding is crucial. This up-to-date aspect of research is on the
low side.

Scientific professionalism is therefore in need of improvement in

morale, resources and communications.
The solution to these problems does not lie entirely in the provision of funds but
also in a reorientation in the research strategy.

Integration is very likely to

reduce costs, and can be very absorbing, as the examples in this chapter have
tried to show.
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CHAPTER 4
INTEGRATION IN ACADEMIC SCIENCE
IN THE GHANAIAN UNIVERSITIES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The conclusion drawn from the last chapter is that some scientific researchers
are well aware how effective it is when they integrate their research with
indigenous thought and practice. This does not mean that all scientists agree
entirely with this approach. There are some who are vehemently opposed to it.
If the process is to progress with even greater momentum, then it ought to be
introduced to the scientists in training. Since the university is concerned with
the training of scientists, a discussion of the problem of integrating science and
technology with indigenous thought and practice would not be complete without
considering it. The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to discuss the issues
which arise from the training of scientists in the universities and the problems
which arise and also how the process of integration can be introduced.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Victorian type of education that was transplanted
into the colonies in the late 19th century and up to the 1940s, was based on an
evolutionist philosophy as well as a transferential approach to development. The
British culture was regarded as the best developed, and it was the duty of the
colonial power to introduce it into the "primitive" cultures in the colonies. Eric
Ashby echoed this view when he wrote that "the universities carry on their
shoulders a major responsibility for the transmission of Western civilization"
(Ashby, 1962, p. 18).
In Ghana, this idea was realised with the establishment of the University College
of the Gold Coast in 1948. Not only was its architecture that of the University
of Cambridge but also its constitution, while its curriculum was that of the
University of London.

The Academic staff were mostly from London and

Cambridge. The very few Ghanaian members of staff were trained either in
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London or Cambridge.
After national independence in 1957, the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, the first
President of Ghana, had his own ideas to implement. First, he seemed to have
accepted the idea that the university was the instrument for introducing Western
culture, especially science and technology. To show how strongly he supported
this principle, he promoted the University College of Science and Technology to
a full University and then established the University College of Cape Coast to
train science-graduate teachers. While giving importance to the development of
science and technology he was at the same time pursuing the policy of
Ghanaianisation.

He believed that the university curriculum should reflect

Ghanaian interests and that more and more young Ghanaians should have access
to university education. The establishment of the Institute of African Studies in
the University of Ghana, and the introduction of African Studies as a compulsory
course for all first year university students, were indications of his seriousness
about Ghanaianization.

He met with strong opposition from the university

teachers, including the Ghanaian teachers. His ideas were regarded as a lowering
of standards, a sign of retrogression (as emerged in the opinions expressed by
some doctors on the process of integration in medical practice in the last
chapter). It seemed that including things Ghanaian or African into academic
work was regarded as retrogression.
This would have been the best time to start with the idea of integration. Even
though he did not say it explicitly, Nkrumah did not advocate that Western
knowledge should be thrown away and Ghanaian knowledge put in. He seemed
to have wanted an integration of the two. The days when indigenous thought
was not taken seriously in academic work were gone. Now, it seemed that the
universities were to make indigenous thought and practice the basis of their
work. In this chapter an effort will be made to demonstrate the problems which
constrain the universities in performing their training and research functions.
The solution of these problems lies in turning the universities from their present
Victorian roles of transfer of science and technology to a new role of
transformation by means of integrating science and technology with indigenous
thought and practice.
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DISCUSSION

OF ACADEMIC

SCIENCE

IN

THE

GHANAIAN

UNIVERSITIES
The outcomes of the interviews held in the three Ghanaian universities
(University of Ghana, Legon; University of Science and Technology, Kumasi;
University of Cape Coast), seem to involve a number of themes. For lack of
space, and to avoid repetition, a department-by-department or scientist-byscientist discussion will not be given.

Instead, the themes which have been

elicited from these interviews will be discussed and illustrated with material from
some of the interviews.

In fact all the themes fall under the subject of

professionalisation of science.
4.2.1 The Role of Instrum ents in Scientific R esearch
All the academic scientists interviewed complained about the lack of equipment
for teaching and undertaking scientific research. The question is why scientific
instruments are so important in scientific research. Can any meaningful scientific
research be done without scientific instruments?

Should scientists in the

developing countries crave sophisticated instruments before they can do scientific
research?
That scientific instruments are crucial in scientific research is so well known to
all scientists that the issue need not be belaboured here. However, it will be
interesting to review it in the context of the experience of Ghanaian scientists,
especially in connection with integration.
Professor Dadson of Cape Coast University believes that without infra-red and
ultra-violet spectrophotometers, the organic chemical researcher is not able to
identify fully the active principles he has extracted from plants.

Simple

qualitative analysis may not be adequate for the identification of all the elements.
The lack of spectrophotometers in Cape Coast has compelled Professor Dadson
to send his samples abroad for detailed analysis.

His counterparts in the

Chemistry Department in the University of Ghana do the same.
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In the University of Ghana, Dr. Adan’s solar energy experiments will not be
complete until he has high precision calibration instruments. The measurement
of minute changes of heat is very important in solar energy experiments.
For the biological disciplines, the electron microscope will give very high
resolution of minute structures of the cell or micro-organisms.

The light

microscope on the other hand will give lower levels of magnification and
therefore lower verisimilitude. Professor Laing of the University of Ghana does
not agree with scientists who think they cannot do research because they do not
have sophisticated instruments such as the electron microscope. His opinion is
that, if a light microscope is given to a capable and skilful experimental scientist,
data of high verisimilitude can be obtained. It is all a question of technique.
With the sophisticated instrument, the scientist buys time, he can obtain his
results quickly. On the other hand, sophisticated instruments can give wrong
information and this can have disastrous influence on the results.

With the

painstaking, slow light microscope one can check one’s mistakes very easily.
Professor Laing is not saying that sophisticated instruments should not be used,
but that scientists in the developing countries should not stop research just
because they do not have sophisticated instruments.
This raises the question of improvisation. This term has been so over-used, and
in the process so watered down, that it has become something expected to be
done by people in areas which are less well endowed. Improvisation depends on
the ingenuity of the scientist.

Most of the scientists agreed that it is the

experienced and ingenious scientist who can improvise rather than the mediocre
type. Even though it is time consuming to improvise some instruments, it was
agreed that improvised instruments can yield fairly reliable results.

All the

scientists I interviewed were unanimous in saying that improvisation has its limits.
The basic instruments, such as the microscope, thermometers and voltmeters,
cannot be improvised. They are the "irreducible" basic instruments.
Medawar sums up the issue of the use of instruments in scientific research very
well. He says,
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"Elaborate and costly apparatus will sometimes be required. No one should be
taken in by the romantic notion that any scientist worthy of the name can carry
out an experiment with no more apparatus than string, sealing wax and a few
bean cans; there is no conceivable method by which a sedimentation coefficient
could be estimated with a bean can and string, unless someone is capable of
swinging the can around his head more than a thousand times in a second (the
rotors of m odem ultracentrifuges rotate upwards of 60,000 times per minute).
On the other hand, scientists must exercise discretion about the cost and
complexity of the instruments they feel they need to use. Before commandeering
costly plants and the services of colleagues night and day, scientists should make
very sure that their experiments are worth doing. It has been said that if an
experiment is not worth doing, it is not worth doing well" (Medawar, 1979,
p.74-75).
As far as instruments are concerned, science and technology have a lot to offer
indigenous thought and practice. As discussed in Chapter 2, the concepts of
time and measurement in indigenous thought are not objective and precise
enough. Despite that, a study of the simple indigenous tools could be useful.
This is an area which needs careful study; how to devise appropriate tools for
indigenous practitioners to use.

Most of the academic scientists think that

improvisation is a skill which every good scientist must acquire, but at the same
time certain measurements are such that only precise instruments can be used.
4.2.2 T he Training of Experim ental S cientists.
In the universities, the academic scientists are not only concerned with their own
research but the training of their students in the experimental technique. My
investigations indicated that there are two aspects of particular concern in the
training of the experimental scientist; the teaching of or the introduction of the
student into the mainstream or "normal" science as Kuhn would put it and the
practical aspect, with its own techniques, which have to be learnt through
practice.
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In the Ghanaian universities, this is done in two ways.

There is what is

commonly called laboratory work and there is the project work. The laboratory
work introduces the student to the fundamental techniques such as volumetric
and quantitative analyses, weighing, using the microscope, dissections and so on.
In this way he is also introduced to the basic instruments such as the balance,
test tubes and flasks, and the microscopes and how to handle them. Laboratory
work is routine and meant to be experiential but can be very boring.

The

practical exercises are the same in all the science textbooks all over the world.
Everybody knows what to expect. It is a question of the student reading the
experimental procedure and writing down the answer. A student who gets an
answer that is different from that in the textbook is not thought to be good
enough.

With the project work, on the other hand, the student identifies a

problem and designs an experiment to solve it.

He may use a variety of

techniques during his investigation and the outcome of his experiment cannot
be predicted.
Professor Dickson of the University of Cape Coast made the observation that
laboratory work is not made up of experiments but rather demonstrations because
the students do not test anything. This seems a valid criticism of the training of
students in experimental science. The scientific method consists in conjecturing
a hypothesis and testing it with crucial experiments as Popper puts it.

The

routine laboratory work does not afford this. Demonstrations are a different type
of teaching method.

They were the main techniques used by great

experimentalists such as Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke, Pascal and many other
scientists during the early days of the Royal Society in London.

Scientists

presented their theories during the meetings of the Royal Society through a
practical demonstration followed by discussions. Demonstrations are still useful
in science education in the modern times. There is what is called the student
demonstration and the teacher’s demonstration. The former enables the student
to set up apparatus to demonstrate how a principle works while the latter is the
teacher’s demonstration of the working of a principle to his students.

The

purpose of the demonstration is always to illustrate a principle or the mechanism
of a gadget. For instance, the teaching of Boyle’s Law can be done through a
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demonstration of the principle in the way Boyle did it. The kind of work done
in the laboratory by the university students are not experiments in the the light
of what has been said so far, nor are they demonstrations. Demonstrations, if
properly used can be very powerful in presenting scientific concepts. None of my
informants made mention of the use of demonstrations in their teaching.
The other aspect of the training of a scientist is the project work which each
final year student has to undertake.

It was not possible for me to examine

student projects to find out what experimental techniques are used. The topics
which the students work on are chosen by their teachers and these are based on
what the teachers have done already. One cannot call this an apprenticeship
because the teachers are not actively doing research and therefore the student
cannot see how the master craftsman works.

One can rightly talk about

apprenticeship in scientific training only in the Medical School where students
observe and participate with the master craftsman in the process of diagnosing
a disease, performing a surgical operation and so on. In the science department
what one sees is the student repeating what the teacher did many years ago in
an overseas university for his doctorate degree.

Even though some of my

informants thought they were using the apprenticeship system, it is non-existent,
except in the Medical School. (This is described below).
The student has the freedom to choose his own topic, design his experiment and
carry it out under the supervision of his supervisor. Invariably he works within
the specialist area of his supervisor as most of Professor Dadson’s students did.
Professor Laing, a statistical geneticist, however, has doctoral students who do not
work in statistical genetics. Some of them are already research officers in the
agricultural research institutes and departments in Ashanti Region and Accra.
Professor Allotey’s research in theoretical physics is based on the use of thought
experiments, reasoning and hypothesizing from the core of theoretical physics.
He has not been able to get many students to do research in theoretical physics
yet. Students are put off by the abstract thinking involved.
Professor de Heer-Amissah of Cape Coast, an ionospheric physicist, is concerned
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with helping students to analyse data. Since he does not have the equipment to
set up and collect data, he depends on data obtained elsewhere and analyses
them. H e therefore uses an inductive method of discovering patterns in the data
he obtains. (The inductive method, as Popper is concerned to show, is not now
regarded as a valid scientific method.)
The effectiveness of the training of young scientists depends on the availability
of resources such as books and instruments. The lack of textbooks is a serious
problem. This has made the student very dependent on the teacher’s lecture
notes. The library is not well equipped enough to help the student supplement
his lecture notes with reading. Studying science through half-understood lecture
notes encourages rote learning and discourages thinking. Indigenous thought and
practice has no equivalent to a library. A well equipped library stocked with
scientific, anthropological and sociological books, is necessary if integration is
to be promoted.
Seminars are rare in the science departments but pre-laboratory tutorials are
normally held. Because of the shortage of staff, teaching assistants have been
drafted to teach.

Questions about the possibilities of integration are best

discussed at departmental seminars.

Each department ought to organise

departmental seminars as a matter of policy.
Teaching aids exist in most of the departments but the problem is that they are
not used effectively.

Film projectors, films, overhead projectors, models and

charts are kept in the stores only to gather dust. Some of the teaching aids may
not be used because lecturers may not know how to use them or because they do
not have the time to use them.
For effective scientific training, the apprenticeship method is appropriate. Here,
the scientist has something to learn from the indigenous practitioner. In addition
to learning skills, the student should have the experience of discussing issues
through the analysis and synthesis of ideas. In adult education, an apprenticeship
approach combined with discussion seems to be a good combination.
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Scientific instruments and other equipment are the items that are normally
involved in the process of transfer of technology. If there is to be a change in
the role of the university institution from a transferential to a transformational
one, then scientific instruments and equipment are the objects of such a change.
This is not easy and therefore it needs a hard and long look. The conversion of
the Scientific Instrumentation Centre to produce simple and appropriate
equipment seems to be a ready but tentative answer.
4.2.3 T he Brain Drain and th e S h o rta g e of A cadem ic S c ien tists in G hana
A very serious problem that runs through all the responses in the interviews is
the shortage of staff and the consequent overloading of the few remaining
university teachers with a lot of work. This is attributed to the brain drain of
scientists. But a sceptic may ask whether the brain drain phenomenon is entirely
bad. It will all depend on how one looks at it.
The brain drain, a phenomenon in which the professional group of people
migrate from their own countries to other countries, is not new. It started right
from the time learning was regarded as an activity of very high value. Two sides
to it can be identified; what may be termed positive and negative.
The positive side can be called the international migration of scholars from
metropolitan countries, where scholarship is advanced, to countries where it is
not well developed. This affected mature scientists who were invited by overseas
countries to teach or start scientific projects.

Through organisations such as

UNESCO, the World Health Organisation (WHO), the Food and Agricultural
Organisation (FAO) and the British Council, science teachers, medical doctors
and agriculturists migrated to the developing countries to teach, practise and do
research.
These days people from the developing world are seen migrating from their own
countries to the metropolis of science, Europe and particularly to the United
States of America. The purpose is largely for studies. After their studies such
scholars are expected to return to their countries and work there. However, this
does not always happen as some of them are given postdoctoral fellowships to
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work in their host institutions or employed by their host governments or an
international organisation. It is an honour to be given such opportunities, so this
aspect of the brain drain is a positive one. The only setback is that their places
are not filled.

Senior professors in universities in the developing countries,

moreover, may be given jobs as heads of international bodies such as the United
Nations University or the Unesco Regional Office.
The negative aspect of the brain drain results when scientists migrate from their
own countries into other countries because conditions in the country are not
considered favourable for the development of scholarship. In Ghana, one can
discern at least two reasons for this. The socio-political climate of the country
may not be safe for some academics. If an academic is not in the good books of
the government in power, the best thing is to leave before he is thrown into jail
or even killed.

The other reason is that because of the high turnover of

governments the economy of the country is so weak that it cannot support its
workers. Workers cannot make ends meet with the salaries they are paid. The
general economic situation has created a very hostile climate in which scholars
cannot function. They cannot care for their families for more than two weeks
with their salaries.

They may have to engage in business to get some extra

income to live on. For those who do not live in the university accommodation,
it is a very serious problem to get one in town. If they live in town and do not
have their own means of transport, the problems become almost unbearable since
the transportation system in the country is far from satisfactory.

In his department, too, the academic scientist finds himself in a depressing
situation. Not only are the scientific instruments in a broken down condition or
even non-existent, he may not get basic things like chalk and paper. Duplicating
synopses of lectures for students is just out of the question because the
department cannot afford stationery for such vital things to be done.

It is

impossible to function effectively under such conditions. Some scientists cannot
help leaving the country to look for greener pastures elsewhere. There is no
country in Africa where a Ghanaian cannot be found. Teaching is the most
popular job they undertake. From the point of view of the spreading of science,
it is a credit to Ghana that Ghanaian scientists are prominent in that activity

even though it is done at the expense of Ghana.

The effect of this negative brain drain is that the num ber of university teachers
is considerably reduced.

In 1983, for instance, there was no teacher in the

Mathematics Departm ent at the University of Cape Coast, but it was not closed
down. One positive result of this was that the three universities shared the few
teachers they had.

This collaborative attitude is now well established.

Inter-university research projects could have been started. D ue to the shortage
of staff, teaching assistants are intensely used. In many cases they teach major
courses. Since 1985, the general economy of the country has started improving,
albeit very slowly, and many university teachers are coming back to their posts.
This is a positive end to the negative aspect of the brain drain in Ghana.
Could the integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and
technology reduce the brain drain? Integration is viewed from the cognitive and
practical points of view. Socio-economic conditions to prom ote the process of
integration are unlikely to affect the process directly.
4.2.4 S tu d e n t A ttitude to S c ie n c e a n d th e Dwindling of S tu d e n t E n ro lm en t
for th e B asic S c ie n c e s
The general observation made by all the academic scientists is that the enrolm ent
of students for the basic sciences is falling fast. A high prem ium is placed on the
technological sciences such as medicine, engineering, agriculture, biochemistry
and nutrition. The pressure for admission into these courses is so high that only
candidates with very high GCE A-level grades (A or B) are selected. Candidates
with lower grades are admitted into the basic science courses - Botany, Zoology,
Chemistry, and Physics - the popularity decreasing in that order.
The vital role of technological subjects in society is evident to everyone but not
so of the basic sciences.
The fact that basic science students are adm itted with lower A-level grades does
not m ean that they are not intelligent students. The A-level examinations are no
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true m easure of the capabilities of these students. This could be explained by
several factors such as the opportunities for teaching and learning science in the
secondary schools, the availability of teachers in those schools and the motivation
of such students.

Sometimes students who come into contact with inspiring

teachers do well. For instance, the physics students I interviewed at Cape Coast
said they were lucky to have teachers who were enthusiastic and related their
teaching to life in society. The teachers made physics lively and useful.
D espite the shortage of teachers and other resources, the students are generally
enthusiastic about their studies.

They claim to have few cognitive problems

learning scientific concepts. There is always a lot of work to be done in the first
year because most students come from schools which are not well equipped for
science teaching.

The teacher spends some time doing A-level work before

proceeding with the degree programme.
The students claim that the indigenous culture in which they have been brought
up is not an impediment to their learning science. The indigenous beliefs and
values which may exist deep down in their consciousness do not interfere with
the learning of orthodox science. A situation of conflict may arise when the
student is faced with a social, personal or medical problem which has no scientific
solution or which is embedded in a situation strongly involving the primary
theoretical mode of thinking. There are, in fact, some G hanaian scientists who
believe in witchcraft and sorcery.
From the interviews I had with the Cape Coast University students, what
motivates students seems to be the roles they foresee themselves playing in their
communities.

For instance, one physics student sees himself producing solar

energy in the rural areas while another foresees himself teaching physics in a
school that is desperately in need of science teachers. The students themselves
seem to be motivated to learn science when it is related to problem s in their
culture. A problem-solving approach that is based on indigenous culture seems
to motivate the learning of science in the Ghanaian universities.
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4.2.5 U niversity-lndustry Links an d th e P la ce of th e B asic

S c ie n c e

G ra d u a te s in th e W orld of W ork
"The basic aim of university research is training, but universities have increasingly
sought to orientate their work towards more imm ediate social or economic
benefits and a num ber of industrial units were established as one m eans of
obtaining closer links between university departm ent and industry." (Jones, P.M.
and W illett A.L, 1977,p.l55).
This quotation aptly describes the main function of a university science
departm ent, generally, that is the training of scientists rather than being in the
industrial sector which is more concerned with the economic productivity of
science.
The training aspect of the university departm ent has been discussed in the
preceding section. University departments believe that since these students are
being trained for the world of work, they should have an idea of how their
training is linked with the world of work. Attempts are accordingly being m ade
to establish links with the industries. The problem Jones and W illett are pointing
to is that some universities become rather more swayed to the industrial links
aspect to the detriment of their training function. Both points are valid but there
is a need for a balance. It all depends on how it is done. I did not come across
a university departm ent which had links with an industry. For this to be done
two questions have to be answered: what the nature of the link is like, that is,
what the roles of the department and the industry are; then, how basic science
graduates are going to be placed in the world of work through this relationship.
To the first question, there seem to be links with some industries but not very
strong ones. Some industries invite some academic scientists to serve on their
advisory or management boards as consultants on an expertise that does not
exist in their establishment. W here they have such expertise they will not bother
to invite an academic scientist on their management board. Academic scientists
are similarly invited to serve on committees, commissions or boards to investigate
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problem s of national importance.

Serving on the m anagem ent board of an

industry does not mean that it will collaborate with the university departm ent to
do research. The industry has its industrial secrecy to protect and is interested
in research that will lead to an increase in productivity rather than in the solution
of general problems.
Collaboration with industry will depend on how capable the departm ent is.
There must be a critical mass of scientists in the university departm ent capable
of identifying scientific problems and knowing how to go about getting effective
solutions.

It is this kind of visibility that can attract industries to it for

collaborative work.
If collaboration is not easy to establish, a process of technological transfer can
be established. Jones and Willett (ibid.) think that this can be done in three
ways. Granting that scientific knowledge has been produced in the university
department:
(1) Direct links can be formed between the departm ent
(which becomes the supplier) and an industry (the
recipient). This can be done through person-to-person consultation. The new knowledge is
transferred to industry and followed through until
it is put into operation.
(2)

Direct links can be established betw een the departm ent and a num ber of
recipient industries.

This may be done through lectures, conferences,

seminars and exhibitions. The new knowledge and the problem s it can be
used to solve can be explained to the recipients.
(3) Indirect links can be fostered between the departm ent
and a dispersed audience through publication,
advertisement and so on.
O n the other hand, interested industries could establish links with the university
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departm ent through contracted research. That is, they could sponsor scientists
of their own choice to do research in the universities. The contract researcher
is paid by the industry but may help with teaching and other minor jobs in the
departm ent.

The department may also benefit from the facilities that the

industry provides for the research to be done.
For the meantime it will suffice to say that industries are sceptical about the
suitability of basic science graduates for their establishments. They either retrain
such graduates, if they have to employ them, or train their own personnel from
scratch.
No empirical investigation has been done yet to find out what jobs basic science
graduates get into after graduation. However, it is known informally that very
few of them go into industry, the research institutes and the civil service. In the
civil service they take up administrative jobs.
graduates go into teaching.

The majority of basic science

W hether the basic scientist

becomes a better

administrator than the arts graduate or worse is yet to be determined.

The

capabilities of the individual have a greater impact on his administrative skill.
G raduates brought up in an interdisciplinary tradition may find it easier to adapt
but the university science departments do not teach interdisciplinary science even
though they may talk about it. The mobility of basic science graduates in the
world of work is very much distorted by the exodus of young graduates into
foreign countries.
The old concept of transfer of learning may be relevant here. This concept is
that students should be taught skills that they can apply in any situation; generally
scientific skills such as careful observation, testing of facts and theories,
willingness to revise ones ideas in the face of better evidence and so on. These
are the basic skills and attitudes which every science graduate ought to acquire
from his initiation into the scientific enterprise. In an administrative position, a
science graduate may not be solving scientific problems but he has scientific skills
for investigating and testing truth.
Professor H erm an Bondi, in a keynote address at an international conference on
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"World Trends in Science and Technology Education" held in Nottingham in 1982
sums up this subsection very well. H e said,
"I would like people with A-levels, with first degrees, with higher degrees in
science to go out and become bankers and politicians, officers in the arm ed
forces, and salesmen, advertising executives, and social workers. If my thesis is
right that science is part of our social culture then it is in no sense a waste for
people who spend several years studying science to then do entirely different
things. They will add with their particular education, an ingredient to whatever
area they find themselves in. That can only be beneficial. But if we want to do
that we have to be able to attract into the study of science people prepared to
exert themselves in that study and yet have wider and other ambitions".
(Bondi 1982, p. 12).
University-industry links are currently discussed at the scientific industrial level.
There has not been any conscious effort to establish a similar relationship with
indigenous thought and practice. The Chemistry D epartm ent at the University
of G hana has projects in which lead levels in the blood of Ghanaians in the city
of Accra ,and the quality of palm kernel oil which is used in frying a G hanaian
plantain delicacy (kelewele), are investigated. This is just their awareness of the
importance of integration rather than a policy of the departm ent. For instance,
they could have established links with the numerous indigenous industries around
them such as the vegetable extraction industries, herbal medicines and so on.
This could have been undertaken by the students as projects.
In the D epartm ent of Science Education at the University of Cape Coast, a
project called, "Science in Ghanaian Society" was started in 1983. The objective
of the project was to study these indigenous industries and base the learning and
teaching of science on them. Students have since then based their projects on
these industries. More detailed information has been written on this project
elsewhere (Yakubu,J.M, 1980,1984).
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4 3 POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF ACADEMIC SCIENCE IN THE GHANAIAN
UNIVERSITIES
The above discussion arising from the investigation at the science departm ents
of the three universities indicates that the academic science research is not going
as well as it should. The crucial question to ask is, "How can academic science
in G hana be improved?".

The answer to this serious question is central to

science policy discussions. The objective of the discussion in this subsection is to
suggest what the ingredients of academic science policy should be.
In science policy discussions, the idea of a policy agenda is very crucial. W hat
aspects of the practice of academic science ought to engage the attention of the
government or a funding agency? Obviously it should be the obstacles which
impede the practice of academic science. The items distilled from the reports
and discussed constitute the problems which bedevil academic science. Science
policy is concerned with listing the problems in order of priority or urgency for
action.
As explained earlier on, academic science is concerned with the education of
young scientists as well as production of scientific knowledge. Policy on academic
science is concerned with making choices and implementing them so as to
improve the training of young scientists and to increase the rate at which
scientific knowledge grows. The problems discussed above can be presented as
follows:

(1)

Scientific instruments

(2)

Working conditions of scientists

(3)

Library and textbooks

(4)

Communication

(5)

University - industry links

(6)

The fall in enrolment of students for the
basic sciences
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The solution of each of these problems should be done with an eye to look for
possibilities of integrating the particular issue with indigenous thought and
practice.lt is useful to look at these problems at two levels: at the levels of
institutional policy and departm ental policy.
4.3.1 Institutional Policy
Decision-making in the university should be based on spending on the above in
that order of priority. The specifics should be dealt with in the departments.
Integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and technology should
be the basic theme to be pursued by the University decision-makers. They have
to lobby with the government through arguments and presentation of evidence
that it is necessary that the government spends m ore on science integration. The
universities ought to appeal to international organisations, foreign governments
and philanthropists to support academic research that is going on in the
university. It may not be easy to get support from the organisations which are
all out for advanced science and technology and not interested in indigenous
thought and practice.
Some G hanaian scientists are of the opinion that one way of encouraging the
government to spend on academic science is to make the universities centres of
excellence. This is also a concept that is being discussed in Britain. They think
that each university as a centre of excellence, should be assigned with the
responsibility of dealing with a particular type of problem.
problem-solving institutions.

They become

In this arrangem ent, the government will be

compelled to provide adequate funds to purchase the appropriate instruments
and good conditions in which the researchers will be working.
The idea of a centre of excellence seems to be opposed to the concept of
integration being proposed in this thesis. The concept of a centre of excellence
implies the universities coalescing into tightly closed and inward-looking
establishments, while the concept of integration with indigenous culture implies
that they will be open and outward-looking institutions.

They become a real

part of the culture rather than cultural misfits. The concept sounds plausible
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but it will generate other problems. In the fist place, the Research Institutes
are there for precisely the function of doing research of a developmental nature.
If the university science departments become pre-occupied with solving social and
economic problems, then the training of scientists and the production of scientific
knowledge will be even lower than it is at present. Also, the academic freedom
which universities cherish so much will disappear. If government has to decide
what type of centre of excellence a university should be then automatically the
university’s freedom to do research in the fields scientists are interested in will
be crippled.

For instance, if the government, obviously for political reasons,

makes the Faculty of Science of the University of Cape Coast the centre of
excellence for problems of a chemical nature, it will m ean bringing all the
chemists and bio-chemists and their scientific instruments from the other
universities to Cape Coast. This will be at the expense of students. With the
rapid and unpredictable turnover of governments we have in G hana one can
foresee a great disaster if this concept of a centre of excellence were to be
implemented in Ghana.

It is another m atter if the suggestion advocates the

building of a National Centre of Research purposely designed to do research in
certain areas of national interest including indigenous thought and practice. This
is the type of centre of excellence Professor Abdus Salaam is also suggesting
rather than converting the universities into centres of excellence. The Noguchi
Memorial Institute for Medical Research could be seen as a centre of excellence
for medical research in embryo form. The Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) could be developed into such a centre where both academic
scientists and researchers in the Research Institutes m eet and do meaningful
research. It should not be a purely administrative organisation as it is at the
moment. As a national centre of excellence it can still perform its co-ordinating
functions.
The concept of a centre of excellence implies team work in research. This again
is a term that is currently discussed.

One is sceptical about team work in

academic research. It may be useful in the technological fields such as medicine
and agriculture. The Onchocerciasis Control Programme (OCP) and the crop
improvement research programme at the Nyankpala Agriculture Experimental
Station, as discussed in Chapter 3, are just two examples. If people decide to
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work together, they can do a lot of useful work, but if a contrived environment
is created for people who do not know each other to work in, it is m ore likely to
end up in disaster and this will m ean dissipation of funds. Personal problems of
petty jealousies, quarrels and unhealthy competition for recognition will kill the
spirit of the research effort. Productivity consequently suffers.
It seems better for each university to build up well established and solid academic
scientists in each department. This should be a policy of each of the universities.
A capable and renowned professor who is visible to his international colleagues
and international organisations, is more likely to attract scholars from abroad and
obtain funds from international organisations. For instance, it was through the
friendship between Professor C. O. Easmon, the first D ean of the Medical
School, and Professor Kendji of Japan that the Noguchi M emorial Institute for
Medical Research was built.

The presence of such capable scientists is an

encouragement to the scientists working under them and many students are
attracted.

One may argue that it will take years for G hana to produce such

scientists.

The fact is that we already have them, working in international

organisations or in other universities abroad. Professors Adjei Bekoe, Ayensu
and Quartey are just three examples. A decision ought to be m ade to attract
such people back to Ghana.

In this respect any expenditure that is m ade to

reverse the brain drain is worthwhile. History is full of examples to show that it
is individuals, not teams, who bring changes about.

Team s tend to be m ore

ideological.
Professor K. B. Dickson ploughs midway between these views; centre of
excellence and the building of "academic empires". H e is of the opinion that a
senior m em ber is drawn to a university because of the prospects for individual
research or interdisciplinary research that exists there.

In this case it is

incumbent on the university to emphasise by way of policy, which of these
strategies should be given priority.

This is decision-making for the effective

expenditure of the little money that the university has for research. Professor
Dickson gives priority to interdisciplinary research because of the them atic nature
of its programmes.

H e gives examples of them atic research programmes as

"urbanisation and development, optimal transportation network for development,
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harnessing of inanimate sources of energy, carrying capacity of the land as it
differs from place to place, extraction of chlorine from the sea, rearing of wild
animals for food purposes etc.". (Dickson,K.B, 1985,p.3).
Professor Dickson gives the following as the advantages of them atic or generic
research programmes:
(a)

They have greater social or national impact.

(b)

Interdisciplinary research is cheaper in the long run.

(c)

Individuals in interdisciplinary research may learn to co-operate.

(d)

It can be started by one person.

One does not need a team before

thematic research can be started.
(e)

Degrees can be awarded for research based on the student’s participation
in a thematic research programme.

W ith the first advantage, one could say that a research program m e does not
m ake impact because it is thematic but rather on the results that come out of
the particular research. It depends on the use that is made of such results as
discussed earlier on. Topical research can have as much impact as thematic
research if the results can be by an individual or team. T here is no evidence
that interdisciplinary research is cheaper than topical or single field research.
It may be advantageous epistemologically to emphasise that a holistic view of
knowledge can be more effective in solving social problems; economically it is
not cheaper.

If the basis for funding a research project is on the buying of

instruments, paying per diems of researchers and for travel, then obviously it
will be more expensive to fund interdisciplinary research. Funding for theoretical
physics research is much lower because only pencil and paper, and maybe a
computer, are required.

Co-operation among individuals in interdisciplinary

research may be an advantage if the individuals involved have come together by
themselves to do research they are all interested in. Co-operation may or may
not exist because of the personality, capability and experience of the leader, but
m ore so is the nature of the problem under investigation. As discussed earlier
on, team research ought to be based on the critical mass of scientists needed for
research to take off. It is not a question of numbers but effort that will reach the
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"activation energy" level for effective work to be done. Large numbers will mean
people stepping on each other’s feet and generating petty quarrels, the
consequence of which is ineffective work and lack of production; fewer people
will mean near isolation of the scientists and impotency in research, the
consequence of which is lack of production. What should this critical mass be?
Professor Dickson suggests at least one in each department. This agrees with
what was said earlier on, namely that the universities should make it a policy to
build up individuals who will take lead in scientific research in the departments,
that is, scientifically visible people to be established in the departments. Under
a capable leader not only senior staff but postgraduate students can do research
for higher degrees.
Professor Dickson’s suggestion comes closer to the achievement of the process
of integration. Interdisciplinary approach to research makes makes room for
indigenous practitioners to work with scientists. In such a situation, ideas and
techniques can be exchanged and learnt. But, for this to happen, there is the
need to get that individual in a department to motivate his colleagues and
indigenous practitioners to work together. It is part of the responsibility of the
university to either search for such people or develop them. Since indigenous
activities do not require a lot of expensive materials, it appears an easy
proposition to embark on.

4.3.2 D epartm ental Policy
During my investigations there was no evidence of any department in which
policy was clearly spelt out. The nearest to a statement of a departmental policy
was a Handbook in the Department of Community Health of the Medical School.
This handbook contains the objectives of the department, the names of the staff
and research in progress.

The draft of a similar Handbook for the Medical

School as a whole was seen in the Dean’s Office. It was not possible for me to
see the contents of this draft but it could be similar to that of the Department
of Community Health. It is possible that the other departments of the School
have their own handbooks.

The Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical

Research has a similar handbook.
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A departm ental policy ought to include decisions on how to prom ote research
- either thematic, topical or both; either individual, team strategy or both.
Decisions have to be made on the nature of student projects - either topics
should be chosen by the lecturers or students should be encouraged to look for
their own problems and be guided by the lecturers; either students carry out
aspects of the research project which the lecturer did years ago in an overseas
university for his doctorate or he should base his project on indigenous practice.
The departm ental policy should be based on a list of specific problems in the
departm ent such as equipment, teaching, students projects, links with industry
and other organisations in the country with which exchange of ideas and methods
can be given. It should also include how funds can be raised to buy scientific
instruments and library books and start a departm ental newsletter. Decisions
have to be taken on how to make departm ental seminars really work.
It is normally the implementation stage of decision-making that is difficult to
carry out but if a capable and respected scientist is there he can motivate people
to work.

A choice has to be made on implementation strategies.

It is not

enough to write down policies or have handbooks written but to get both teachers
and students working together.

Academic science departm ents ought to

concentrate on knowledge production and the training of scientists and leave
the developmental work to the Research Institutes. With the new knowledge so
produced, they should be able to give more useful advice when they are invited
to. For this new knowledge to be produced a decision ought to be taken on the
villages to be adopted or the projects to be embarked upon. The interdisciplinary
strategy to be adopted should be well planned and implemented. For this to
happen a good leader is needed.
What has been discussed in this chapter is that academic science in G hana is not
functioning the way it should. The science departm ents are poorly staffed and
organised and their relationships with indigenous culture, industry and other
research institutes are not strong. Even though both students and lecturers claim
that students do not have problems learning science, they admit that students
coming into the basic science departments, do not have high G C E A-level grades
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and therefore first year students have to be taught on some A-level concepts
before the degree programme starts. This is an indication that all is not well in
the secondary schools. From what has been discussed in this chapter it can be
said that our universities are not only non-transforming but also very poor
transferring institutions; they cannot even mediate between the Centre and the
periphery effectively. The next chapter takes up the secondary school level of the
training and education of the scientist.
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CHAPTER 5
INTEGRATION IN SCHOOL SCIENCE IN GHANA

5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, the academic scientists were reported as unanimous in
lamenting that the first year basic science students were not up to scratch as far
as the basic scientific knowledge requisite for starting a degree course was
concerned. Some of these basic concepts had to be taught before the degree
course commenced. The G.C.E. A-level grades of such students are low (D or
E). In the case of the students admitted into the technological Faculties such
as Medicine, Agriculture and Biochemistry, the picture is different. Their Alevel grades range from A to C. My informants told me that some of the latter
group of students have the same handicap. This handicap appears, therefore, as
a symptom of a problem of science teaching and learning in the secondary
schools rather than the inability of the students to grasp scientific concepts. Of
course, this is not to imply that all students have an equal capacity to understand
scientific concepts.
The good students may either naturally be very intelligent or have come from
the few privileged schools which are well staffed with experienced science
teachers and have well equipped science laboratories. Achimota School, Wesley
Girls School, Adisadel College, St. Augustine’s College, are just a few examples.
Most of the rural schools are poorly staffed with science teachers and also poorly
equipped for science teaching. The factors that affect the quality of the science
student, from this discussion, seems to include the capability of the student, the
availability of teachers and science equipment, and the nature of the scientific
knowledge being learnt. Many academic scientists have observed that at the end
of the degree courses, some of the students who entered the university with low
grades get very good degrees and do much better than some of those who
entered with high grades.
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While the poor performance of the G.C.E. A-level of the secondary pupil could
be attributed to the lack of well equipped laboratories and experienced science
teachers, the way scientific knowledge has been presented to the pupils could
also be relevant. It is the view of this thesis that it could also be attributed to
lack of integration between scientific knowledge and technology with indigenous
thought and practice. It is therefore proposed here that such an integration will
partly solve the problem of lack of science equipment.
The objective of this chapter is therefore to discuss the results of questionnaires
which were administered to a number of secondary school pupils in G hana and
the interviews that were held with the tutors and students of some training
colleges.

These questionnaires and interviews were constructed to elicit the

perceptions of both the teachers and students of the science they do.

A

discussion of the perceptions will bring out some issues on integration for a
discussion on the science policy implications of the problem of integration for
the improvement of the learning and teaching of science in Ghana.
5.2 Perceptions of Training College Students on the Science they study.
The questions which the students were asked will be stated here as well as their
responses. These will then be discussed under the appropriate questions.
(1)

Do you like science?

The students were almost unanimous in saying that they liked science. The only
two students who answered in the negative had these reasons:
"I don't like science because it is difficult to learn".
"When I write science exams I don’t pass".
These negative responses seem to indicate that there is a problem about the
teaching methods used. The first student finds science difficult probably because
he has not been motivated enough to understand the concepts so that science
appears as alien to his experience. An integrated approach could have perhaps
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brought it closer to his experience and therefore motivated him. The second
student does not like science because he never passes his science tests. Science
has been taught in such a way that it has come to be associated with examination
performance. The student regards learning science as a chore rather than fun.
A n unnecessary emphasis on examination success makes the students anxious and
therefore apprehensive about learning science. A n integrated approach would
have made use of his experience and therefore m ade learning science interesting
and not all that alien to him. These two responses represented are typical of
many pupils in the rural schools who have not got the benefit of good science
teaching.
(2)

Why do you like science?

Many reasons were given but a few will be reported here because they were
representative.
"It is interesting work".
"It enables me to observe and explore things in my environment".
"It enables me to understand the work of nature and to experiment on it".
"It makes me understand some of the puzzles of nature".
"Solves all-round human problems to a great extent".
"I like science because my teacher takes his time to teach it".
"It is the basis for the solution of our problems".
"It enables us to recognise the problems around us and find solutions to them".
"It has helped man to solve much of the existing problems through inventions".
"I want to help my country to improve science and thereby invent things".
The students’ concept of science appears to be that of science as a problem
solving activity. It is conceived as an instrument that is related to our personal,
environmental and social well-being.

Science is regarded as a panacea for

understanding nature and man. W hat the students have not expressed is that
science is only one of the ways by which we understand the world around us;
it has its limits as well as its problems. The students like science because it is
an interesting activity. With the right type of teacher, students can be m ade to
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enjoy science and find it fun rather than a difficult chore.

(3)

What does the term science m ean to you?

The following answers were given:
"The study and process of exploiting nature, man’s environment, to his maximum
satisfaction".
"The study of the environment by asking oneself simple questions about items
in the environment. Collecting samples, subjecting them to various tests and
analysing them for a conclusion".
Most students portrayed science as a process of "Finding out about our
environment".
These may have been definitions they learnt in class but they indicate science
as an instrument for understanding and controlling our environment. None of
these definitions reveal that the students include indigenous thought and practice
in their notions of science.
(4)

What do you regard as the best thing in life? Can science help you to
achieve it?

The following were thought to be goals which science can help us to achieve.
"To live more comfortably without problems".
"Freedom".
"To get sense (i.e. wisdom)".
"Knowledge".
"The means to solve my problems".
"Overcoming my problems and difficulties".
"To become a professor with as many diplomas and degrees as possible in
agriculture, science and physics".
"To be very learned. To be able to overcome environmental difficulties".
"A life with a healthy mind and a healthy body".
"To raise the standard of science in Ghanaian schools".
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"To have a school of my own (Science cannot help me achieve this!)".
"To have good shelter".
"Book knowledge".
"To become an electrical engineer".
'T o write books and achieve world fame and awards".
"Education (Science cannot help me to achieve this)".
"Long life".
"Digestion of food in me".
"Money".
"Everlasting life".
"Good health and long life".
"A professional scientist".
"Riches and a good name".
"Building a house".
"Acquisition of knowledge to use for others".
"The best thing I will like to get is God!".
These responses actually portray what the students put high value on. In other
words, they are their concepts of what the goals of learning science should be.
There seems to be implicit in these responses the advocacy of an integrated form
of science which should help them not only to understand and solve
environmental, social and health problems but also to achieve wealth, shelter
and to reach God! They do not see dichotomies between science and religion.
However, some of them are aware that science has limitations such as not being
able to help one to establish a school or to pursue education. Space and time
do not allow a discussion on how they would use science to achieve these goals.
It can be discerned that it is the cognitive and technological aspects of science
which they regard as helpful in the processes of achieving these ends.
(5)

What scientific concepts do you find difficult to understand?

The following were given as concepts some of them found difficult to learn:
The causes of pregnancy (given mostly by male students).
Topics with equations and many symbols.
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The movement of the earth.
Atomic structure and D alton’s Atomic Theory.
The origin of the universe and the evolution of man.
Weightlessness in space.
Calculations in physics.
Space.
How to arrive at a conclusion in an experiment.
How invisible things like the neutrons were known.
It is interesting to note that many students find reproduction in m an difficult to
understand. This could be attributed to the fact that in the indigenous culture
where they still live, sex is not openly discussed because it is regarded as sacred.
Theoretical topics such as space and weightlessness are also found difficult to
understand. This is not surprising because most of these students did not have
basic science before coming to college, they will therefore find abstract and
m athematical concepts difficult to grasp. These concepts do not exist in their
indigenous world-view as discussed in chapter 2.
It is also a question of the teacher’s interests, experience and effectiveness in
teaching such topics. These topics can best be taught by the historical method
so as to let the students see how scientific ideas develop. It will also make them
appreciate how scientific theories come about and realise that terms such as
atoms, neutrons, electrons and so on are labels rather than essences.

Such

abstract topics could be introduced by a discussion of the indigenous world-view
as compared with science and technology.
(6)

W hat scientific concepts did you enjoy learning?

Living things, causes of rainfall, how engines work, reproduction in man (enjoyed
mostly by the female students), structure of matter, air, pollination, nutrition,
the eye and seeing, sex determination in man, blood circulation in man.
W hether these topics were enjoyed because of how they were taught or because
of some intrinsic interest they have is not clear. It may be a combination of
both. A teacher can make a boring topic interesting and vice versa. On the
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other hand, some topics deal with some phenom ena of nature which the students
would like to understand. Phenom ena such as reproduction, rainfall and so on
are puzzles which the students are keen to understand. The topics enjoyed by
the students are those which satisfy their curiosity.

They are interested also

because indigenous thought has no clear explanation of these phenom ena.
(7)

W hat would you like the government to do to prom ote the teaching and
learning of science?

The following responses were given:
G overnm ent should provide money for the purchase of science equipment.
Science should be taught to everybody instead of the elite.
Indigenous science should be used in the schools.
M ethods of teaching science should be restructured.
Science teachers need help. Scientists in the universities should be rewarded.
M ore science colleges should be opened.
A dult education in science should be started.
G rants should be given to science students for study.
M ore science laboratories should be built and equipped.
M ore science teachers should be trained.
The educational system needs a change.
Attractive conditions should be created for science teachers.
Science should be m ade a compulsory subject in the primary school.
There should be a new science curriculum for the training colleges.
The question is indirectly asking the student to suggest items for a science
education policy agenda.

They are concerned about the need for money to

purchase equipment, making science a core subject in the school curriculum,
scientific literacy for all through adult education, improvement of the teacher’s
effectiveness. This will include not only opportunities to improve his teaching
m ethods but also to m ake his conditions of service better. If science education
is to be improved, the educational system as a whole also needs improvement.
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Here some students mention categorically that the study of indigenous "science"
be encouraged and that the structure of the education system be modified.
5 3 Perceptions of Secondary School Pupils on the Science they study
A questionnaire was administered to some pupils in Nkwatia-Kwahu in the
Eastern Region of Ghana. The questions asked and the answers given were as
follows:
1.

Do you like science?

All the pupils answered in the affirmative.
2.

If Yes to 1, why do you like science?

"I’ve aimed at becoming a pharmacist in the near future, but it is obvious that
without science I can’t do that".
"Science enables us to know ourselves and our surroundings better, to combat
diseases in order to live longer and also to be able to create things to make our
activities on the planet easier".
"I like science because I find it interesting and very easy to understand. Science
is also about things that exist".
"It makes me keen."
3.

(a) Which topics do you like best?
(b) Say why you like them.

"Light, mechanics, electricity, electronics, atomic physics, genetics, ecology,
reproduction, electrolysis and organic chemistry. I find them interesting to learn".

"Biology, Chemistry:

they are interesting.
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I like to study living things to

understand myself better. "
"I like reproduction, genetics, ecology and atomic physics because they are
practical. "
"Human anatomy and ecology: I find the concepts easy to grasp as they involve
humans to a wide extent. "
These responses portray not only the specialist areas of the teachers but also
the practical way in which they seem to approach their teaching. The biology
and the physics teachers seem to have made much impact.

It can also be

discerned that these topics have been related to the pupils’ everyday life
situations. A practical approach and relating the topic to life is what will interest
pupils in science. There seems to be an awareness of the need for integration.
An appropriate policy or guidance is needed to give it encouragement.
4. (a) W hat science topics do you dislike most?
(b) Why do you dislike them?
"Nuclear physics; extraction of metals: I find them difficult to understand."
"Waves, metals and non-metals: I dislike them because I couldn’t grasp them
easily."
"Magnetism, plant physiology and genetics: I find it difficult to memorise the
numerous terms and definitions involved."
"Nutrition, transport, mechanics and non-metals: I find them difficult to learn."
The responses given here seem to imply that these topics were not taught
practically. It seems that the difficulties involved in learning these topics arise
from lesson notes which were probably given to them. Definitions of terms, if
demonstrated experimentally, would be better understood. R ote learning is the
only m ethod available for learning something which is hard to understand. It is
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not suitable for the understanding of concepts.

The teachers may argue that

they are forced to give notes because they do not have the equipment. A good
and competent teacher can get suitable examples from indigenous thought and
practice if he looks around.
5.

Arrange the following activities, with numbers, from the one you like best

to the one you like least, (a) Lesson notes, (b) Class experiments, (c) Lectures,
(d) Field trips, (e) Drama, (f) Group work, (g) Individual work.
(1)

Most pupils put class experiments in the first place.

This suggests that

experiments, if properly conducted, will promote the interest of the pupils in
learning science.

The teacher ought to spend most of his time planning

experiments for the pupils instead of just giving them lesson notes.
(2) Lectures were indicated as the next best method they prefer. It appears
that this response is given by Sixth Formers with whom the lecture method is
more frequently used. Lecture demonstrations can be used to show the working
of an apparatus such as Boyle’s Law Apparatus. It is a bad method if it is used
alone and frequently with secondary school pupils.
(3) Lesson notes were placed in the third place of preferences. Lesson notes
have their place but need to be used with caution.
(4) A bout half of the pupils put Group work in the fourth place. It appears that
Group work is not very much used in these schools. As explained earlier on,
group work is believed to promote the spirit of team work which is highly valued
in the scientific community. Any scientific training ought to include an element
of team work in its programme.
(5) Field trips do not seem to be very popular even though a growing interest
is shown. A well organised field trip is very useful. The teacher will have a lot
of inputs to make if it is to succeed. Field trips are normally used for biological
lessons but they can also be used for visits to indigenous technologists such as
medicine m en or vegetable oil extractors.
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(6)

D ram a and games are methods in which the pupils will show interest if

properly organised. These methods give the pupils the chance to role-play the
industrialist, the medical doctor or the research scientist.

They will give the

pupils a feel of what it means to function in these fields.
(7) Individual work has been shown to be the least valued by the pupils. Even
though it is a method which will enable the pupil to proceed at his own pace,
they do not seem to be familiar with it. The teachers do not use the method.
6.

W hat work would you like to do in future?

Gynaecologist, surgeon, civil engineer, medical practitioner, pharmacist.
Most pupils would like to do medicine in the future. This may be due to the
high esteem given to doctors in the society.

This reflects the high rate of

admission of students into the professional courses in the universities as discussed
in Chapter 4. There was no indication of preference for careers involving the
physical sciences apart from civil engineering. This may be due to the influence
of the strong biology staff they have. It shows how the quality of the teacher can
have an impact on the future career of pupils.
7.

Are there some scientific activities which you would like to do at home but

which your parents will not approve of? Name them.
Dissecting toads and other small animals, performing electrolysis, breeding certain
animals (not mentioned).
Parents and other members of the community will not approve of pupils
dissecting animals which are either tabooed or regarded as unclean or disgusting.
Most pupils reported that their parents would not mind if they performed
experiments at home.
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5.4 Teachers’ Perceptions of the Science they Teach
A questionnaire was also administered to the science teachers at Nkwatia-Kwahu,
to find their perceptions of science teaching and the conditions under which they
work. This will throw some light on the pupils’ performance in science. The
questions which were asked and the responses given by the teachers were as
follows:
1.

What does the term science m ean to you?

"Science is a collection of facts or knowledge about nature obtained by
observation and testing and arranged in an orderly manner."
"Unravelling the mysteries of nature...."
"A systematic way of studying the things around us and their properties."
"The understanding of nature and the ability to harness its resources to the
betterm ent of mankind."
"Study of nature gained through seeing and testing of facts and stating of general
laws."
Science is conceived by the teachers as knowledge of nature constructed by man
through observation and testing. It is also conceived as a systematic arrangem ent
of facts which represent what nature is thought to be like. Science as a rational
interpretation or representation of nature is the concept held by the teachers.
An utilitarian view of science is also expressed. The need to understand nature
is to enable man to harness it for the betterm ent of man rather than for purely
epistemological reasons.
2.

Name the various methods which you normally employ in the teaching of

science.
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Lecturing, discussion, demonstrations, seminars (in sixth form), question and
answer, laboratory work, field work and project work (in sixth form).
Research at the library, posters.
Teacher demonstrations.
Film shows.
M ore than 50% of the teachers use the lecture method but all of them do the
laboratory practical because it is in the syllabus. Teacher demonstrations are
also used. The list of methods given are appropriate for the teaching of science
if used properly.

It is one thing stating the method but another applying it.

Owing to the lack of science equipment in most schools in G hana now, most
teachers use the lecture method very frequently. This could have been avoided
if indigenous practice was used. It is more useful to employ indigenous materials
in teaching in the absence of science equipment than merely lecturing to the
pupils.
5.

In your opinion, what basic equipment is needed for science to be taught

effectively in a secondary school?
Thermometers, chemicals, stop clocks/stop watches, rulers, means of heating,
pieces of glassware such as test-tubes and beakers, microscopes, measuring jars,
burettes, pipettes, weighing devices, microscope slides, indicators, water taps,
bunsen burners, gas cylinders, tripod stands, retort stand

and clamps,

accumulators, spiral springs, potentiometers, metre-bridges, hand lenses, dissecting
kits, food testing kits, mounted slides of plant and animal tissues, bell jars, oven,
desiccators, biological models, charts.
These are the consumables which need to be checked and replaced more
regularly. This review of the equipment ought to qualify for a place on the policy
agenda of the Ghana Education Service.
Some of these can be improvised but as mentioned in the last chapter, the idea
of improvisation has been so watered-down that it has become worthless.
However, equipment could be produced locally if there were an appropriate
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policy on it.

6.

Does your school have a science laboratory?

All the schools answered in the affirmative.
7.

Which classes of students use the laboratory, if you have one? Forms 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6 (tick the appropriate form).
All classes in all the schools go to the science laboratory for their lessons. This
puts pressure on the need to equip the laboratory adequately. The question is
whether science laboratories are a necessary condition for teaching science.
8.

Do you have problems with your science laboratory?

A part from two out of the eight schools, which responded to the questionnaire,
the rest have problems with their laboratories.
9.

If Yes to 8, name them.

The following were named as problems of the laboratories: taps out of order,
leaking sinks, non-functioning of microscopes, air conditioner broken down, bad
laboratory fittings, intermittent water shortages, inadequate apparatus for
students, lack of stools for pupils.
Laboratory problems have more to do with maintenace. It is the duty of the
school to see to the plumbing and other fittings needed.
10.

Do you collaborate with the science teachers in other schools in science

teaching?
All the schools except one answered in the affirmative.
11.

If Yes to 10, in what kind of activity do you collaborate?
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|

Joint field trips with sixth formers from a nearby school (Mpraeso Secondary
School), inter-school quiz competitions, exchange of equipm ent and chemicals,
science workshops and seminars.

|
|

I

12.

If No to 10, give reasons.

|

"A syllabus which is exam-oriented (GCE) does not make room for such
interactions".

The examination-orientation of science teaching has been

m entioned by two students above. It is always the teacher’s dilemma how to
include indigenous activities in one’s teaching and still follow the examination
syllabus.
13.

How much is your school given for science teaching materials?

£3,000 per term; meagre; not fixed.
Most respondents do not seem to have an idea of how much the school spends
on science materials.
14.

Is it (a) adequate, (b) inadequate?

The respondents were unanimous that it was inadequate.
15.

Does your headm aster/head mistress inform the H ead of Science

Departm ent how much is allocated by government for science teaching?
Fifty percent of the respondents answered in the affirmative and fifty in the
negative.
16. If Yes to 15, does he (a) wait for you to approach him, (b) tell you by letter
or verbally as soon as approval of the budget from headquarters is received, (c)
not m ake mention of it?
Most headmasters wrill wait to be approached by the science teacher before he
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discloses how much is allocated for science teaching. In one school, however,
the teachers are told how much is available to them for science teaching as soon
as the budget is approved.
The secrecy on the part of the headm aster is common in most secondary schools.
Some headmasters are not even willing to release funds for the purchase of
science materials when approached by the science teachers.
17. Apart from the budgetary allocation that is made annually, does your school
try to raise funds for science teaching?
All respondents answered in the affirmative.
18.

If Yes to 17, how does it raise funds?

The students pay science fees charged by the school.

Donations from some

embassies are given to some schools.
It is encouraging to realise that the pupils or rather their parents are made to
contribute to the purchase of science materials. It is also encouraging to learn
that some of the schools are making direct contact with embassies for funding
and support in other areas. Total dependence on a government grant can hardly
help in promoting effective science teaching and learning. This also shows that
co-operation between the school and parents concerning integration in science
teaching is possible.
19.

What do you normally buy as materials for science teaching?

In a Mission School, the headmaster, who is a priest, purchases the chemicals
from Germany when he goes on his annual leave. The materials purchased by
teachers normally include the following:
Kerosene, vegetable oil, fruits, cotton wool, yams, cassava, eggs for food tests,
filter paper and gas.
Optical equipment, pins, batteries, soap, towels, napkins, sponges, starch,
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laboratory animals, akpeteshie (alcohol).
T he list is a justification for the need to spend on science on a day-to-day basis.
Scientific materials are very costly in G hana these days.

However, it is

interesting to note that teachers use many local materials produced by indigenous
practitioners.
20.

Which of these factors do you believe influence the performance of your

science students? Rank them in order from the most to the least probable factor.
(a) Ability of the students, (b) Effectiveness of the teachers, (c) Availability of
equipment, (d) Availability of teachers, (e) Climate of the school.
From the responses given, it appears that the following is considered the order
of importance of the factors which affect the learning and teaching of science.

1.

Ability of the pupil,

2.

Effectiveness of the teacher,

3.

Availability of science equipment,

4.

Availability of teachers,

5.

Social climate of the school.

21.

Why do students opt to do science?

(a)

To follow the trend?

(b)

Science enhances job acquisition after school?

(c)

Scientists have a good image in society?

(d)

Scientists easily become rich?

(e)

The presence of an inspiring science teacher in the school?

(f)

Examination performance of science students has been good over the years
in the school?

(g)

To follow the family tradition?

From the responses given, science as a subject which enhances the acquisition
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of a job after school is the top reason for why they do science. The next reason
why the pupils do science is because scientists are believed to have a good image
in society. Next in importance is the presence of an inspiring teacher in the
school, and then the good examination performance of the school in the past
years is the next important factor. Lowest on the list is the choice of science
because of a family tradition of scientists.

The illiteracy rate is still high in

G hana so that most of the parents of pupils will be illiterate.

Even though

parents may prefer their children to do certain jobs, they do not largely influence
their choice of subjects. No student chose (d) as a reason for doing science.
They do not seem to associate scientists with riches.

If the students are

interested in science-oriented jobs, does it follow that they will be interested in
indigenous activities?

Is it not possible that they will regard jobs such as

blacksmithing as primitive? The answer could be that if their teacher has been
presenting science in the integrated way, they will not have that attitude.
22.

Do you like to improvise equipment for science teaching?

Apart from one teacher, the rest answered in the affirmative.
23. If Yes, to 22, give reasons.
It makes the teaching-learning process more interesting. The lack of foreign
exchange and the meagre government budget allocation makes this an alternative.
To reach the students more effectively, improvisation is used.
It can be seen that the idea of improvisation has both an economic as well as a
heuristic value. As discussed in the last chapter, improvisation is a skill which
every competent scientist should be able to cultivate and therefore ought to be
encouraged.
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24.

If No, to 22, give reasons.

!

j

The only respondent who answered in the negative had a well equipped
laboratory. The question is whether improvisation is required only in the absence
!

of equipment. Even in a well equipped laboratory, improvisation can be done
to some extent.
25.

What problems do your pupils encounter in learning science?

Becoming familiar with scientific terms, drawing accurately and making
calculations.
Lack of good science books.
Expensive science books where they are available.
Frequent change of teachers.
Insufficiency of equipment.
Insufficient lesson periods.
Lack of experienced and skilled teachers.
The terms used during science teaching are not mere words but concepts which
need to be analysed, broken down into sequences or units before being presented.
Books and permanent teachers are required. If experiments are done, terms can
be introduced more effectively and the mathematical aspect will be easier to
grasp. This goes back to the need for equipment and effective teachers, not
necessarily many teachers.
26.

W hat problems do you encounter in the teaching of science?

Getting pupils to draw accurately and procuring up-to-date books for reference.
Lack of trained laboratory technicians.
Lack of funds.
Large classes of pupils.
Lack of interest shown by the pupils.
27.

W hat do you think ought to be done to improve the teaching of science?
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Up-to-date text-books must be ordered for the school library; science books are
very expensive and neither teachers nor students can afford

to buy them.

Equipm ent that has broken down needs to be repaired.

i

I

It needs the co-operation of government, head-teacher, parents and students.
Teachers should teach in their areas of specialisation.

Teachers should be

allowed by their headmasters to attend workshops.
The science periods per week should be increased.
The library is a very important resource in the learning and teaching of science
and its state has been mentioned in the last chapter. Nothing is being done to
remedy it yet. To interest parents in the teaching of science is very important.
This could be made a policy at the school level.

Parents and others in the

community can be invited to talk to the pupils on aspects of their culture or the
pupils could be invited to the villages to engage in health or environmental
education. Some headmasters and principals are not always willing to sponsor
teachers to attend science workshops and conferences. Unless the headm aster
encourages the teacher by paying him the allowances and refunding his travelling
expenses, as he is entitled to, the teacher finds it very difficult to attend such
workshops and conferences.
28.

Additional Information

W hereas the science teacher is loaded with practical classes in the afternoons,
the arts teacher is without any. Yet there is nothing to distinguish the science
teacher from other category of teachers by way of incentives.

By handling

chemicals, animals etc. the science teacher is often exposed to risks. H e needs
to be insured.
Science institutions, especially technical schools, or science-oriented institutions,
should be headed by scientists for easier intercourse between the administration
and science teachers.
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This is of prime importance. Unless the conditions under which the teacher
works are improved, his science teaching cannot be effective. The conditions of
service of the science teacher deserves a high place on the science education
agenda.
5.5 Discussion of Issues Arising from the Practice of School Science in Ghana
The secondary school is the foundation stage for the training of scientists. The
quality of Ghanaian scientists as well as their scientific world-view will depend
on the fundamental education they had in the secondary school. For instance,
if they regard indigenous thought and practice as primitive it means that this is
the view of science presented to them in their foundation years in the secondary
school. On the other hand, if the secondary education given them makes them
look at indigenous thought and practice as an alternative explanatory framework
which has similarities and differences with science and technnology, the question
of integration will not be strange to them. The factors which are involved in an
education that can bring about such an outlook will be discussed in this section.

5.5.1 T he Aims of S c ien c e E ducation in G hana
To the question why they like science, almost all the students gave responses to
the effect that science will help them not only to understand and solve
environmental, social and health problems but also to get jobs that will help
them to acquire shelter and reasonable living standards. This implies integrated
science. As far as the students are concerned, the learning of science should
help them to think critically about their society and natural environment. Some
of them have also expressed the view that they like science because it is
enjoyable, it is fun. Two views on the aims of science seem to emerge: (a)
Specialization in science as opposed to integration/interdisciplinarity; (b) Science
for life: polytechnical as opposed to liberal science education.
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5.5.2 S pecialization v e rsu s In tegration/Interdisciplinarity
As explained in Chapter 1, the Victorian educational system implanted in Ghana
during the colonial days is still in existence.

It still has most of the

characteristics of Victorian liberal education. Specialization is one of them. In
the Ghanaian secondary schools, students study general science in the first three
years and begin to specialise in the fourth year. The students are classified into
Arts and Science students.

A science student may be very good in Physics,

Chemistry and Mathematics but ignorant about Biology, and vice versa. For most
of the Arts students, the third year is the end of science education in life. This
is a serious defect in science education in Ghana. The basic science subjects,
Physics, Chemistry and Biology, have been compartmentalised.

The students

come to the university with very narrow scientific backgrounds instead of broad
bases from which they can take off.
It may be argued that scientific inventions are normally made by scientific
specialists rather than generalists. This is true, but the question is where to start
with the specialization.

Another argument for specialization could be that

scientific knowledge is growing at such a high rate that one cannot acquire the
whole of it. One has to select and specialise in an area. This also is true and
suggests that secondary pupils should spend all the five years learning integrated
or general science. Specialization calls for in-depth thinking while integration
calls for in-breadth thinking. Also, while specialization can result in intellectual
rigidity, integration will result in intellectual flexibility.

Using Levi-Strauss’s

metaphore, a specialist is like a bricoleur who has fewer working tools than the
integrated scientist who is like the engineer with many tools out of which a larger
variety can be chosen.
The problem about integration in the Ghanaian schools is that most of the
teachers are specialists, biologists, chemists or physicists. Most of them are at
a loss when asked to teach integrated science. The result is that though projects
on integrated science have been developed in Ghana, they are not catching on
as well as they should simply because they are being handled by specialist
teachers. A few teachers have been retrained to teach integrated science but
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they have the temptation to teach their specialist aspect of integrated science.
The temptation is all the greater as they are among specialist colleagues. Also,
to teach integrated science is regarded as a low status job.
The particular form of integration envisaged in this thesis is that between science
and technology with indigenous thought and practice. Some teachers casually use
local materials but this is not done with an eye to integration.

This type of

integration is a co-operative one, an interdisciplinary approach. The difficulty of
the teacher may be that he is not well informed about the culture, sociology and
history of his community. He will need the help of anthropologists, sociologists
and historians in addition to scientists, agriculturists and medical people. A co
operative strategy is needed. Such an approach will expose the pupils to frames
of thinking other than those of science. The result will be that they will have a
larger number of "bricolages", as Levi-Strauss would put it, for thinking than the
specialists.

A larger number of bricolages means a wider capacity to solve

problems and appreciate activities in the society. An adaptable person is the one
who can do a variety of jobs while an unadaptable person is the specialist who
can do nothing other than his specialised job. If the aim of science is to enable
the pupils to acquire jobs easily, interdisciplinary education seems to be the
answer.
This is the idea behind the "Science in Ghanaian Society" Project mentioned in
the last chapter.

Both teachers and pupils seem to like it but it is the

establishment of the team teaching approach to go with it that will take time to
realise. The earlier books on science integration are Finding Out in Science
Books 1 and 2 by S.M. Haggis, and Project for Science Integration by GAST.
They do not deal specifically with indigenous thought and practice but make the
pupils realise that they can learn science from their everyday life situations.
5.5.3 S c ie n c e for Life: Polytechnical v e rsu s Liberal S c ie n c e E ducation
The second view expressed by the pupils and teachers is that they like science
because it can help them earn a living.

Again, the colonial legacy in the

Ghanaian educational system is the aspiration of pupils for white-collared jobs.
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Science and technology in 19th century Britain were not in the school curriculum
because they were not thought fit for the education of a gentleman. Even though
this idea has almost disappeared in Britain, the Ghanaian schools still implicitly
have it. There is still the craze for jobs in the commercial establishments such
as the banks.
Science for life implies science that can be used not only for survival activities
such as food production and health improvement but also for work and leisure,
peace and war.

Two views have been expressed on this issue: the socialist

polytechnical concept and the capitalist concept of liberal education.
The Polytechnical argument for science education
McFadden (1982, p. 14), who has made a comparative study of science education
in the USSR, Canada and the USA, concludes that "A labour, polytechnical
orientation for education more clearly establishes the relation between general
education and mankinds socio-productive activity, and, therefore, has the capacity
to more effectively adjust education to the requirements of society and social
progress".
In the Soviet Union, general education extends up to the secondary level, in
Britain it is only at the primary level while in Ghana and the developing
countries, efforts are still being made to establish the universal primary education
which was aimed at by Unesco in the late 1940‘s.
Countries which opt for a socialist form of government tend to adopt this general
form of Soviet education.

It is believed that this is a powerful strategy for

progress, and rapid progress at that. Cuba is a case in point. McFadden believes
that the key to Cuba‘s success in education is the way Cuba "effectively combined
work and study". There have been many revolutionary educationists such as
Paolo Freire and Ivan Illich who have strongly advocated not only radical
methods of teaching but the abandonment of institutional schooling. Jose Marti,
the Cuban revolutionary writing in the same vein said "Ideally, we should not
speak of schools at all, but rather we should speak of schools as workshops for
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real life; in the morning the pen, but in the afternoon the plough".

The labour polytechnical education which is central to the educational system
of the socialist countries has its basis in the philosophy of Frederick Engles who
said that "Labour is the prime condition for all human existence, and this to such
an extent that, in a sense, we have to say that labour created man himself'
(1970, p.354).
The socialists believe that "The longer the necessary period of education, the
greater the tendency for education to be divorced from life. To keep education
closer to real life it must be connected with labour. It is only education which
has lost its connections with life that is pursued for its own sake. Education
which fails to prepare youth for social labour does them disservice." (Ibid, p. 15).

This explains why the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, in pursuit of the high goal of
building a socialist state of Ghana after our political independence in 1957,
emphasised science education not only in the schools, colleges and the
universities but also for the public.

Science was made compulsory at the

secondary school level. He was ousted through a military coup d‘etat before he
could implement his socialist principles comprehensively.
The Liberal Education Argument for Science Education
In the view of non-Marxist progressive educationists in the W estern capitalist
countries, the picture is different. A high level of general education is not the
aim of the educational system. Liberal education for a minority of the pupils
has been the practice. Of this minority, a very small number are then given the
chance to appreciate the importance of technical education.

It has been

explained that the dwindling of enrolment in the pure science courses at the
universities is partly due to the neglect of the sciences in a liberal arts system.
W here the labour bias is absent, there ceases to be a scientific-technical culture.
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A labour polytechnical form of education means the integration of work and
study as is done in Cuba. The problem of this form of education is that it may
increase unemployment in the country.

This will cause dissatisfaction in the

Trade Unions who might accuse the government of using the students as cheap
labour and depriving skilled workers of their livelihood.
In Ghana, the Junior Secondary system could be considered as a polytechnical
system in the making.

It needs good planning, especially of the study-work

strategy, and a lot of money.

Its current problem is not so much money as

implementation.
The problems that face a science teacher and curriculum designer vis-a-vis a
work-study programme is meeting the qualification requirements for work. Pupils
have to write examinations in order to qualify for selection for jobs, yet at the
same time they are expected to find science satisfying, creative, intellectually
rewarding and fun. A work-study programme, however, is likely to prepare the
pupils for a technological world in which change is almost ephemeral and which
can easily de-skill them.
The rate at which scientific knowledge grows, doubling every ten or fifteen years,
implies a regular revision of the syllabuses or curriculum.
5.5.4 T he role of S cien ce T ea ch e r A sso ciatio n s in S c ie n c e E ducation
The teaching of most teachers in the elementary schools is fossilized because
they have not revised the subjects and teaching methods they learnt at college
many years ago. The same things have been taught year after year so much so
that they have become second nature to them.
The secondary schools and training college teachers are lucky to have associations
to help them revise and up-date their knowledge in the respective subjects as well
as their teaching methods.
GAST is the most well organised and effective in the country.

The main

objective of GAST is to improve or up-date the quality of the teacher to render
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him more effective in his work. This has taken the form of revising syllabuses,
organising refresher courses and science fairs as well as providing resource books
on science laboratory equipment. The growth of science education in Ghana is
a consequence of the actions of an effective science teacher association.
Most of the older science teachers owe their professional growth over the years
to GAST. The concept of up-dating is significant but problematic. There are
two views about up-dating. There is the view that it is difficult to change what
one has held for years to be basic. Some teachers will continue to teach what
they consider to be basic. On the other hand, there is the teacher who will try
to teach the new ideas which have been formulated. This is common at the
university level where the teacher may add current research papers to his
knowledge of his subject to up-date it.
GAST has handled science integration very well. Its curriculum material, Project
for Science Integration (PSI) has been mentioned.

Integration of indigenous

thought and practice with science and technology can be carried out by GAST
if it has funds to start it.
5.5.5 T ea ch e r Morale: T he rapid tu rn o v er of S c ie n c e T e a c h e rs
The issue of brain drain was discussed in the last chapter. It was observed that
two aspects of brain-drain can be identified, the positive and the negative. The
same trend of science and technology transfer or diffusion can be observed in
the pre-university educational system.
The high quality of science education that exists in Ghana, is attributed to the
British science teachers who came to Ghana in the early 1950s. The activities
of GAST that they formed has been discussed. The brain drain of teachers from
Britain and other countries was beneficial to Ghana but the brain drain of
science teachers to Nigeria and other neighbouring countries was a disaster for
us. It may be conjectured that if the conditions of service of teachers had been
good, there would have been no brain drain.

The question is what these

conditions are understood to mean. If good conditions of service meant more
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salary, this has been found not to help. Whenever there is a salary increase, the
traders inflate their prices ten times. Because of his interest in science, the late
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah saw to it that science graduate teachers had higher salaries
than their Arts graduate counterparts. Heads of Science Departments were paid
allowances as incentive for the extra work and travelling they had to do. This
would have satisfied the teacher who raised this point in his response to the
questionnaire above.

Unfortunately, these incentives were stopped when

Nkrumah was overthrown.
The underlying cause of the poor conditions of service of teachers is the unstable
socio-economic and political state of the country.

A large number of the

dedicated expatriate teachers who had very good conditions of service could not
help leaving the country. It was becoming very difficult for them to transfer parts
of their salaries to their home countries since Ghana did not have enough foreign
exchange reserve.
5.5.6 S c ie n c e T eaching R e so u rc e s:

S c ie n c e E quipm ent, L aboratory

T ech n icians and Libraries
The factors that interact in the development of scientific thinking in children are
their M aturation level in Piagetian terms, the intervention of the Teacher and the
available Resources.

By resources is meant the laboratory, the laboratory

technician, equipment, library, museum and other people in the community.
One may ask what role resources have in the development of thinking in pupils.
Since the experimental method is the central theme of scientific thinking, it will
be absurd to learn or teach science without doing experiments. Two processes
are involved in experimental thinking or scientific reasoning, analysis and
synthesis.

Reasoning by analysis consists of disentangling the complex fact

observed or constructed into simpler ones while reasoning by synthesis or
integration is the identification of the complex fact or hypothesis.
As explained in the last chapter, apart from the Thought Experiment, the other
three types of experiment need resources to be used with them. This is where
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scientific equipment comes in. According to a useful survey by Mr. David Bates,
the pre-university institutions in Ghana up to 1970 were not in a bad position as
far as science laboratories, equipment, libraries, teachers and laboratory assistants
were concerned. From my interviews with students and teachers in 1986, it is
obvious that the situation has deteriorated. The underlying cause is the rapid
turnover of governments in the country with the consequent socio-economic
disasters. Educational activities had almost come to a standstill.
However, thanks to the intervention of the Consultative Group for Ghana, an
international group of 16 countries and international agencies that m et in Paris
in 1984 to help Ghana to recover from her economic chaos, there is a glimmer
of hope. The result of their meeting was the identification of projects to be
developed. Education was one of them. Included under educational projects are
(a) The implementation of the Junior Secondary School system which is to be
vocational in nature
(b) Production of textbooks
(c) Functional literacy and vocational training
(d) Conversion of de-boardenised hostels into classrooms.
(Progress of Economic Recovery Programme, 1984-86 and Policy Framework
1986-1988, Accra-Ghana, October, 1985).
Apart from the money allocated to the items of each project, some agencies,
such as the British Council, donated scientific equipment and books to the Junior
Secondary School Programme.
The situation of the Laboratory Technician is still a problem. Between 1982 and
1983, an in-service course had been organised at the University of Cape Coast
for them. From David Bates’ survey it can be observed that the longest serving
technicians had been Middle School leavers who had no basic education in
science. To up-grade them will be to develop the quality of the resource for
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both the teacher and the pupil.

This problem was taken up at a higher level by starting a Diploma Course at the
University of Cape Coast. This three-year course produces technicians who are
over qualified for work in the secondary schools. They have therefore found
their way into industry where they are well paid and where they can utilise their
skills to the full. If these qualified technicians are to be persuaded to go into
the secondary schools, then they should be paid as Diploma Teachers. They can
even help with teaching where there is scarcity of teachers.
The Library is a very important resource in science teaching and learning.
Scientific thinking depends on existing knowledge. While present knowledge may
be the basis of observation, it is only tentative. If a library contains books and
journals which show the scientific knowledge that exists and the efforts that are
being made by scientists to discover conditions that explain facts, then the pupils
will see the communal nature of the scientific enterprise. Scientific investigation
is incomplete if it ends only at the experimental stage; the outcome of the
experimental stage should be explained in the context of what is known.
Scarcity of textbooks is one of the problems facing science education at all levels
in Ghana. Underlying this problem is the difficulty of getting foreign exchange.
Writing textbooks locally seems to be one of the answers. Fortunately, this is in
cluded in the Recovery Programme. Ghana has the qualified people to write the
textbooks. Textbooks are repositories of mainstream science or natural science.
It is the use of textbooks in conjunction with the experimental method that is of
significance. There is always the tendency to take what is in the textbook as the
whole truth. In the hands of untrained or bad teachers they become repositories
of authoritative knowledge.
5.5.7 S tu d e n t A ttitudes to S cien ce
From the responses to the questions asked, it can be seen that all the students
are interested in science and technology because they see a relationship between
it and their personal well being as well as that of their country. Their indigenous
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home backgrounds do not conflict with their ability to learn science.
W hat seems to motivate the students is the utility of science in the
socio-economic situation. In other words, it is the technology of science that
motivates them.

The ability to earn a living, to have a healthy body and

environment, to acquire wealth, to be famous and to have freedom of thought,
freed from the fear of the unknown, is what they think science can help them
to acquire. This indicates that the pupils would find a polytechnical work-school
relationship, as discussed earlier, congenial.
5.5.8 S c ie n c e T each er Education
In Section 5.3.4, it has been stated that the teacher is one of the intervening
resources in the development of scientific thinking in the pupils. The "Cognitive
Acceleration through Science Education (CASE)" project at King’s College,
London, Centre for Educational Studies, sees the teacher as the most important
intervening resource in science teaching. They do not see equipment as a serious
problem but rather the teacher. If the teacher is given the right skills, he can
intervene effectively in the development of scientific thinking in the pupils.
The teacher must understand the maturation level of his pupils before he knows
how to organise his class. He should know the right type of problem to present
to his pupils. In teacher education both the teaching skills and other pieces of
knowledge that will enhance the teacher's work are taught. The teaching of
skills is done through an apprenticeship method as is done in the training of
medical students, and also in the research institutes and the universities.
The professionalism of the science teacher should indicate that the newly trained
teacher belongs to a group of people who are basically concerned with helping
pupils to develop by learning things that help them to contribute to the progress
of their country. Their education involves acquiring the skills of the profession
by apprenticeship and developing the facility to employ the skills in new and
challenging situations.
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Between 1973/74 and 1975/76, a new two-year course was started in Ghana in
a few colleges for experienced teachers.

This course was to re-orientate the

teachers to be able to teach science in the primary schools. The curriculum of
these teachers included Integrated science, Mathematics and a Science Project.
Each week the students spent a whole day in the schools either practising a new
skill that had been taught them or developing a teaching aid or observing what
went on in the classrooms. This is an example of training. The old method of
accumulating their skills for the teaching practice period was not used. What
appears as most crucial in science teacher education is the training of the student
to become proficient in the skills that will make him very effective in the
development of scientific thinking in the pupils.
5.5.9 S c ie n c e Fairs, S c ien c e C iubs and S c ie n c e M u seu m s a s R e so u rc e s
for developing Scientific Thinking
As opposed to empirical thinking, scientific thinking is active rather than passive.
This means that scientific thinking is involved with performing experiments to test
facts. The classroom is not always adequate for experimental activities. Another
limitation of the classroom is that it does not allow the pupils to follow up their
interests.

Science Clubs and Science Fairs help meet this need of the pupil.

These help the teacher to answer the question whether he has to follow the
interests of his pupils or the demands of the syllabus. With the Science Fairs and
Science Clubs he can follow the demands of the syllabus during class hours and
then allow the pupils to follow their interests after class hours.

This is an

opportunity to encourage the pupils to cultivate interest in indigenous thought
and practice.
A Science Museum is a very useful resource for teaching the history of science.
The pupils can look at rare specimens and follow historical development in the
museum. An account of the Ghana National Science Museum Project has been
given in Chapter 2. All that needs to be said here is that it deserves a place on
the science education agenda.
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5.5.10 T he Role of Funding A gencies in S c ie n c e E ducation
Funding Agencies have played a significant role in the development of science
education in Ghana. The high quality of science teaching as we have it in Ghana
is attributed to the support of Unesco, UNDP and the British Council. The
G hana government has of course, had some contribution to make in each case.
The question is what these agencies have been funding. It appears that these
include teacher improvement, equipment and curriculum materials.
Teacher improvement has been brought about in two ways: by in-service training
through refresher courses through the medium of GAST. The British Council
and Unesco contributed not only by the funding of the courses but by paying for
the transport expenses of experts brought from other parts of the world. Books
are presented to schools from time to time.
O n a long term basis, teachers have been given scholarships by the British
Council to do studies in science education in the U.K. Courses include Diploma,
Masters and Doctorate courses. A few technicians are given scholarships for
attachm ent courses.
School science laboratories and equipment has been another area that has seen
funding. Unesco and the British Council have been the main actors in this area.
It must not be forgotten that some overseas agencies and governments work
through Unesco. The Swedish Fund-in-Trust Scheme is an example. These are
governmental agencies and therefore work through the Ministry of Education.
All in all, funding on equipment has been successful. The problem is with the
consumable materials which need replacing from time to time. In most of the
schools now, the non-consumables are not the major problem but the
consumables such as chemicals and glassware.
The development of science curricula and the revision of syllabuses is another
area of funding. The Takoradi Workshop, the Project of Science Integration of
GAST and the series of WAEC syllabus revisions are outstanding examples.
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The Volta Aluminium Company (Valeo) Fund is the main Ghanaian funding
agency. It has helped schools, the universities, research institutes and the medical
establishments to purchase scientific instruments as well as sponsor scientists to
attend international conferences.
Funding agencies are therefore a necessary part of science education. In spite
of a great deal of support from the international agencies, more support is still
needed. The government has many sectors of the economy on its hands to look
after and therefore will not give science education all the attention that is
needed. It seems that individual private business men have to be persuaded to
support some of the science education projects. What is needed is to identify
such people and persuade them.
5.6 Implications of School Science for Science Policy in Ghana
W hat has been discussed in this chapter so far provides evidence of what science
education is like in the Ghanaian schools. It is a dissection of school science in
Ghana. The issues that have emerged from this discussion are the indicators or
symptoms of what needs attention from the government as well as science
educationalists. What has been discussed are indeed the problem areas which
need to be put on a policy agenda.
These issues can be classified for the sake of policy as follows: Science Education
Policy at National level and Science Education Policy at the Institutional Level.
5.6.1 S c ie n c e Education Policy at National Level
A t the national level, the science education policy embraces the whole
educational system. The following will naturally be candidates for a national
science education agenda:
1.

Teacher Morale: High turnover of science teachers

2.

Science Teaching Resources
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3.

Science Teacher Education

4.

Science Teacher Associations

5.

The Aims and Objectives of science education

6.

Funding agencies.

It is up to the decision-makers to organise these problems in an order of priority.
The order in which these issues appear here is that which I perceive as important
arising from the discussions.
Teacher Morale: The high turn over of Science Teachers
The brain drain of teachers has reached such a magnitude that it is only the
government that can deal with it. This item, at the top of the agenda, shows
the urgency with which the conditions under which teachers work must be made
humanly comfortable. The options are, salary increases or payment of allowances
and bonuses for extra time spent in the laboratory or taking pupils out for field
trips and so on.

It is the allowances which the teachers prefer.

The main

reasons why teachers leave Ghana to other countries is because they cannot live
on their salaries.

Taking the socio-economic situation of the country as a

constant, the morale of the science teacher will be raised if his own anxieties can
be reduced. All those issues raised about integration will be possible only when
the teacher is motivated enough to implement them.
Science Teaching Resources: Science Equipment, Laboratory Assistants and the
Science Library
Science teaching resources form a part of the conditions required for raising the
morale of the teacher. These have to be broken down into simpler resources
and arranged in order of priority.
Science equipment will come to the top of the sub-list. These can further be
broken down into more specific equipment such as microscopes, balances, electric
cells, or bench reagents. It appears that the consumables will receive priority,
followed by microscopes and balances.
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One important decision which has to be taken is whether to continue importing
science equipment from abroad or set up a manufacturing industry in G hana to
produce them. At the moment there is the Scientific Instrumentation Centre in
Accra which was set up with the help of UNDP to produce scientific instruments
and to repair them.

It does not seem to be functioning well.

It is most

important that the government gets it working in the way it is meant to. At the
University of Cape Coast, the Science Faculty Workshop is equipped to produce
glassware.

At the Physics Department of the University of Science and

Technology some science equipment such as the W heatstone Bridge has been
produced and sold to the schools. Government should invest in these Workshops
in the Universities to function well. Initially this will require a lot of capital but
as soon as it gets underway spending will decrease and the foreign reserves can
be used for other things. Some scientific equipment will still be imported but
these will be sophisticated apparatus which cannot be manufactured in Ghana.

Laboratory assistants are indispensible if effective science teaching is to take
place. Not only do they set up the apparatus for science teaching and prepare
solutions for laboratory practical work, but they also take care of the equipment
on which there has been heavy expenditure. With a laboratory technician that
is motivated, science teaching becomes very effective. W hat they need is better
conditions of service and opportunities for promotion to a grade comparable to
the clerical staff grade.
Libraries are an important resource in any modern educational system. Most of
the schools have libraries but the books are out of date.

This is partly the

responsibility of government and the school. Science books and journals ought
to be ordered regularly. Agencies such as the British Council and Unesco are
always willing to help in such things.

Science Teacher Education
The training of teachers has always been a priority area of the government. The
trouble is that on the whole only lip service has been paid to it.
Decisions need to be made on methods of training rather than on resources.
This is a curriculum issue. More effective methods of teacher education need
to be identified and used. This will mean a decision on the reorientation of the
teacher trainer.

Refresher courses should be organised on topics related to

integration such as anthropology, sociology and so on for the teacher trainers.
Science Teacher Associations
The Science Teacher Association is an independent teacher organisation but
because of the important role it plays in science education it ought to be
supported by government. GAST has a record of trustworthy and efficient work
and deserves meaningful support. If funds are adequately provided, GAST can
spearhead the process of integration as advocated here.
The Aims and Objectives of Science Education
It is very important that the comprehensive aims and objectives of science
education in Ghana be worked out. School and community links ought to be
given more attention.
It appears that something similar to the polytechnical labour-school form of
education is what Ghana may prefer rather than the liberal type of education
that has been followed for about a hundred years now. It also appears that there
is preference for an integrated form of science education rather than a specialist
form.
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Funding Agencies
Funding agencies play a very important role in scientific activities as a whole
and in science education in particular.

Before the government enters into

agreement with an Agency, it ought to have decided what it wants - either
teacher improvement or resources. Where science equipment has to be bought,
the laboratory technicians should be trained to take care of them. Enough spare
parts should come with the equipment or it should be made easier to order such
spare parts from abroad.
The Government ought to persuade the Funding Agencies to build industries to
manufacture science equipment rather than purchasing them from abroad.
The target schools or institutions which are going to benefit from the funding
should form part of the decision-making process.

Equipment should not be

dumped on them.
5.6.2 S c ie n c e Education Policy at th e S ch o o l/in stitu tio n al Level
The school forms a very important part in the decision-making process. The
nature of the decision- making does not involve expenditure.

It is mainly

professional and includes the following:
1.
2.

Student attitudes to science learning
Science

Fairs,

Science

Clubs,

Science Museums

or

Resources,

School-Industry links.
Attitudes of Pupils to Learning Science
The interest shown by the pupils in the science that they are taught should be
the concern of the Science Department in the school. The intervening factors
which promote science learning in pupils should be identified.
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A decision has to be made on how to kindle the interest of pupils in science.
This obviously largely depends on methods of teaching. The various forms of
science teaching should be identified, assessed and a decision made on which
ones ought to be used frequently. This is a very important aspect of the teacher’s
work. Experimental work as well as project work should be emphasised.
Assessment techniques, which will indicate to the student how he is progressing,
should also be decided on.
Science Fairs, Science Clobs and Science Museums as Resources and
School-Industry Links
It is the function of the Science Department to decide whether Science Fairs,
Science Clubs and Visits to the Science Museum and Industries should be used
as resources. Either all these resources are used or a choice is made of one or
two of them.

It is at the departmental level that integrative projects can be

organised properly.
The method of using the resource is decided and worked out. This will include
the times for using them and how to link them with the syllabus.
Integration of indigenous thought and practice with science and technology at
the school level seems possible and feasible because both teachers and students
are interested in it.

What is needed is a way of motivating the teacher to

organise the process. If students do not do well in their G.C.E examinations one
of the reasons could be that abstract examples are used in setting the questions.
In an integrated approach, the materials used in illustrating the concepts will be
indigenous ones which they are familiar with. It is even likely that certain topics
could be made more interesting by being illustrated with indigenous materials
instead of the mundane and foreign examples which are normally given but which
they have never seen.
W hat this chapter has tried to expose is that the Ghanaian secondary schools are
still old structures which are still transferring old Victorian attitudes to Ghana.
To make them transforming, an integrated approach is needed. A more general
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and broad base rather than a specialised and narrow base is what Ghana needs
for a transformational type of development.
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CHAPTER 6
SCIENCE POLICY ISSUES ON THE INTEGRATION OF
INDIGENOUS THOUGHT AND PRACTICE
WITH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

6.1 INTRODUCTION
At the Boehringer Ingelhem Symposium on Research Priorities (Kendrew, Sir
John and Selley, H. Julian, 1983) many issues pertinent to the problem of this
thesis, namely, the problem of integrating indigenous thought and practice with
science and technology, were expounded. It can be seen from the nature of
issues raised that there is a distinct difference between research in the developed
countries and that in the developing countries. Some issues which characterise
research in the developed counties are also present in the developing counties,
but a number of issues which concern the developing countries do not exist in the
developed countries.
The issues which characterise research in the developed countries were stated
by the participants to include the following: the structure and function of research
administration; the need for stewardship of the present research enterprise; the
need for more support of research (pure, contractual and targeted); the time-lag
between discovery and application; recruitment, obligations, ethics, ultimate
responsibilities and training of young scientists; the problems of industrial
research; anxieties about certain types of research, such as molecular biology or
nuclear physics; research priority really depending on the individual scientist with
the consequence of too specialised and narrow priorities which militate against
cross-boundary research; the necessity for co-operation and evolution of overall
perspectives and priorities; the functions of research councils to provide facilities
too large for individual universities to acquire, and to look after a number of
fields and to prosecute contract research; the research institute as a constraint on
the individual’s freedom to do what research he wants to pursue, and the peer
review system as a constraint on the freedom of the individual scientist to

publish; the system of academic tenure was questioned; the need to evaluate the
research councils; reliance on outside funds demolishing academic freedom
through the establishment of the peer review with respect to grant requests and
publication of papers and pursuing research reflecting scientists’ own particular
interests; the problem of deciding how much funds are to be allocated to
agriculture, biology, medicine and so on. An attempt to discuss each of these
issues would demand as many theses as there are issues. They will not therefore
be pursued here.
The issues of scientific research in the developing countries, in addition to the
above, include concern for food production, health and environmental protection
and the danger of:
"simple transfer of technology as part of the trickle-down process that hampers
the real chances and possibilities of developing countries to generate indigenous
and autonomous processes of scientific development.

The dissemination of

knowledge from developed nations through teaching has attempted to build on
existing facilities but environmental problems, assessment of programmes and
manifold managerial issues can only be achieved by a combination of
transference of technology and transformation of existing structures. The urgent
needs with respect to food and energy supplies, land usage, etc., may give rise to
environmental insult, so work in environmental science has direct application in
agriculture, forestry, land use, rural planning" (Kendrew et al, 1983, p.xv).
This citation echoes the core problem of this thesis, that is, how science and
technology can be integrated with indigenous thought and practice.
The problem of the developing countries can be summed up in the single word
"survival". Priority areas will therefore include new techniques of crop-production
and health improvement. The best approach is not simply to supply the people
with food and medicines but to involve them in research programmes for new
methods of crop-production or health education. To do this, new ways of training
young scientists, scholars, engineers and indigenous practitioners are vital. These
have been illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5. Manshard, (in Kendrew, 1983, p. 133280

137), has presented a view of science policy with direct bearing on the problem
under discussion.

He is of the opinion that the educational and research

institutions are the links between the scientific and technological countries in the
northern hemisphere and the indigenous thought and practice of the developing
countries in the southern hemisphere.

Science and technology trickle down

through these institutions from the North to the South. As mentioned above, this
"trickle-down" process has caused the development of the indigenous thought and
practice

to "freeze" or stagnate at the lower rung of the ladder of the

developmental process.

This is an evolutionist view in which sophisticated

science and technology are central to the model with indigenous thought and
practice at the periphery.

A Centre-Periphery relationship can therefore be

envisaged. In a Centre-Periphery approach to development, two concepts can
also

be

envisaged:

Transferential

development

and

Transformational

development.
Transferential development uses the mechanism of transfer of technology and
scientific knowledge. It is said to have the following characteristics:
"(a) a narrow perception of the term development; (b) a top-down process;
(c) the importance of instant solutions and prestige projects; (d) concentration
of investment in urban industrial centres with reliance on the trickle-down effect;
(e) a marked neglect of non-economic factors (especially ecological, sociocultural
and behavioral factors) in the developing process; (f) a transfer of technology and
institutions not properly adapted to circumstances; (g) a neglect of the production
of basic foodstuffs and often too much emphasis on export; (h) an inadequacy of
population policy; and (i) a one-sided transfer of profits within developing
countries and from the developing countries" (Ibid. p. 136).
All these characteristics could be used as a critique of Nkrumah’s developmental
policy, which will be discussed in the next section. Manshard is of the opinion
that transferential development was prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s, which are
called the First Development Decades.
While transferential development disregards what already exists in a developing
country and starts as if on a tabula rasa, transformational development is
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normally based on the existing structures. It emphasises the interfaces between
indigenous thought and practice and science and technology.

Manshard,

therefore, believes that "our aim should not be a mechanical transfer of science
and technology, as still practised in many instances, but rather a step by step
transformation of traditional systems in order to link them eventually in an
organic kind of way to the larger trans- or international systems" (Ibid. p. 137).
Manshard laments that a lot of lip service is paid to what is normally termed
"appropriate technology", which is not what he is concerned with here. He, for
instance, does not see why solar cookers should be introduced to the people
when they prefer to eat in the evening, or nuclear reactors instead of looking to
the efficiency of the traditional fireplaces and the need to construct decent wood
stoves. The integration problem discussed in this thesis is precisely the kind of
thing Manshard has in mind.
Gordon Ward (1969) contributes to the integration problem by focussing on a
different aspect of it. He illustrates transformational development in agriculture
with

the argument that agricultural productivity will increase if research,

extension services and co-operative services integrate.

Agricultural extension

services in such an integrated system will enable the results of research to reach
the farmers while the co-operative organisation will help the peasant farmers to
acquire, not only improved seeds and fertiliser, but also bullock ploughs. In an
integrated agricultural practice, all these three factors ought to interact together.
Extension and co-operative services could also be introduced into other research
establishments such as medicine, industry, livestock and so on.
The Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment Station, discussed in Chapter 3, does not
have an extension or co-operative service but deals with the Ministry of
Agriculture Extension Service and the Grains Development Board, if only in a
casual way. At Nyankpala, because the researchers and farmers work directly
together, establishing a separate body to deal with extension does not seem to
be necessary. The question is whether an extension service is necessary. It is
certainly very necessary because there are so few researchers that they cannot
combine the educational and research aspect of the research enterprise together,
making it necessary to have a division of labour. The Extension Service of the
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Ministry of Agriculture does not seem to be functioning well and therefore
farmers are beginning to be sceptical of them. In fact, they have been cynically
nicknamed by some farmers in southern Ghana "grass cutters", after the rodents
which are a menace to farmers because of the damage they do their crops. The
Extension Service is therefore regarded by many farmers as destructive agents
rather than constructive ones.

Co-operatives do exist in Ghana and are

functioning particlarly well in the Upper-West Region.
The objective of this chapter is to pull the threads of arguments in previous
chapters together.

The integration of indigenous thought and practice with

science and technology for transformational development provides an appropriate
science policy for Ghana. The discussion will focus more on conceptual issues
rather than economic ones. There is, however, a need for a historical review of
the nature of the policies that have existed in the past because the present state
of science in Ghana is partly explained by those policies.
6 2 THE CENTRE-PERIPHERY RELATIONSHIP: SOME HISTORICAL
PER PECnV ES
The Centre (or Metropolis) in this case is Britain which colonised Ghana (then
the Gold Coast) from the late 19th century to 1957. Ghana was at the periphery,
a marginal culture or a culture at the lower rung of the ladder of development
(Victorian evolutionist ideas have been discussed in Chapter 1). What was the
relationship between Britain and Ghana? How did science and technology trickle
down from the Centre or Metropolis to the Periphery? How wide was the gap
between the two cultures? These are some of the questions to be discussed in
this section.
6.2.1 T he Colonial Era
Was there a deliberate British policy to diffuse Victorian science into the
colonies? There does not seem to be any clear cut policy about the diffusion
of science but there seemed to be a policy to explore all lands to find out
whatever was useful. Whatever was discovered came back to Britain and was
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often improved scientifically and then returned to the colonies for production.
The relationship between Britain and the colonies was unidirectional rather than
interactive. The cultures of the people in the colonies were largely ignored and
therefore integration was completely absent. These statements can be illustrated
by some historical events.
Britain had been a commercial country probably even before the 16th century
and traded mostly in wool and textiles. Groups of traders constituted themselves
into companies to travel to regions of the world to trade. The only part that
government had in this was to protect such companies by granting them Royal
Charters.

Much earlier than the colonial period, the British explorers also

participated in the great age of exploration of the 15th century. It is said that if
King Henry VII had not hesitated too long, British explorers would have
discovered America instead of the Spanish. This drove the British merchants to
compensate for their failure to discover America by working harder to look for
markets and other trade routes and to share or monopolize ocean trade.
Problems of navigation led to the involvement of learned people in the
enterprise.

These learned people were likely to be members of scientific or

geographical societies. Expeditions were sent out between 1570 and 1616 for
discovery, trade or plunder.
Joseph Banks, a young and wealthy botanist, and member of the newly formed
Royal Society, went on some of these expeditions. He was later to become the
President of the Royal Society for forty-two years. As President of the Royal
Society, and as an enthusiastic botanist and naturalist, he promoted geographical
explorations and also encouraged the Association for Africa, of which he was
secretary for nine years, to be formed in June, 1788. The Association sent out
expeditions to Africa. The participants in these expeditions included scientists,
businessmen, philanthropists and government officials.
expeditions failed to produce significant new knowledge.

The first three
"In 1795, the

Association employed Mungo Park (1771-1806), a Scottish surgeon and botanist,
who had brought some rare plants back to London from his voyage in the Far
East and presented a paper to the Linnaean Society. He was commissioned to
find the Great African River which was supposed to flow from the East to the
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fabled cities of Western Soudan" (Carlson, D. 1984, p.5).
Park made three expeditions in 1795, 1796 and 1797. The Association continued
to work well until the second decade of the nineteenth century when it lost its
enthusiasm. It merged with the Royal Geographical Society, when the latter
had separated from the Royal Society in 1820, after the death of Sir Joseph
Banks. If there was any policy at all, it was that of the Association for Africa,
the Royal Geographical Society and the Royal Society rather than that of the
government of the day. The motive was partly scientific and partly commercial.
For instance, when Sir Joseph Banks was President of the Royal Society, he was
introduced to King George III and they became great friends. Their common
interests in botany and natural history led them to transform the King’s garden
at Kew into a botanical garden. Their aim was to bring to the Kew Gardens,
as many plants as possible from all over the world.

These would be sown,

developed and sent to some of the colonies for large scale cultivation. The King
was very interested in animals, and especially sheep. He was therefore interested
in breeding sheep that would produce better wool. Such sheep would then be
sent to New Zealand where the climate was suitable for rearing, their wool being
sent back to Britain where it was needed.

Britain, the Centre, became an

experimental station and the colonies, production units for raw materials. The
Kew Gardens have become very important internationally. Ghanaian botanists
continue to send plants there for identification (Dr Oku Ampofo mentioned this).
The motive for starting the Kew Gardens was not primarily for the benefit of the
colonies but for Britain, but today it is beneficial to the whole world. This is an
example of the Center-Periphery relationship, with little regard to the culture of
the colonies.
Another example is the work of another organisation that was formed after 1807.
It was called the African Institution (African Institution Reports, 1807-1827), and
had aims similar to those of the Association for Africa. It was formed after the
abolition of the Slave Trade in 1807. It aim was to present a favourable image
of the African and help him to improve his industry. In practice, the Africans
were to produce certain commodities for Britain. For instance, the Africans in
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the colonies were to produce certain commodities in return for merchandise.
These included cotton, gold, ivory, beeswax, dye-woods, cam-wood, barwood,
timber, potash, gum senega and gum copal, palm oil, indigo, rice, coffee, sugar
cane, Malaguette pepper, and so on. There was no attempt by the explorers to
study the culture of the people first. The priority was to find out what could be
useful for Britain.

One cannot fail to notice the absence of policy in these

exploratory activities.
Development of Science and Technology in the Colonies
The real trickle-down process had hardly started with the activities of the
Societies discussed above; it only started with the establishment of educational
institutions. It was not until the first decade of the twentieth century that this
really began. The general policy of metropolitan Britain was that each colony
had to plan to generate funds to carry out their own development. The task was
left to the ingenuity of the governors of the colonies.

H ere again, with the

underlying commercial motive, Britain was too reluctant to spend on the colonies.
The 1920s had been very significant in the history of Ghana. These were years
during which the infrastructure for national development was erected.

Sir

Gordon Guggisberg, who was the governor during this period, was the principal
agent in this initial development. Hitherto, education had been largely in the
hands of the missionaries. They built and ran all the primary and secondary
schools as well as the teacher training colleges in the colony.

Government

controlled schools were mainly primary schools and a teacher training college.
In 1919, a Special Committee was set up by Sir Hugh Cliford to advise on the
development of education in the colony.

The recommendations of the

Committee included the following: (a) a Government secondary school was to
be opened and called the Royal College; (b) a National Science Laboratory was
to be built near the college by Cadbury Brothers and accordingly called the
Cadbury Laboratories.
The Cadbury Brothers donated £500 (five hundred pounds) to the government
for educational and agricultural training, to build the Cadbury Laboratories so
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that agriculture could be placed on a scientific footing. The firm of Cadbury
Brothers, who are a cocoa products manufacturing company, had just been
established. The reason for their support of agricultural education and training
was quite obvious. The young company, like several others which sprang up in
the 19th century in Britain, sought to encourage agricultural research in the
colonies. As mentioned earlier on, the colonies were the production units of
industrial raw materials and the metropolis the manufacturing centre: a division
of labour decided by the Centre.

The Cadbury Brothers had an eye to the

development of cocoa, which is still the main cash crop for Ghana and which
was the main raw material for the Company.
A ten-year development plan, the first of its kind in the country, was prepared
in 1919. It stated the policy of the colonial government as "The Progress of the
People ...without undue haste". A policy of Africanisation was launched. It is
interesting to observe that Nkrumah’s policy was the same but "with haste". The
question to be asked in determining priorities is which of these strategies ought
to be adopted, "without undue haste" or "with haste".

In view of the

consequences of Nkrumah’s policies, one would be inclined to prefer Guggisgerg’s
strategy.

Guggisberg’s priorities included building the railway system and

harbours to bring in more revenue to support education and an extensive water
supply and other items necessary for the progress of the people. The just-ended
First World War had retarded trade in cocoa, the construction of the railways
and roads, water supply, and electric lighting, and the building of hospitals, town
halls and courts of justice. As infrastructure, these were necessary, and were
thought to contribute to the progress of the people (without considering the
culture of the people). It must be mentioned, however, that it was at this period
that research on onchocerciasis started, as discussed in Chapter 3. The health of
the people was taken into consideration but indigenous medicine was regarded
as primitive.
A Special Committee, chaired by Mr Kingdon, looked at education in the Gold
Coast. The African members of the Committee made a unanimous demand "for
a better and wider system of education for the people of this country". The
Committee made twelve recommendations which came to be called the Twelve
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Points on Education. The training of teachers was given the highest priority.
Teachers were regarded as more important than doctors and lawyers and
therefore deserved to be well trained and paid.

Industrial work (crafts) and

natural history were to be taught seriously in the schools. It is interesting to
observe that these were similar to the curricla of industrial Britain where natural
history was regarded as very important.
Achimota College could be said to be linked with the beginning of science
education in Ghana. It was built purposely to educate the sons of chiefs in
pursuance of the British policy of Indirect Rule.

Through this means,

metropolitan Britain could communicate with powerful indigenous rulers who had
hitherto been difficult to deal with. The Asantehene, the King of the Ashantis,
was one such ruler. It was thought easier to deal with an Asantehene who had
been brought up in the British tradition than an indigenous one.

Achimota

College was started in 1927. Rev. Fraser, who had been teaching in Ceylon (Sri
Lanka), was appointed its first principal. On his appointment in 1926, he went
to England to recruit staff. Among his distinguished staff was Mr F.R. Irvine,
an agriculturist.
Irvine was given the task of starting a college farm and herbarium. Through his
research in taxonomy and fisheries, he had started the first science centre in the
Gold Coast. His book, The Woody Plants of the Gold Coast, epitomises the
extensive botanical research he carried out there. It is still the only authoritative
book on woody plants in Tropical Africa. Dr. Oku Ampofo (Chapter 3) was a
student of Irvine and worked with him during his botanical research. In his book,
the indigenous names of the plants as well as their uses have been written in
addition to the botanical names. This suggests that he had some interaction with
the indigenous people.

It is not clear whether he had worked with peasant

farmers.
A flourishing Science Department, embracing Civil and Electrical Engineering,
was established. Irvine designed science and agricultural syllabuses, based on
conditions in the Gold Coast, which were accepted by the University of London
and which became standard syllabuses in Africa for a long time. Eventually,
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Intermediate and Degree courses of the University of London were started in
Achimota College. This developed into the University College of the Gold Coast
in 1948. Here, the mechanism of the transfer of scientific knowledge and of
technology was established.
The Achimota Council, in making a case for the starting of a University of the
Gold Coast in 1942, stated their views on science education. They supported
Guggisberg’s policy of Africanisation and argued that Africans should be trained
in science and technology to develop their country instead of depending on the
Colonial Power to supply such manpower. This sounds more like a desire for
transformational development rather than a transferential one. The Council had
priorities for the proposed university. They said, "We suggest that there should
be, from the start, adequate provision for research, for without this a proper
university tradition cannot be built up" (Achimota Council Report; Section 5a,
p. 12).

On specialisation the Council said, "... we would like to express our

opinion that excessive specialisation should be avoided and that learning for its
own sake should be encouraged" (Ibid. 5d, p. 13).
It is interesting to note that while the Council did not encourage or advocate
excessive specialisation, it said nothing about integration. By advocating "learning
for its own sake", they do not seem to imply learning integrated science but
rather pure science. It does not appear that they had indigenous thought and
practice in mind.
The Beginning of Scientific Research in West Africa
While Achimota College and the University College of the Gold Coast were
established by the policy of the Colonial Government (that is the government
in the colony), the same cannot be said to be true of the research institutes.
Some of these were established as Departments of Government Ministries but
others were established through the efforts of individuals from the metropolis.
A glance at the names of some of the research institutes may reveal their raison
d’etre: West African Cocoa Research Institute (WACRI); the West African
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Institute for Oil-Palm Research (WAIFOR); the West African Council for
Medical Research (WACFMR); the West African Institute for Trypanosomiasis
Research (WAITR); the West African Rice Research Station (WARRS); the
West African Timber Research Unit (WATRU); and the West African Institute
for Social and Economic Research (WAISISER). It was not possible to find out
the contents of the programmes and what components of these are indigenous
thought and practice. Unfortunately, these councils were abolished when the
West African countries gained political independence. They had co-ordinating
functions and were started by individuals rather than by Westminster
Government.

For instance, Sir Harold Hinsworth started the West African

Council for Medical Research. Some of these individuals, however, continued
to keep in touch with

the newly independent countries.

For instance, in

1959/60, Professor Maegrath of Liverpool University School of Tropical
Medicine, after discussions with Nkrumah, created the Institute of Health and
Medical Research. It was later absorbed into the Ghana Academy of Sciences
and disappeared without trace. There is, therefore, no Medical Research Council
in Ghana at the moment.
Sceptics argue that these research councils were established for utilitarian
reasons. The medical research institutes were interested in diseases, such as
malaria, which affected Europeans directly, or trypanosomiasis, which affected
animals such as cattle which were of economic value to them. The first research
institute to be established was the Cocoa Research Institute (1938), to conduct
research into diseases of the cocoa plant such as the swollen shoot disease. The
scientists and medical men travelled with the Merchant Companies to take care
of their health needs and had little to do with the health needs of the indigenous
people or their diseases. The research institutes and councils were therefore
unidirectional in their intervention or mediation between the Centre and the
Periphery. The educational institutions, especially Achimota College, seemed a
little more interactive than the research institutes.
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6.2.2 P o st-In d ep en d en ce Era
The policy of the colonial era was made by private enterprise at first, but later
on the Metropolitan Government put pressure on the Colonial Governments to
devise their own programmes for national development. After independence,
they were consious of the need to formulate and implement national policies
deliberately. Ghana therefore had to formulate and implement policies.
Establishment of the Research Institutes
After political independence in 1957, the organisation of scientific research in
Ghana became one of the pre-occupations of the late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah. He
was the principal agent in the establishment of the scientific community in
Ghana. The transformation of Ghana into a socialist state was his goal. Being
a Marxist, he believed that science and technology were the mechanisms for this
transformation. Nkrumah is an example of those who believed in transferential
development. As mentioned earlier, this was the fashion of the day. Acquisition
of Western sophisticated technology was thought to be the panacea for solving
the problems of former colonial countries who wished to catch up with the
developed world in the shortest possible time. Nkrumah believed that it was only
by science and technology that we can "revolutionise our agriculture and
industry". He expressed this view thus:
"We in Ghana are committed to the building of an industrialist, socialist society.
We cannot afford to sit still and be mere passive on-lookers. We must ourselves
take part in the pursuit of scientific and technological research as a means of
providing the basis of a socialist society" (Speech at the laying of the Foundation
stone at the Atomic Reactor at Kwabenya, 25th November, 1964).
Nkrumah seems to have believed that science and technology can give human
happiness as if there was nothing in the indigenous society which could do the
same.

For instance, he says: "Unless science is used for the betterm ent of

mankind, I am at a loss to understand the reason for it all. It does not require
a clever brain to destroy life. In fact, any fool can do that. But it takes brains
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- extraordinarily brilliant brains - to create the conditions for human happiness
and to make life worth living." (Speech at the Academy of Science in Accra,
30th November, 1963).
He seemed to believe that science and technology would help us to achieve
certain human values such as happiness and good health. He wished his efforts
to be judged by the results of how he had used science and technology. He said:
"We shall measure our progress by the improvement of the health of our people;
by the number of children in school, and by the quality of their education, by
the availability of water and electricity in our towns and villages, and by the
happiness our people take in being able to manage their own affairs.

The

welfare of our people is our chief pride and it is only by this that my government
will ask to be judged" (Broadcast to the nation, 24th December, 1957).

If

Nkrumah’s government is to be judged by these criteria, it must be said to have
failed miserably. The governments that followed him have failed even more
miserably. Retrogression and stagnation are written everywhere in the cultural
life of Ghana; their effects on science and technology are the most visible ones.

Nkrumah had something specific to say about what science and technology can
do for the individual person. He believed that science and technology would
imbue all Ghanaians with the following qualities of mind: "A questioning
scientific attitude towards natural phenomena, a lively interest in scientific
questions, a desire to understand natural events, a receptivity to new ideas and
new modes of thought

the Academy of Sciences should endeavour to make

the mass of our people science-conscious" (Address by Dr. Kwame Nkrumah at
the Academy of Sciences Dinner on Saturday, 30th November, 1963).
An adult science education programme was therefore formulated and
implemented. This was done by radio, the press and mobile exhibitions. In
these pronouncements, Nkrumah did not mention the possibility for integrating
science and technology with indigenous thought and practice. Should Ghanaians
not cultivate lively interests in indigenous thought and practice and try to
understand them, or compare them with science and technology?
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Nkrumah

would have liked Ghana to be jet-propelled to catch up with the Western world
and then leave indigenous thought and practice still at the bottom of the ladder
of development.

He saw the need for trained manpower in science and

technology but he did not see that it was possible for them to be integrated with
indigenous thought and practice.
These were, therefore, the ideas that he held about science before and after the
establishment of the National Research Council in 1958 to organise and co
ordinate research as well as to advise government on scientific and technological
advances likely to be of importance for national development. Later, in 1959, the
Academy of Learning was inaugurated. These two bodies were brought under
the same roof as the Ghana Academy of Sciences in 1963. This body could have
been a transforming institution. Research and study into indigenous thought and
practice could have been done very well.

The projects undertaken by the

research institutes were vital since they were and still are concerned with food
production, but their functions are one-sided since they do not bring in the
indigenous thought and practice very much.

The Nyankpala Agricultural

Experiment Station is exceptional in its policy of integration.
After Nkrumah was overthrown by a military coup d’etat in 1966, the Ghana
Academy of Sciences was re-evaluated. This was done by Sir John Cockcroft in
the same year. He advised that the Academy of Sciences be split into two: The
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) to co-ordinate research;
and the Ghana Academy of Arts and Sciences (GAAS) to promote production
and dissemination of knowledge. These are the two main structures which still
exist in Ghana. An appropriate policy is needed to make them transforming
rather than transferential. This thesis suggests that these two bodies can become
transforming only when they succeed in integrating their programmes with
indigenous thought and practice.
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Important National Projects
As Manshard has remarked, devotees of transferential development are
characterised by the prestige projects they embark upon.

Nkrumah was an

example of such a devotee. One cannot say that the Volta River Project was
entirely his idea, but he regarded it as one of the projects which would make his
idea of transforming Ghana into a socialist society possible. The Ghana Atomic
Reactor Project was certainly his own idea while the Ghana National Museum
Project, which he supported, was that of the Academy of Sciences.
The 1950s and early 1960s were characterised, in scientific research, by the use
of radioisotopes. In 1957 Ghana requested Canada to assist her to acquire an
atomic reactor (Memorandum to the Atomic Energy Research Project, 12/3/66).
Britain discouraged Canada, and Ghana, like India, had to approach the USSR
for a reactor. The Russians came to Ghana and started setting it up but could
not complete the task before Nkrumah was overthrown by a military coup d’etat.
The military government was faced with the problem of deciding what to do with
such a ’white elephant’.
Nkrumah seemed to have dubious motives for buying the reactor. He was not
discouraged when informed that atomic reactors were becoming things of the
past as research instruments. It was therefore suspected that he had the intention
of making an atomic bomb in the future since he aspired to be the head of a
United States of Africa one day. The Atomic Reactor Project was therefore a
prestige one. It would have cost a lot of money to run it and therefore not
worthwhile having.
Sir John Cockroft was invited to evaluate that project, too. In fact, he evaluated
this project first before going on to evaluate the Academy of Sciences. Sir John
Cockroft advised that, for scientific and technological reasons, it would not be
advisable to operate the reactor. It would be cheaper to import radio-isotopes
for research if needed. The structures already put up could be used for other
purposes.

To give an idea of the costs involved, the following figures were
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quoted:
Capital costs of the reactor up to 30th September, 1966 = £4,116,977.
Operating costs = £220,000 per year.
Additional costs to complete the reactor = £968,300, plus £100,000 for Russian
materials and technical specialists.
To bear these costs would effectively mean that the research institutes and
universities could not carry on research. As a developing country, this would
further disorganise the economy of Ghana. Hence, this project of Nkrumah’s
cannot be said to have contributed to national development or happiness as he
had pronounced several times.
The other national project was the Ghana National Science Museum Project.
Professors R.W. Wright and Nunn-May were the brains behind this project.
Nkrumah was only happy to publicise it to show the world that Ghana was in the
race for scientific and technological power. In 1965, when the first meeting of
the OAU was held in Ghana, the Science Museum put up an exhibition on the
Volta Hydroelectric Project.

This boosted his status as one of the most

prominent African leaders. But, ironically, he was removed from power two
months later in February, 1966.
The National Science Museum Project seemed more worthwhile than the Atomic
Reactor Project. Nkrumah saw it as an effort to inculcate in Ghanaian youth
the love for science and the spirit of discovery and adventure. Professor May
invited Mr Frank Greenaway, Deputy Keeper of the Science Museum at South
Kensington, London, to come and help with the practical aspects of the project.
He was in Ghana from 18th May to 1st June, 1963 and surveyed the situation in
Ghana and then made his recommendations.

Unfortunately, none of his

recommendations was implemented. This was because Nkrumah was no longer
in power, and support for the project was not assured as it had become part of
the Ghana National Museum.

Mr Greenaway recommended that a science

museum should present integrated or interdisciplinary rather than specialist
science. This implies that if a real transforming institution is needed for science
education, it should be the science museum. It can easily include indigenous
practice. Special attention, therefore ought to be given to the National Science
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Museum. The problem, however, is that of funds. Museums are very expensive
to establish and maintain.

Space is needed.

The Ghana National Science

Museum could be moderately cheaper to run if it included projects on indigenous
thought and practice.
To summarise the discussion in this section, during the colonial days, there had
been no policy on integration and therefore the relationship in the CentrePeriphery situation was unidirectional and completely non-interactive. The post
independence era illustrates a deliberate effort to formulate science policies but
these were characterised by an unreflective enthusiasm for science and the
launching of prestige projects. Current problems in Ghana seem to suggest that
a hollow enthusiasm for science or the acquisition of sophisticated technology are
not enough for the development of science in Ghana.

What is wanted is a

realistic policy that will bring the best from both science and technology and
indigenous thought and practice together for development.
6 3 GOVERNMENT SPENDING ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
RESEARCH IN GHANA
It does not seem possible to quote figures from world sources to illustrate the
relationship between the level of research in Ghana and the money spent on it.
The figures quoted in such documentation (World Development Report, 1986,
1987) are normally sectorial: Defence, Education, Health and so on.

For

instance, to say that the following percentages of the total national expenditure
of Ghana in 1972 were made: on Defence, 7.9%; Education, 20.1%; and Health,
6.3%, does not tell us how much was spent on research in each of the sectors.
Similarly, to say that the Growth of Production for Ghana for the period 196580 was, 1.4% (GDP); 1.6% (Agriculture); 1.4% (Industry); 2.5% (Manufacturing);
and for the period 1980-86, was 0.7% (GDP); -0.2% (Agriculture); -2.4%
(Industry); -1.9% (Manufacturing), does not help us to know how much was spent
on research for national production. From the two sets of figures, one can see
that the second set was far below expectation but it is difficult to pinpoint the
cause. It can be conjectured that research in each of the production sectors was
not adequately funded. Also, to quote the bulk sums of money disbursed by a
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funding agency such as the ODA (Overseas Development Administration) without
any indication of what fraction of it was spent on scientific research is not useful
either. For instance, the money disbursed by the ODA from 1980 to 1986 were
as follows (in millions of dollars): 192 (1980); 148 (1981); 141 (1982); 110 (1983);
216 (1984); 204 (1985); 371 (1986).
The World Bank (1988), in one of its Policy Studies, has expressed some views
on a policy framework for education. It identifies the present urgent problems
of education in Africa as that of stagnation in enrolment and erosion of the
quality of education. This, in the view of the author of this thesis, could be
extended to include scientific research. The study urges that hard decisions on
education policy should not be postponed and "recommends that each African
state now embrace the task of formulating and implementing an internally
coherent set of policies that reflects the nation’s unique history and aspirations
and that effectively addresses its own recently exacerbated problems in the
education and training sector" (World Bank, 1988, p.2).

The World Bank

recommends that, for the African countries to depart from their states of
stagnation, they must pursue policies of Adjustment, Revitalization and Selective
Expansion.
A policy of Adjustment will consider decisions on diversifying sources of finance.
For instance, user charges in education should be made especially at the tertiary
level, and non-governmental suppliers of educational services encouraged. Unit
cost containment is also important as a policy of adjustment. For instance, the
cost of effectively utilizing a teacher is very important. Here again, a policy of
adjustment can also be made in scientific research: diversifying sources for
supporting scientific research and utilization of the scientist.
A revitalization policy will seek to take decisions on how to improve standards
by acquiring textbooks, furnishing libraries and relevant equipment. A Selective
Expansion policy will take serious decisions in expanding universal primary
education. Distance education programmes have to be introduced, training for
school leavers for work and research and postgraduate education should be
intensified.
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These policies of "de-stagnation" cannot be realised in the absence of integration.
That is what the World Bank Study document does not mention. Each of the
policies has something to do with integration. Financing research and education
is easier when they are integrated with indigenous thought and practice. Where
costs are low, it seems easier to get non-governmental finance than when they are
high. Revitalization has to do with motivation. Integration is an interesting and
exciting activity, full of challenges, which can lead to good performance. Books
can be written by Ghanaian teachers and the equipment required will be simple.
For selective expansion, integration will be the best strategy. Mass education, if
done as with the PHC methodology in Walewale, can be very fruitful.
Postgraduate work can be made rewarding if based on integration.
For such policies to be realised, a body must be set up to organise and
implement the decisions. One of the problems of most developing countries is
the effective implementation of their policies.

One may observe that this is

because the programmes they seek to implement are always complex and entirely
foreign, beyond their own experience. An integrated programme is simpler than
a purely scientific or technological one. This implies that the CSIR should be
reorganised if integration as a policy is to be pursued.
6.4

THE

RESEARCH

AND

EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTIONS

AS

TRANSFORMING MECHANISMS
The historical perspective on science policy throws light on the cause of
stagnation in the Ghanaian scientific research enterprise.

A solution of the

problem is for Ghana to pursue a policy of integration. But there is also the
problem of organisation. It has been stated above that a policy of integration
goes with transformational development and that it is the research and
educational institutions that are the mechanisms for this transformation. To
tackle the problems of these institutions could therefore go a long way to solve
the problems of integration.
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6.4.1 T he Council for Scientific and Industrial R esearch (CSIR)
The CSIR is mainly a co-ordinating and advisory body. Its counterpart in Britain
is the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) which supports
research in science and engineering in the universities and polytechnics and is
also responsible for postgraduate awards. The main difference between the CSIR
and the SERC is that the latter is a funding agency while the former is mainly
a co-ordinating body.
The history of the CSIR shows that it has socialist priorities as well as British
ones and very few Ghanaian ones. It is not therefore mediating between science
and technology and indigenous thought and practice. Its advisory role to the
government is not effective because it may be pushed aside by the Ministry of
Science, Technology and Industry whose Minister is a member of the government.
Its co-ordinating function is also not effective. The Research Institutes have their
own programmes and present their budgets directly to the government just as the
CSIR does. At present, therefore, the CSIR cannot promote transformational
development.
For it to be effective, it should be completely autonomous and function as a
funding agency such as the SERC. It should still have research institutes under
its wing and there must be a Research Institute for Indigenous Thought and
Practice (Technology). The function of the CSIR would then be to draw the
attention of its research institutes to certain problems worthy of solution.

It

would also be expected to look for funds from non-governmental sources by
organising fund-raising activities. Researchers will then have to compete for
funds by presenting research projects.

One of the things that should be

considered as criteria for judging such project should be their integrating
elements.
In March, 1984, technical committees were inaugurated to support the CSIR.
They included the following:
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1.

Technical Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry.

2.

Technical Committee on Health and Medicine.

3. Technical Committee on Industry and Technology.
4.

Technical Committee on the Social Sciences.

5.

Technical Committee on the Natural Sciences.

The Committees on Health and Medicine and the Social Sciences are so
important that they ought to be elevated to Councils at par with the CSIR: a
Council for Health and Medical Research (CHMR), and a Council for Social
Sciences Research (CSSR). In fact, there was a Medical Council in Ghana until
the implementation of Sir John Cockroft’s suggestions on the reorganisation of
the Academy of Sciences in Ghana. The proposed CSSR would be concerned
with research into indigenous thought and practice and make the results available
to the other research institutes.
The proposed CHMR and CSSR together with the CSIR should be co-ordinated
by a Scientific Secretary directly under the President. He should advise the
President on urgent matters and evaluate from time to time the research councils
and the universities. He will therefore have a small group of competent scientists
working under him. He should be elected by his peers and should be immune
to governmental changes.
6.4.2 T he R esearch Institutes
If the Research Institutes are to be transforming, they must first be helped to
solve the problems that are blocks to their efficient functioning.

They have

problems of low morale, lack of approriate equipment and funding, and have
poor communication facilities. If the research institute is to function well, then
the scientists should be adequately remunerated. Assuming that the scientists
are adequately remunerated, it may also assumed that they will be motivated
enough to draw up programmes for integration. The institutes could then adopt
villages or clinics or farmers with whom to co-operate.

The objective and

methods will have to be determined. Financially, they can make efforts to get
funds or they can present their project proposals to the CSIR or to an
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international funding agency for support.
The institute should aim to publish the results of such research in Ghana. If
they are accepted by international journals, that is well and good, but if not, they
will be read by the scientific community in Ghana. The CSIR should formulate
a policy on the promotion of research scientists based on research done on
Ghanaian integrative problems.
A very important institutional policy will be to establish regular seminars and
conferences in the institute. National and Regional Conferences may be left to
the professional associations such as the Ghana Science Association (GSA) or the
Ghana Association of Science Teachers (GAST).
6.4.3 The University S cience D epartm ent
The University Science Department could be a good vehicle for integration. It
is here that the transfer of scientific knowledge and technology takes place as
discussed earlier on. With a head of department that is interested in integration,
the transformation process could take place. As discussed above, the morale of
the teacher needs to be raised. If his efforts will count towards his promotion,
then he will be motivated.
The whole degree programme needs to be revitalised to accommodate indigenous
thought and practice. This implies that an interdisciplinary approach will be
adopted as a policy and students should be encouraged to undertake integrating
projects.

Indigenous projects should be identified and methods of approach

agreed upon. As in the research institutes, stimulating departmental seminars,
lectures and conferences should be established and maintained. Facilities for
this should not be very costly. Departmental newsletters ought to be started.
The Research and Conferences Committees which distribute funds to individual
lecturers can help promote the integration process. It is the committees that set
the research policy of the university.

If its policy is that of integration or

interdisciplinary research, then it will go a long way to promote the
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transformation function of the university department. The Appointments and
Promotion Board also ought to consider research papers based on the integrated
research undertaken. It is important that they are published but not necessarily
in the international scientific journals.

The Research and Conferences

Committee also has to plan fund-raising activities. If the few university lecturers
left in the institutions after their colleagues have left the country are fully
remunerated and promoted for the work on indigenous research, those who have
left the country for lack of promotion and so on, may be encouraged to come
back.
6.4.4 T he Curriculum R esearch and D evelopm ent Division (CRDD)
At the school level, the CRDD of the Ghana Education Service (GES), can
become a very important transforming institution. Integrated researches have
been undertaken by the Division for years. Most of the researchers have been
teachers and therefore understand the classroom situation fairly well and know
the relationship between the school and community. The CRDD has not been
interacting with the school and the community at the same time. This would be
possible if there were vehicles available for transportation. The Science Unit
under this Division has been well funded by UNESCO in the past, but it does not
seem to be doing well now. The officers need to be motivated by being paid
their allowances and promoted when they deserve it. These officers organise
school-based refresher courses for teachers but need similar courses for their
own improvement. The Science Unit is a very suitable organ to promote the
idea of integration at the school level.
In this section, I have tried to show that the research and educational institutions
need to be adjusted, revitalised and expanded to cause the Centre and Periphery
to interact. The internal tensions in them have to be removed before they can
play such a transforming role. Money is involved but if all the institutions are
adjusted, they can generate their own funds, albeit modestly.
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6.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the thesis has been to explore the possibility of integrating
indigenous thought and practice with science and technology. A comparative
study of the two in Chapter 2 showed that there are possibilities for integrating
them. The various attempts being carried out in Ghana now, and how they could
be improved, has been discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, while the present
chapter has tried to pull all the threads of the argument together. The methods
of integration suggested in Chapter 1 have provided the background for the
discussion even though they have not been explicitly drawn upon.

It is now

intended to review them as a conclusion to the discussion.
6.5.1 Review of S uggested M ethods of Integration
The method of integration by synthesis of the two modes of thought has not
been used anywhere in Ghana. If by integration we mean the synthesis of the
indigenous thought and practice with science and technology, then it is not
possible. So, this is not the kind of integration meant in this discussion.
Integration as co-operation turns out to be the commonest method. It is used
by the agricultural researchers at Nyankpala, Dr Oku Ampofo, the PHC in
Walewale, and some of the research institutes. It is an interdisciplinary approach
which Professor K.B. Dickson of the University of Cape Coast recommends for
research in academic science. Integration by interdisciplinary research seems to
be the best, even if it is very difficult to organise. One has to identify the various
components or aspects of the problems and then search for the appropriate
persons who are willing to work on them to join in.
Integration by adaptation has been mentioned. This also is being used in the
research and educational institutions.

Adaptation includes the use of local

reserves when and where scientific ones are not available, adjustment of scientific
and indigenous processes to manufacture an artefact, and borrowing or invention
of language from either side to explain concepts and processes. Adaptation,
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commonly understood as improvisation, is efficiently used by way-side fitters,
vulcanisers, drivers, and watch and radio repairers who are mostly illiterate. Due
to lack of space and also because the Appropriate Technology experiment in
Ghana is well documented, it was thought necessary to omit it from of the
present investigation.
Techniques are also an integrating method that are being used. For instance,
in Dr Oku Ampofo’s Center, standardisation of medicines is one of the activities
undertaken. (It may be recalled from Chapter 2 that the indigenous techniques
of measurement are not accurate).
Looking at the various views of science discussed, it can be seen that Popper’s
notion of science excludes indigenous thought and practice, with exceptions e.g.
the critical attitude to testing and evaluation displayed even by peasant farmers,
as discussed earlier. Laudan’s notion of science as problem-solving as well as
Lakatos’s idea of research programmes may give some allowance for science to
be integrated with indigenous thought and practice. The definitions of science
given by scientists and students had the common element of problem-solving.
Both the evolutionist and the functionalist approaches to the problem have been
useful. From the evolutionist angle, the concept of stagnation and the need for
movement or progress has been spelt out in this chapter. Progress will depend
on the adoption of appropriate policies that will change the research and
educational institutions from being transferers of scientific knowledge and
technology to transformers or integrators of science and technology with
indigenous thought and practice. Functionalism has helped in the sympathetic
understanding of indigenous explanatory frameworks. The Structural-Functional
approach, which is not the same as Functionalism, has been useful in discussions
on the restructuring of the research councils and institutes, departments, schools
and so on to make them function as integrating or transforming mechanisms to
bridge the yawning gap between the Centre and the Periphery.
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APPENDIX
A. SCIENTISTS INTERVIEWED

1. Onchocerciasis Control Programme, Tamale.
Dr. Ahmed Kemoko, Director.
2. Onchocerciasis Chemotherapy Centre, Tamale Central
Hospital.
Dr.K. Awadzi, Director.
3. Nyankpala Agriculture Experimental Station.
(i) Dr. G. Schmidt, Manager and Agronomist.
(ii) Mr. H. Mercer -Quarshie, Co-Manager and Soya-bean
Breeder.
(iii) Dr. L.Diel, Agricultural Economist.
(iv) Mr. R.C. Dekuku, Rice Breeder.

4. Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research.
(i) Dr. F.C. Grant, Director.
(ii) Dr. N.A.Ankra, Chemical Pathology.
(iii) Mr. D. Agbodadze, Bacteriology.
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(iv) Ms Lucy A. Brakohiapa, Nutrition.
(v) Prof. R.K. Anteson, Parasitology.
(vi) Dr. M. Osei -Kwasi, Virology.
(vii) Dr. Binka, Epidemiology.
5.

University of Ghana Medical School, Korle Bu.
(i) Dr. Newman, Bacteriology.
(ii) Dr. James T. Arthur, Paediatric Cardiology.
(iii) Prof. G.A. Ashietey, Community Health.
(iv) Prof. E.Q. Acheampong, Dean of Medical School and

Surgeon.
(v) Prof. S. K. Owusu, Medicine.
6. Institute of Industrial Research.
(i) Mr. Asomani, Material Science.
(ii) Mrs. A. Amoako -Mensah, Director.
7. Institute of Aquatic Biology.
Dr. M. A. Odei, Director.

8. Centre for Herbal Medicine Research,Mampong-Akwapim.
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Dr. Oku Ampofo, Director.

9. University of Ghana, Legon.
(a) Department of Chemistry.
(i) Dr. Phillips.
(ii) Dr. Asamaning.

(b) Department of Biochemistry.
Dr. Afrifa.

(c) Department of Physics.
(i) Dr. K.G. Adanu.
(ii) Dr.V. C.K. Kakani.
(iii) Dr. Amuzu.
(d) Department of Botany.
Prof. E. Laing.
10.University of Science and Technology,Kumasi.
(a) Faculty of Pharmacy.
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Prof. Boakye - Yiadom, Dean.

(b) Faculty of Science.
Prof. F.K. Allotey, Dean.
(c) Department of Medical Sciences.
Prof. Pat - Addy.

11. University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast.
Prof.K.B. Dickson, Vice -Chancellor and Social Scientist.

(a) Department of Chemistry.
Prof. B.A. Dadson.

(b) Department of Agriculture.
Prof. Haizel.

(c) Department of Zoology.
(i) Prof. C. Ameyaw -Akumfi.
(ii) Prof.K.N. Eyeson.
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(d) Department of Physics.
Prof. de Heer -Amissah, Dean.

B. PEOPLE INTERVIEWED AT WALEWALE
1. Chiefs of Nabare and Gbeduri and elders, farmers and
medicine men.
2. Diviners at Walewale and Zaangum.

3. Mr. Isaac Azindow, Programme Organiser of Primary Hrealth
Care in Walewale District.
4. Mba Adam.
5. Shauru, Gbimsi.
6. Abulai, Wungu.
7. Adam, Janga.
8. Haruna, Walewale.
9. Imoru, Wungu.
10. Samani, Gbimsi.
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